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INTRODUCTION 

From the early 1960s, when the bai I reform movement began, 

through the latter part of that same decade when the first pretrial 

diversion programs drew national attention, efforts at reform of 

the criminal justice system have to a considerable extent been 

focused on the pretrial period. The reform goals have been many 

and vari ed -- they have ranged from savi ng resources by routing 

cases out of the system at the earliest point, to rehabi litating 

defendants and enhancing the quality of justice. 

However, despite considerable attention to pretrial reforms 

at the federal, state and local levels and despite the development 

of a wide variety of new programs and processes at sUbstantial 

(often federal) expense, efforts at evaluation have not produced 

definitive results. Do these programs have an impact? If so, what 

and why? Researchers' attempts to answer these questions about both 

bai I reform and pretrial diversion have been plagued by meth-

odo I og i ca I \:Ii ff.i cu I ti es -- parti cu I arl y the prob lem of estab Ii sh i ng 

comparison groups that afford re Ii ab Ie indicators of program impact. 

The resea rch presented in this report represents a continua-

tion of previous efforts to assess the impact of pretrial divers i on. 

Prominent researchers who had looked at the burgeoning pretrial 

diversion movement Cnotab I y Mu I I en 1974i Rovner-Pieczenik, 1974 i 

and Zimring, 1974) , concluded that controlled research was essential 

if pol icy and program development were to progress in this field. 
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Their cal I for the application of such a rigorous research design 

reflected the general recognition that, although other research on 

diversion had produced a lot of information, the record was in

conclusive about the outcome of court cases without diversion, 

the impact of diversion on recidivism and personal stabi lity, and 

the relationship to these outcomes of the social services aspect 

of diversion programs. A control led 'evaluation design was seen 

as the logical culmination of previous diversion research and 

program development, and as the next step in informing pol icy-

making in this area. 

In 1975, the Vera Institute proposed an extensive evaluation 

of the Court Employment Project (CEP), one of the first pretrial 

diversion programs in the United States. Launched in 1968 by the Vera 

Institute as a demonstration project funded by the U.S. Department 

of Labor, CEP has continued to provide pretrial diversion services 

in the New York City Criminal Courts. Since 1971, it has done so as 

an independent, not-for-profit corporation under contract to New 

York City's Human Resources Administration. With the cooperation 

of CEP and of prosecutors, judges and New York's Legal Aid Society 

(which provides defense counsel to the majority of the city's criminal 

defendants), the Vera Institute proposed an evaluation of CEP 

which had at its core an experimental design with the fol lowing major 

characteristics: the concurrent and random assignment of defendants 

eli g i b I e for pretri a I divers i on to exper.i menta I and contro I groups j 

the creation of.3 research population large enough to permit adequate 

analysis of program impact; a fol low-up period of at least one year 

for all experimental and contq?1 group members, inc<;uQi(1g program 
N y 
i' \\ 
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(/ 
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dropouts; and the development of an extensive data base, including 

material from personal interviews as wei L as official records. 

The proposed research was funded by the National Institute of 

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice under its Innovative Research 

Program in 1975 and got underway in 1976. The study was delayed by 

New York City's deepening fiscal crisis, which forced CEP to stop 

diversion intake for seven months that year, but in January 1977, 

CEP resumed its diversion of defendants facing felony charges and 

the control led research began. By the end of October that year, 

Vera researchers had selected 666 defendants for the research popu

lation, of whom 410 were assigned as experimental ~ubjects (diverted) 

and 256 as controls (normal court processing). By November 1978, the 

ful I year fol low-up had been completed; criminal history record data 

had been assembled.on nearly the entire research popUlation and 

personal interview data were complete for most of them. 

This report presents the results of our analysis of these data, 

and attempts to put those results into \proper context. Thus even 

before presenting a detai led account of the CEP program as it was 

in 1977 (Chapter I I) and before turning to methodology (Chapter I I I) 

and findings (Chapters IV-VI), Chapter I explores the development 

of the "diversion" concept (or, rather, the variety ot notions and 

programs thai' are subsumed under "diversion"). We think it is 

important to understand the larger context that has influenced the 

research questi;n~ dealt with in this ev~luation. In designing a 

program evalUation, researchers typically discuss the nature, 

structure, and aims of the specific program to be studied with its 

,; 
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staff, administrators, and perhaps its funding source. In this 

manner the goals of the program ara established against which its 

performance is to be assessed. This evaluation is no exception. 

However, CEP is unique. It was not only the first pretrial diversion 

program,* it was the model for many similar programs which spread 

across the country in the early 1970s in what has been cal led both a 

"movement" and a "fad.1! Although not al I pretrial diversion programs 

have fol lowed CEP's initial model, and although CEP itself has 

evolved in both structur.e and operations, the program has continued 

to be at the center of the debates and disputes over the merits of 

this reform. The 1973 evaluation of CEP by Franklin Zimring (1973 

and 1974) became part of the debate about whether pretrial diversion 

was really the diversion of criminal defendants from prosecution 

or only the diversion of "Boy Scouts and Virgins" to social services 

(Morris, 1975). Then CEP became a central point of reference in the 

often quoted testimony of Professor Daniel J. Freed before the U.S. 

House of Representatives (1974) in which he urged the legislators not 

to leap into the diversion movement unti I more rigorous resea~ch 

pe rm i tted con f i dence about divers i on's i"mpac-;-, and in wh i ch he deta i led 

the serious and pervasive legal, ethical and empiri,cal questions 

plaguing the reform. 

* Although the Citizen's Probation Authority in Flint, Michigan, was 
begun in 1965, CEP and Project Crossroads in Washington, D.C., were 
the first pretrial diversion programs sponsored by the federal 
government (1968); posi ti ve experience's with these two programs 
are typically credited with the continuation and expansion of 
federal ihvolvement in pretrial diversion over the next decade. 

( j 
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As a consequence of CEP's unusually prominent position in the 

debate about diversion, the research issues confronted in this Vera 

Institute evaluation were selected not only to address the current 

programmatic concerns of CEP but also to address questions raised 

repeatedly in the wider debate. A word of caution is in order, how

ever. CEP is a unique program; it operates in a unique city; and its 

history and structure as a pretrial diversion program do not exactly 

paral lei other programs. Thus, quite different results might have 

arisen if this research design had been implemented in one of the many 

other pretrial diversion programs around the country. Nevertheless, 

whi Ie the specific findings cannot be general ized to any other pre

trial diversion program, this research powerfully suggests that many 

of the doubts about pretrial diversion raised by both friends and 

critics of the idea cannot be ignored. Among the problems that 

emerge from the CEP data are: the diversion of defendants who would 

otherwise be treated leniently; the difficulty of assuring voluntary 

participai-ion; and the lack of measurable impact on recidivism and 

I ifestyle. No matter how distinguishable CEP is from other diversion 

programs, these must now be even more troubl ing and important questions 

for al I such efforts. 

On the other hand, the results of this research suggest that, 

during the last decade, CEP may have played an important role in 

encouraging the New.York City criminal justice system to expand and 

use other diversionary opi-ions; after al I, it was within the context 

of New York City's very diversionary criminal justice system of 1977 

.' that CEP was found to have only a limited impact on disposition. And 
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while the data reveal no measurable impact of social services on the 

behavior of the cl ients who were diverted~ CEP, as a social service 

agency with a commitment to criminal justice clients, has responded 

to th i s research find i ng by free i ng i tse I f from the constd:li n-rs of 

the pretrial diversion model and by shifting to other methods of in-

take they expect wi I I bring clients who can make better use of the 

program's services. Insofar as CEP's early pretrial diversion 

activities may be characterized as a "transitional reform" (that is, 

a stimulus for system change during a limited time period), the 

research suggests that the agency's tradi~ional goal of affecting 

case disposition by social service intervention was no' longer being 

met through pretr~al diversion. Consequently, in 1979, CEP sharply 

curtai led its pretrial diversion activities and began to shift the 

focus of its efforts to affect the dispositional process by estab-

lishing stronger formal rela~ionships with defense counsel and with 

judges, rather than relying on prosecutors to select clients. In 

addition, CEP began to expand its service activities to include 

new clients from the criminal justice system for whom social services 

may be of value without intervention in the dispositional process. 

CEP has used the difficult process of intensive evaluation to 

encourage an internal reassessment of its decade-old operating 

principles and to stimulate experimentation. We hope the report 

of this research, its results and the process Of change it stimulated 

wi I I ,encourage other pretrial diversion programs to examine their own 

-------------~-----~-~-~~-----~--
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impact in the context of their own jurisdictions; to assess the 

extent to which they are actually diverting from prosecution, 

criminal conviction, and harsh sentence; and to explore the 

question of whether their social services are likely to have 

~n impact on their clients' lives when they are selected through 

the classical pretrial diversion mechanisms. The CEP research 

suggests that pretrial diversion programs should not simply 

assume that they are meeting their goals in these areas. This 

report also suggests that rigorous assessments of current oper

ations may enable existing pretrial diversion programs to find 

new ways to bring their service capacity to bear upon the myriad 

problems of criminal defendants and to provoke further change in 

the criminal" justice system. Finally, the report may help identify 

jurisdictions in which introduction of a pretrial diversion program 

would make sense and those in which the effort would be wasted 

because the diversion concept has already been absorbed in 

dispositional practice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER I 

PRETRIAL DIVERSION/INTERVENTION: THE 
CONCEPTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A REFORM 

It has been more than ten years since the much heralded 

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 

JustiCe recommended the "early identificatio~ and diversion to 

other community resources of those offenders in need of treatment, 

for whom ful I criminal disposition does not appear required" (1967: 

134). Since that time, concepts such as "diversion," "pretrial 

intervention," "deferred prosecution," and others have been widely 

discussed and used to describe a variety of new programs and 

processes implemented in local criminal justice systems across the 

country. Despite general usage, however, these concepts and the 

assumptions and rationafes underlying them are not always clearly 

specified. Indeed, despite repl ication, some institutional ization, 

and the development of national standards and goals, there appears 

to be little uniformity of structure or procedure among programs. 

This initial section of the report examines the development of 

diversion conc~pts and rationales over the last decade and the 

historical events forming the framework for this pretrial reform. 

The purpose of our inquiry is to examine the larger context within 

which the Court Employment Project has been evaluated, particularly 

to identify the important, disputed issues that face al I pretrial 
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divers i on programs. Many of these issues have ar i sen out of stt~uctu-

ral "di lemmas" -- to use Mullen's apt phrase (1974) -- resulting 

because diversion has been justified as a reform of many, often ' 

disparate problems faced by criminal justice systems. 

DEFINITION OF PRETRIAL DIVERSION 

Before exploring its history, it is important to identify the 

central aspects of diversion. The idea of "diversion" from traditional 

criminal justice processing has a long and varied background extending 
1 

far beyond its role as a pretrial reform. However, as a formal pre-

trial option introduced into numerous jurisdictions over the last 

twelve years, diversion has come to mean the pre-adjudicction chan-

neling of selected adult defendants out of the normal process by 

which criminal charges are disposed and into some type of inter-

vention program offering services and/or supervision. Since the 

adjudication of guilt is deferred (hence the term "deferred pros

ecution" is also used), defendants completing program requirements 

typical Iy receiv~ a dismissal of the pending charges (or its 

equivalent) whi Ie those who do not are reTurned to court tq continue 

th'S normal dispositional process. As suggested above, however, 

different jurisdictions and programs divert defendants using a wide 
1 
Police, courts and probation in the case of juveniles have long been 
moving individuals out of the criminal justice system at early 
stages (Cicourel, 1968; Skolnick, 1966; Wilson, 1970) and pros-

"ecutors have always screened cases out by use of dismissals, nolles, 
or declinations to prosecute (Nimmer, 1974). 
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vari ety of procedures and offer somewhat different rati ona I es and 

expectations as to their impact. Despite this diversity (or more 

likely because of it), pretrial diversion/intervention (PTD/I)2 

spread rapidly between 1967 and 1977, generating enough national 

interest and controversy to be variously identified as an innovative 

alternative to prosecution and incarceration, an important rehabi lita

tive reform, and an unhealthy expansion of state control. 

THE ORIGINS OF PRETRIAL DIVERSION/INTERVENTION AS A REFORM 

The initiation and support of pretrial diversion/intervention as 

a crimi na I justi ce reform fo! lowi n9 the Pres i dent's Commi ss ion Report 

was one among many different programmatic responses to the increased 

social concern with poverty and crime that characterlzed the 1960's. 

2Recognizing the conceptual and terminological confusion in this area, 
we have nevertheless had to select a phrase to refer to this reform 
effort and the programs it has generated. We have seleG-ted "pre
trial diversion/intervention" (PTD/I) because it incorporates more 
of the assumptions typical of such programs than does the more 
common "pretrial diversion" alone. The definition of diversion 
offered in the National Association of Pretrial S'ervice' s (NAPSA) 
first, draft of its standards and goals (drawn up in 1977) recognized 
that pretrial diversion generally involves more than an alternative 
to traditional case disposition. It has typically required defendant 
participation in a program of services and/or supervision. However, 
in its final standards and goals (1978), NAPSA broadened its 
definition of "pretrial diversion." It states that "though pre
trial diversion programs are encompassed by this definition, not 
all pretrial diversion is effectuated via the program model pop
ularized by the Manpower Administra~ion pilot programs, i.e., not 
all are characterized by delivery of services and supervision by 
workers formally identified as diversion staff. Rather ~his 
definition applies equally to summary pretrial probation practices 
and post-charge mediatiop..-arbitration procedures who do not ·feature 
programmatic components.'" (p.6) The current report concerns a 
tradi tional pretrial diversion program and thus. concentrates on 
the evaluation of the procedures, assumptions, rationales, and out
comes long considered appropriate for it and similar efforts. 
Therefore, to underline those traditional concerns and to 
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Unl ike ear!ier government responses that tended to explain social 

problems at the individual !eve!, this period saw an increased 

emphasis on structural explanations (Rovner-Pieczenik, 1973), for 
(I 

example, that economic and occupational deprivation were riot solely 

a function of individual fai lure and that criminal behavior did 

not result from individual pathology alone. Increased direct federal 

involvement in the Civi I Rights Movement was a recognition at the 

highest policy levels that legal and social barriers to ful I racial 

equality were pervasive phenomena; the war on Poverty and Great 

Society programs also recognized that lack of mobil ity had roots in 

structural barriers to opportunity. So too, criminal justice reforms 

began to emphasize stnJc:hfrC7,1 problems, particularly focusing' on 
h /, 

ways the system itselF might act as a barrier to the reduction of 

crime and the rehabi litation of crimin~ls. 

The development of PTDfl as a criminal justice reform in the 

1960s evolved in the context of increasing concern with crime, 

recidivism and the overloading of courts an-d correctional insti

tutions. 3 As an approach to these problems, it reflected a complex 

interweaving of structural explanations of both crime and poverty. 

One influential reform thesis was that the criminal justice system 

Continued •.. /distinguish it from other, nt::wer forms of "pretrial 
diversion" (e.g., mediation), we will use the term pretrial 
diversion/intervention (PTD/I). 

3Silberman in his recent book Croiminal Viole1'Zce~ Criminal Justice 
(1978) suggests that although the United States historically has 
been a "violent" society, the decades of the 19hOs and 1950s 
were characterized by unusually low levels of violent crime; 
consequently, he believes, the reemergence of high levels of 
criminality in the 19605 (as well as high levels of violent 
crime visible to and affecting the middle class) was greeted 
wi th particular public concern. 

-
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was "brutal, corrupt and ineffective," not only demonstrably unable 

to rehabi I itate and deter but itself criminogenic (Vorenberg and 

Vorenberg, 1973: (54). While not a nevI idea, it gained additional 

theoretical credence in the 1960s through the work of several 

sociologists from the symbolic interaction school. The idea of 

"differential association ll suggested that some individuals learned 

to be criminais in the same way that others learned conforming 

behavior. (See Sutherland and Cressey, 1960; Cressey~ 1960; 

Jeffery, 1965; Becker, 1953, 1963.) It could be assumed therefore 

that youthful offenders' association with more hardened criminals 

or del inquents already in the system would increase the likel ihood 

of their adopting deviant modes of behavior. A companion idea 

emerged from Ill abeling theory." It suggested that the reaction of 

formal institutions to individuals accused.of deviant behavior 

structured and encouraged such behavior. (See Lemert, 1951, 1967, 

1970, 1971; Wheeler and Cottrell, 1966; Schur, 1971, 1973.) It 

was thought that the official or even informal use of terms such 

as "criminal" or "delinquent" encouraged both the individual and 

others (e.g., schools and employers) to identify and label the 

individual as a deviant, and this would further block his/her 

abi lity to develop a legitimate career pattern. From the stand

point of criminal justice system reform, therefore, it seemed 

appropriate to route certain defendants, particularly youthful 

ones, out of the system as soon as possible to avoid negative social 

relationships and the stigmatizing effects of official labels. 
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This perspective on criminality resonated with the growing 

concern with developing strategies to overcome the'structurai 

disadvantages of race, class and age faced by youthful offenders. 

In !969, Daniel Glaser voiced an increasingly prevalent (if not 
It 

new) hypothesis concerning the relationship between crime and 

poverty: Il •.• unemployment may be amohg the principal causal factors 

involved in recidivism of adult male offenders" (Glaser, 1968, 

cited in Rovner - Pieczenik, 1973). This hypothesis also char

a~terized federal manpower efforts to extend the provisions of the 

Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (MOTA) to criminal 
5 

offenders. This policy change occurred in 1966 as an indentification 

at the federa I I eve I of the Ilcri m i ria I offender as a manpower resourcell 

(Rovner - Pieczenik, 1973:7). It reflected the growing belief that 

the major mandate of the MOTA to provide disadvantaged groups with 

It 

5 

"I will guarantee to take from this jail, or any jail in the world, 
five hundred men who have been the worst criminals and lawbreakers 
who ever got into jail, and. I will go down to our lowest streets and 
take five hundred of the most abandoned prostitutes, and go out some
where where there is plenty of land, and will give them a chance to 
make a living, and they will be as good people as the average in the 
conununity." Clarence Darrow, 1902 Address to the inmates of the 
Cook COillIty Jail, in .A. Weinberg, Attorney for the Damned, Simon & 
Schuster, New York, cited in Bellassai, 1978:15. 

The specific theoretical 'underpinnings ·fo:r. 'many' of the intervention 
efforts launched by the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) in the 1960s 
are found in sociological theories that emphasized structural 
barriers to opportunity; see Merton's theory of anomie (1957:131-
160); Cloward (1959); and Cloward and Ohlin, De linquencyand 
Opportunity (1960). 
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incre,ased ski II and access to the competitive labor market could not 

be adequately fulfi I led without formal recognition that the Act's 

target population (particularly youth) was involved in the criminal 

justice system. 

Finally, the impetus for the development of PTD/I as a criminal 

justice reform was also related to growing concerns with "over-

cr i m ina I i zat i on. " The problem of overcrowded courts combined with 

a steady increase in violent crime encouraged the perception that 

the courts were not focusing sufficiently on serious crimes and 

dangerous criminals because they were overloaded with violations 

of law stemming from personal disorganization (e.g., alcohol ism or 

mental illness) and crimes having no victims (e.g., certain sexual, 
6 

gambl ing, and drug use crimes). To reduce the effects of over-

criminalization, intermediary mechanisms were thought necessary 

to reduce criminal sanctions after arrest unti I the slower 

legislative process removed these behaviors from the criminal 

statutes. 

THE EXPANSION OF PRETRIAL DIVERSION/INTERVENTION AS A REFORM 

It was in this broad contexf of concern with the problems of 

crime, poverty, and criminal _j~stice system fai lure that the 1967 
./ 

6 ;/ 

It has been suggested tbit in s,ome jurisdictbns the increased arrest 
of working and middle~r-iass as well as lower-class youths fo~ minor 
drug offenses encour~ged wider social acceptance of' drug decriminal
ization than might, q:therwise have occurred because this group's 
ruture employabiliy~ could be seriously affected by criminal con
victions; if so, ~Xen it also e.ncouraged PTD/I efforts which were 
designed to get y$uthful defendants out of the system without 
criminal convictions or records. 
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President's Commission recommended increased development and 

util iza-tion of mechanisms to route more defendants out of the 

criminal justice system, particularly preadjudication. The avai 1-

abi lity through the IDOL of federal MOTA moneys for manpower services 

to offender populations made implementation of this broad recommend-

ation possible without cost to local criminal justice agencies. In 

1968 DOL funded the first early or pretrial diversion programs, the 

Court Employment Project in New York City and Project Crossroads in 

Washington, D.C. Both projects incorporated in their structures the 

three highl~ influential themes discussed above: selected defendants 
" 

were identified early and diver,ted out of the normal dispositional 

process prior to adjudicationj they were routed into short term 

programs providing manpower servicesj and successful participants 

maintained their clean records because the pending charges were dis-

missed. 

After a demonstration phase (1968-1970), these programs be-

came prototypes for DOL's further expansion of PTD/I manpower 

programs. I~ 1971, DOL funded an additional seven diversion 

programs and ten more in 1975, the latter funded under the Compre

hensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). In 1971, the Law 

Enforcement As~istance Administration (LEAA) also began funding 

PTD/I programs with more reform emphasis, however, on their 

potential effect on the criminal justice system. 

Instead of manpQwer moneys, the major source of federal support 

for diversion after 1971 was criminal justice dollars authorized under 

the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe streets Act of 1968. Ln 1973, in 

" .' 
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conjunction with the President's Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, 

LEAA expanded its funding of PTO/I programs to include the diversion 

of drug addicted defendants. The influence of LEAA's infusion of 

money into pretrial diversion is evident in the rapid increase in 

programs after 1971. Whereas only four PTO/I programs were in operation 

in 1970, the American Bar Association's 1974 Directory of PretriaZ 

Intervention Projects identified 57 projects, and by the 1976 edition, 

the list had expanded to 148. In 1978, the Pretrial Services 

Resource Center bel ieved there were over 200 PTO/I programs oper-

ating around the country. 

Such growth is indicative of the considerable acceptance PTO/l 

experienced at the state and local levels. Whi Ie the majority of 

these p rog rams operated in forma I I Y on the I oca I I eve I, severa I states 

formalized the process. In 1970 the New Jersey Supreme Court 

promulgated Rule 3:28 which authorized PTO/I programs, and in 1975 

formal guidelines were adopted. In 1972, the Pennsylvania Supreme 

Court also enacted rules authorizing the process of PTO/I. In the 

early 1970s, Cal ifornia and several oth~r states enacted legislation 

cal I ing for the diversion of drug addicted defendants. By 1974 at 

least three states had legislated the diversion of non-addicts and a 

few others were deve lop i ng PTO/ I gu i de lines Jmder Execut i ve Branch 

requirements for the establishment of criminal justice standards 

and goals. Despite such state activity, however, most PTO/I 

cont inued to operate on the I oca I !,eve I without benef it of forma I 

legislative, judicial or executive support .. 
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As the number of PTO/I. programs increased during the 1967-1977 

period, the concept received formal endorsement from important 

t " 7 
na lonal sources: from the President's Commission on Prisoner 

Rehabi I itation and from Chief Justice Burger in his discussion of 

community involvement and rehabi litation (1970); from the American 

Bar Association in its Standards Relating +0 the Prosecution Function 

and the Defense Function (1971): from the A " , merlcan Correctional 

Association and the American Law Institute in its Model Code of 

Pre-Arraignment Procedures (1972) and from the National Commission 

on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, the National Advisory Commission 

Crimina! Justice Standards and Goals and the National Adi'isory 

Commission on Courts (1973). 

Recognizing that PTO/I programs were an increasingly wide

spread reform, the DOL awarded a grant in 1973 to the National, Bar 

Association to establ ish a Pretrial Intervention Service Center. 

LEAA continued such support by giving two grants in 1976 to the 

National Association of Pretrial Services Agency (NAPSA) which had 

been formed in 1972 as a national professional association of 

individuals and organizations working in bai I and pretrial diversion 

reform. The first of these grants enabled NAPSA to establ ish a 

Pretrial Services Resource Center and the second funded a project 

to develop national standards and goals for PTO/I programs. 

7 

See discussions by Bellassai (1978); Johnson (1976); and 
Gorelick (1975). 
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Despite such extensive and I ively federal support, the expansion 

of PTD/I as a criminal justice reform has not proceeded without 

problems. Whi,le the Federal Speedy Trial Act created two types of 

pretrial service agencies on an experimental basis in ten District 

Courts, al I attempts to mandate PTD/I in the federal courts through 

legislation have been unsuccessful. First introduced in 1972, S./98 

was passed in the Senate but failed to gain House support., Although 

different versions of this bil I have been reintroduced since then, 

legislation has not resulted and the most recent (S.1819) stil I 

awaits hearings in the House. 

While the reasons for this failure are complex, two stand out: 

first, the general lack of enthusiasm from the U.S. Department of 

Justice (see Testimony of Deputy Associate Attorney General Meissner 

in Federal Criminal Diversion Act: Hearings, 1977:190-203) and 

second, the inconclusive, often equivocal results of evaluative 

research on the impact of diversion (see the testimonies of Freed 

in Pre-Trial Diversion: Hearings, 1974: I 44-157 and Crohn Tn Hea:t'ings, 

1977:75-77; and Kirby, 1978). 

In addition, an important stimulus for the growth of PTD/I 

programs -- federal program moneys -- has lessened. DOL no longer 

funds PTD/I and since 1975 LEAA's overal I budget has been drastically 

reduced. It is not clear whether federal encouragement in the form of 

LEAA program funds wi I I continue but its diminution has already 
B 

created grave fiscal problems for existing and new programs. Whi Ie 

B 

See Testimony of Brownstein, Hearings, 1977:39ff. 

.-
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some of the early programs funded by the federal government have 

continued under local support (most notable, New York's CEP program; 

Minneapolis' de Novo; and the Dade County Florida program), others 

have folded as federal moneys were withdrawn (e.g., Boston's Court 

Resources Project and New York City's Youth Counsel Bureau). With 

the drastic federal cutbacks in LEAA's budget heralding the beginning 

of PTD/I 's second decade, its growth is I ikely to slow. Since most 

programs require sUbstantial levels of funding to sustain their 

social service or supervision component, PTD/I programs currently 

in operation and those newly proposed face critical scrutiny by 

local agencies (criminal justice or otherwise) who themselves are 

experiencing budget reduction. 

CONCEPTUAL RATIONALES FOR PRETR~L DIVERSION/INTERVENTION 

Whatever its future, PTD/I was a spectacular early success as 

a criminal justice reform. To examine the reasons for its expansion, 

we must look more clo~ely at the conceptual rationales offered for 

PTD/I. These rationales and the early research into their val idity 

are a vital context for the current evaluation of CEP. 

PTD/I is an overdetermined refotm; that is, its multiple and 

overlapping rationales are based upon broad, sweeping assumptions 

about social process directed at the complex problems of overcrowding, 

cost, recidivism, poverty and injustice faced by the criminal justice 

system: H ••• no word has had quite the power of 'diversion' ... which 

offers the promise of the best of al I worlds: cost savings, re~ 

habi litation and more humane treatment" (Vorenberg and Vorenberg, 

1973: 151-2>. 
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The typical terms used in reference to PTD/I are suggestive of the 

most important rationales for the introduction and spread of this 

reform. The concept "diversion" emphasizes reform of the dispositional 

namely Channel ing defendants away from traditional criminal process, 

justice processing. Viewed from the standpoint of the defendant 

(the impact on the individual), pretrial diversion is justified 

primari Iy as a solution to the problems of label ing and stigma 

which arise from prosecution and incarceration. Viewed from the 

standpoint of the criminal justice system, such diversion is seen 

as "deferred prosecution," a preadjudication alternative to more 

traditional forms of disposition which is justified as a mechanism 

to reduce the costs of prosecution and incarceration for either 

petty offenses or those I ikely to be decriminalized over the long 

run. Finally, the term "pretrial intervention" deals only indirectly 

with the dispositional process and emphasizes defendants referral to 

social service or supervisory programs, justifying such programs as 

a mechanism to encourage defendants' life stabil ity and/or as an in

novative alternative to traditional correctional strategies for their 

rehabi I itation. 

These stigma reducing, dispositional, intervention and rehabi1-

itative justifications for PTD/I overlap considerably (e.g., whi Ie 

"diversion" does not directly rely on rehabi litation as a justifica

tion, it implies indirectly that recidivism wi I I be less likely 

because stigma is reduced). However each emphasizes a particular 

aspect of the overal I process and, to some extent, suggests some-
/' 

what different ~~pectations for program impact. It is important to 

\ 
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note, however, that the use of one particular term by a PTD/I 

program is not necessari Iy isomorphic with its rationale for 

offering pretrial services. Most programs (although not al I) have 

espoused each or al I of these rationales at some point in their 

development and regardless of the vantage point from which the PTD/I 

process is viewed (defense, prosecution, or program), the rationales 

are intimately interwoven. 

Diversion From Prosecution And Its Consequences 
--- -

Diversion as a proposed reform of the dispositional process 

viewed from the perspective of its impact on individual defendants 

is most closely associated with the work of Edwin Lemert (1967). 

Growing directly out of the symbolic interactionist tradition 

discussed above, Lemert suggested that not processing some juveniles 

through the regular juveni Ie system was the best way to discourage 

their development of criminal careers. As noted above, the theo-

retical basis of this notion that official involvement should be 

terminated early in the dispositional process was the thesis that 

deviance was only encouraged by the acquisition of deviant labels 

and exposure to delinquent associations. Whi Ie some diverted 

juveniles might be referred by authorities to a voluntary program 

of services because of their pers~nal needs, this referral was~ot 

supposed to be linked to the disposition of the case through the 

diversion. 
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Pretrial diversion, or simply "early diversion," has been the 

most common term for the application of this conception to the 

disposition of cases against adult defendants. The popularity of 

the term and its underlying rationale resulted from its use by the 

President's Commission report in 1967. Its assumptions are simi lar 

to those in the juveni Ie area and, therefore, seem particularly 

r~levant to more youthful adult offenders who have minimal or no 

prior criminal histories. Pretrial diversion assumes that the less 

deeply such defendants penetrate the formal criminal justice system, 

the less stigmatizing the impact of the arrest and the less likely 

the individual wi I I acquire official, negative labels. Primari I y, 

therefore, early diversion is justified as a humane dispositional 

alternative for defendants not likely to return to the system. 

Since the label ing theory upon which this rationale depends, also 

assumes that this short-term reduction of stigma wi I I decrease the 

likelihood that deviant self-identities and career patterns wil I 

develop over the long run, diversion is further justified as a 

method of decreasing recidivism. Finally, to maximize its impact on 

the labeling process, disposition of the case via diversion occurs 

pre-adjudication, and thus it is also assumed to have -the systemic 

effect of reducing court, probation, and 'prison costs. 

Asa reform diversion per se was seen as an indictment of and , . 

a solution for a criminal justice system which is, 

hopelessly 'overloaded with cases; is brutal, 
corrupt and ineffective; and .. ~therefore every 
case removed is a gain. (Vorenberg and Voren
berg, 1973;154.) 

o 

o 
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This theme that courts create harmful labels and corrections does not 

correct surfaced as a Justification for several types of pretrial 

reform. Pretrial diversion, bail reform and decriminalization were 

each a sl ightly different response to a growing concern in the 1960s 

that the system was overloaded with defendants whose offenses were 

minimal and that it detained more defendants pret~ial for want of 

financial resources or stable life patterns than was necessary for 
9 

public protection. CEP, for example, was initially conceived as a 

method to help certain individuals avoid pretrial detention by 

identifying and diverting defendants not dangerous to the community 

who could be provided with employment opportunro'ries. 

It is clear that a large number of persons 
charged with crimes in New York City do not 
have their cases Qiverted, are not released 
on their own recngnizance without money-bail, 
or do not receive summons-in-lie¥oof arrest 
.•. because they lack employment. 

Since lack of employment was a negative factor in assessing el igibil ity 

for release without bail, helping selected defendants find employment 

was thought to encourage their pretrial release; their employment could 

5 
See Mullen's discussion of PTD/I as a release alternative (1974) and 
also Pryor (1977) and Brownstein (Testimony in Hearings, 1977:41ff). 

10 
Quoted from the first concept paper submitted by Vera to the U.S. 
Department of Labor in May 1967. DOL awarded a planning grant; the 
official Vera application for a three-year program grant for an "Early 
Diversion Program" .Tas submitted in October that year. The diversion 
program began operations in January 1968 and was soon called the 
ilCourt .,Employment Project," reflecting its goals as an employment 
service (Sturz, May and October 1967). 
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then help justify a ful I dismissal of the charges. ll 

Despite pretrial diversion's labeling and differential association 

rationales and perhaps partly because of its early association with 

other forms of pretrial release, adult diversion has rarely been "true" 

diversion as described by Lemert and others. 12 Pretrial dlversion has 

not generally placed the defendant entirely outside the criminal 

justice system and its sanctions. Instead, defendants' participation 

in a program of services or supervision has beeh an integral part of 

the way most pretrial diversion operate3' Prosecution is delayed or 

deferred (not declined), providing the individual with an incentive 

(in the form of a dismissal) to complete the pretrial period success-

llAlthough many of CEP's recent clients would not have remained in 
detention without diversion (partially because of the success of 
bail reform~ Chapter IV below)~ other programs in New York City 
continued to focus explicitly on the "diversion" of detained 
defendants. The social service program of the Legal Aid Society 
of New York aims to secure defendants' pretrial release by providing 
referrals to service and supervisory agencies. The New York City 
Criminal Justice Agency (which conducts ROR reviews for the court) 
also runs a supervised release program. Neither, however, antici
pates securing a dismissal for the defendant at the end of the 
pretrial period as did CEP and other typical PTD/I programs. 

12The distinction between "true" diversion and merely minimizing the 
individual's penetration of the criminal justice system has been 
made by Cressy and McDermott (1973) with respect to juvenile 
diversion. "True" diversion, according to these authors, refers 
to the formal termination of official involvement whether or not 
a referral is made to a program outside the system (p.18) See 
also the discussion by Austin (1977) who argues that true diversion 
as an intervention has not been tested. The standards for research 
in 'the NAPSA Standard and Goals (1978) suggest testing the outcomes 
of diversion al~ng and diversion with services. The original Vera 
research on CEP considered such a design but could not operation
alize it in New York. However, see Chapter IV below for a further 
discussion of this issue in the context of the ACD law in New York. 

o 
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fully. As indicated e~rl jer, "success" was initially seen as a 

defendants' participation in manpower services; this was a result 

of;f-h~.::::-~,Cl r I y lin kage between the divers i on concept I the not ion that 

crime is directly related to unemployment, the rei iance on employment 

(and other signs of life stabi I ity) as a condition of pretrial re

lease without bai I, and the initial availabi I ity of DOL program 

moneys for manpower services to offenders. Whl Ie these manpower 

programs were usually (but not always) outside the official criminal 

justice system, the defendant nevertheless remained formally with

in the control of that system. 

Diversion As Interve~!ion And Rehabi I itation 

From the very beginning, therefore, pretrial diversion in

corporated diversion to programs providing services. Whi Ie diversion 

per se (pal-ticularly with youths or first offenders) was conceptua I I Y 

justified by label ing theory, adult pretrial diversion requiring 

participation in services that were not inherently I imited to first 

offenders rested equally, if not more, on the rationale of inter

vention and rehabi I itat'lon. Th 'i e In-erpretation of what inter-

vention and rehabi litation means in a d'lvers'lon context, however, has 

shifted over the last decade. 13 

I3 rt is vrr'ry d.ifficult to assess with assurance what PTD/I programs 
ar'ound !,the co~try, are actually attempting to do. As indicated 
above, PTD/I ~s n~~ther a single concept nor a single process. 
Pr~g::ams ~ave, typ~cal1;,)~; developed wi thin the context of local 
crJ.~~nal Just~ce systems and have created p:r;-,?cedures, goals and 
ratJ.onales that respond to local conditions ." With as many as 200 
prog::ams now operating around the country and no systematic 
deta~led assessment of their activities, it is very difficult to 

Continued ... ! 
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The early DOL programs were designed explicitly to dei iver con-

crete manpower services, and as such they had job developers, voca-

tional counselors, community resource specialists, etc., on staff 

(see Mullen, 1974). Their primary goal seems to have been the 

del ivery of good quality manpower services. The rationale for 

intervening proe-adjudication, however, was based on the assumption 

that their life stabil izing consequences would justify dismissing. 

the charges. While it was anticipated that service intervention 

should reduce court costs and in the long run affect recidivism, 

both goals were directly tied to the delivery of manpower services. 

The goal of DOL's Pretrial Intervention Proje~t, therefore, was to 

"massively" influence the criminal justice"system through the use 

of manpower related rehabilitation services. (Mu I I en, Final Reporot, 

1974: I) The 1971 national evaluation of this federal effort 

identified "offender rehabi litation" as a major programmatic goal 

(p.4), but focused on the crucial role of manpower services as the 

intervention made by defining successful "rehabil itation~ as both 

increased employment and decreased recidivism. 

In contrast, programs that started after LEAA began funding 

diversion generally focused on "counsel ing" as the intervention mode 

rather than concentrating on the delivery of specific.services. 

(For example, see the profi les of Dade County, Florida; Project Mid-

Continued ••• say what "div~'rSion" is today. The discussions in this 
report are based upon the written literature, primarily of the last 
eight years; descriptive profiles of key diversion programs during 
the early 19705 (e.g., Mullen, 1974; American Bar Association, 1974; 
Diverasion froom the Judicial Process, 1974); and our own more recent 
site visits to and detailed description of seven long-t~rm programs 
around the country (Vera, 1978). 

1 
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way, Nassau County, New York; and the Hudson County, New Jersey 

program in Vera, 1978.) As described by several of these programs, 

counsel ing is "rehabi I itative" because it is thought "to focus on 

the events leading to the criminal incident and arrest [and] to 

help the client see how further criminal activity is harmful to 

himself" (Vera, 1978:93). Therefore, counsel lng, the associated 

monitoring of behavior, and some referral to specific services out-

side the program, are assumed to reduce recidivism by helping the 

defendant develop al~ernative strategies for future behavior.l~ 

Over the last decade, therefore, PTD/I programs that have 

focused on pretrial diversion as an intervention have emphasized 

sl ightly different approaches to this process -- either serovices 

as intervention or counseling as the intervention. Earl ier PTD/I 

efforts, influenced by the DOL manpower p,-ograms (e.g., CEP; Boston's 

Court Resource Program), saw the del ivery of specific manpower and 

l~In New Jersey, this approach is considered specifically for defendants 
defined by the program as "amenable to rehabilitation." Court Rule 
3:28 under which all New Jersey PTD/I programs operate specifically 
calls for the diversion of defendants who are judged by a Pretrial 
Intervention program to be "amenable to rehab iIi tation. " The 
~udson County Program, the state's oldest and most developed, takes 
this mandate very seriously in its selection procedures and de~ines 
its role in the rehabilitative process as counseling in the above 
described manner .. Though described in somewhat different terms 
( e . g., II a willingnes s 'to change") ~ Proj ect De Novo in Minneapoli s ; 
Project Midway in Nassau County, New York; Dade County (Florida) 
Pretrial Intervention; and the Bergen County, New Jersey program 
all offer similar notions about their attempts to counsel and help 
~;£>~?~sion clients (Vera, 1978). . 

'<;" i 
,."----
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vocational services as the way to intervene in cl ients! I ives by 

increasing their life stabi I ity.lS Decreased recidivism was a 

desirable but in some sense secondary outcome. While such programs 

"counseled" defendants, they tended not to do so with the same 

emphasis as those for whom counseling was a major activity. Some

what in reverse, later "counsel ingTl programs tended to think cl ients 

should be employed or in school when they left the program, but their 

primary focus was helping cl ients to understand themselves better 

and thereby alter the attitudes and behaviors that lead to criminal ity.16 

Several reasons for the shift from a service to a counsel ing focus 

on intervention may be suggested. They are drawn primarily from the 

explanations offered by Project De Novo in Minneapol is which underwent 

this shift internally during the last eight years (see Ver~, 1978:39-56). 

ISThe director of the Boston program stated in early 1977 when Vera 
researchers visited there ,that the program was not concerning it
self with the questions "do we rehabilitate people" or "do we reduce 
reci~ivism, ~r but rather with the question "are we providing compre
hensl.ve dell.very of services?" 

16 The ~tatement that at least some (possibly most) diversion programs 
contl.nued to justify their activities on the basis of rehabilitation 
is contrary to the major,thrust of the 1978 NAPSA Diversion Standards 
and Goals, which does not consider rehabilitation a major diversion 
goal although it is included as a possible and desirable outcome. 
A consultant on the original 1977 draft said the committee had 
decided not to emphasize it because of widespread skepticism about 
rehabilitation efforts. Nevertheless, Vera researchers found most 
~iv'ersion l?taff in the programs visited believed tAey were engaged 
l.n ~ome f~rm of :eh~bilitation, and the programs often justified 
thel.r actl.ons USl.ng assumptions, anecdotes or court record data 
ab~ut recidivism. Without adequate comparison group data, <however, 
whl.ch most programs have not created, their success cannot be 
assessed. 

l 
;1 
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De Novo began in 1971 IJnder DOL manpower auspices, was later funded 

through LEAA, and now receives support through local court services 

,moneys: This suggests that the more widespread shift we suggested 

above -- from an emphasis on services to counsel ing -- may be related 

,to the pattern of change in the locus of funding and sponsorship 

since the early 1970S17 Social service funds are usually accounted 

for by showing the frequency different types of services are offered 

to a certain volume of clients. Courts, probation departments or 

prosecutors as program sponsors, however, may be more interested in 

the amount of supervision or behavior monitoring to which clients 

are subject than in the number of specific servibes delivered. 

Whi Ie De Novo itself identified changes, i~ funding as a factor 

in its shift from a servicing to a counsel ing orientation, it is 

interesting that-the program sought the change in sponsorship in 

. order ~o shift the focus of Its activities. First, the agency wanted 

to relieve itself of the burden of detailed service delivery reports 

which it considered very costly in time and resources. Second, it 

17"[I]t is significant that 40 percent of the diversion programs 
listed in the ABA's 1974 edition of thePTI Directory were spon
sored by independent, private sector entities [possibly social 
service funders] while reference to the 1976 edition of the 
Directory shows that only 17 percent of the programs are indepen
dent or sponsored by private sector groups. In contrast, only 
seven percent of the programs listed in 1974 were under the 
administrative control of executive agencies of state or local 
government, whereas 36 percent of the programs listed in the 
1976 Directory are so lodged. (TIlis does not include prosecutor
a.dministered programs, which actually declined from 23 percent 
of the total in 1974 to' 16 percent in 1976). The other large 
gain for program sponsorship has been courts, which again, ac
cording to the ABA Directory, sponsored or administered 11 percent 
of . the programs listed as of 1976 in contrast to five percent in 
1974." (Bellassai, 1978 :26-27. ) 
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wanted to focus more on counseling because it felt this was a more 

appropriate form of help for its clients. De Novo staff had come to 

feel very strongly that manpower services were not helping its 

diverted clients change the basic behaviors which led to their 

arrests. "De Novo leadership. and services staff were concluding 

from their day-to-day experience that a program that al I but handed 

clients jobs may in fact have been discouraging them from taking 

responsibi lity for their own lives and that the services they were 

giving were neither crucial nor appropriate for their clients" 

(Vera, 1978:49-50). 

It should De noted that the type of clients De Novo served 

heavily influenced its definition of appropriate intervention/ 

rehabil itation strategies. De Novo's population was relatively wei 1-

educated and from middle- and working-class backgrounds. Thus its 

clients did not share al I the employment handicaps of poor, inner-

city youths without high school educations, who are served by some 

other diversion programs. Programs such as CEP (whose cl lent 

population was predominantly inner city minority males) did not 

believe the heavy counseling emphasis used by programs such as De 

Novo or Hudson County would be effective with their clients. As 

some confirmation of this perception, the De Novo, H'Jdson and,Dade 

County programs al I reported that their counseling approaches seemed 

least successful with those of their clients who were poor, inner 

city minorities, especially males. 

o 
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Pretrial Diversion/Intervention As A Prosecutorial Alternative 

The two interwoven rationales for PTD/I discussed so far tend 

to reflect ppogPaIn and/or defense justifications for diver"sion. 

Whi Ie both use the suspension of prosecution before adjudication as 

a means to one or more ends, neither directly addresses the primary 

goal of the prosecution. 18 It is the immediate task of the prosecutor 

to dispose of charges against defendants; in this capacity, prosecutors 

genera I I y contr-o I the dec is i on to divert and thus access to the "two 

scarce commodities -- nonprosecution and expensive, albeit coerced, 

treatment services •.. " (Zimring, 1974:238).19 The term "deferred 

prosecution" (which is preferred by the National Distr:ict Attorneys 

Association and by some programs sponsored by prosecutors)20 impl ies a 

someWhat different perspective on PTD/I than those already discussed, 

although they are al I highly'interconnected. 

180bviously, however, both relate to a secondary goal of the prosecution-
to reduce recidivism. If stigma-reduction and/or intervention in life
style affect future criminality, prosecutors should be encouraged to 
use PTD/I as a dispositional alternative. 

19There has been much discussion and debate on the proper role of 
"prosecutorial discretion" in the area of PTD/I particularly as it 
relates to judicial discretion in sentencing (see, Heapings3 1977; 
NAPSA, 1978; Johnson, 1976). Most descriptions of PTD/I programs,' 
however, (e.g., Vera, 1978 and Chapter II below) suggest prosecutors 
play 'an extremely central role in the decision-making process. 
There are exceptions, particularly in New Jersey (with their Court 
Rule) and in Boston, where diversion occurs after a judicial finding. 

2oFor example, the Citizen's Probationary Authority in Flint, Michigan, 
the first PTD/r program in the United States, vas set up by prosecutor 
Robert Leonard in 1965, two years before the President's Commission~ 
it is avowedly' non-rehabilitative (Leonard, 1973). 
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To the extent that prosecutors emphas i ze defetTed prosecut i on as 

an alternative disposition rather than as an intervention/rehabi li-

tative or stigma-reducing device, diversion to a service program. 

becomes an addition to the criminal justice system's existing 

repertoire of supervised mechanisms for disposing of selected criminal 

charges. 21 Prosecutors differ considerably in the extent to which 

they see PTD/I as potentially rehabi I ita"i'ive or stigma-reducing, 

depending on their personal predi lections and experiences with program 

.interventions, and their associations with particular jurisdictions 

and defendants. However, most who are involved in PTD/I see it at least 

minimally as a useful prosecutorial alternative for' certain cases. 22 

21 0bviously, the implications of' "supervision" depend upon the partic
ular program to which def'endants are referred. In some contexts 
(e. g., many "manpower" service programs), the referral represents 
subjecting the defendant to a program requiring his attendance and 
some willingness to identify certain problems and receive assistance. 
In others (e.g., certain counseling programs), the defendant is ' 
subject to more behavior monitoring, again, depending upon the 
particular program, this may represent considerable supervision 
and intensive, possibly innovative counseling (e.g., possibly 
Midway and De Novo) or, as in the federal system (at least 
according to the Justice Department research by Meissner, 1978), 
rather routine probation supervision. 

22There are jurisdiction where prosecutors reject this option either 
because they believe it is of dubious legality (see Austin, 1977, 
re: San Pablo, California) or because they do not feel it is needed. 
There is no way to estimate how widespread any of these views are. 
The fact that 200 or so PTD/I programs have been established around 
the country can be used as evidence that many prosecutors desire 
such an option or that the vast majority do not want it (the lias 
many as 200 ..• " vs. the "only 200 •.• " problem). Nevertheless, it 
appears that where PTD/I does exist as an option, prosecutors are 
inclined to justify it as a dispositional alternative (see Vera, 
1978 and Nimmer, 1974). 

o 
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Raymond Nimmer, in his monograph 

AltePnative FoP.ms of FPosecution 
Divepsion: The SeQPch fop 

(1974), has suggested a framework 
for understanding why some prosecutors 

PTD/I as a d'spositional alternative. 
have encouraged and supported 

Nimmer refers (p.14) to the 
"dispositiom l ! d" I " 'emma faced by prosecutors h w 0 desire to handle a 
case lenientlY because the t~aditional means of case 

disposition are 
inadequate and inflexible.23 

Decl ining to prosecute t a al I ("screening") 
may be considered inappropriate if /.,. t 

posecu ors fear defendants wil I 
1-hink the dispositioncondons the 

behavior which led to their arrest.2~ 

Nimmer, prosecutors often do not 
Yet, according to 

such cases. 
want to adjudicate 

Even fol lowed by a lenient sentence 
, prosecutors may view 

a conviction as inappropriate for several reasons: any adjudication 
consumes resources' if d f 

, a e endant fights a conv",ct,"on, f th ur er scarce 
resources are used; the behaVior, though wrong, may not h 

ave stemmed 
from criminal intent and may not justify 

the stigma of conviction-, 
or avai lable sentences may not be suitabl ( 

e e.g., probation would be 
only an irritant, prison too severe 

, a fine unpayable, a suspended 
sentence or unconditional discha~ge 

unsupervised, a conditional dis-
charge too difficult to monitor). 

'23 
See also Freed's comment ."" 
namely, that the -. on the l~~tat~on of traditional disposit';ons __ 
' y are e~ther too harsh or too ~ 

2~ lenient (1974:144). 
Prosecutors are not only 
th" concerned that de~end t " ' 

~s manner; they also ant" ~ t JI an s w~ll respond in 
non-pra.secution of' certa'; ~~..l..Pfa e negative public reaction to the 
th .... n 0 fenders" Wh "1 e part of a defendant ' • ~ e particular acts on 
closer assessment of th may appe~r very serious to the public a 
1" e f'acts and circumst ' essen ~ ts seriousness in th" ,', ances of the offense may 
defense counsel This ph e v~ew"of the prosecutor, judge and 
of fl' enomenon ~s document d . . e ony case dispositions" N e ~n the Vera study 
disposition for a relath~el l.~li ew ~ork City (Vera, 1977). A PTD/I 
could be justified by the nYA gh~ 7ase (as seen by the prosecutor) 
supervision. This would b .". as . av~ng subjected the defendant to -
"gets burned'~ at a later d \ ~mportant in the event the prosecutor 
Heal'irlfjs" 1977, 18ff). a e (to use the phrase offered by Willits, 
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In such situations, according to Nimmer, prosecutors may view 

pretrial diversion to social services as a positive break from these 

traditional options. Madeleine Crohn, Director of the Pretrial 

Services Resource Center~ has recently said, 

••• the essential purpose of diversion •.. is to 
offer a choice •.• [I]ts function is to give society 
a choice not to punish certain people ••• (Hearings3 
1977:85)25 

25Probably because PTD/I has been seen as a positive option (a "break") 
for defendants (all the rationales assume the defendant is ad
vantaged by participation), advocates tend to assume prosecutors 
will use PTD/I as an alternative to a more severe punishment (see, 
for example, the NAPSA Standards and Goals, 1978). This is an 
empir.ical question, however, and some research (see below) suggests 
that at least some diverted defenn.,ants would have received less 
stringent punishments (generally no prosecution at all or a 

,sentence involving no constraints on their behavior). For example, 
in the federal system (according to the draft report on diversion, 
Meissner, 1978:IV, 9-10), "The guidelines state that prosecutors 
'may divert any individual against whom a prosecutable case exists.' 
In repo~ting to the Department, the assistant must certify for each 
caSe that it has 'prosecutorial merit with no technical deficiencies.' 
In the real world of a United States Attorney's office a significant 
munber of prosecutable cases with no techni.cal deficiencies are 
regularly declined not because they lack merit but because there is 
simply not sufficient time to pursue them given other demands. They 
should be prosecuted but they are comparatively less significant 
and so they are declined. As the guidelines are currently drawn, 
such cases constitute valid diversion cases." 

PTD/r advocates tend to confront such data by saying that prosecutors 
shouZd not use diversion in this manner (NAPSA, 1978); however, they 
provide no mechanisms to assure prosecutors do not. If the case is 
carried far enough along in the dispositional process to assure that 
the defendant will be convicted and receive a more onerous sentence, 
'prosecutors often do not wish to divert the defendant (having spent 
so much time, they would prefer a conviction). For example, in 
New York City, prosecutors typically will not divert a case after a 
preliminary hearing has been conducted; therefore, defense attorneys 
have little information with which to judge the strength of the case 
before the diversion decision is made, (see Chapter II). 

Furthermore, it is possible (although difficult to test) that when 
the public demands more s~rious punishments for youthful offenders, 
prosecutors are more likely to ask for harsh sentences .. and use 
diversion as a form of constraint/supervision for cases they 
previously would have noUed. Withou.t longitudinal data on the 
same jurisdictions, ·it is impossible to document such a pattern. 

OJ 
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Defense attorneys may also view PTD/I as a position choice if they 

bel ieve (and can convince the defendant) that it maximizes the 

possibi lity of dismissal and/or achieves that goal more rapidly 

(at least for counsel): "In diverting a defendant, the thing that 

[defense counsel] looks for is getting a dismissal," reported a 

typical New York City defense counsel. The judge may also support 

the choice if it appears in the'interests of , justice (however that 

is construed in a particular situation): "[Diversion] is 'justice 

and it is inexpensive, but is not cheap justice.' It is good, in-

expensive justice" (Brownstein, Hearings, 1977:46). 

The rationale for PTD/I as a mechansm to increase the flexi

bi I ity of case disposition options, particularly for prosecutors, 

appears to have taken on increased prominence in recent years. 

Th ismay be part I yin a response to i ncreas i ng skept i c ism about the 

val idity of the stigma-reducing and rehabiiitative rationales for 

PTD/I. The idea of "diversion" as a dispositional mechanism to 

avoid stigma assumes the defendant wi I I penetrate deeply into the 

system and is predicated on the idea of keeping people out of the 

process. Yet research evidence (see below) has indicated that with-

out diversion some and possibly many diverted defendants would not 

have penetrated very far into the system. Furthermore, as a practical 

matter, once someone is in,the idea of "keeping him out" does not 
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make much sense, particularly if the case is taken far enough to assure 

it is appropriate for diversion (that is, prosecutable).26 

Accumulated program experience and research evidence, in a 

variety of cr~minal justice fields has also challenged the inter

vent i on and rehab iii tat i on rat i ona I e of PTO/ I (see, Mart i nson, 

1976; Rutherford and Bengur, 1976; McKinlay,· 1978). As Madeline 

Crohn has put it, again succinctly, 

We .•• discovered that overenthusiastic claims'have 
deeply hurt the diversion concept. Imagine the , 
proposed task: to reduce crime and help the courts 
and protect the community and successfully re
integrate an often indigent, disenfranchised segment 
of the population into a 'productive life style.' 
In other words, a panacea ••. (Hearings~1977:J6). 

26While it is still possible that diversion helps avoid a criminal 
record, the labeling justification assumes the negative impact 
of prosecution results primarily from this lengthy and punitive 
process itself, not just the final legal outcome. It is also 
possible that the diversion process may generate new labels and 
new stigmas, particularly if there is little or incomplete sealing 
of official records (see, Gorelick, 1975:198; Freed, 1974:155). 
In addition, the notion of helping the first offender by shi~lding 
him from the harmful effects of the criminal justice system is 
not subscribed to unifbrmly, even by traditionally defendant
oriented people. One defense attorney, in discussing the value 
of diversion over more traditional lenient dispositions which 
also lead the defendant out of the system rapidly, made the 
following (not uncommon) statement: 

[Diversion] is a good thing. If you just. put someone 
back on the street, he really doesn't know what has happened" 
These programs help them understand the court process, what 
has happened, and to recognize they could get hurt by getting 
arrested. People learn to recognize that they have done ' 
something that is defined as wrong and that the consequ~nces 
could be serious. 

(, I 
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It is not surprising,therefore,that the major recent justification 

for introducing PTO/I into the federal system is that it offers a 

supervised alternative to adjudication. While in his introductory 

remarks to the Hearings on the Diversion Act of 1977 (S.1819), 

the Chairman of the Subcommittee emphasized diversion as a rehabi 1-

itative and cost saving device,27 the final Committee Report sub-

mitted to the Senate after completion of the extensive testimony 

narrowed the rationale for pretrial diversion considerably. It 

is presented as, 

an alternative to prosecution .•• the primary adYantage to 
the prosecutor [being] increased flexibility of case 
disposition options .•. for a class of cases for which 
traditional case disposition options are unsuited. 
Nolle prosequi is not appropriate because bf the 
seriousness of the offense and the strength of the case 
against the accused. Plea bargaining or full pros
ecution is inappropriate because, despite the serious
nes.s of the offense, surrounding circumstances or the 
defendant's history indicate no benefit would result 
from conviction. An alternative between dismissal 
and punishment is needed. Diversion offers that 
alternative .•. [O]ne charge leveled against diversion is 
that those persons most in need of rehabilitation are 
screened out ~nd prosecuted, thus insuring the 'success' 
of diversion. Since the committee views diversion 
primarily as a method to increase flexibility of re
sponse in the criminal justice system, not as a cure for 
recidivism, this criticism does not reach the merits of 
the legislation. (Committee on the Judiciary, Report 
re S. 1819: 1-5). 

27"Diversion has apparently been effective in reducing caseloads 
and court costs and in reducing recidivism on the State and local 
levels since the first projects were initiated in 1965." 
(Senator DeConcini, Hearings ~ 1977: 11 h 

.---.-~ 
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This rationale for a supervised alternative to adjudication specifies 

only one advantage to the defendant over normal case processing: a 

shorter period of supervision (p.4).28 

As wrth S. 1819, the 1978 Standards and Goals for Oiv~rsion 

proposed by NAPSA emphasize a simi lar primary rationale for pre-

adjudication diversion. The first goal offered is that, 

Pretrial diversion should provide the traditional 
criminal justice system with greater flexibility 
and enable the system to conserve its limited 
resources for cases more appropriately channelled 
through the adversary system. (p.24) 

However, the NAPSA goals also include (with apparently lower 

pri ority and cert'a i n I y less crarity) the more trad iti ona I divers i on 

and rehabilitative goals: 

Pretrial diversion should provide eligible defendants 
with a dispositional alternative that avoids the 
consequences of regular criminal processing and 
possible conviction~ yet insures that defendant's 
basic legal rights are safeguarded; 

Pretrial diversion should advance the legitimate 
societal need to deter and reduce crime by impacting 
on arrest-provoking behavior by offering participants 
opportunities for self development. (p.24) 

28While the description of the program of supervision provided in 
the legislation and the report suggest that the defendant should 
receive services as well as supervision, the emphasis is clearly 
on "an intensive programmed supervision," (Hearings, 1977:23) or 

behavior 'monitoring. ',restimony to the Committee frQ'm the Justice 
Department prior to submission of the Legislation indicated that 
defendants currently in diversion programs within various federal 
districts were not receiving new or creative forms of service 
while under supervision. According to the Meissner research 
(draft~ 1978), diverted defendants receive the same types of 
supervision and services as convicted defendants under sentence 
of probation; the period of such "pre-adjudication probation," 
however, may be shorter than would be the case if they h~ been 
adjudicated;)-

<.,i"!','· 
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Insofar as the more recent view of PTO/I as primarily a dis-

positional alternative emphasizes supervision as the treatment 

rather than innovative counsel ing or services to alter behavior, 

PTD/I implies a deterrence model rather than a service intervention 

or rehabi I itation model. Furthermore, this perspective need not 

imply that the defendant received a more lenient sentence than he 

would have without diversion. As suggested earl ier, prosecutors can 

quite legitimately suggest diversion as an alternative to pros-

ecution in any case (except those technically faulty and thus not 

prosecutable), even cases they might otherwise have decl ined. PTD/I 

becomes even more akin to a pre-adjudication sentence than more 

tradi-rional notions of "diversion from" the criminal justice system 

suggest (Freed, 1974:151; Morris, 1974;, Diversion from the Judicial 

Process, 1975:93). As with any other "sentence" (probation, prison, 

fine, etc.), one need not assume any effect on the individual 

offender other than an experience of punishment. 

Since PTO/I is a pre-adjudication sentence, it faces certain 

administrative and due pl~ocess problems (as does, for example, plea 

bargaining).29 The fact that diversion takes place pre-triaZ, there-

fore, has generated considerable debate about its appropriateness 

aWhile some critics of PTD/I (Nejelski, 1976) are concerned that it 
expands the overall pattern of non-adjudicative (administrative) 
handling of criminal cases, others (primarily its supporters) claim 
that it encourages the increased visibility and forma.l regulation 
of the discretionary powers prosecut.ors already exercise. 
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(e.g., Freed, 1974; Nejelski, 1976; Gorel ick, 1975). Nonetheless, 

attract "lve option to pcosecutors and, this is also what makes it an 

with somewhat more qualification, to defense attorneys. A process 

a sentence or its equivalent without the assurances which imposes 

d " t" should assume: that supervision is not provided by adju Ica Ion 

"IS not gui Ity," that the punishment is in some given someone who 

to the act committed; and that due process has way proportionate 

been observed. 

As a result of these concerns, recent discussions of PTO/I have 

emphasized the necessity for it to meet certain con.ditions. Those 

suggested by the NAPSA Standards and Goals (1978) include: (I) cases 

should not be diverted pretrial unless they are prosecutable; (2) time 

h Id re late to the minimum sentence imposed spent in the program s ou 

"f the defendant were convicted; (3) it should be for the offense I 

voluntary; and (4) administrative and judicial procedures should 

accompany the process in I ieu of the due process checks provided by 

adjudication. 

Unfortunately, as a practical matter, it is extremely difficult 

to demonstrate such standards are being met. in any actual situation 

Without carrying a case through at least the early stages of 

adjudication, it is difficult in many jurisdictions for anyone, 

particularly defense counsel, to evaluate the probabi I ity of con-

viction. In addition, the standard reads "pr()secutable" (that is, 

th "to be prosecuted"; hence it is not technically faulty) rather an 

impossible for prosecu+ors to use diversion to increase the number 

t ma "lntains at least some control. of defendants over whom the sys em 

Since the minimum sentence for the offense as charged may be longer 

(l 
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than the sentence for the charge to which the defendant would plead 

or be convicted, the period of control may also be extended for some 

defendants. Justification of this process as "voluntary" is also 

suspect because this condition is typically assumed to be met if 

the defendant has counsel. However, the agenda of the defendant 

and that of the defense counsel may differ and both may have in-

accurate perceptions of possibte dispositional alternatives. Truly 

:'informed consent," therefore, may be harder to obtain than is simple 

agreement to the diversion. Finally, due process procedures are 

often cumbersome and under some conditions may be ignored because 

they dissipate the time and resources presumably saved by early 

diversion. 

In 1974, at the conclusion of the DOL evaluation of the early 

manpower diversion programs, Mul len identified the merger of the 

"diversion" (or dispositional) and "intervention/rehabi I itation" 

rationales as the central di lemma of PTO/I in its first decade as 

a reform: 

No J_onger simply a means of securing the release of 
appropriate defendants, these alternatives added the 
goals of case screening and rehabilitation to the 
pre-trial process ..• It is clear that the pre-
trial intervention concept poses a fundamental dilemma 
acutely reflected in the evaluation literature. 
The basic conflict is between the delivery of services 
to reduce recidivism (presumably among those with 
enough likelihood of recidivism to make such reduction 
meaningful) and the provision of a humane alternative 
for those not likely to recidivate. In practice, the 
former may become' unintentionally or quite purposefully 
subordinate to the latter as defendants must pass a 
number of~creening tests prior to admission. In most 
cases, th1) logic of such screening is either implicitly 
or explic~tly the selection of minimum risk defendants. 
(1974: 2, 29-30) 
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As inD/ I enters its second decade, however, the cred i b iii ty of its 

stigma~reduction and especially its rehabi litative rati6nales has 

been eroded. Whi Ie they are by no means fully disproven, programs 

wil I probably find it increasingly difficult to justify a pre

adjudication sentence on the basis of it "helping" the defendant 

(or the public) by reducing stigma, intervening to improve life 

stabi I ity, or by reducing the I ikel ihood of rearrest. The continued 

use of this option to dispose of cases pre adjudication, therefore ~ 

may rest more heavi Iy than before on the abi lity of defense counsel 

(and perhaps the program) to assure themselves and .to convince 

defendants that program participation wi I I "reduce the period of 

time defendants spend in the criminal justice system and/or the 

amount of its supervision. 

DISPUTED ISSUES: THE ACCUMULATED RESEARCH EVIDENCE 

Diversion has grown from a long-standing but informal 
and low-visibility discretionary practice of prosecutors 
and juvenile courts; to a widely-endorsed theory and 
formal reform concept beginning in 1967; to the subject 
of a wide variety of experimental projects and se1f
reports in the early 1970s; to the target of intensive 
and critical research in the past year or two. (Freed, 
Hearings, 1971~: 150) . 

The rationales for PTO/I promise increased justice and humanity 

of treatment as wei I as a reduction of court backlogs and cost 

savings (particularly if the criminal justice system does not have 

to pay for the PTO/I services). But the accumulated research evidence 

as to these benefits is thin. Despite the considerable research 

interest in PTO/I in the mid-1970s, Kirby in his 1978 review of the 

diversion research literature cbncluded, as did Freed earl ier, that 

( 
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"The" lack of appropriate research does not mean that diversion is a 

failure. Rather, it means that research does not exist to demonstrate 

whether or not diversion has an impact on clients" (1978:29). Both 

Freed in 1974 and Kirby in 1978 appropriately pointed out that this 

situation is common in attempts to assess social reforms. There is 

rarely "definitivel! research because social programs are complex and 

respond to a variety of needs and goals, not al I of which can be 

easi Iy researched, and because their implementation varies from place 

to place in response to local circumstances. 3o 

Methodological Considerations 

AI I reviews of the PTO/I research I iterature agree there are 

serious weaknesses in the designs that have been used. 31 The major 

methodological problems are the lack of adequate comparison groups; 

smal I sample sizes; inabi I ity to fol low-up either program participants 

or comparison group members after program completion; inadequate 

us, even so-ca led national evaluations" (i.e., multi-site 30Th 1" 

31 

research) of a particular program or reform are not only diffic.ult 
~o carry out, they often do not answer questions of impact. Even 
:f t~e program concept is clear and singular, its implementation 
~s l~kely to vary greatly from location to location. 

S:e ~or example,.Mullen, 1974; Rovner-Pieczenik, 1974; Freed, 1974; 
Z~mr~ng, 1974; M~ntz ~d Fagan, 1975; Galvin, III, 1977; and Kirby, 
1978, who also notes s~milar methodological problems in related 
criminal justice research (p.ll). 
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record data (e.g., subsequent arrest and conviction); and the 

exclusion of those who fai I to complete the program in the analyses 

of program outcome. 

The first of these is the most serious and warrants additional 

commentary. Research that lacks comparison groups (that is, one

group pre-post test designs) are inadequate for PTO/I evaluation 

(see the excel lent discussion by Rovner-Pieczenik, 1974). The 

major problem with such designs is that the impact of the program 

cannot be separated from the effects of subjects' maturation or 

historical change. For example, diversion services might result 

in increased employment, but the passage of time alone might have 

the same effect; program participants mi'ght show an increase in 10'

arrest frequency, but the increase might have been even greater 

without the program; alternatively, they might show a decrease in 

arrest frequency that could also have resulted from decreased 

pol ice ~urvei I lance or an unofficial change in arrest policy. 

Even PTO/I evaluations with comparison groups have generally 

been assessed as inadequate because the groups were not truly compar

able. (Again, see Rovner-Pieczenik, 1974.) Comparisons of program 

"successes" vJith program "failures," or with defendants who are 

el igible but rejected for the program., or with all defendants who 

fel I within formal el igibi lity criteria have been used to evaluate 

PTO/I programs but their results cannot be regarded with much 

certainty. Non-comparable comparison groups are aaparticular 

problem in PTO/I research because these programs are highly 

selective. In most jurisdictions, mgny defendants m:2y be el igible 

on formal, stated criteria, but screening decisions typically use 

() 
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informal or hard to define criteria (e.g., "amenability to rehabi 1-

atl on") app I i ad by many different peop Ie, inc I ud I ng the defendant, 

the defense attorney, prosecutors, program personnel and judges. 
. .. -

Therefore, even when the most sophisticated matched comparison groups 

are used (such as in the Monroe County evaluation (Pryor, 1977), 

there is no way to assure that participant and comparison groups 

contain the same types of individuals in terms of "motivational" 

(however that may be defined), perceptual, psychological or un

measured social and demographic factors. As Kirby (1978) notes in 

his assessment of the otherwise excel lent Monroe County research, 

The matched comparison group is carefully chosen 
and equivalence is clearly demonstrated. However, 
program clients are screened by the program and 
district attorney [and by themselves], while the 
comparison group is selected by researchers. Thus, 
the two groups could be different because of varying 
selection procedures. (p.16; bracket added.) 

Therefore, whi Ie "Given equal care in design and implementation, 

there is no reason why the quasi-experiment cannot perform signif-

icant tasks in correctional evaluation, carrying out many as~ignments 

now thought possible only by use of the controlled experiment" 

(Adams, quoted in Pryor, 1978:72), there is reason to avoid quasi-

experiments in pretrial diversion research. 

Despite such methodological problems, the accumulated research 

evidence of the last decade suggests certain patterns in the impact 

attributed to PTO/I programs. Whi Ie not every PTO/I program may 

expect to achieve every outcome (see ~~ul'len, 1974), certain program 

effects are suggested by the common PTO/I rationales; they are 

incorporated as research issues into the NAPSA Standards and Goals 

.. --..--
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for evaluation (1978),and they have been at least touched on by 

previous research. 

Diversion From Stigma 

Understanding the aspects ofPTD/1 related to its impact on 

disposition requires assessing who is diverted, that is, what risk 

defendants face from prosecution: the: degree of penetration into 

the criminal justice system they wi I I experience, their I ikel ihood 

of acquiring conviction and other negative labels, and the 

stigmatizing consequences of such labels. 

Early research expressed considerable concern as to whether 

cases were diverted that would otherwise have escaped prosecution, 

thus raising the issue of whether defendants and the system itself 

was actually reaping the benefits of diversion from normal criminal 

justice processing. Yet, in her review·of existing PTD/I research 

Rovner-Pieczenik (1974:90) fourtd only three of the fifteen avai lable 

studies provided co~parison data on case dlsposition. In these 

programs, 54 percent (Washington, D.C.), 30 percent (New Haven, 

Connecticut), and 51 percent (New York City) of the comparison 

were no" Zed. d ism i ssed, or, Q.:;qu i tted without divers i on. group cases v ~ 

This was in contrast to 86 percent, 73 percent and 52 percent, 

respectively, of the diverted groups. Rovner-Pieczenik concluded 

that, 

{j 
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Lack of confidence in the e~uivalence of the non
participant group again.st which patterns of 
disposition and sentences of PTI participants 
were assessed, and in other methodological problems, 
however, does not enable us to state with confi
dence that this apparently favorable adjudicatory 
treatment was due to program participation. (p.92) 32 

Whi Ie more recent data are based upon somewhat better comparison 

groups, the earlier concern continues. Over one-third (36 percent) 

of the Monroe Cqunty matched comparison group were not convicted 

(fryor, 1978:79) as was the case with almost one-fifth (18 percent) 

of the comparison group in the federal Eastern District of New York 

research reported by Meissner (draft, 1978). Unfortunately, in 

the latter, the sample size is too smal I (N=28) for the percentage 

to be at al I rei iable. 

With respect to defendants' relative penetration of the criminal 

justice system, comparative data on diverted and non-diverted groups 

are even more scarce. Whi Ie many stUdies assume penetration was 

I imited.without diversion because of the types of defendants diverted 

this assumption was typically based on the "lightness" of the charges 

and not on detai led comparison of evidence such as the number of 

court appearances, pretrial detention time, bai I or trial experiences. 

The Monroe County data cover this issue, but the reason for the results 

are not clear: "The Diversion sample actually logged more court events 

32Mullen's early research on the nine initial DOL programs (1974) also 
had great difficulty addressing this issue because she was not able 
to establish ade~uate comparison groups. The closest data available 
in the study, therefore, was a comparison of favorable and un
favorable terminations from the programs. These data suggested 
that about two out of ten were dismissed, ac~uitted, or noZl,ed 
after leaving the ~rogram unsuccessfully; however, since disposition 
data were lacking on three out of ten cases, the analysis is 
further weakened.' 
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(excluding prel iminary hearings, trials, pleas and senteqcing dates) 

at the lower court I eve I than did the Contro I samp I e (Pryor, 1977: 68)." 

Furthermore, hypotheses from labeling theory concerning the role 

of diversion in protecting defendants from exposure to harmful, 

stigmatIzing labels have not been assessed. While this is under

standable given the intrinsic difficulties of such research,33 it 

is somewhat surprising that research data 'have rarely been used to 

consider whether diversion he!ps individuals avoid partiaular labels 

presumed to be stigmatizing (e.g., "gui Ity;" "e~-con;" "divertee"). 

Although several evaluations provide comparative data on the 

proportions convicted and jailed, they typically do not do so in 

conjunction with data on individual's prior arrest or conviction 

status or with an examination of record seal ing practices in the 

relevant jurisdiction. For example, in the rv1eissner data on the 

Eastern District of New York mentioned above (draft, 1978), a third 

of the diverted defendants and the control group had prior records and 

75 to 80 percent plead gui Ity,3lt but these data sets are not cross-

+abulated to show how many individuals were able to maintain a clean 

record because of the diversion process. The seal ing of records is 

also not discussed either. 

33First, although PTD/I has used the language of labeling theory as a 
rationale, it is not clear programs t~emselyes are persuaded by it. 
Second, the collection of data to test the assumptions is difficult 
in most jurisdictions. Third, critics of labeling theory have 
pointed out that the theory itself is difficult to operationalize, 
i.e., testable hypotheses are difficult to construct in specific 
research settings (Gibbs, 1966:9ff). 

3ltUnfortunately, the report is still in draft form, ruld the data are 
not only based on small samples but are not always complete. 
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There is evidence in :the I,iterature s.u.ggesting that, although 

most diverted defendants have been first offenders, it is possible that 

t b 35 The effect of diversion on an increasing proportion may no e. 

helping defendants avoid stigmatizing labels,therefore, cannot be 

assumed and it has not been adequately assessed. 

Furthermore, whi Ie most of the I iterature (as wei I as the NAPSA 

Standards) suggests diversion helps defendants avoid the consequences 

of stigma, there is very little empirical evidence on the concrete 

°d I . or are I ikely to experience problems diverted indivi ua s experience 

t · ° records, and the status of because of arrest, convic Ion, or prison 

record sealing in the jurisdictions under consideration has rarely 

been discussed. Had these issues been addressed (as is suggested by 

the NAPSA research standards), the data would have added valuable 

information to the growing body of I iterature from other areas on 

this problem. 36 

35For example, about half the Monroe County diversion program 
participants were not first offenders (Pryor, 1978:86). 

36The diversion literature 'assumes there is considerable stigma 
associated with arrest, conviction, and prison records in three 
areas: self-i'denti ty, employment, and future arrests. What is 
particularly relevant to diversion is that no one c~n ade~uately 
assess the actual stigma and social handicap re~ult~ng ~rom 
these labels. The evidence, however, is not un~fo::nuY ~n 
support of the labeling hypothesis. For example, ~n re~ent 
research by Bernstein et al. (1977), the effect of a pr~or 
arrest and/or conviction record on the degree of charg: r:dUC~e 
tion for defendants convicted of a subse~uent offens: ~s ~n t 
opposite direction. Charge reduction is least f~r f~~st 
offenders. The authors suggest that upon rearrest pr~or 
experience with criminal justice processing may be more helpful 
to the defendant than prior labels are harmful. 
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Recidivism And Intervention In Life Stabi I ity 

Despite recent contentions that diversion is not primari Iy 

designed to reduce recidivism, virtually al I evaluations have 

attempted to assess PTD/I programs' impact on defendants' 

subsequent criminal behavior. Typically they have focused on 

measuring the proportion of program participants rearrested 

either during PTD/I participatlon or shortly thereafter; in some 

cases, data on comparison populations are also provided. 

Again, the findings of both early and more recent research are 

mixed. Rovner-Pieczenik suggests that some (not al I) program data 

indicate potentially lower in-program recidivism rates compared to 

non-participant groups, although '!the extent of this decrease in 

recidivism among participants .•. cannot be ascertained" (1974:79). 

As far as post-program recidivism, however, her evalu~tion of the 

various studies does not support their general conclusion that 

programs reduce recidivism: "[T]oo many uncertainties in the 

evaluation methodology [exist] to conclude the issue either 

positively or negatively" (p. 84). Mul len's analysis of the DOL 

programs led .her to a simi laroverall. conclusion, although in 

the one site that had compi led comparison group data (Minneapolis), 

she found "a positive -- albeit short-term effect of this project's 

service on the incident of rearrest among participating defendants" 

(1974: 114), Mullen's general conclusion is that most programs select 

c[l 
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low-risk defendants in an attempt to provide a humane alternative 

to the stigma of a conviction record; since this cl ient population 

does not seem highly at risk of recidivism, these programs do not 

have a sizeable impact on rearrest. 37 

More recently, a study of rehabil itation and diversion programs 

in New York City (Fishman, 1975) argues that diversion did not 

reduce recidivism, it increased it! This spectre has been present 

with diversion since its inception,but has generally remained 

unstated (for an exception see Vorenberg and Vorenberg, 1973:177). 

Unfortunately, the Fishman study is so seriously flawed method

ologically (Zimring, 1975; Kirby, 1978:21-22), its conclusion must 

be disregarded. Also unfortunately, another recent study of an 

inner-city urban population (Washington, D.C.) which asserted the 

opposite conclusion about recidivism and diversion, was also 

seriously flawed methodologically it has no comparison group 

(Wi I Iiams, 1978). 

Finally, and most significant among the recent research, is 

the Pryor study of Monroe County (1977; 1978). Whi Ie the most 

methodologically sophisticated, it lacks a random selection design; 

the researchers conclude that, 

37Unfortunately, the recidivism data for the Meissner research on 
PTD/I in the federal system are not available as of this writing. 
However, in Chapter IV of the 1978 draft, the diverted population 
is described as a low-risk one by virtue of its characteristics: 
most were charged with job-related crimes and 54 percent were 
employed; their average age was 32; 57 percent were white, 66 per
cent male, 44 percent married, and 61 percent were at least high 
school graduates. 

t· 
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the ~rogram has led to a 35 percent reduction in the 
one-year rearrest rate for official clients (from 37 per
cent to 24 percent), and a 45 percent reduction in the 
conviction rate on those arrests (from 22 percent to 12 
percent) ••. [T]he biggest difference in rearrest rates 
between the program and comparison samples occurred within 
the first three months (when the program presumably has 
the greatest amount of control or impact on the lives of 
the participants). During that time, 5 percent of the 
program sample was rearrested, and 19 percent of the 
comparison sample. But, even though the differences in 
rates were less through the remaining nine months of 
the follow-up year, the comparison sample continued to 
have more rearrests throughout the year (e.g., 14 per
cent vs. six percent in the last three months (1978: 
81-32) • 

Assessment of PTD/I programs' impact on participants life 

stabi I ity (whether seen more or less as an end in itself as in 

the manpower programs, or as a means to reducing recidivism) has 

not been adequately treated in the evaluation· literature. Whi Ie 

impact on stabi lity was a central concern in the Mul len DOL 

research, the analysis was limited by the lack of comparison groups. 

Although unemployment levels among diverted defendants generally 

dropped during program participation, their success appeared short-

lived and qual ity of the jobs they obteined was poor (1974:63-68). 

In addition, 

Despite the fact that sixty percent of all incoming 
defendants were non-high school graduates with twelve 
percent reporting the completion of eight grades or 
less, program activity in developing outside educa
tional opportunities for participants was fairly 
limited. (p.'(O) 

Rovner-Pieczenik's 1974 review of early research efforts also 

suggests that some PTD/I programs achieved short-term (within 

program) emp I oyment-re I ated ga ins (us i ng one-group" pretest-posttest 

designs),although the extent of the changes was not,clear and long 
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I~ange impact was impossible to assess (pp. 55-73). Unfortunately, 

the one recent research effort with a comparison group (the Monroe 

County research) did not address the issue at al I. 

\ Attempts were also made to measure program impact in 
bringing about progress {n various types of social or 
behavior problems that program clients had at entrance 
to the program. Some tentative initial analyses of 
impact in these areas were begun by the authors 9 but 
since there was no way of determining progress on such 
problems for the comparison samples, no real conclusions 
were possible. (Pryor, 1978:75) 

The only study that attempted to assess the effect of different 

types of diversion services on different sub-groups of participants 

was Mul len's evaluation of the DOL program. While the analysis was 

sophisticated, it suffered from both the lack of comparison groups 

and from serious loss of cases during the fol low-up period, the same 

problems alluded to in the Pryor research quoted above. Nevertheless, 

the findings are extremely interesting and deserve serious consid-

eration. They relate to an important issue raised earlier concerning 

PTD/I programs' shift from "manpower" oriented service programs to 

those emphasizing primari Iy "counsel ing." 

Mul len found that, 

program emrloyment services can be a significant factor 
in improving the employment status of groups traditionally 
at a disadvantage in the labor market [i.e., those with 
long periods of prior unemployment]. We can also discern 
a weaker but positive effect of these employment services, 
presumably acting through the impact of better jobs, on 
recidivism among these groups .•. The second major finding 
of this section is that the impact of counseling services 
also is highly conditioned by the nature of the participant 
... In particular, we see that a reasonably stable employ
ment history seems positively associated with successful 
participation in counseling (as measured by subsequent 
recidivi?m) ... Hence, we can look upon counseling services 
as a means of helping to ensure the good behavior of low 
risk participants (as are both females and employed persons) 
while positive change in higher risk offenders seems as
aociated with employment services. (1974:148-159) 

-. 
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Finally, we cannot move to a discussion of other possible PTD/I 

impacts without noting the issue raised by Freed in 1974 that 

has not been addressed by any research on diversion. The question, 

however, remains important: would the post-conviction provision of 

services such as those avai lable in good PTD/I programs result in 

simi lar reductions of recidivism and improvements in life stabi I ity 

(if any) for defendants now diverted pretriaZ?3B 

Diversion As A Prosecutorial Alternative 

I s the overa I I effect of PTD/ I to reduce the impact of the 

criminal law or to expand it? Is it an alternative to punishment 

or to no punishment? As a "period of supervision," is it equivalent 

to, less, or more than results from normal criminal processing? 

The juveni Ie diversion literature (Gibbons and Blake, 1975; Cressey 

and McDermott, 1974; Rutherford, 1975; Klein et al., 1975) suggests 

that diversion in the context of the police and juveni Ie courts 

"widens the net" of social control because juveniles who would 

otherwise not be officially treated are typically diverted. How

ever, as Kirby has pointed out, the issue of expanded social control 

for adult offenders is extremely difficult to measure because 

the concept is hard to define and operational ize: 

3B This is the opposite side of the coin to the question raised earlier 
concerning the "diversionary" aspects of PTD/I: wo~ld d~vers~on with
out services provide the same effect (if any) as d~vers~onwltb 
services -- is it "diversion" or "services" that have the effect? 
As suggested above, there have bee!).D,o tests of this q~estion 
largely because pretrial diversion has been wedded to ~nter-
vention from its very inception. 
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To argue that diversion programs take minor cases is not 
the same as arguing that those cases would be dismissed 
in court (as many critics claim).39 The empirical 
definition of social control needs further work. For 
example, is one day in a diversion program the equivalent 
of social control for one day in probation or incarceration? 
How should the lack of a police record be measured as a 
lessening of social control through diversion? (1978:23) 

This issue focuses primari lyon an examination of the sentencing 

impact of PTD/I. The Rovner-Pieczenik review of early evaluation 

studies suggested that few diverted defendants (or members of 

comparison groups) spent time in jai I. For the three comparison 

groups, however, the period of supervision from probation.does appear 

longer than the period of diversion services for the participant 

group (1974:90). Unfortunately, suspended sentences are combined 

with probation as outcomes, so the issue is hard to resolve (and 

it is compounded by al I the methodological problems with these 

studies noted earlier). Nevertheless, both the more recent Meissner 

research and the Pryor study suggest that the length and possibly 

severity of sentence may be greater for non-diverted population. 

From the data on the Eastern District of New York (again note the 

39A good example of this fallacy comes from Austin (1977). In 
examining the San Pablo, California, diversion progran run by the 
Probation Department, Austin notes its description of the diverted 
defendants: 

These p~ople were not the kinds of persons we usually 
see on probation. There aren't any real crooks -- maybe 
only occasionally db we get a real crook and we usually 
reject them. (p.45) 

Yet, the preliminary data on the disposition of the first 15 cases 
pulled in randomly assigned control group, Austin found 13 were 
convicted (one dismissed and one absconded); overall, more than 
half of those convicted received probation pZus either volunteer 
work, a fine or a jail term as a sentence. The final results of 
the study will be interesting. 
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TOTal research populaTion was smal I -- 52 subjects), Meissner reports 

that 80 percent of those convicted received three year probation 

terms and 20 percent of those convicted some prison time; for the 

diverted group, however, the period of diversion supervision by 

Probation was about one year (1978 draft). Pryor also reports that 

on Iy tV/O diverted defendants in the samp Ie (1.5 percenT) received jai I 

Time compared to 18 in the comparison group (13 percent) and thaT 

nine diverted defendants (seven percent) received probation compared 

TO 23 (17 percent) in the comparison group (Pryor, 1978:83). Again, 

however, this was a matched and nOT randomly selected sample. 

One related issue not dealt with by any of these studies but of 

considerable concern in the PTD/I literature is that of "double 

jeopardy" -- whether diverted defendants who do not complete the 

program and are reTurned to court without a favorable recommendation 

are subject to more stringent punishment than they would have been 

without diversion. 

Finally, diversion as a prosecutorial alternative suggests 

several system issues: how frequently is diversion utilized as an 

alternative (and, therefore, does it have an impact on court or 

prosecutor case loads) and is it more or less costly than normal 

court processing? 

Rovner-Pieczenik (1974:89) noted thaT program impact data were 

insufficient to estimate the effect of 9iversion on court congestion. 

Mul len reported court officials in DOL program jurisdictions had 

uniform reactions: "projects were simply not handl ing sufficient 
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numbers of defendants to materially affect any backlog problems. In 

fact, some were concerned that under an expanded program, continuance 

requests might adversely affect court calendars" (1974:177). 

More recent data do not contradict this earl ier assessment. 

Pryor reported that the Monroe County program averaged about 300 

clients a year. Although th d t ere was no a a as to what proportion 

of the court calendar this represented, the t d'd repor , suggest these 

300 individuals were about 2.6 percent of the arrested defendants 

who met general eliglbi lity criteria (1977: 152). Also, in site 

visits to seven programs in 1976-1977, Vera researchers found that 

only the diversion program in Dade County appeared to divert a 

potentially significant proportion of the court case load -- 15 per

cent of al I felony arrests in 1976 (Vera, 1978:114). 

Cost analyses are.also complex and the previous results were 

mixed. Rovner-Pieczenik's summary of the early cost-benefit analyses 

were extremely cautious: 

The cost/benefit analyses undertaken by Dade Midw 
MCEP and Crossroads, each concluding favorably in :~;ms 
of prog:am savings, were no more or less valid in their 
conclus:o~s thali were the previously discussed analyses 
of partlclpant employment and recidivism. In other words 
m~thodological limitations in the design and implement a- ' 
tl~n.of eValuative research hampered each programfs 
ablllty, to some degree, to conclusively establish a 
favorable program cost/benefit rat:o. The Crossroads 
analysis~ being the most sophisticated and least open 
to questlon, suggests that cost/benefits did accrue to 
that prog:am, but that the benefits outlined may not be 
~~2)xtenslve as the program originally concluded. (1974: 
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Mu I I en (1974: 171-177) did not attempt cost compa r i sons between diverted 

and normally processed defendants, but found that costs per enrol lee 

and particularly per defendant who completed the programs were high. 

Furthermore, "In an attempt to relate these costs to participant out

cornes, .•• [r]ecidivism shows no relation to the amount spent by 

programs. Percent time employed does show a fairly strong association 

with cost, but the direction of the association favors low cost 

projects" (p. 173-194). 

In contrast, however, the 1977 Pryor research on Monroe County 

found the program "to have a benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.3 to I, based 

on one year of diversion and one year of recidivism benefits ..• The 

major portion of the program benefits was attributable to savings 

from reduced probation and jai I sentences, reduced pr~~sentence 

jai I custody, and reductions in the number of pre-sentence in

vestigations needed.:." (1978:84). 

These data suggest, therefore, that the relatively high cost 

of PTD/! programs would only represent savings in the short run if 

programs were successful in selecting and diverting defendants who 

would otherwise be subject to extensive court processing and post

sentencing periods of official supervision. If, in addition, they 

were successful at intervention (particularly reducing recidivism). 

their longer term cost position may also represent a saving. It is 

important, however, to note that even if processing a defendant 

through a PTD/I program is less or no more expensive than normal court 

processing, this does not necessari Iy mean diversion is cost-effective 

for the particular jurisdiction. If the program is not diverting a 
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sufficiently large proportion of the overal I case load in the juris-

diction, the program is not likely to represent an expenditure ~n lieu 

of an additional court part, new jai I faci I ities, or one or more 

probation officers. Rather, the program wil I simply be an addition 

to whatever resources are necessary to process and supervise the 

jurisdiction's ful I caseload. 4o 

In summary, therefore, the accumulated research evidence does 

not provide a very satisfactory evaluation of specific PTD/I 

programs and it does not permit an overall assessment of the serious, 

disputed issues that have plagued the reform as a whole. "In short, 

embarking on a diversion program is pretty much an act of faith" 

eGa I v I n 1 1977 I I I : 44) • 

40This is not always the case, hmrever; despite its relatively small 
caseload, the Monroe County evaluation was able to demonstrate to 
the satisfaction of the county (which. funds it) that diversion 
resulted in net savings of marginal costs. These funds could, 
therefore, be either saved or reallocated to other county uses 
(Pryor, 1977: 95-120). 
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CHAPTER II 

THE COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT: 
A CASE STUDY OF PRETRIAL REFORM 

INTRODUCTION 

The history of the Court Employment Project in many respects 

paral leis that of the diversion movement as a whole. During its 

first decade, CEP was a highly successful program. It was the model 

for PTD/I programs in many other jurisdictions, it expanded greatly, 

and it made the transition from federal demonstration to local fund-

ing with considerable ease. However, since its institutionalization, 

it has also faced some of the same pitfal Is as other PTD/I programs. 

CEP began its second decade with a contraction of services resulting 

from cutbacks in local budgets and, in the course of two evaluations, 

has had to face difficult questions concerning the premises of its 

operati ons. 
I 

In this chapter we look in greater detai I at CEP, its decade-

old program rationales and the context within which they developed. 

We also describe its target population and selection procedures, 

its service delivery system and the problems it has faced administering 

those services. While the overal I picture is historical, the primary 

emphasis in the account is CEP as it was structured and operated 

during calendar year 1977. The reason for this focus is that the 

analyses reported in the remainder of this document measure the 

impact of CEP's operations on Criminal Cour' defendants diverted 
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jail sentence) and the Neighborhood Youth Diversion Project in 1970 

(a juveni Ie diver'sion project). 

A common thread in al I these efforts was the notion that certain 

groups could and should be removed from the criminal justice system, 

sometimes (as in diversion) to other forms of social intervention 

considered more appropriate to their personal needs and to society's 

interest in reducing the probabil ity of the offense being repeated. 

In the early CEP project three specific goals were articulated: first, 

to provide employment services to people involved in the criminal pro

cess because no such services were geared to their particular needs 

(Sturz, October 1967:1-2); second, to give these services pre

adjudication so as to reduce detention and court processing and 

provide the defendant with a basis for having the charges dismissed; 

and third, to demonstrate that employment services could have life 

stabil izing results within a short period of time (initially three 

months) and that this could be a "step toward rehabi I itation" 

(Sturz, May 1967), that is, reduced recidivism. The conceptual 

links between employment services and rehabi litation were the same 

as those underlying al I the DOL diversion programs -- employment 

would give defendants an economic stake in avoiding crime and thus 

abort the al I too casual process by which they were thought to 

develop criminal careers. 

After three years as a DOL demonstration project, CEP spun off 

from Vera at the end of 1970 and became an independent, not-for-profit 

corporation funded by the City of New York. Since 1971 it has 

provided a wide variety of vocationally-oriented services under 
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contract from the Human Resources Administration, a city agency 

providing support for social, employment, and other services. Despite 

non-criminal justice funding, CEP continued to obtain the majority of 

its clients through the diversion of Criminal Court defendants. Where-

as the specific procedures through which it identified defendants as 

el igible for diversion, secured agreement from court personnel to 

divert, and provide specific services changed somewhat during the 

ten year period, the basic premises of the agency had not changed 

greatly as of 1977. The experience of a decade, however, had resulted 

in a somewhat more modest statement of those aims than that found in 
1 

the original proposal to DOL: 

The Court Employment Pro,j ect ..• seeks to provide vocational 
training and assistance in educational and job placement 
to defendants with a view both to bring about dismissal of 
the charges against them and to reduce their prospects of 
recidivism by equipping them with skills and information 
which would lead to a more stable position in society ••.. 
A major goal of most clients' efforts while in the program 
is placement in a job or appropriate educational/voca
tional setting ••.. With the recognition that job procurement 
is not simply a matter of matching skills and people and 
the realization that an average four month program is in
sufficient for dramatic changes for most clients, the 
counseling staff analyzes both short and long range needs 
of the client [including] the ability to read a subway 
map, proper use of the telephone, completion of an 
application form [and] being a parent or informed consumer 
.•.. (Project Brochure, December, 1977). 

"The project hopes to demonstrate that early diversion from the 
criminal justice process to employment and/or job training will 

combat recidivism; reduce court backlogs; reduce expenditures 
for prosecution, trial and incarceration; increase the supply 
of skilled labor; and provide a tax-paying, trained asset to the 
community in the form of a law-abiding employee, rather than a 
liability in the form of a prisoner." (Sturz, October~ 1967) 
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Since its catchment area as a social service agency 

was the courts 2 and diversion the mechanism .for obtaining clients, 

CEP continued to justify the provision of services preadJudiaation 

through the traditional diversion rationales. First, youthful defen

dants were thought to need an incentive to encourage their partic-

ipation in social services and a dismissal of the charges was 

considered a powerful incentive; and second, reduced penetration 

of the criminal justice system and the avoidance of stigmatizing 

labels were viewed as benefits in their own right. Whereas the 

agency also continued its commitment to the notion that needed 

services could be provided in a short period of time (three or 

four months), its definition of what those services should be and 

what type of intervention they represent changed somewhat over the 

ten year period. CEP came to see itself less an an employment 

service and more as a comprehensive vocational services agency (in-

c Iud i ng educat i ona I. pre-vocati ona I, hea I th ,serv ices) • In 

making this change, CEP also recognized that its short range impact 

on the life stabi I ity of individual clients was likely to be 

modest. (See the discussion of services beloW.) 

2 
Originally just operating in Manhattan, in 1971 CEP received funds 
to expand to Brooklyn and the Bronx; in 1973, it also began diverting 
defendants in Queens. By 1975-6, CEP had a budget of $3.4 million 
to service an anticipated 2,600 diverted defendants as well as other, 
often court-related clients. However, in 1976-77 as a result of the 
major fiscal crisis into which New York City was plunged in mid-1976, 
CEP's budget was cut to just over $1 million; while it continued to 
divert defendants from all four courts, its client population was 
reduced to about 1,000 per year. 

-.~ 
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In order to understand CEP's structure, operations and interpre-

tations of its goals, it is important to visualize the major context 

within which it has always operated -- the criminal courts of New 

York City. New York's criminal justice system is unique in many 

ways, but its-size and volume perhaps contribute most to that 

uniqueness. New York City arraigns more than 200,000 defendants 

each year, over 100,000 felonies, in four lower or criminal courts 

where the arraignment parts run day' and evenings. 6 days a week. . . . 
Many of these cases are both arraigned and disposed at the first 

court appearance (15 percent of the felonies); overal I, most are 

disposed through a d i sm i ssa 'I (43 percent of t~e fe I on i es) or a 

plea barga i n (55 percent of the fe I on i es); on'l y two percenf of 

the felonies go to trial. On any given day, there wil I be as many 

as 2,500 defendants in detention awaiting disposition or sen-

tencing on felony charges, overcrowding old faci lities meant, for 

much smaller numbers. The backlog of cases awaiting arraignment 

has been such thaf the time period between arrest and arraignment 

has been as long as 48 hours, and has ranged in recent years between 

24 and 48 hours. The majority of the defendants are indigent in 

that they are eligible for free legal counsel through New York City's 

Legal Aid Society. They tend to be men and minorities, and many 

are also young and unemployed, as might be expected with a city 

minority youth unemployment rate running as high as 40 percent. 

In this context, therefore, it is not surprising that a program 

that attempted to remove cases from the court at arraignment or 

shortly thereafter and that, in addition, provided manpower and other 
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social services to an extremely needy population, would eventually 

find considerable favor, yet sti I I have only a sma I I impact on the 

backlog of cases in the court. At its peak, CEP diverted about 

2,600 cases a year, which was only about two percent of the total 

number of cases arraigned per year. Nonetheless, when it first 

began, the diversion of criminal defendants was a very new, un

tested idea. CEP did not in 1967 and sti I I does not in 1979 have 
3 

a statute o~ court rule authorizing diversion. It has always 

operated entirely by informal and continually re-negotiated 

agreements with prosecutors and judges in four different juris

dictions. Prosecutors defer prosecution on a discretionary basis 

after entering criminal charges and diverting cases to CEP. 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

At its outset in 1967-68, CEP had very broad general eligibi I ity 

criteria for diversion because of its social service aims. A large 

proportion of Criminal Court defendants were in need of employment 

and training assistance, and the project did not wish to exclude any 

who could benefit. However, the actual selection of defendants 

real istical Iy had to reflect judges' and prosecutors' concerns about 

defendants' current charges and prior criminal histories in order to 
3 

New Y~rk ,State doe~ have a law (CPL 170.55) permitting prosecutors 
to adJo~n a ca~e ~n contemplation of a dismissal (ACD); the case is 
automat~cally d~sm~ssed at the end of a six-month period if it is not 
placed back on the court calendar. CEP does not and never has 
operated under this law since cases are not ACD'd at the time of 
div:rsion? instead, a four month adjournment of the case is obtained 
dur~ng wh::-ch the prosecutor defers or suspends prosecution. The ACD 
l~w wa~, ~n fact, not enacte.d until 1971, when the idea of "pretrial 
d~~ers~on had become a more accepted phenomenon, probably in part as 
a :esult.of CEP and the other diversion programs that developed during 
th~s per~od. See the discussion in Chapter IV concerning the con
sequence of the ACD law ~or CEP's diversion activities. 
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encourage their agreement to divert. Therefore, initially the formal 

eligibi I ity criteria excluded those charged with the most serious 

felonies and those who had served prior prison sentences. Individuals 

who were chronic alcoholics or addicts were excluded as were those 

already employed or charged with occupational crimes because the 

program did not think it could provide appropriate services. In its 

earliest months, the program saw itself largely as an employment 

service and, therefore, the CEP staff concentrated on identifying 

specific defendants among those who were eligible for whom the staff 

could immediately find suitable jobs or training openings (Sturz, 

October 1967). 

Since its early days as a DOL manpower demonstration project, 
4 

these basic eligibi Iity criteria changed relatively little. CEP 

continued to exclude chronic alcoholics and drug abusers and to 

divert only adults (i .e., those 16 or over charged in the adult 

Criminal Court). They did, however, expand their social service 

offerings and thus began to include as eligible defendants who were 

not immediately employable and those who were underemployed or 

marginally in school. This change came about because, within the 

first few months of operations, CEP staff realized just how educa-

tional Iy and occupationally disadvantaged their cl ient population 

rea! Iy was. Being young, lacking formal education and work experience, 

the defendant~they screened for diversion found it difficult to hold 
4 

For a discussion of the detailed shifts in eligibility critera during 
the first crucial three years, see Vera, The Manhattan Court 
Employment Project: Final Report, 1972. 
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jobs even when they had them. Therefore, it was felt that most 

needed SUbstantial multiple services in order to make a successful 

vocational transition to employment. 

Within this rather broad definition of who was el igible for its 

services, CEP's major changes in eligibil ity requirements over the 

decade were related to the program's diversion rather than social 

service aims. Guided by its diversion rationale, CEP gave services 

preadjudication and, therefore, wanted to divert and service only 

defendants who would otherwise be adjudicated gui Ity. To some extent 

its bel ief that almost aZZ defendants needed vocational services 

confl icted with its desire to divert and service only those facing 

conviction. CEP attempted to reconcile this by diverting only those 

who faced conviction but to provide services on a voluntary basis to 
5 

anyone referred from the court. 

Nevertheless, it has always been a very difficult problem for CEP 

to assure it did not '~overreach" and divert cases un like I y to be 

convicted. This was largely because of the powerful role played by 

the prosecutor in the decision-inaking process (see below, Selection 

and Intake). In an attempt to assure diverted defendants were facing 

prosecution and conviction, CEP changed its formal el.igibi I ity 

criteria over the years, moving increasingly toward the decision 

made in January 1977 to divert-ooly felony defendants and not to 

exclude anyone because of his/her prior arrest, conviction or prison 

5 
The number of non-diverted clients was always substantial; in addition 
to family members and friends of clients, CEP has always taken non
diverted referrals from the court. At its peak of operations in 
1974-75, for example, CEP gave services to over 700 such individuals. 
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record. In fact, however, as discussed below, because of prosecutors' 

unwi I I ingness to divert repeat offenders. few defendants with prior 

convictions were accepted. 

Before we turn to a discussion of CEP's selection and intake 

procedures, however, several other formal eligibil ity criteria should 

be noted. Defendants must be residents of New York City (excluding 

Staten Island) and have no outstanding bench warrants or pending 

felony charge. They must consent to diversion as wei I as have theIr 

lawyer's agreement. The program never required the consent of 

either the arresting officer or the victim of the crime (although 

both were apprised of the diversion possibi I ity if they were in court). 

Finally, CEP did not permit diversio~ if it was conditioned upon 

restitution or the defendant's agreement to testify in the case of 

a co-defendant. The restitution restriction stemmed from the 

agency's bel ief that restitution impl ied gui It and that diverted 

defendants had not beer. adjudicated; that restitution was often 

unrea list i c fOI- C I i ents who were simp I y too poor to make payments; 

and that it placed an impossible administrative burden on an agency 

designed primari Iy to del iver personal and vocational services. 

SELECTION AND INTAKE 

As suggested above, as a social service agency,CEP defined 

its population as virtually any and al I defendants in the Criminal 

Courts who needed vocational services, but primarily those who were 
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6 
young and in need of multiple support services. However, in the 

decision as to which specific defendants CEP would service, the major 

actor in the selection was the prosecutor. This is because of his or 
7 

her central ity in the process of disposing of criminal charges. In-

formal negotiations must be carried out continually to balance CEP's 

diversion goal of giving services only to defendants facing conviction 

with the prosecutor's goal of case dispositions. Whi Ie these goals might 

coincide, they do not necessari Iy do so. As discussed in Chapter I, 

prosecutors might wish to divert cases they give low priority rather 

than dismiss them altogether or Adjourn them in Contemplation"of 

Dismissal (ACD, an automatic dismissal in six months). Alternatively, 

they might want to divert cases that would otherwise occupy more time 

to convict than they think appropriate. Since there was no way to 

know for sure what the prosecutors considered the diversion alternative 

6 

7 

It is im~ortant to note how different this is from many 
programs which emphasize IIcounseling.1I They tend to define as eligible 
only defendants judged "amenable to rehabilitation" or "moviated to 
change" (Vera, 1978) < They support these eligibility re~uirements 
with screening procedures designed to assess individual's motivation 
and needs. They also tend to primarily "counsel" clients and are 
often deeply involved in restitution agreements. In these important 
respects, CEP differs considerably from other programs, and in some 
cases the differences are radical. 

At the outset, CEP sought to have the judge make the diversion decision, 
"the ac~uiescence of the District Attorney [being] desired but not 
necessarily determinative II (Stllrz October. 196 r

(). The reason for the , 
shift over time to the prosecutor as a major decision-maker probably 
resulted from the fact that prosecutors ar~~ t.ypically the only persons 
with any information about the cases at th'~ early stages of processing 
(at or just after arraignment). Prior to an;:y: hearings which disclose 
facts about the case, therefore, the judge must rely heavily on the 
prosecutor for information. 

...... ' ... '>-'+--'-'~~ ... -"",,....~ ....... ,,~------.. ' .,>~-.-.---.. ,--,-~-
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a 
}o be and since CEP always worked with numerous prosecutors, the 

program had an active court screening staff to identify eligible 

defendants and advocate w'j th prosecutors for the i r divers i on. Even 

though duri~~ '977 (see below)~ CEP shifted to a system of selection 

by referral rather than staff screening, its court personnel continued 

to be active advocates for cases the agency wanted and against those 

they thought unsLitable for either service or legal reasons. 
9 

As it operated in 1977, the first step in the selection process 

took place in the Complaint Room where a senior Assistant District At

torney (ADA) evaluated at I felony arrests to determine if they should 

be prosecuted as fetonies or reduced to misdemeanors at the time of 

a plea. Cases that were to be charged as felonies, but in which the 

ADA would accept a plea to a misdemeanor (or possibly even a violation) 

were arraigned in criminal Court and remained there for adjudication. 

While this was going on, or shortly thereafter, CEP screeners examined 

court papers to i denti fy eli g i b I e defendants before the i r arr'a i gnment. 

The screeners discussed CEP with the defendants and their lawyers and 

then attemp+ec to secure ~he permission of the ADA (either an ADA 

liaison or the ADA in the arraignment part). 

aIt not only screened cases in four separate jurisdictions, it also 
had to negotiate with each of the many different prosecutors who 
rotated thrfJugh the arraignment parts. While CEP was able to 
establiSh a system in which a single prosecutor reviewed all 
potential diversion cases~ such liaisons tended to change, often 

9 

quite frequently. 

Again, while there are some structural differences compared to 
earlier years, the process of screening in 1977 was not much 
different from before. TIle major differences were that in its very 
first months (1968) CEP screened post-arraignment; since then, how
ever, it typically screened pre-arraignment. It used to seek a two
week adjournment at arraignment to assess the defendant's needs, but 
this was abolished to speed up the process. 
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Unfortunately, it was very difficult at this early stage in the 

adjudication process for either CEP or the Defense Attorney (often 

an overworked Legal Aid lawyer) to know what the ADA was I ikely to do 

with a particular case in lieu of diversion. Under New York State 

Law, there is no disclosure of the People's evidence at this time, 

and prosecutors do not ordinarily volunteer such information. Only 

at a prel iminary hearing would the facts of the case begin to emerge. 

However, prosecutors typically require defendants to waive their 

right to a prel iminary hearing as a condition of diversion to CEP. 

Their logic was that diversion was, among other things, a means of 

conserving prosecutorial resources. In addition, they wanted the 

waiver in order to excuse complainants from having to appear again 

should the case come back for prosecution. Whi Ie Legal Aid lawyers 

protested the waiver requirement, it continued to be enforced by 

prosecutors. 

Legal Aid attorneys regarded the prel iminary hearing as their 

first opportunity to evaluate the suffl~iency of the State's case. 

Many felt then that neither they nor their cl ients had a truly 

informed basis for consenting to or refusing diversion. Neverthe-

less, they might agree to diversion on the basis of a general assess

ment as to the defendant's I ikl ihood of convict)on. CEP had 

some difficulty in one borough where the reluctance of some Legal 

Aid lawyers to divert under these conditions meant few cl ients. Other 

defense lawyers, however, justified their agreement tp diversion with-

out a preliminary hearing on the basis of the defendant's long range 

benefit from CEP's social services, regardles~~fth~ir immediate 
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conv i ctab i I ity. Overal I, Defense Attorneys were generally subject to 

a strong temptation to divert any case they could because they knew 

that, if the defendant cooperated, the case would definitely be 

dismissed. To go into a plea bargain or trial risked conviction 

and without more evidence, many' felt diversion to be the defendant's 

best option to assure dismissal. This was a particularly powerful 

justification when the defendant was young and without a prior record. 

As one Legal Aid attorney put it, "We're sometimes overprotectiv~ on 

this score." tn most cases, however, diversion was thought to be an 

easier, quicker, and surer route to a dismissal for an attorney with 

a heavy case load that included at least some very serious cases 

needing a great deal of atTention. 

Mtjway through 1977~ CEP began a slow transition from the screener 

system of acquiring cases just described to a referral system. In

stead of identifying and tracking cases themselves through the arraign-

ment process, CEP screeners waited for a defense counsel (or an ADA 

or Judge) to refer cases to them. They then assessed the case and 

advocated for those they thought appropriate. This change was made 

for tvlO reasons. First CEP had come to recognize that active , 

recruitment was extremely costly in personnel; it began 10 feel 

this wus wasting increasingly scarce resources because screeners had 

to evaluate many defendants who were later found ineligible, rejected 

by the ADA or judge, or who themselves refused diversion (see Chapter 

IV). Second, under a neVi director, CEP had begun to alter somewhat 

its phi losophy about screening. Because CEP tended to view its 

primary role as that of a social service agency, it decided to play 
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a less active role in determining who should be diverted. The 

t felt d~version eligibi lity should be determined agency's new direc or v 

primarily through the adversarial process wi·th CEP's role in selection 

primari Iy being to identify defendants for the defense counsel, ADA 

and judge who could be helped by its services. 

After mid-1977, therefore, most diversion referrals to CEP were 

made by defense lawyers and judges, although a few came from ADAs. 

Referrals were made before or after arraignment. CEP court staff 

interviewed referred defendants to see that they were appropriate 

candidates for the program's services and then asked an ADA liaison 

for consent to divert. Unless the defense counselor judge vetoed 

the diversion application, the defendant became a participant at the 

next court appearance. However, CEP continued its attempts to 

assure the agency diverted only cases facing conviction. CEP's 

senior staff had frequent discussions with ADAs and Legal Aid 

attorneys to define the types of cases they considered appropriate 

for diversion, as wei I as for services. In addition, court screening 

staff attempted to make independent assessments about referred cases 

and to report problems to the agency's director. 

PARTICIPANT CHARACTERI?TICS 

The socioeconomic profile of CEP's diverted participants between 

1967 and 1977 is hardly surprising, given the characteristics of most 

----
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10 
New York City defendants. Whi Ie their ages ranged from 16 to over 

50, half were in their teens. During its first three years as a DOL 

demonstration, the median age of the participating population was 19; 

during 1977 it was 18. The vast majority were always men (about 99 

percent), of minority ethnic origins, about half black, one-third 

Hispanic (Spanish-speaking), and just under one-fifth were white or 

of other ethnic origins. Their average school level was always 

low -- around lOth grade. As might be expected from their age, 

the great majority were single. As predictable from their age and 

education, very few were employed at intake. Throughout most of 

CEP's history, only about 15 percent of its clients were employed at 

the time of diversion and a third enrolled in school; the vast majority 

were not actively involved in either vocational activity. 

This statistical summary of CEP's diverted cl ients suggests 

an unusually difficult and taxing target population for social 
• 11 

services -- young, poor, minority, undereducated and under-or non-

employed. They lived in ghetto areas of the city, and for the most 

part. spent their days "hanging out" or "hustling." Counselors reported 

that most clients who had not already dropped out of school were attend

ing irregularly. Most, according to counselors, read at third-to-sixth

grade levels, and some were functionally i I literate. CI ients were often 

bitter about the educational system and complained to counselors that 

10 

11 

A~ for their criminal background, in 1977, virtually all were charged 
wlth a felony and about l5 percent had a prior conviction record. 

Typi?ally CEP paid clients' subway fares to and from their CEP 
appolntments because they could not afford the 50¢ each way. 
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their teachers were racist. Half their fami lies were on welfare, 

and, if a parent was employed, it was typically a menial job. When 

asked by counselors, most clients said that they wanted jobs, but 

counselors believed many, perhaps most, did not understand what it 

meant to keep a job and didn't want the responsibilities of regular 

employment. Two examples illustrate this point: 

• CEP place~ James, a l6-year-old black male, in a job 
with a community agency. The agency was willing to be 
flexible about his hours so that he could attend some 
classes. Because the job required that he visit the 
courts from time to time, the employer requested, and 
then insisted, that James wear regular shoes instead of 
sneakers. He absolutely refused and wanted CEP to find 
him another job where he could wear his sneakers·. (One 
counselor noted that "these kids are serious as cancer 
in the terminal stage" about wearing sneakers.) 

• CEP placed Henry in a summer job at an agency on llth 
Street in Manhattan. He refused to accept it because 
it was "too far away" from his home on l25th Street (a 
few miles, easily accessible by public transportation). 
So CEP found him another job on l08th Street. But 
Henry also refused that one for the same reason. 

Counselors perceived most CEP clients as I iving entirely in 

the present, day-by-day. Whi Ie this may be somewhat realistic given 

the cl ients' immediate circumstances, counselors saw as part of their 

role proding clients to think about what they must do to prepare for 

the kind of futures clients said they wanted. Yet the counselors 

said clients often had unrealistic expectations about opportunities 

open to them. Most CEP participants had no job ski I Is and little 

education; yet they did not want menial, entry-level, and low-paying 

jobs because such jobs offered them no status and I ittle money. They 

wanted to "make it," and they did not see taking a menial job as the 

way to do that. 
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Accord i ng the CEP counse I ors, many c I i ents ',Jere angry and bitter 

about their poverty; some felt themselves to be the victims of an un

just and corrupt social system. They wanted to get their sh~re of 

the good I ife, but the opportunities for a col lege education and a 

good career were, generally speaking, closed to them. The obvious 

symbols of financial success in their communities were the "hustlers." 

The pimps and the higher-level drug pushers were especially attractive 

they had cars, women, and ready cash for no (or at least very little) 

W 'I de I y adm i red as peop I e who have "gotten over" work -- and they were 

on tAe system. If there was an ethos to this generation of poor 

minority youth, CEP counselors felt that ethos was to get what you 

wanted for nothing in a world that wanted you to have nothing. 

Counselors felt that many of 'CEP's clients thought of welfare as 

a way to "get over" on the system, and hence most counselors were 

damantly opposed to 'It They bel'l,evAd 'It had as destructive an a ._ 

effect on cl ients as hard drugs, creating a cycle of dependency that 

became increasingly difficult to break. 

CEP counselors gave the fol lowing descriptions of some of their 

individual cl ients: 

Anthony was with a friend who got into a verbal altercation 
with a police officer. The disagreement came to blows, and 
in defense of his friend, Anthony struck the officer. He 
was arrested for assaulting a policeman. Anthony's mother 
told his CEP counselor that he had been staying out late 
at night and had been hanging around a "very tough crowd." 
The counselor wanted to help Anthony, but Anthony kept him 
at a distance. He did not fear going to jail. 

Jorge, an illiterate Hispanic male, was arrested fur stealing 
from a decoy police officer an.d for assaulting the officer 
who arrested him. He tended to use his physical strength 
instead of his brain to get along in life. 
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Carl, in his late teens, was also arrested for steal:i,p:;: 
from a decoy policeman. He was utterly destitute wr,en he 
came to Ch~; he had nowhere to live and no money cortdng 
in. Although his counselor opposed welfare as a ge\:~eral 
matter, he thought that getting Carlon welfare was:~+'he 
first step on the road to recovery. Eventually Carl did 
obtain a jcb. 

Virginia was 16 years old and came from a highly religious 
family. She was arrested for snatching a purse, but her 
counselor doubted very much that she had committed the 
crime; he thought she had simply been in the vicinity 
when it happened. Virginia attempted suicide soon after 
t~e arrest, and her mother threw her out of the house.-· 
She was placed in a residential facility, where she was' 
beaten by the other residents. The CEP counselor had 
considerable difficulty finding her alternative housing. 

Luke, a Vietnam liar veteran, was arrested for burglary 
and larceny after he stole a lead pipe from an old building. 
It was his first offense. When he enrolled in CEP he had a 
part-time job and was taking correspondence courses. Soon 
after his entry into the program he obtained a full-time 
job, which he kept for several months. 

Emmet was arrested for robbing an elderly man. He insisted 
on his innoceIlce, claiming that he ha,d come along while 
others were robbing the man and he tried to help. The ADA 
found his story hard to believe -- especially as Emmet had 
a lengthy prior criminal history. He had just spent 
several months in jail and had had a severe drinking 
problem ever since his mother died several years before. 
Not long after enroJling in CEP, ~nmet was arrested on 
burglary charges. He was terminated from the program. 

SERV I CE DEL I VERY 

Faced with cl ients plagued by these problems, it is not surprising 

that after ten years of operations CEP remained an agency devoted to 

expanding its social services rather than shifting, as described. 

in Chapter I, to a more "counseling"-oriented approach. Counsel ing 

defendants to encourage changes in their behavio~ in the expectation 

they would then avoid further criminal acts, did not seem appropriate 
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to most CEP staff because most of their cl ients I ived in a social 

mi lieu where i I legal activities were a regular part of life. Most 

were neither educationally nor socially prepared to make the 

transition into the world of regular employment~ and certainly not 

in a three or four month period. 

How then did CEP atteMpt to intervene in a life stabi lizing way? 

It tried first to motivate defendants to keep coming to the agency 

during the ful I pretrial period so that their cases would be dis

missed; it did this by providing services it hoped clients wanted and 
12 

when necessary by reminding them of their pending court cases. 

It tried to identify one or more realistic goals for the client which 

could be achieved in four months and which could be reported back to 

the court as indicative of increased life stability (e.g., back in 

school or attending more regularly; a part-time or ful I-time job; or 

progress in these directions such as getting working papers or a 

driver's license). It tried to assess special needs defendants had 

and refer them to special ized community services (such as health, 

residential, psychological, or recreational programs). Finally, it 

tried to give defendants a personal experience of progress or success 

in life -- a good relationship with an older person (the counselor), 

better relations with parents, increased life ski I Is such as reading 

a subway map or using the telephone directory. 

12FortY_five percent of CEP's diverted clients in 1977 failed to 
complete the program because they did not attend regularly. 
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CEP had a more complex system for delivering its services than 

many other diversion programs (Vera, 1978). This complexity seems 

to have resulted from CEP's rapid organizational expansion in the 

early 1970's (from operations in one to four boroughs) and from its 

efforts to expand the range and quality of services offered while 

also maintaining its pol icy of hiring paraprofessionals (ex-

offenders) as counselors. 

Between 1967 and 1970, CEP operated only in the borough of 

Manhattan with a staff of about 30 people at its peak. With its 

expansion into Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Queens, CEP opened three 

additional service offices. By 1975, CEP had a staff of over 220 

people and was servicing over 4,000 cl ients of whom 2,600 were 

diverted from the four Criminal Courts. As the program expanded, CEP 

also broadened the types of services it offered. These included 

personal and situatfonal counsel ing (in individual and group sessions); 

vocational counsel ing and preparation; in-house training programs 

(including basic literacy, Eng I ish as a Second Language, tutoring 

and an extension site of Brooklyn Col lege's School of Contemporary 

Studies in which some participants were enrol led); job development and 

placement services; referral to community programs for physical and 

mental health services, housing and residence, and other social 

services. Even though the fiscal cutbacks of 1976-77 resulted in a 

smaller program (one ful I-service office and a total staff of.about 

65), CEP continued to divert defendants,from al I four Criminal Courts 

and to offer many of the same services. 
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One consequence of the agency's rapid expansion geographically, 

administratively, aQd in the number of its clients and services 

was a much elaborated organizational structure. Originally, in 

addition to supervisory and administrative staff, CEP had only two 

types of direct service del ivery personnel. The counselors, or 

"reps," were typically ex-offenders or "street-wise" people who 

discussed with clients their life situations, immediate and long 

range needs, and made one home visit to discuss CEP with the client's 

fami Iy. The other direct service personnel, Career Developers, 

generally had academic backgrounds or relevant work experience, worked 

with clients to find jobs, training programs, or appropriate academic 

settings. In the early years, Career Developers were responsible for 

job site development as wei I as career guidance and placement. However, 

as expansion occurred, these functions became more specialized, and 

by 1977 thete were six major categories of staff involved in giving 

c I i ents serv ices. I n add it i on to (I) the Counselor or "rep," there 

was (2) the Vocational Counselor3 a more academically trained individ

ual often with a col lege degree whose job was tc counsel clients about 

their vocational and educational goals, test their reading and math 

levels, and prepare them for the job appl ication and interview process. 

The (3) Vocational Placement Specialist was knowledgeable about 

specific educational or training opportunities in New York and about 

jobs avai lable in various areas. He or she maintained networks of 

telephone contacts with employers and had the responsibi lity to 

actually refer clients to educatlonai programs and job interviews. 
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The (4) Job Developer was charged with going into the community to 

sol icit information about avai lable jobs and interviewing cl ients 

before they were referred to specific openings. The (5) Community 

Resource Specialist maintained files on community resources and was 

supposed to make specific referrals to outside agencies. Finally, (6) 

the New York City Department of Social Services maintained a 

DOSS Representative at CEP to provide welfare and social service 

benefit information and referral to CEP clients and their famll ies. 

Whi Ie the agency's rapid expansion was a major factor in this 

pro!iferatlon of specialized servlc~ personnel, an additional factor 

was CEP's commitment to hiring ex-offenders as personal counselors, 

combined with its concern that such counselors were not sufficiently 

exper i enced to a I ways prov I de high qua I i ty serv ices to c I I ents. Th i s 

commitment was as old as the agency. It was based upon the bel ief 

that, as Ylstreet-w i se" peop Ie, some ex-offend~.r-s were attuned to the 

class and ethnic cultures of the clients and were best able to under-

stand them and "speak their language." Such communication was seen 

as an essential element in assessing clients' needs and motivating 

them to work with more special ized service personnel. Whi Ie over 

the last decade not al I CEPI S counsel ing personnel (new or old) were 

"street-wise" people, the program never backed away from its bel ief 

in their efficacy as counselors. The program, however, has nOT 

rejected the idea that col lege-educated, more middle-class counselors 

also have a role to play serving Its clIents. 

Over the past few years, many PTD/I programs that originally 

employed ex-offenders as counselors have gradually moved away from 
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that pol icy.13 Instead they have begun to hire col lege-educated persons 

or, less frequently, professional social workers. This is partly a 

reflection of the fact that many of these programs serve more middle

and lower-middle class clients than does CEP. 

The conventional wisdom is that ex-offenders tend to be either 

overly sympathetic with their cl ients, reinforcing negative attitudes 

toward society and the criminal justice system, or overly harsh, bent 

on forcing clients to make the changes they themselves have made. 

Nevertheless, CEP persisted in its wi I lingness to hire ex-offenders 

(though not to the exclusion of others) not least because it feit 

that these counselors, as successful members of the same class from 

which cl ients come, were good role models. 

One consequence of this commitment, however, was a concern that 

the increasingly structured counsel ing and special ized services CEP 

thought appropriate for their clients could not aZZ be wei I-del ivered 

0'1 such paraprofessionals. As a result, service specialists pro

liferated, each accumulating specialized information and each trying 

to establish a relationship with the client at some point in the 

four month service period. 

13see Vera (1978) especially Profile 3 (TCRP, Boston) and Operation de 
Novo Minneapolis (Profile 2). Like CEP, they began as manpower-model 
dive;sion programs with a mandate to hire e~-offenders as counselors. 
However, in 1977, TCRP reported it had only one ex-offender on staff 
and de Novo "three or four." (All of those at de Novo were ve~erans 
of the program's early days, and all had obtained or wer~ work1ng on 
college degrees; the ex-offender label is no longer cons1dered 
particularly relevant.) Among the other programs, Hudson PTI 
(Profile 4) said it had one ex-offender on staff; Dade PTI (Profile 
6) had none; and Operation Midway (Profile 7) and Bergen PTI 
(Profile 5) both employ only probation officers as counselors. 
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During 1977, the process for counsel ing and services at CEP 

proceeded in the 'fol lowing way. Once accepted as a CEP client 

by the agency's court staff, a person went to the Manhattan office 

and was assigned to a team consisting of a personal counselor (Rep) 

and a Vocational Counselor (VC). These teams and their supervisors 

constituted CEP's basic Counseling Unit. The Rep and VC shared 

responsibi lity for the cl ient's progress in the program. After the 

first three sessions (during which the Rep and VC saw the cl ient 

jointly), the participant usually saw primarily either the Rep or 

the VC. If he had obvious, serious personal problems (for example, 

no place to live or an alcohol problem) he would see the Rep until 

the problem subsided or had been solved. The Rep also saw participants 

whose lives were already relatively stable and who needed only monitor-

ing. The VC saw those who wished to get a job or go back to school 

and who could do so if they were given some advance preparation. 

To a certain extent, the roles of the VCs and Reps overlapped, and 

each counseling team worked out a comfortable division of labor. In 

some teams the Rep was dominant; in others, it was the VC. A few 

teams always saw participants jointly. 

14 
~/hen and if a VC determ i ned a part i c i pant was "job ready." he 

referred him to the agency's Service Unit where the participant was 

assigned to a Vocational Placement Specialist (VPS) or a Job Developer 

(JD) who would try to find him a job commensurate with his skil Is and 

interests. In practice, most participants were so unski lied that 

they Qualified only for extremely low-level jobs. 
1 It 

According to the VCs, this meant that the participant was literate 
enough to fill out a job application,had some motivation to get and 
keep a job, could make a presentable appearance at an interview, 
and could pass whatever tests an employer might require for a 
given Job. 
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Simi larly, when and if the vc decided the participant was ready 

to be referred to a night school, col lege, or training program, he 

referred him to the Services Unit, where a VPS attempted to make the 

placement. 

If a participant needed other kinds of help, such as medical 

attention or a place to live, the Rep usually referred him to the 

Community Resources Specialist (CRS), who made the appropriate re

ferral. Sometimes, the Rep made the referral himself and told the 

CRS later. 

A participant needing help with a welfare-related problem was 

referred by the Rep or VC to the Department of Social Services Repre

sentative (DOSSR), who determined his eligibi lity for benefits, in

formed him of the procedures he must fol low, and referred him to the 

appropriate city office. 

If Services Unit personnel (the VPS, JD, CRS, or DOSSR) did not 

think a referral appropriate, or fai led to find an appropriate place

ment for the participant, they sent the client back -ro the counseling 

team along with a brief report on actions taken. If they could make 

a successful placement or referral, they informed the counsel ing team, 

which then resumed monitoring the participant's progress. 

Counseling teams usually saw their clients once a week, although 

contact might be more frequent if a participant wished or a counselor 

believed it necessary. Very stable cl ients were asked to come in every 

other week and to cal I in during the week they did not visit CEP. 

~Jhi Ie caseloads have been as high as 60 cl ients per team, a more typical 

I eve I was around 50 c Ii ents per team. BeCaU$9 of its reduced budget, 
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the program did not offer group counsel ing in 1977, although it 

had in the past. 

CEP participants general Iy staye~ in the program four months. 

In exceptional circumstances, an additional two-month continuance was 

requested by CEP (or insisted upon by the ADA or judge when CEP asked 

for a dismissal) if the client did not have a job, was not in school, 

or had not made enough effort towards finding employment or education. 

As indicated earlier, personal or "insight" counsel ing played a 

secondary role to service del ivery in CEP's intervention efforts. 

Counselors were instructed not to delve into personal problems and 

difficulties of emotional adjustment unless the cl ient had an obvious, 

severe problem that needed immediate attention or one that required 

attention as a prerequisite to vocational progress (e.g., something 
15 

that rendered him unemployable). Even arrest counsel ing did not 

playa major part in CEP's counsel ing activities. Whi Ie the emphasis 

on arrest counsel ing varied from counselor to counselor, if he or she 

did not raise the arrest with the client, no one else at CEP was likely 

to. Those counselors who did not talk about the arrest with the client 

15 
This attitude toward clients' personal lives seems unusual among 
the diversion programs (Vera, 1978). Most programs concern them
selves to some extent with personal matters, and some of them focus 
on.it almost exclusively -- Bergen PTI (Profile 5), for example, 
WhlCh sought to "strip the person" in counseling as the first step 
toward rehabilitation. The other program notable for the 
exten~ of its involvement in clients' lives was TCRP-Boston 
(Profile 3), which mandated that counselors SE",t goals for 
partic~p~nts not only regards employment and·~chooling, but 
also llvlng arrangements, leisure time, and money management. 
Some of TCRP's counselors, however, regarded the latter two 
especially, as constituting an"unwarranted intrusion by the' 
program, and they tried to avoid pursuing them in counseling. 
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genera II y took the atti tude that the i r job \'~as to he I p the c Ii ent 

help himself (especially vocationally) and that the alleged offense 

was not their concern. These counselors felt it was not their role 

to judge clients and that clients would reatize when they were ready 

that their behavior was a mistake and avoid trouble in the future. 

Other counselors avoided discussing the arrest because they didn't 

want to create the impression that they were part of the criminal 

justice system, 2S is a probation or parole officer, and they felt 

they had enough trouble dispelling that image without arrest 

counseling. It might also be that, as ex-offenders themselves,· 

they sympathized with their c)ients and did not see their clients 

as entirely to blame for the offense. 

Consequently, most counseling at CEP related to the individual's 

immediate problems and attempted to assess what actions could be taken 

by the cl ient or what service given to move him fl::lrwClrd on one of 

several fronts, particularly the vocational. Vocati.onal counsel ing 

began with questions about the client's educationaliand employment 

history. The Vocational Counselor assessed his employability and job 
. . 

readiness based on this information, reading tests, and the client's 

demeanor (attitude, articulateness, and dress). He found out what 

job the crient wanted or was wi Iling to take and whether he had the 

requisite ski lis to get that type of job .. (A simi lar assessment was 

made of clients who said they wished to ~o into job training or 

school.) Before sending the client to the special Services Unit 

personnel for referral, the VC asked him to fil lout a job application 

and then "role-pl.Jyed" an employer-appl icant interview. When he 
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believed the (I ient was job ready, he referred him to a Vocational 

Placement Spec~al ist in the Services Unit. (The VPS in turn, referred 

the cl ient to a job if one was avai lable for which he qualified.)16 

The VC was responsible for fol lowing up on clients after their referral 

to the Service 'Unit. Once the client found employment, the VC 

counseled him about any adjustment problems and encouraged him to 

stay on the job. 

To the extent that it is possible to characterize the service 

phi losphy at CEP during 1977, it was that CEP sought to offer clients 

alternatives to their street lives, to communicate through counsel ing 

and specific services, that with some effort, they could succeed (in find

ing a job or learning to read), but to let them make the choice of how 

they wanted to live -- not to make it for them. The counselors realized 

that only those clients who were receptive to this message would respond. 

The counselors' general attitude was that they were there to offer 

services to a population badly in need; they hoped the services would 

produce some long-term benefit to the cl ient (either with respect to 

career stability or reduced liklihood of arrest), but they expressed 

I ittle conviction that they would. 

This tolerant counseling phi losphy resulted in a fairly lenient 

3ttitude toward unexcused absences,17 but did not preclude counselors 

16 
For .~ varie~y of reasons, the VC sometimes referred a client to the 
Serv~ces Un~~ who was not job-ready. For example, a vocational 
co~selor referred one hostile client to a VPS in hope that the 
cl~ef:1t would "shape up" when she realized CEP would really try 
to f~nd her a job. 

17 '/ 
The penalty was us~al]i no more serious than a scolding from the 
counselor) unless the problem persisted indefinitely or the client 
stopped showing up at all. 
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from prodding their clients to look for jobs or get back into school, 

even to the point of threatening (and carrying through) termination 

if cl ients persistently refused to comply. It was not so much that 

the counselors were betraying their own service phi losophy, as it was 

that there was agency and court pressure or. them to get every diverted 

client employed or in school (or at least attempt to do one of these), 

in order to justify charge dismissals. To maintain its credibi I ity, 

CEP had to del iver on its promises to prOSeCLJt;:;,rs to return to court 

as successful diversion participants prima:ri Iy persons who were em-

ployed or in school. 

JOB DEVELOPMENT 

As one of the original manpower-model diversion programs, CEP had 

a job development component since the program was establ ished. At 

first, one of CEP's two basic service del ivery personnel -- the Career 

Developer prepared the participant for the job search, found out 

what type of job he wanted and was qualified for, and helped him to 

find suitable employment. Career Developers were expected to go out 

into the field to make contact with prospective employers and find 

job opportunities. CEP had hoped that it could establ ish stable 

• 
"accounts" with a number of medium - and large - size businesses 

committed to the idea of rehabi I itating these youths or at least 

wi I ling to give them an opportunity to work. CEP hoped it could 

then refer its clients to these accounts on a regular basis. This 

hope was not realized. 
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In time, the Career Developer's role was broken down into the 

three separate positions discussed above. The Vocational Counselor-

prepared clients for a job search and found out what sort of job 

they wanted or were wil ling to take; the Job Developer made field 
: 

( I visits to employers and tried to find job openings for CEP clients; 

and the Vocational Placement Specialist reviewed the preparatory 

I 
ti 

work of the Vocational Counselor and made referrals to the job 

sites the Job Developer found. 

This was how CEP's job development component was organized in 

1977. However, despite the efforts of some very dedicated staff, 

(l job development at CEP was not successful. Identifying the reasons 

for the fai lure of the job development component is not difficult. 

Some are endemic to the task, and some have to do with internal 

problems at CEP. The reasons noted by program staff include: (I) 

the job market was poor; (2) the cl ients were difficult to place in 

jobs; (3) most of the clients didn't want the menial jobs CEP could 

find for them; (4) the Counsel ing Unit was slow in referring cl ients 

to the Services Unit for job referrals and placement; (5) the Services 

Unit had too small a staff to do job development adequately; and (6) 

the Services Unit staff members were r~t uniformly wei I-trained 

speci a lists. 

The job market for minority group youths has never been very 

good, but CEP Services Unit staff reported that it was easier ten years 

ago to find job openings and place clients than it was in 1977. Several 

factors -- fewer job openings, a political climate hosti Ie toward the 

o. idea of giving young criminals a break, and the lack of any work 

experience at al I among many of CEP's youthful clients -- made recent 

job development efforts extremely difficult. 
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Statistics indicate that the unemployment rate among black teen-

agers in New York City was about 40 percent in 1977. It can safely 

be assumed that the rate was even higher for lower-class, inner city 

black youths who were i I literate (or nearly illiterate), unski I led, 

and had criminal (if only arrest) records -- in short, those \'Iho 

formed a substantial proportion of CEP's clientele. In addi'l-ion to 

these shortcomings, many CEP clients, as noted earlier, were said to 

be unmotivated, articulated poorly, dressed inappropriately, had 

negative attitudes toward employment, and often didn't show up for 

appointments CEP Service Unit personnel made for them with 

prospective employers. 

Another factor hampering job placement efforts, according to CEP 

staff, was that the counsel ing teams often did not refer clients to 

the Services Unit soon enough for the Unit to find them a job. Because 

participation in the program was only four months, if it took counselors 

two-and-a-half to three months to refer a client to the Services Unit, 

service personnel had only four or five weeks in which to find him a job. 

Finally, CEP had only three Vocational Placement Special ists and 

three Job Developers during 1977 to find jobs for approximately 1,000 

clients a year. They covered four of the five boroughs of New York 

City. This was too smal I a staff to do a thorough job of job develop-

ment, particularly since the personnel were not al I highly trained 

speci a lists. 
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SUCCESS OR FAILURE 

CEP's own sense of its programmatic success or failure and its 

definitions of clients' success and fai lure were not necessari Iy 

parallel. With r'espect to diverted clients, the program and the 

client were both deemed "successful" if the client completed the 

four month pretrial service period so that the agency requested 

the court and prosecutor to dismiss the pending charges. However, 

even with successfu Ily diverted cl ients, CEP staff was rarely . 

satisfied that they had had the time or resources to give their 

clients sufficient service help. They felt that some cl ients who 

had their charges dismissed had made great progress in a short time, 

others less, and some very I ittle indeed. The reverse was also some-

times the case. A diverted client who was returned to court with no 

recommendation ("unsuccessful") might have made considerable strides 

during the time he was in the program (perhaps he got a job), but he 

fai led to continue to attend and therefore had to be terminated. 
18 

Whi Ie such cases were infrequent, they did occur and serve to 

point out the discrepancies in CEP's own conceptions of programmatic 

and client "success." 

18 

In fact, it appears from project records that most terminated clients 
either never showed up for their appointments at all, or attended 
very infrequently; CEP could consider itself to have failed program
matically because it did not select the right defendants (but then, 
it did not try to screen for "motivation") or because it did not 
manage to persuade the individual to keep coming, but often the 
client did not give the program much chance to persuade! Whereas 
the program returned the case to the court docket, the number of 
outstanding warrants in New York City's courts was sufficently 
large, that the Warrant Squad of the Police Department only went 
after those with serious charges pending. 

-
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Whether a diverted CEP participant was "successful" at CEP in the 

sense that CEP recommended a dismissal of the charges depended heavily 

upon whether the client attended CEP with regularity. I f the c I i ent 

had attended regularly, the VC and Rep discussed with their supervrsor 

just before the participant's court date came up what recommendation 

they would make to the court. There were two options. They could 

recommend a dismissal of the charges or an additional two-month 

continuance. The latter was rarely done; such continuances were 

unusual and most often requested by ADAs or judges unwil ling to 

accept dismissal recommendations after only four months of services. 

If CEP decided to recommend dismissal, they wrote a summary of 

the participant's progress in the program, stressing concrete voca

tional and educational improvements rather than "personal" achieve

ments (such as improved hygiene, b~;~er relations with fami Iy or 

friends, more insight into self)~ The reason, according to the Court 

Operations staff, was that the less tangible gains were unlikely to 

impress judges and prosecutors. 

CEP employed a court report writer who used these counseling 

summaries, case notes, and other data in the fi Ie to write a letter 

to the court recommending dismissal. This letter was first brought 

to the ADA liaison, who had to concur with the recommendation (and 

so state), before it was taken to court. (A simi lar letter was 

written when the recommendation was for a continuance.) Whi Ie ADAs 

did not a I ways accept CEP' s recommendat i,ons for d ism i ssa I ~ when the~ 

rejected recommendations they generally asked only that CEP continue 

to work with the defendant for another two months. Fifty-five pescent 
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of-the 532 diverted clients who exited from CEP during 1977 had 

successfully completed four months in the program and received 

dismissals. 

The procedure for unfavorable termination of clients began 

with the Rep-VC decision to terminate, which they discussed with 

their supervisor at weekly case conferences. If the supervisor 

concurred, a counselor sent the defendant and his lawyer a letter 

announcing CEP's intent to terminate the case. CEP considered this 

letter a notification rather than an invitation for discussion 

in fact, a response from either the participant or his lawyer was 

rare. CEP then notified the DA's office that the defendant had been 

disassociated from CEP. No reason for the disassociation was 

stated in the letters. 

Of the 532 cl ients existing in the program during 1977, 45 per

cent were terminated or administratively discharged j 19 most had not 

been in the program a ful I four months. 2o Terminations resulted 

primari Iy from participants' fai lure to attend counsel ing sessions or 

their rearrest (although termination for the latter was not automatic); 

only occasionally did they result from participants' fai lure to cooperate 

with the program (for example, not going back to scheduled job inter-

vi e""5 or mak i ng no effort to get back into schoo I >. 

, n to any client the program 
19 An administrative discharge was g1ve 'CEP offered 

' 'th becau~e the serV1ces -could no longer ass1st, e1 er ~" s cholo ically 
were not suit<!d to his needs (for exrunple, he was,Pd~ t' g 
too disturbed) or because he moved o~t of the'jur1s 1C 1on. 

t ' ~ the proportion of cases 20 In its first three years of opera 1on", , " d 
CEP terminated dropped from 61 percent to ~9 percent; 1t remo.l.ne 
around 30 percent during the years just prl.or to 1977. 

" 
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PROGRAM EVALUATIONS 

As with many PTD/I programs (but more so than most), CEP had 

been evaluated during its early years of operations, first at the 

conclusion of the DOL demonstration phase and later by an outside 

consultant for the city agenGY which funded it. These evaluations 

focused on CEP' S goals both as a social service agency and as a 

diversion program. 

The first eva I uation of CEP cove,c~d the demonstration period 

1967 to 1970. Whi Ie the paramount concerns of the project during 

this period were operational, research data were collected by program 

staff under the guidance of an outside evaluator (Vera, Manhattan 

Court Employment Projeet3 Final Report3 1972:43-54). The data were 

suggestive of positive outcomes along several important dimensions, 

but, as with many other PTD/I programs during that period, the metho-

dological problems were so SUbstantial that the data could not be 

considered conclusive (see Mullen, 1974). Whereas the original 

proposal for the project had suggested a sma I I experimental research 

design, the exigencies of an innovative but fledgl ing program made it 

impossible: "the experimental nature of the Project demanded Initial 

emphasis on effective day-to-day operations, and •..• denying 

participation for the purposes of research violated the humanitarian 

tenets of the Project and the sensitivities of ~he staff" (Vera, 

1972:44). Consequently, three random samples were picked: 100 dis-

missed participants; 100 terminated participants; and 150 comparison 

defendants (so-called "paper el igibles") from the three-month period 

just prior to the beginning of the project. 

( .. 
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The staff experienced considerable problems obtaining complete 

recidivism data and, in addition, fol low-up data on employment could 

be obtained only for the successful (dismissed) participant sample. 

No data on the comparison groupsf case" dispositions (convictions or 

sentences) were collected and virtually al I comparisons made in the 

analysis were between successful participahts and either unsuccessful 

(terminated) defendants or the comparison group, thus biasing the 

results in favor of the program (see Zimring, 1974:227 ft). 

The evaluation concluded that "Recidivism was substantially 

reduced for the dismissed participant group in comparison to the 

terminated and control groups. Recidivism among terminated 

participants was approximately the same as among control grcup 

members" (p.50). It also concluded that the benefits from the 

increased earnings of successful participants in the fourteen 

months after leaving the Project "far exceed[ed] the operating 

cost of [the Project]" (p.53). 

In 1973, Franklin Zimring submitted a report, a second 

evaluation, to the Human Resources Administration of New York City 

which then funded CEP (Zimring, 1973 and 1974). Zimrlng was critical 

of the earl ier evaluation's methodology while also reporting his own 

difficulties designing research to measure program impact when a 

<".< 
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control led experimental design was not possible. Zimring's final 

de~,ign wa.s unique, and an interesting aPP'roach to a perplexing and 
21 

ch~1 lenging problem. 

Zimring concluded that the program might have a small impact on 

dete~t i on before tr i a I, but that the percent conv i cted ,\~ere not 

affected by the programj neither were the proportions rearrested 

withit) three months and within one year after arraignment. He 

cautioned, however, that "These negative, indications db not rule out 

the possibi lity that the Project reduces rearrests. Each comparison .•• 

involves a test group that is composed of at' least 78 percent un

treated subjects, which is hardly an ideal condition" (1974:235). 

With respect to sentences, Zimring also found minimal impact. 

Few in either comparison group were sentenced to jai I (5 percent and 

7 percent) and few to probation (3 percent and 6 percent). Most 

sentenced defendants in the samples received conditional discharges 

(22 percent and i5 percent) or fines (6 percent and I I, percent). 

Zimring concluded, therefore, that 

most of the cases screened into the Project are not deemed 
serious enough for even probationary sentences in New York 
City. This places an upper limit on the degree to which the 
program is diverting people from the ordinary citizen's view 

21 Zimring selected a sample that contained both project participants 
(14 percent) and other defendants who were screened as eligible but 
not part of the program (86 percent). He compared this with a group 
of eligible participants screened by the agency during a time when 
it did not normally operate (weekends); therefore, this second group 
contained no actual participants. Since project participants 
di ffered from eligible non-participants, each of the two groups was 
divided into sub-groups classified by'age and charge. T~e co~parison 
measures, therefore, were the cOY'2'elationa between the d1.ffere12ces 
between the appropriate sub-groups on dependent variables such as 
recidivism and the percent concentration of actual participants 
in the one sub-group. 
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of criminal sanctions. And if probation is given in many more 
serious cases, why should not diversion be available to those 
facing more serious criminal charges than is presen~ly the 
case? Another consequence of the data ••• is that the Project 
provides more treatment and supervision" than most of its 
participants would otherwise receive. In this sense, what 
the defendants are diverted into is more important than what 
they are diverted out of. Present emphasis is more on treat
ment [services] than on diversion. (1973:23) 

CEP took these cautionary conclusions into consideration when it 

decided in January 1977 to move to felony-only diversion and to 

remove any formal eligibi lity requirements relating to prior 

arrest, conviction or jail history. 

To conclude, recognizing the limitations of even elaborate 

but non-controlled designs, Zimring's overal I assessment of the 

CEP evaluation experience was that "The only cure for a poor 

evaluation is a good one -- in thfs case, large-scale and careful 

random assignment experimentation" (197.1:241). 
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CHAPTER III 

THE CEP EVALUATION: 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

INTRODUCTION 

As indicated in our discussion of the previous research on 

CEP and in our review of the disputed issues in PTD!I generally, 

the present research effort had three centra I 'goa Is. The method-

logical goal was to develop a mechanism to generate a randomly 

assigned control group of sufficient size to provide an adequate 

comparison with CEP participants. The NILECJ, which funded the 

research, identified this as a major priority, not just to answer 

substantive questions about diversion but to add to the growing 

repertoire of useful and powerful tools of criminal justice 

evaluation. Second, a major ar,alytic goal of the research was 

hypothesis testing, that is, to subject the rationales underlying 

a ptogressive reform to rigorous investigation. As agreed upon 

throughout the research literature, an experimental ~esign with 

randomly selected comparison groups is especially impc\rtant to 

such assessments in the area of divers i on because the 9;omp I ex 
~.' 

screen i ng of eli g i b I es for these p rog rams p rec I udes tH:~ format ion 
I' 

of adequately matched comparison groups. The third and perhaps most 

obv i ous goa I of the p resent study was to eva I uaile the effect i ve-
" 'i 

"ness of the Court Emp loyment Project. After t~n years of 
" 

operation and eV~luation, CEP was itself stiff I troubled by the 

central question~:'of diversion: was it "ove~\,\reaching" by diverting 
"\ /" 
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defendants who would otherwise not be prosecuted or punished; was 

it providing services that affected people's I ives significantly; 

was it helping participants avoid future contacts with the criminal 

justice system? 

To meet these three goals, an experimental design was devised 

and implemented. The selection procedures, sample size, data col lec

tion efforts, hypothesis construction, methods of analysis and the 

prob I ems encountered in the research are documented in the fo I low i ng 

sections of this chapter. In the remaining chapters of the report, 

we turn our attention to a detai led discussion of the findings. 

DESIGN 

In any research that aims to make inferences about the effects 

of a program from differences ~n dependent variables, efforts must 

be undertaken to safeguard the validity of these inferences; that is 

the researcher must be able to assum~ the groups being compared 

were equivalent before the introduction of the experimental treatment. 

The basic tool for safeguarding this assumption is randomization. 

Random assignment of persons to conditions,(i .e., some individuals 

receive an intervention and others do not) ensures that each member 

of the pool of eligible persons has an equal chance as any other of 

being assigned to a given condition. This does not mean that anyone 

individual has an equal probabi I ity of being assigned to any condition; 

that is, el igibles need not be equally spl it among conditions. Rather, 

the pool of el igibles might be divided into two-thirds in the experi

mental condition and one-t~ird in the control group and sti I I fulfi I I 
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the requirements of random assignment. In the above example, each 

individual has a probabi lity of .67 that he/she wi I I be in the 

experimental (intervention) group and .33 that he/she wi I I be as-

signed to the control group. The crucial requirement .~s that the 

selection may,in no way,pe based on the judgment of the researcher 

or intervention program staff. Random assignmeni- of individuals 

to conditions minimizes the possibi I ity of systematic differences 

between treatment groups, and assures that ~itial differences be-

tween groups are due to chance. 

Because one goal of the present study was to evaluaie the 

impact of CEP on its participants, an experimental design was con

sidered essential. In field settings, however, randomization is 

more difficult to achieve than in the laboratory. Resistance is 

encountered from many sides: prospective eligible clients may 

object to being selected randomly, and program personnel may fore

see administrative problems or object on ethical grounds. In regal 

settings, random selection is entwined with issues of due process 

and equal protection. As a result, previous research studies on 

diversion have resorted to the use of matGhed comparison groups 

where any comparison was attempt, d. The problems associated with 

this method have been discussed by others (Mul len, 1974; Rovner

Pieczenik. 1974; Zimring, 1974) who have demonstrated that in this 

area the use of matched comparison groups is not a satisfactory 

solution. 

o 
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SELECTION OF THE RESEARCH POPULATION 

The Court Employment Project evaluation originally intended to 

use random assignment but had to adjust this to meet some of the 

considerations noted above. The result -- a random time-quota 

selection -- is quasi-random in that experimentals and controls are 

selected under a quota system (non-r)ndomly), but since the quotas 

are assigned during randomly selected variable-length time periods, 

the method has the same ~ffect as random assignment of individuals. 

A complete discussion of the selection method requires a description 

of (I) the selection of the population and (2) the assignment pro

cedure. 

To successfully implement an experimental design, it was nec

essary to obtain the cooperation of CEP's screening staff, the Legal 

Aid Soc i ety (wh i ch represents most defendants in the New. York Ci ty 

criminal justice system), and the District Attorneys of Manhattan, 
1 

Brooklyn and Bronx. There was some concern on the part of the 

Legal Aid Society, (and LEAA's Legal Counsel) that the originally 

proposed intake procedures (i.e., random assignment to condition) 

would deny diversion services to some defendants solely to create 

a research control group and that such selection would be "arbitrary" 

and thus deny defendants equal protection and due process. As a 

result of these questions, the procedures that were implemented 

1 

Queens wa~ excluded from the study for two reasons. First, the 
number of diverted defendants had traditionally been small, and 
they'tended to be somewhat different in social composition from 
the defendants in other boroughs. Second CEP considered the 
p~litical obstacles to the research desig~ overwhelming and 
dld not wish to implement it, 

'" 
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d t that no defendant would be denied diversion wece designe 0 assure 

services solely because of the need for a control group; nor would 

any individual defendant be directly subjected to randomization. 

This was accomplished by obtaining CEP's agreement to generate 

more el igible defendants than it could service (given its level of 

funding). During the ten months of intake into the research, CEP 

screeners identified more el igible defendants than the program 

could divert and secured the prosecutors' approval for their diver

sion. This pool of el igibles comprised the research population; 

those who were diverted were in the experimental group, and the 

rema i nder 'constituted an !Ioverf low" of eli g i b I es and were the re-

search control group. 

The procedure used to assign specific eligible defendants to 

the research groups was designed to approximate a random assignment 

by .assuring concurrent intake into the two groups and by preventing 

either CEP staff or Vera research staff from. Influencing individual 

decisions. The major characteristics of the mechanism were the 

construction of a CEP quota and the use of variable length time 

periods to administer the quota. 

The quota system was developed to select the cases CEP would 

divert during a given time period such that, when a.dded together 

the quotas would equal the total number of cases CEP had funds to 

service. Once a quota was fi I led, the remaining cases that were 

screened and approved during that time period constituted an 

overf low of eli g i b I e defendants to be processed norma I I y by the 

court, and these individuals were assigned to the research control 

grpup. 
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Since the research staff control led the mechanism for setting 

the CEP quota, the CEP screening staff was unable to predict whether 

any particular eligible defendant would be assigned to the experi

mental or the control group. Variable length time periods meant 

that the size of the CEP quota was not the same from period to 

period. The periods were determined by multiplying by eight (the 

number of hours worked per day by CEP screeners) the total number 
2 

of work days in six months of research Intake. This product was 

the total number of screening hours (treated as if they were 

continuous) to be divided into variable length periods; the periods 
3 

varied in length from I I to 21 hours. The total number of screening 

hours for the first six months of intake was divided into an equal 

number of I I, 13, 15, 17, 19 and 21 hour periods; the order of the 

periods was randomly determined before the star-r of the research. 

The size of CEP's quota for each period was calculated by esti

mating the number of cases for which CEP was I ikely to secure approval 

during that period (based on the mean number of cases approved per 

d· . d) I t was assumed that CEP wou I d be hour during al I prece Ing perlo 5 • 

able to generate twice as many cases as it could divert and, therefore, 

2 

To obtain an adequate sample size, intake into the research was 
continued for an additional four months. At the end of the first 
six months, additional time periods were generated using the 
method described above. 

3The choice of these periods was a matter of research judgment. The 
p~riods could not be too long or the groups would not be con~ 
currently selected; they could not be too short or the sampl~n~ 
would too closely approximate an individually randomized ~eclsl0n. 
Eleven hours was slightly more than one eight-hour screenlng day, 
and 21 hours slightly less than three; these seemed to be reasonable 
periods. 
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the CEP quota was set at one-half the expected number of approvals 

for a time period. Because CEP's quota was always fil led first (before 

the control group) and because the flow of cases through the courts 

was erratic, it was necessary to adjust the quota to assure that CEP 

diverted approximately 50 percent of the approved cases over the long 

run. For each time period,an adjustment factor was calculated based 

on the proportion of al I previous cases that had been assigned -to 

the experimental group. If this figure was 50 percent of the total 

cases assigned, then CEP's quota for,the next period remained at half 

the expected number of cases. If the figure was less than 50 per

cent, CEP's quota was increased to bring the proportions closer to 

50-50; a~d conversely, if more than 50 percent of al I previous cases 

had been assigned to the experimental group, CEP's quota was reduced. 

The above-described procedures for identifying and assigning 

defendants to the research conditions were implemented without major 

alteration and resulted in the assignment of 666 subjects over a 

ten month period. (Adjustments to the procedure and exceptions in 

assignmen-t are discussed in the section entitled "Implementation.") 

The original design of the research cal led for a sample size of 800 

to be taken into the research within six months and equally divided 

among experimentals and controls. A large sample was necessary for 

a longitudinal study and to assure adequate statistical power to 

detect any effects that might be present in the population. Because 

of problems with CEP's intake resulting.from New York City's 1976 

fiscal crisis (discussed below), it took ten months to obtain 666 

subjects, divided unequally between experimentals (410) and controls 

I{i , - 108 -
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(256). Time constraints precluded continuation of intake beyond that 

point, and i-t was determined that 666 was adequate to carry out the 

study. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

The experiment was designed to cover a 12 month period with each 

subject interviewed three times: (I) at intake into the research 

population, (2) six months after intake, and (3) twelve months after 

intake. The three personal interviews were to be conducted with al I 

research subjects by Vera Research Interview~rs. The inter'views were 

cpnducted in Eng I ish and SPrn i sh at Vera's research off i ce, . in the 

courts, and in the field. The interviews were designed to elicit 

information related to education, training, employment history, 

reliance on public assistance, criminal history and self-reported 

i I legal activities, life style, and uti lization of social services. 

(Specific items are discussed in greater detai I in the presentation 

of results.) Informed consent was obtained, participation in the 

interviews was voluntary and subjects were paid stipends for each 

interview they agreed to give. 

In addition to the three personal interviews, official record 

data were obtained from the New York City Police Department, the 

Criminal Justice Agency (CJA), and CEP's service fi les. These data 

included criminal history (of arrests in New York State), disposition 

of the case on which the defendant entered the research, information 

related to subsequent arrest~, and (for members'of the experimental 

grou~) information about participation in CEP. In addition, 
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attempts were made (where possible) to verify interview data through 

contacting schools, employers, and New York,City's Department of In

come Maintenance (public assistance). (The .results of these attempts 

at verification are discussed in the "Implementation" section.) 

DATA ANALYSIS 

While the specific procedures used for each analysis are dis-

cussed in detai I below, an overview of the nature of the analysis is 

presented here. For much of the data collected in this study, repeated· 

measures were taken over time; analyses of these data were"conducted 

using repeated measures analysis of covariance and analysis of partial 

variance. These techniques enable the researcher to control for 

initial differ"ences between groups in assessing the impact of the 

intervention program over time. For nominal data that were assessed 

at only one point in time,(e.g., disposition of the intake case) 

two-way contingency tables and chi squares were computed. Correlational 

data, not subject to the experimental design, were examined in efforts 

to predict recidivism and success in CEPj these analyses were conducted 

using multiple regression. The statistical techniques used for each 

analysis are explained with the results. 

IMPLH4ENTA'rION: ASSIGNMENT OF INDIVIDUALS TO CONDITION 

The assignment of experimentals and controls proceeded as 

discussed above, with two adjustments to meet CEP's organizational 

needs. These adjustments involved the percentage of cases in CEP's 

quota and the assignment of co~defendants. 
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Within three months after research intake began, CEP became 

concerned that it was not screening a sufficient number of cases 

to fi I I its service requirement and generate an "overflow" of equal 

size. Therefore, the research agreed to increase CEP's quota to 

65 percent of al I expected cases, with an overflow of 35 percent. 

These percentages were in effect for the second three months of 

the intake period, after which CEP agreed to return to 50 percent. 

As a result, the experimental group (N=410) contains more cases 

than the control group (N=256); however, this has no effect on 

either the equivalence of the groups or the data analysis. 

The second adjustment to the procedure involved the assign

ment of co-defendants. Eligible defendants who were co-defendants 

always received the same research assignment, (i.e., either both 

were part of CEP's quota or both were members of the control group). 

This was necessary to get the prosecutor's approval for diversion; 

the prosecutors expressed concern that a successfully diverted 

defendant would return to court after receiving a dismissal and 

testify in the case of the co-defendant that he and not the co

defendant was responsible for the offense. 

The process of CEP screening and Vera research assignment waS 

rather complex, involv1ng a series of steps and a number of decision

makers. A flow chart describing this process is presented in 

Figure I I I-I. This figure serves not only to expl icate the process, 

but also to demonstrate how exceptions Qccured in the assignment 

of subjects to research conditions. 
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The first step in CEP's screening was conducted by New York 

City's pretrial release agency (CJA, formerly Pretrial Services 

Agency). Prior to arraignment, and after their Release on Recogni-

zance (ROR) interview, CJA interviewers identified defendants who 

were eligible for diversion according to CEP's written criteria and 

p rov i ded CEP screene rs with cop i es of the ROR i nte rv i ews for these 

defendants. CEP screeners reviewed the ROR interviews to assure 

eligibi lity, and interviewed the defendants in the detention cel Is, 

where they explained the program and asked if the defendant was 

interested in diversion. The screeners emphasized that the defendant 

might not be diverted even if he/she was eligible, wanted services, 

and the Assistant District Attorney (ADA) approved the case. They 

explained that CEP interviewed more defendants than it could service, 

and that it was possible there would be no room in the program for 

the defendant when his/her case went to court.4 After securing 

approval for diversion from the ADA liaison, the screener telephoned 

the Vera Research Monitor who recorded the names and identifying 

numbers of al I defendants approved by the ADA and (using the 

assignment procedure described above) gave the CEP screener the 

~This was done to insure defendants understood from the beginning 
that there was an "overflow." Although researchers woUld have 
liked acceptance into CEP to have been contingent ona defendant's 
agreement to participate in the research project, this procedure 
was rejected because of the possibility of coercion. Consequently, 
as discussed below, we did not have a captive popUlation for the 
intake interviews, a ~actor of extreme importance for the 
successful collection of lO,llgi tudinal data based on personal 
interviews. See Appendix ,A. 
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b · t For cases that were part of CEP's quota, research status of the su Jec • 

the arraignment judge was asked for a four-month continuation of the 

case for CEP to divert and give services to the defendant. In cases 

designated by research as "overflow" (assigned to the control group); 

d the papers t o the prosecutor and the case the screener simply returne 
5 

was processed normally. 

During the ten months of research intake, CEP shifted from a 

predominantly court screening (solicitation) method of intake to a 

referral method. This did not affect the process of research 

assignment; however, the data were examined to assure there were 

no systematic differences in cliental between the two 

methods of selection. 

Whi Ie the research assignment procedure worked smoothly, there 

were three types of exceptions to the assignment: (I) defendants 

assigned to the experimental group who subsequently were not diverted; 

(2) defendants assigned to the control group who were,subsequently 

diverted; and (3) defendants who were diverted to CEP but were not 

cal led into the Vera Monitor for assignment to the research. 

type of exception is discussed below. 

Each' 

After a defendant has been approved for diversion by the ADA 

liaison and was assigned to the experimental group, he/she had to 

SAS noted earlier, there was no way CEP screeners could influence the 
research assignment. No one on the entire CEP staff kn:w how ~he 
research was making these decisions; since the time per~ods sh~fted 
"erratically" (from the screeners viewpoint) and since the quota 
changed in size each time, there was no way CEP screeners could 
predict how a defendant would be assigned. Fina~ly, the a:tual 
;election by research took place at the Vera off~ces, phys~cally 
far removed from the courts where CEP screening took place and there 
was never any personal contact between the Vera Monitor and the CEP 
screeners except for the phone calls. 
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appear before a judge at which time the ADA, defense counsel 3 and 

CEP screener would jointly request a four-month adjournment for 

diversion to CEP. Occasionally, asserting the prerogative of 

judicial review, a judge would refuse to divert a case on the 

grounds that the defendant should receive a more lenient or a 

harsher disposition. In addition, a defense counsel might reject 

diversion if the ADA liaison had attached a condition to the 

diversion that was unacceptable to the attorney. Sixty-three cases 

(15 percent of al I experimentals) assigned by the research to the 

experimental group were rejected (and therefore not diverted) in 

one of these two ways. 

In 16 cases (six percent of the control group) a defendant who 

was assigned to the control group was diverted to CEP. This occured 

when a judge insisted that a case be diverted (despite its "over-

flow" status). To maintain good relations with the judges, CEP 

accepted such cases. 

From the standpoint of the research design, subjects assigned 

to a research group remained permanent members of the research 

population; therefore, al I exceptions to the research assignment 

were retained in the data collection and in the analysis of 

program impact which compared experimentals and controls. There 

were important methodological reasons for including the exceptions, 

non-diverted experimentals and diverted controls, in the data analysis. 

This approach results in more conservative tests of the hypotheses 

than would be obtained by excluding them. That is, with 15 percent 

of the experimentals not diverted and six percent of the controls' 
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probab ol 10Ity of detecting program effects is lessened. diverted, the 

the °lntegrity of the experimental design (that However, maintaining 

° lOt of the experimental and control groups as is, the comparabl I y 

originally assigned), permits greater confidence in the val idity of 

t t d It was this consideration that any effects that are de ec e • 

dec olsolon to include the assignment exceptions in the governed the 
G 

analyses. 

In 66 cases a judge either diverted the case to CEP without 

the agency having screened it,or requested directly of the agency 

In such cases,CEPus Director of Court that a defendant be diverted. 

or the Program Director bel ieved the possibl I ity of the Operations 

t d overflow would JOeopardize the agency's case being rejec e as an 

t Defendants who were diverted but informal relations with the cour . 

not subject to the assignment procedure were not included in the 

research. 

COMPARABILITY OF EXPERIMENTALS AND CONTROLS 

To assess the success of the assignment procedure in g~nerating 

the experimental and control groups were compared equivalent groups, 

I ° These variables included on variables central to the ana YSls. 

GTo e lore the possibility that program effects owere being masked by 
the ~clusion of the exceptions, many of the maJor analy~es were also 
computed comparing only diverted experimentals and ~on-d~verted 

trols The results of the comparisons between d~verted 
~~~erime~tals and non-diverted controls were not diff~rent, ~ow
ever, than the results described below that were obta~ned us~ng 
the more conservative method. . 
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demographics, such as age, ethnicity, and gender; and character-

istics of the court case, such as charge severity and type. Each of 

the comparisons discussed below was computed using assigned experi-

mentals (including those exceptions who were not treated) and assigned 

controls (including those who were diverted). 

A t-test was computed to test the differences between experi

mentals and controls on mean age at intake into the research. The 

difference between the means was not statistically significant; the 

mean age at intake for those members of the sample for whom age data 

were avai lable was 20.2. Ninety percent of the sample were males 

and ten percent were females. A 2x2 chi square revealed no signif-

icant relationship between gender and research status; that is, the 

proportion~ of males and females did not differ for the experi-

mental and control groups. The sample was composed of people 

identified as belonging to three ethnic groups: black, hispanic 

and white. Blacks comprised 51 percent of the sample, hispanics 

37 percent and whites 12 percent. A 3x2 (ethnicity by research 

status) contingency table was constructed; achi square analysis 

revealed a significant relationship between ethnicity and research 
2 

status (X 2 =12.175; p<.005). It can be seen from the percentages in 

Table I I I-I that there are a disproportionate number of whites in 

the contro I group. ~Jh i Ie approx i mate I y 65 percent of the blacks and 

hispanics are memb'ers of the experimental group, only 46 percent of 

the whites were assigned to the experimental group. The reasons for 

this difference are not immediately apparent. No one involved in the 

i , 
,-
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screening or research assignment process itself (and no outside 

observers) could identify any way in which the assignment could have 

been influenced,or any reason for it to have been tampered with along 

this particular dimension,had tampering been possible. Consequently, 

although the likelihood that the ethnic differences are a result of 

chance alone is extremely sma I I, it is the most reasonable assumption. 

Research 
Assigi1ment 

Experimental 

Control 

(N) 

Tab Ie 11/-1 

RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT BY ETHNICITY 

Ethnicity 

Black Hispanic 

63% 67% 

37 33 

(325) (236) 

White 

46% 

54 

(79) 

Although this ethnic difference in the two samples is difficult 

to explain, it was not a cause for great concern from the standpoint 

of the analysis of CEP's impact on defendants. This is because the 

three ethnic groups did not differ on important impact (dependent) 

var i ab I es. For examp Ie, cr-oss-tabu I at ions were done separate I y for 

each ethnic group on the percent of experimentals and controls 

arrested subsequent to intake into the sample. Chi square was computed 

for each ethnic group and there were no statistically signifi6ant 
? 

relationships between recidivism and research assignment for the 

three ethnic groups. In addition, to provide a more powerful test 

( ) 
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of the poss i b iii ty that the program affected the three ethn i c groups 

differently, a series of regression analyses were computed in which 

ethnicity(dummy coded) was entered as a predictor. Again, there 

were no effects on number of rearrests, severity of subsequent 

arrests, number of subsequent convictions, or on a dichotomous re-

arrest variable. There were also no interaction effects between 

ethnicity and research status on any of the recidivism variables. 

Table 111-2 

Rearrest Black Hiseanic White 
Post-Assign- Exp'l Control Exp'l Control Exp'l Control 

ment 

Yes 32 41 41 59 37 44 

No 68 59 59 56 63 56 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
( 179) (95) ( 123) (61 ) (27) (23) 

2 2 2 2 
X X =2.031;n.s. X =0.219;n.s. X =0.215;n.s. 1 1 1 

Experimentals and controls did not differ on characteristics of 

the court case on which they were brought into the sample. The two 

variables considered were type and severity of arrest charge. The 

great majority of al L. s~bjects (75 percent) were arrested on charges 

of theft (without violence); robbery and assault charges accounted 

for eight percent and nine percent of the arrests, whi Ie other charges, 

such as conducy, forgery, weapons and drugs, occurred less frequently. 
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There was also no significant difference between experimentals and 

controls on severity of arrest charge. In 1977, for the first time, 

CEP restricted diversion to defendants charged with felonies. Only 

I I percent of the subjects in the research were charged with a C felony 

(C indicating the level of seriousness of the offense which ranges 

from A, the most serious, to E, the least); approximately half were 

charged with a D felony and one-third were arrested on E felony charges. 

Since employment and education are two areas that CEP attempts 

to affect, the experimental and control groups were tested for differ

ences on variables in each of these areas at the time of arrest. 

There was no statistically significant difference betw~en the pro

portion of experimentals (13 percent) and controls (I I percent) who 

were employed at the time of their arrests. Simi larly, there was no 

significant difference between experimentals and controls in the 

proportions enrol led in school at the time of arrest (36 percent 

and 39 percent, respectively). 

The results presented above indicate that the assignment pro

cedure was successful in generating two groups of subjects who did 

not differ at the time of intake into the research population on 

the characteristics that were measured. Whi Ie the experimental and 

control groups may differ on some other, untested variables, one can 

be fairly confident that these differences are due to chance rather 

than"systematic bias of the research assignment. 

o 
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RELATIONSHIP TO CEP's TOTAL SERVICE PO~UL~TION 

It is important to know that the experimental and control groups 

do not differ from each other, and it is also important to determine 

whether the individuals included in the research are representative 

of the population of defendants diverted to CEP. Using data supplied 

by the CEP staff, descriptive statistics were compi led on the entire 

clientele of CEP who were taken into the program between January I, 

1977 and October 31, 1977, the period of intake into the research 

population. CEP's total client population includes al I members of 

the research experimental group, the 66 CEP participants diverted 

from ~1anhattall, Brook I yn and the Bronx menti oned above who were 

not subject to the research assignment process, diverted clients 

from Queens who were not part of the research, and finally aU· 
7 

non-diverted clients servIced by CEP. The statistics presented 

below include all defendants divepted to CEP during the period of 
B J 

research intake; thus it subsumes those included in the research. 

During this period, CEP's diverted clients ranged in age from 

15 to 59 with a mean of 20.2 (N-679). While roughly two-thirds of 

7 

6 

CEP offers services to two groups of non-diverted clients: (1) those 
who, while not diverted, are referred to CEP by some actor in the 
courts (judge, attorney, etc.) and (2) clients referred to CEP 
through people outside the courts, e.g., CEP staff members, clients, 
or through "walk-ins." Non-'!iverted CEP clients are not discussed 
here because of our explicit focus on the impact of diversion; how
ever, they are a group of growing importance to CEP (see Chapter VII). 

CEP's management information system could not at this time provid.e 
the research with data on all clients excluding those in the research 
sample. 
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them were included in the research (the research experimental group). 

it is sti I I important to note that there is no difference between the 

mean age of the research experimental group and that of al I of CEP's 

diverted clients for the period. Simi larly. 90 percent of the members 

of the research popu I ai-i on were ma I e as compared to 89 percent o'f the 

population of CEP clients. Ftfty-one percent of the research subjects 

were black. 37 percent hispanic. and 12 percent white. as compared to 

49 percent. 33 percent and 18 percent of CEP's total population of 

diverted cl ients. A comparison of the proportion of CEP cl ients who 

were employed at intake into the program (15 percent) with the pro-

portion of the. research population who were employed (13 percent) reveals 

no difference. Nor does there appear to be a difference between the 

proportion of CEP diverted clients who were enrol led in school at in-

take (35 percent) and the proportion of research subjects enrol led 

in school at intake (37 percent). Because these two groups contain 

many of the same people (CEP could not separate out the research 

subjects), one cannot test the differences for statistical signif-

icance; however. the two groups show no evidence of being different. 

These data support two important premises: that the experimental and 

control groups are not systematically different from each other. and 

that the research population is representative of the population of 

CEP diverted defendants in New York City. 

',~ , 
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN DATA COLLECTION 

While the research was successful in generating randomly selec-

ted experimental and control groups. the degree of success in col lec-

ting data on these defendants and the problems encountered varied with 

the type of data. The data may be categorfzed into. three types: per-

sonal interview, official reGord, and verification, each with its own 

special problems. 

Interview Data 

The research design cal led for each subject to receive three 

persona I i nterv i ews -- at i nta ke into the samp le, six months after-

intake. and 12 months after intake. Because of the characteristics 

of the research population (e.g., its youth and concommitant in-

stabi I ity, lack of consistent employment. street-life 1 etc .• ) and 

because of circumstances of the research selection (its relation to 

the court case). it was often difficult to initially interview and 
9 

to maintain contact with the subjects. While the assignment proce-

dure described above generated 666 cases. the research was able to 

interview 533 (or 80 percent) of them at intake. 466 (70 percent) six 

months later, and to collect 12 months of data on 441 "(66 percent) of 

the total research population. This rate of mortal ity. whi Ie not un-

usual in longitudinal field research, requires that one investigate 

9 

A detailed dis~;~;lssion of the problems encountered by the research 
interviewers is provided in Appendix A. 

C\ 
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its effects on the changing composition of the original random:i,v 

assigned groups to assess the validity of comparisons between 

experimentals and controls. The drop-out of individuals from the 

population is clearly a process of self-selection, and it is 

important to know which variables differentiate those who remain 

part of each research group from those who drop out. 

An ana I ys is was conducted to determ i ne whether persons who . 

were never interviewed (N=133) differed from those who were inter-

viewed at least once (N=533). The data on uninterviewed defendants 

was collected from the ROR interview conducted by Criminal Justice 

Agency (former-Iy PTSA) at the time of arraignment; data on inter-

viewed defendants came from the ROR interview and the Vera research 

intake interview. The variables that were included in the analysis 

were research assignment, characteri.stics of the court case, age, 

gender, ethnicity, employment, and enrollment in school. The results 

of these analyses are presented below. !n addition, because the 

sample size continued to drop from intake to the first and second 

fol low-up interviews, it was necessary to determine whether there 

were differences on the variables mentioned above at each of these 

stages. The design and results of these anaiyses are also presented 

below. 

A series of contingency tables (cross-tabulations) were con-

structed to compare individuals who received a research intake inter-

view (interviewed) with those who did not (uninterviewed) to determine 

whether i nterv i ewed defendants, who are a se I f-se I ected group, .were 

representative of the research population. There were no statistically o 
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sign if i cant d i fference.s between the two groups on gender, severi ty 

or type of arrest charge; that is, uninterviewed defendants had 

been arrested on charges that were no more or less serious than 

the interviewed defendants. There were, however, differences on 

some demographic variables. 

The population of defendants (N=666) was 51 percent black, 

37 percent hispanic, and 12 percent white; however, white defendants 

were significantly more likely than blacks or hispanlcs to drop out 

of the research interview process before the intake interview. 

Whi Ie 85 percent of the blacks and 81 percent of the hispanics were 

interviewed at intake, only 63 percent of the whites were inter

viewed (X:=18.387; p<.OO,:.IL In addition, over the twelve months of 

fi::,j (\~w-up whites continued to drop out of the interview process at 

about the same rate as did blacks and hispanics, so that there were 

significant differences on both the first (six~month) fol I~w-up 
2 

(X 2 =IO.775; p<.005), and the second (twelve-month) fol low-up inter-
2 

view (X =11.213; p<.004). The percentage of each ethnic group inter-
2 

viewed at each of the three times are presented in Table I I 1-3 below. 

It can be seen from the table that whites were more likely to drop out 

of the research before the intake i.nterview and continued to drop out 

over the twelve months. It is possible that this difference may be 

attributed to the greater negative value placed on the arrest by white 

defendants and their fami lies. That is, whites may have been more 

likely to associate the Vera research with the negative event of being 

arrested, and therefore, \\'ere more reluctant to p;prticipate. Because 
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whites make up such a sma I I proportion of the population (12 percent), 

however, th i s difference is un like I y to affect the resu I ts of the 

research. 

Table 111-3 

PERCENTAGE OF ETHNIC GROUPS RECEIVING 
INTAKE, SIX-and 12-MONTH INTERVIEWS* 

Ethnicity 
Interview Black Hispanic White 

Intake (N=515) S5% SI% 63% 

6-Month (N=450) 75% 6S% 57% 

12-Month (N=366) 62% 56% 42% 

(N) (325) (236) (79) 

*NOTE: The total N (640) for this table is less than 666 because of 
missing data on the ethnicity variable; the amount of missing d~ta 
is not large enough to affect confidence in the results. In 
add i ti on, wh i Ie 12-month data were co II ected in 441 cases, not a II 
of them received a "12-month interview"; some individuals received 
their 6-month interview so late that it covered the entire twelve 
month period. Data for these people were included in the tests of 
the hypotheses, but in this analysis, they are not categorized as 
interviewed at twelve months, hence the smaller N (366). 

More important than ethnic differences are differences between 

the interviewed and uninter~iewed group on 'age (at the time of intake 

into the research). The two groups were not significantly different 

at intake, although there was a trend (p=.OS5) for interviewed persons 

to be younger (mean=20.0) than uninterviewed (mean=21.0). Older de-

fendants were more likely to drop out of the inter:-viewing process over 
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time, so that by the six-month interview there was a significant 
10 

difference (t(616)=3.423;p<.001) between the mean age at intake for 

interviewed {19.7) and uninterviewed (21.4) persons. That is, the 

average age at the time of intake of defendants who received both 

an intake and six-month fol low-up was lower than those who did not 

receive both interviews. (Note that the latter group is composed 

of individuals who received only an intake interview (N=65) and 

of those who were never interviewed (N=I! I) by the research.) 

Although the gap between the groups did not widen by the end of the 

twelve-month period, there was a significant difference (!(616)=3.39S; 

p<.OOI) on mean age at intake between persons who rec~ived al I three 

interviews (mean=19.5; N=356) and those who did not have al I three 

interviews (mean=21. I). 

There were also differences between interviewed and uninter-

viewed defendants on two variables that can probably be accounted for 

by the age differences. The first of these, employment status at the 

time of intake into the research, is only weakly related to interview 

status. The reason for the weakness of the relationship may be that 

so few (13 percent) of the respondents were employed at intake. None-
2 

theless, employed persons were slightly (X
1
=5.S76; p=.02) less likely 

to be interviewed at intake (69 percent) than were unemployed members 

of the population (SI percent)" The relationship remained weak but 
:I 

significant (X
1
=5.274;p=.02) at six-months, and at twelve months was 

10 

The degrees oi' i'reedom i'or a t test are N-2. The N (618) is lower i'or 
this analysis because oi' missin.g age data. 
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not significant. (see Table I I 1-4.) The reasons for the relationship 

are not clear: it is possible that working people found it more 

difficult to take the time for an interview, that the stipend for the 

interview was a greater incentive for unemployed than for employed 

persons, or that older persons (who are more likely to be employed) 

are more likely to drop out of the research than are younger (un-

employed) members of the population. 

Tabl~ 111-4 

PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED PERSONS 
INTERVIEWED AT INTAKE, SIX-and-TWELVE-MONTHS 

VlorK Status 

Interview Employed Unemployed 

Intake 69% 81% 

Six-Month 57% 71% 

Twelve-Month 49% 60% 

The interpretation that the relationship between employment 

and i nterv i ew status is a fUnct i on of age is supported by 'f-he re I at i on-

sh i P between schoo I enro II ment and i nterv i ew status. Ivlembers of the 

research population who were enrol led in school at intake were more 

likely than those not in school to have an intake interview, and this 

relationship became stronger over the twelve month fol low-up period: 

wh i I e the difference in percentage i nterv i ewed at intake between those 
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enrol led in school (85 percent) and those not enrol led in school 

(77 percent) was only eight percentage points, twelve months later 

the difference was 23 percentage points. (See Table I I 1-5.) For 

each interview the comparison variable was'the same, enrollment 

status at the time of intake; since younger persons are more likely 

to be in school, the effect may be accounted for by the dropout 

from the research of older persons. 

Table 111-5 

PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS ENROLLED AND NOT ENROLLED 
IN SCHOOL INTERVIEWED AT INTAKE, SIX-and TWELVE-MONTHS 

Interview In School Not in School 2 
Xl 

Intake 85% 77% 5.905, p<.02 

6-Month 80% 63% 19.584, p<.OOI 

12-Month 73% 50% 28.617, p<.OOI 

In summary, those persons who were black or hispanic, young, un-

employed, or in school at intake into the research (characteristics 

reflecting the majority of the research population) were more likely 

to receive an intake interview and to remain in the research than were 

those Who were white, older, employed, or not in school (character-

istics reflecting a minority of the research population). These 

results have implications for the I'epI'esentativeness of the inter

viewed sample; that is, one cannot be certain that differences between 

--
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experimentals and controls found for the interviewed sample 

are present in the research population as a whole •. Wh i I e th i s j s 

an important consideration, it is mitigated somewhat by the comple

ness of the data co I I ected of rom off i cia I records. If differences 

between experimentals and controls on variab'les constructed from 

official record data are consistent with those from interview data 

(and they are), one can be more confident in .the representativeness 

of the interview data results. For example, if interview data were 

to show that experimentals made a positive (or negative) change over 

time in employment, and official record data were to show a similar 

positive (or negative) effect on recidivism, one could conclude that 

the self-selected interview group was not grossly different from the 

research population as a whole. 

A second, and perhaps more important issue, is the effect of 

the dropout or "mortality" on the equivalence of the experimental and 

control groups. Whi Ie it was demonstrated above that the research 

was successful in generating equivalent experimental and control 

groups, the effects of mortality on that equivalence remain to be 

seen. To test for such effects, differences between experimentals 

and controls on the varfables discussed above were tested for three 

groups: al I persons who were interviewed at intake, those who 

received both intake and six-month fol low-up interviews, and those 

who received al I three interviews. These analyses yielded no 

significant differences between experimentals and controls on 

characteristics at intake among those interviewed at intake, six

or twelve-months. Whi Ie roughly one-third ·of the defendants dropped 
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out of the interviewing process by the end of the twelve months of 

fol low-up, the experimental and control groups remained equiva

lent. Thus, for example, whi Ie defendants who received al I three 

interviews tended to be younger than those who dropped out of the 

research, the mecn age (at intake) for experimentals who were inter

viewed three time~ (mean=19.6) was not significantly different from 

that for controls who were interviewed three times (mean=19.3). 

One can conclude from the results of these analyses, therefore, 

that differences in changes on employment, schooling, and other self

reported variables between experimentals and controls reported in 

the remainder of this report are a result of program impact rather 

than pre-intervention differences. 

Record Data 

Official record data were collected from three agencies with 

varying degrees of success. For each member of the sample (regard

less of whether or not he/she was interviewed), attempts were made 

to obtain Pol ice Department records of the person's criminal history. 

Permission was obtained from the Identification Section of the New 

York City Police Department to send members of the research staff 

to collect copies of the "rap sheets" for each person in the sample. 

Rap sheets (which contain a person's New York State criminal history) 

were procured for mo~t of the samp1e (N=612), except for those cases 
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11 
that were sealed (because of favorable dispositions), or in a few 

instances the identifier used to locate the record·(NYSID number) was 

incorrect. Other problems with the Police Department records included 

il legibi I ity and different formats used for the records at different 

times. The most important problem, however, stemmed from incomplete 

records of case disposition; the Police often fai I to receive notifi-

cation of case disposition from the courts. Because of this short-

coming, it was necessary to supplement case disposition data with 

that from the Criminal Justice Agency (CJA). 

The CJA fi Ie was the most complete in its coverage of the sample 

(N=652) avai lable at the time of the data collection. It was intended 

to use CJA records as a source of information on the intake case and 

subsequent arrests, including such data as number of court appearances, 

days in detention, bai I amounts, ariaignment charges, time from 

arraignment to disposition, and final disposition of cases. In 

addition, when Police Department records did not include dispositions 

for previous arrests, these pieces of information were obtained 

where possible from CJA. Two problems inhered in this course of 

action: (I) CJA records included only arrests that occurred in New 

York City, and (2) they only went back as far as 1975. Given the 

youth of the research population, however, collection of data pro

ceeded satisfactori Iy, with CJA's computerized system al lowing 

fairly rapid acquisition and updating of information. 

11 
A more complete discussion of sealing in New York City and its 
implications for diversion is found in Chapter IV. 
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Data on al I CEP participants (i .e., members of the research 

experimenTal group) were coded from CEP's files. Thes~ fi les 

contained information on cl ients' expectations, counselors' 

evaluations, referrals to and placements in jobs, vocationai 

status at intake and exit, etc. The major problem encountered in 

collecting CEP data was that the amount of information in the fi les 

varied greatly, especially with the individual's attendance at CEP; 

those divertees who attended CEp'only a few times, once, or never had 

program fi les that were nearly, devoid of information. ~~ore importantly, 

however, even for those clients who successfully completed the program, 

there were sizeable gaps in the data. While much of the missing data 

resulted from changes in CEP's methods of recording information, re

organization of staff over time, and variation among counselors in 

the accuracy and amount of information recorded, the research was 

hampered in its efforts to analyze what the program did to (or for) 

its c I i ents • 

Although each source of official record data presented some 

problems and had some shortcomings in completeness or accuracy, 

these data collection attempts were quite successful. Information 

was gathered on most subjects, including uninterviewed individuals 

for whom records represented the only information avai lable. 

The third type of data collection effort was official verifi

cation of subject's own reports about their employment, school en

rol lment, and public assistance status. In each interview the 

subject was asked to sign release forms al lowing the research to 

attempt to verify these data; subjects generally agreed and the 
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verification process was completed with limited success. A number of 

problems arose in the verification of employment: many subjects work-' 

ed "off the books," were employed under an alias, or worked part-time 

or for so short a time that. their records were not kept by the 

employer. In, addition, many members of the sample worked in fami Iy 

businesses or smal I, neighborhood establishments or gave the inter-

vi eVJer i nsu ff i c i ent i nformat i on to contact the emp'l oyer. However, 

in over 80 percent of the cases in which the employer was successfully 

contacted, the subject's employment at the job during the period 

reported was confirmed. In very few of the remaining cases did the 

employer's information suggest that the subject had supplied the 

research with incorrect information; more often the employer simply 

refused or was unable to answer. Despite these problems, the 

research was encouraged because there was no difference betweeil 

experimentals and controls in the proportion of cases in which 

employment could be verified and in the proportion of seif-

reported verified as accurate. 

Many of the problems encountered with job verification were also 

encountered in verifying school enrollment. In many cases a school 

reported that the person never attended; however, this may have been 

a resuit of school registration under a different name than that given 

to the Vera research staff.12 Often "Informat"lon bt" o alned from s~bjects 

12 
T~e problem of aliases, multiple names, and similar names for 
~~ffe:e~t people plagued the research throughout. Whereas unique 
1de~t1f1ers (e.g., Social Security number or NYSrD numbers) were 
ava1lable, they were not always applicable or helpful. 

o 
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regarding the school name and/or address was incomplete or incorrect, 

making it impossible to verify reports. As a result, completed 

verifications of school enrollment were obtained for roughly 60 per

cent of those subjects who reported being enrol led in school. Of 

those, about 80 percent of the schools confirmed that the subjects 

had been enrol led on the dates reported; however, because of the 

New York City school system's categorization ~f students in truant 

classes, it was extremely difficult to verify subjects' reported 

grade levels. Nontheless, rates of confirmation of enrollment did 

not differ for experimentals and controls. 

The third type of data to be verified were subjects' reports of 

receipt of publ ic assistance. A member of the Vera research staff 

entered the names of a I I samp I e member~s into the computer f i I es of 

the Human Resources Administration, Income Maintenance Division, to 

determine whether there was any record of welfare for that person 

during the period from January 1977 to October 1978. The dates of 

welfare receipt were recorded from the fi les and compared with the 

subject's reports to the Vera interviewers. In over 80 pel~cent of 

the cases in which it was possible to verify receipt of welfare 

benefits, the subjects' reports were confirmed by official fi les. 

Members of the experimental and control groups were equally likely 

to report i nformat i on that was conf i r-med (or d i sconf i rmed) by these 

records. 

The bl pro ems encountered in attempts to verify employment, 

school enrollment, and receipt of welfare, as weI I as the results of 

these attempts i nf I uenced the research·· dec is i on to re I y on se I f-

--
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reports for analyzing data in each of these areas. That is, because 

of the inabi lity of the research to contact al I employers or schools 

and bec~use of frequent use of aliases, it was not reasonable to 

conclude that discrepancies between subjects' reports and those of 

the verifying agency represented deliberate falsehoods on the part of 

the subjects. In addition. the simi larity between experimentals and 

controls on confirmation rates indicated that there was no systematic 

difference between the two groups in veracity or accuracy of report. 

For these reasons it was decided that analyses of self-reported 

employment, school enrollment, and welfare receipt would proceed 

without altering the database by inclusion of information from 

the verifications. 

HYPOTHESES 

The research was designed and the data collected to test hypotheses 

related to CEpl s impact on case outcome, recidivism, and life style 

variables. The experimental design and the longitudinal nature of the 

study a I lowed the measu rement of differences between the exper i nlenta I 

and control groups over time and permitted some confidence in 

attri buti ng such differences to the impact of the progr'am. Because 

CEP was a diversion program that offered social services to its 

participants, it was expected to have an impact on the outcome of 

the court case on which the individual was diverted and to have 

rehabi I itative effects. 

Ii 
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Diversion Effects: Disposition 

(~ It is possible to measure effect on the court case' in a number of 

(I 

ways. Most important among these is the final disposition of the 

case. It was predicted that members of the experimental group would 

receive more favorable dispositions than those in the control group. 

Since case dismissal was supposed to be an outcome of successful 

participation in CEP, all subjects in the experimental group who 

completed the program should have received dismissals; more control 

group members, on the other hand, should receive unfavorable dis-

positions (e.g., convictions accompanied by sentences such as fines, 

prison terms, probation, conditional discharge;. etc.). It was also 

possible that CEPI S impact on disposition would be mediated by prior 

arrest or conviction record. In addition, dismissal of the current 

case has different implications for those with no prior record (i .e., 

the maintenance of a "clean record") than it does for defendants who 

have prior convictions. Thus it was considered necessary to test 

the difference of impact on disposition between experimentals and 

controls while control ling for the effects of prior record. The 

hypothesis that experimentals would receive more favorable dis

positions than controls was tested using a two-way chi square, and 

the p r i or record va r i ab I e was introduced as a th i rd (or contro I ling) 

variable. 

One of the goals of CEP was to reduce penetration into the 

criminal justice system; therefore, a number of measures of penetra-' 

tion were included. It was predicted that experimentals would have 

fewer court appearances and spend less time in pretrial detention; 
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because of the four month continuance, however', the length of time to 

disposition should be longer for experimentals than for controls. 

Each of these hypotheses was tested using a t-test for the difference 

between two means. 

Intervention Effects: Lifestyle 

Rehabi litation implies a change in lifestyle in the direction of 

greater stabil iiy, employment, and increased education. Thus it was 

predicted that over time experimentals would make more progress in 

this direction than would members of the control group. Since CEP 

attempted to place clients in jobs, experimentals should be more 

likely than controls to be employed six months after intake into the 

program. Other mesures of employment on which one would expect 

experimenta I group members to improve are sa I ary" number of months 

employed, number of hours worked, and number of jobs held. Because 

subjects were interviewed three times (at in-rake, six months and 

12 months later), it was possible to compare experimentals and 

controls over time. A series of repeated measures analyses of 

covariance were computed to test these hypotheses. In each of 

these analyses, research assignment (experimental or control) is 

the independent variable, measurement at intake on the dependent 

variable is -rhe covariate, and measurement on the dependent variable 

at six and twelve months is the repeated measure factor. (This method 

of analysis and the reasons for its appropriateness are explained in 

Chapter V.) 
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Many participants in CEP were youn~ and undereducated; therefore, 

one would expect that for a segment of ;the population CEP would have 

an impact on education-related variables. It was predicted that over 

time a greater proportion of experimentals than con-rrols would be 

enrol led in school, increase their level of education, and improve 

school attendance. These hypothese were tested using the method 

described above (i.e., repeated measures analysis of covariance). 

It is also possible that CEP had an impact on education only for the 

younger members of the sample~ therefore, the effects of age were 

partial led out (control led for) to ensure that if such an effect 

existed, it would be detected. 

Other possible rehabi litative effects include an increase in 

vocational goal-directed activity, such as sear~hing for a job or 

chi Idcare. An index of "vocational activity level" was constructed 

to measure the amount of time an individual was engaged in any of 

the fol lowing activities: employment, school, job search, or chi Id

care. It was predicted that experimentals would make greater 

improvements ever time on this measure than would controls; this 

analysis was computed using repeated measures analysis of covariance. 

It was also predicted that experimentals would show a decrease 

from intake to six months later in the frequency of self-reported 

i Ilega I acti viti es (for wh i ch they were not necessari I y arrested), 

an increase in the number of kinds of social services used, and 

improvements in living conditions. EacM of these hypotheses was 

tested using repeated measures analysis of variance, with one between

subjects factor (research assignment) and one within-subjects repeated 

measures factor (the dependent variable measured at intake, six months, 

and 12 months). 

--... -~~ 
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Rehab iii tati on Effects: Reci d i v i sm 

It was predicted that CEP would have an impact on recidivism, 

but it is possible to measure recidivism in a number of ways. In 

thg present research, recidivism was operational ized in several 

different ways: the proportion of each group arrested within four, 

six, and 12 months after intake; the number of rearrests per person 

within a given period; and the severity and type of these arrests. 

For each variable it was predicted that experimentals would fare 

better than controls. That is, if one of the goals of CEP was 

rehabi I itation, experimentals should be arrested less frequently 

and for less serious crimes than members of the control group. 

As as anci I lary analysis, an attempt was made (using multiple 

regression/correlation) to determine which factors predicted 

recidivism; although such analysis violates the experimental 

design, it was conducted as an exploratory, hypothesis generating 

analysis. 

Success In CEP 

A defendant's status at exit from CEP was likely to affect a 

13 

number of the outcome variables under consideration in the present 

study. Participants who successful Iycomplete the program are not 

only supposed to have their cases dismissed, but should also 

13 
The fact that so few subjects spent any time in jailor prison 
meant that the research did not have to assess these rearrest 
rates according to differential periods of "time at risk

fl 

(i.e., time during which each person w~s not incarcerated). 
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be the most like I y to benef i t from the serv ices offered by the pt~ogram. 

The predictions of reduced recidivism, increased employment, and 

improvement in lifestyle are far more I ikely to be supported by the 

data for successful participants in CEP than they are for those 

terminated by the program. To preserve the integrity of the 

experimental design, however, al I analyses described above were 

conducted with the experimental group intact, including successful 

and unsuccessful participants (as wei I as exceptions to the 

research ass i gnment) . I n secondary ana lyses, however, CEP status 

(successful or unsuccessful) was used as a variable to determine 

whether there were any differences on the above variables between 

those clients who successfully completed CEP and those who were 

terminated from the program. 

Related analysts, also outside the experimental design, was 

conducted using only members of the experimental group. This 

analysis used multiple regression/correlation techniques to predict 

success in CEP. In this analysis CEP exit status served as the 

criterion (dependent) variable and demographics, criminal history, 

status at intake, and CEP variables as predictors. This analysis 

was not intended to test an hypothesis; rather, it was designed to 

provide some insight into the participants! characteristics that seem 

to affect a defendant's success in CEP. 
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GENERALIZABILITY 

The results of the comparison between the research population 

and the CEP service population indicate that one can be confident 

that the Vera research population is representative of the overal I 

popu I at i on d i ver.~'ep by CEP. It is reasonab Ie p therefore, to assume 

that any impact of CEP on the research population should tie felt by 

other diverted defendants so t.ong as they are similar to CEP's 

client population and given the same types of services. It is 

important to exercise caution, however, in generalizing the 

results of this evaluation to other diversion programs. The New 

York City population is distinctive, and black and hispanic, inner 

city youths living in a city as large as New York are likely to be 

very different from defendants in other enviornments. Careful 

consideration of the problems and experiences of this particular 

population, as wei I as the specific nature of the Coud Employment 

Project, should serve as the baseline for any attempts to general ize 

the results of the present study to. diversion in other jurisdictions. 

(I 

(I 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRETRIAL DIVERSION AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO PROSECUTION, 
ST I G~1A AND PUN I SHMENT: CEP' S I MPACT ON 0 I SPOS I T I ON 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we examine the experimental data relating to the 

diversion rationales which have been used to support CEP's commitment 

to providing services preadjudiation. As have most PTD/I programs, 

CEP saw the diversion strategy of service delivery not only as a 

method for social service intervention (see Chapters V and VI)F but 

specifically as a way to affect the dispositional process. That is, 

CEP wanted to help defendants avoid prosecution, conviction, and 

stigma, and to help the system provide a more humane and less costly 

alternative to criminal sanctions. Since any PTD/I program's abi lity 

to affect case disposition is closely tied to prosecutors' perceptions 

about and use of diversion as dispositionai option, this aspect of 

CEP's diversion efforts is also discussed. 

As a pretriaZ program, one of CEP's major aims has been to 

provide the criminal justice system with an option for helping 

defendants secure a dismissal, that is, to divert them from prosecu-

tion and from the stigma of a criminal conviction. Related to this, 

the program also wanted to reduce the amount of contact defendants 

had with official criminal justice agencies. This, CEP bel ieved, 

would I imit youthful defendants' exposure to unpleasant (and possibly 
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harmful) experiences l and have the added system benefit of reducing 

the resources spent on processing cases. Whereas the original diversion 

goals of the program had included helping defendants avoid jai I 

(detention at a minimum but possibly also a jail sentence), the 

probabi lity of CEP's diverting such defendants pretrial seerned un-

likely in more recent years. Bai I reform, the relative infrequency 

wlth which defendants entering the system in these jurisdictions are 

sentenced to jail ,2 and the hesitancy of prosecutors to agree to any 

alternative thai I~Qds;to,a full.'dismissal for.defendants otherwise 

likely to receive a jai I sentence were thought to have limited 

diversion from incarceration. Furthermore,as indicated in Chapter I I, 

ten years of experience with the New York City Cri m,i.na I Courts, in 

conjunction with the results of the Zimring evaluation, had made CEP 

uneasy about the extent of its success a~fecting disposition and 

sentence. Despite the agency's concerns, in the absence of definitive 

data to the contrary, CEP continued to provide services preadjudiaation. 

This service del ivery strategy was predicated upon the continued 

belief that CEP clients were being diverted from prosecution, conviction 

and their negative consequences criminal sanctions and the stigma 

of an official record if not from a ja i I term. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we draw primari Iy upon data 

from the experimental design to compare the disposition outcomes of 

diversion to CEP with those resulting from normal criminal processing. 

We augment these data with materials from a random sample of cases 

lpresumably this was not just a positive end in itself, but also a 
means to rehabilitate (See Chapters V & VI). 

2See Vera, Felony ArFest,1977 .. 
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eligible for the program, screened by CEP, but not approved for 

diversion (and thus not included in the experimental design) and with 

qualitative materials from research interviews with decision-makers 

in the dispositional process. 

DIVERSION FROM PROSECUTION 

The rationale for diversion and preadjudication services assumes 

that diverted individuals avoid three potentially harmful persona I 

experiences: (I) the process of ful I prosecution and sUbstantial 

penetration into the criminal justice system (including pretrial 

detent ion, ba i I experii ences, mul t'i pI! e co.u ri- ·experii.enc.es,: etc. ); (2) 

criminal convictions; and (3) the stigma of a criminal record. 

~1ullen's analysis of the universal diversion 'di lemma, 

Chapter I, suggested that a I I PTD/ I programs face the 

discussed in 

prob I em of 

deciding whether to divert primari Iy minor offenders as a humane 

alternative or to divert more serious offenders to faci I itate 

intervention and rehabi litat',on. CEP - could not fully resolve this 

di lemma over the years; however it adjusted its formal intake 

criteria on several occasions in an attempt tv assure that it was 

not diverting exclusively minor first offenders. These adjustments 

represented a program attempt at least to assure diverted cases 

were serious enough (in the estimation of the system) to warrant 

prosecution (see Chapter I I). A description of the cases and 

defendants approved for diversion during 1977·follows. It suggests 

the complexity of CEP's effort,' subsequent I ana yses of data from the 

experimental design indicate the extent of its ,success. 
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The Diversion Population: Current Changes and Prior Records 

As seen in Table IV-I, CEP predominantly diverted felony cases 

(97 percent),nine out of ten of which were arraigned on class D or E 

felonies (the least serious of five levels of severity in New York 

State's Penal Law). Three out of four defendants were charged with 

° some form of theft, most frequently Grand Larceny 2 (CPL 155.35, 

a class D felony involving the theft of property valued at more than 

$1500~ Grand Larceny 3° (CPL 155.30, a class E felony involving the 

theft of property valued at more than $250 or a credit card), and 

Burglary 3° (CPL 140.20, a class D felony which involves knowingly 

entering or remaining unlawfully in a bui Iding with the intent to 

commit a crime). Seve~ percent were charged with robbery (larceny 

with threat or use of force) and an additional nine percent with 

assault (without robbery). Fewer than one out of ten were charged 
3 

with a drug, forgery, conduct, or weapons offense. 

3 CJA data suggest the following distribution of charges in the 
Manhattan and Brooklyn Criminal Courts (combined) for the month 
preceding the start of this research (December, 1976): 

A or B·Felonies 
C Felonies 
D Felonies 
E Felonies 
Misdemeanors 
Violations & Other 

TOTAL 
(N=5700) 

10% 
11 
28 
14 
32 

5 

100% 
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Table IV-I 

TYPE AND SEVERITY OF INTAKE CASE (ARRAIGNMENT CHARGE) 
TOTAL RESEARCH POPUl~TION 

Type of Charge 

Theft 

Robbery 

Assault (w/out 
Robbery) 

Other 

TOTAL 

75% 

7 

9 

8 

100% 

(N=659) 

Severity of Charge 

A or B Felony 

C Felony 

D Felony 

E Felony 

Misdemeanor 

a Although the program is felony-only, occasional exceptions 
are made. 

Cons~quently, during 1977,CEP was not diverting cases on drug 

possession, morals,or other charges typically involved in de

criminal ization efforts. This was in contrast to at least some other 

diversion programs, for example, Dade County, Florida, where from 

one-fifth to one-third of the cases diverted in 1977 were fairly 

minor drug charges (Vera, 1978). Neither were CEP's cases uniformly 

other types of "junkU cases -- to use the parlance of the system -

for example, fare beats charged with jumping the subway turnsti Ie 

without pay i ng the i r 50rt (an Ami sdemeanor, theft of I serv ices). On 

the other hand, the charg~\s brought aga i nst these defendants were 

1% 

9 

48 

39 

100% 
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also not the most serious. Only one percent were charged with the two 

highest classes of felonies (A and B), and only nine percent with the 

third most serious (e) felony class. 4 

In addition,some of the charges at the 0 and E felony level 

appear more serious at first glance than upon closer inspection. A 

Larceny 2° (e.g., car theft) upon examination of the evidence might be 

only a misdemeanor (a passenger in a stolen car). A Larceny 3° might 

have involved a theft from a parent or guardian,or be related to an 

argument with a spouse over property. A Burglary 3° charge could 

have resulted from the arrest of teenagers found in an abandoned 

bui Iding, who had taken either nothing or possibly copper plumbing 

pipes for future sale. Furthermore, the great majority (over 90 per

cent) of the defendants interviewed reported they had not been carrying 

weapons at the time of their arrest; those few who were, reported 

carrying knives C~ clubs, not firearms. In over half the cases where 

there was a victim, the defendant reported knowing that person, and In 

three-quarters of the cases the victim was reported not hurt. In al I 

such cases, therefore, there are not only questions concerning what 

charges can be sustained by the evidence and whether the victim 

would appear in court to press charges, but there is also the issue of 

how seriously the crime is regarded by the criminal justice system. 

4While the few A and B felonies are not 'surprising (they were excluded 
under the formal eligibility criteria), the C felony cases were 
included as eligible; obviously, however, the agency was able to 
divert relatively few. 
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The "value" of the case combines not only convictabi I ity but the 

normative weight with which the i I legal behavior is viewed by the 

system (particularly as compared to other offenses) and the sanctions 

deemed appropriate. In terms of arraignment charges, therefore, eEP 

was successful at diverting only feZony cases and somewhat successful 

at assuring some were not "junk;" most, however, were also not 

obviously of great seriousness. 

The pattern regarding the type of defendants diverted was 

simi larly mixed. While six out of ten defendants approved for eEP 

diversion had no official prior arrest record, four out of ten had 

been arrested previously, and half of these more than once. s Only 

16 percent, however, had a prior record of convictions and very few of 

these had spent any time in jai I (which is not surprising since only 

three percent of the 16 percent had been convicted of a felony)~ As 

might also be expected, t-he most serious prior arrest charges were 

offenses simi lar to those involved in the current case -- theft 

(49 percent), robbery (14 percent), and assault (10 percent), about 

three-quarters at the felony level. Half of those previously arrested 

had had their first adult arrest early, between the ages of 16 and 17. 

Almost two out of ten defendants interviewed (18 percent) reported 

they had been arrested as juveni les (although we could not obtain 

confirmation since the records are sealed). Ha1f of those with 

juveni Ie arrests said they had been arrested before the age of 

sSixteen defendants of those interviewed (three percent) reported they 
had been previously arrested as adults outside New York State. These 
arrests could not be officially verified and since there were too few 
to affect further analyses, they are not included" in these data. 
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fourteen, and most of these reported more than one arrest (Median = 
2.0). Half of those reporting a juvenile record also said they had 

been on juvenile probation and a quarter reported being in a state 

training school. Again, most reported the most serious charges for 

which they had been arrested as juveni les were theft (43 percent), 

robbery (16 percent),or assault (15 percent), offenses similar to 

those with which they were charged as adults. 

In summary, therefore, whi Ie the majority of the youthful 

defendants CEP was able to divert were first adult offenders (and 

thus, for example, had at least some stake in avoiding the experience 

of prosecution and ma i nta in ing a recor-d clean of convi ctions), a 

sizeable minority (40 percent) had had previous adult experinece with 

the criminal justice system. For some, their experiences, were quite 

sUbstantial and extended back into the juveni Ie court system as wei I. 

Finally. as wi I I be shown in Chapter VI, about one out of three were 

rearrested subsequent to this involvement with the diversion process. 

Cedainly not al I these defendants could be characterized "boy 

scouts and virgins." 

Penetration Into The Criminal Justice System 

CEP's concern with limiting youthful defendants' exposure to the 

criminal justice system was, therefore, appropriate for a sizeable 
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proportion of its population) but not for al 1. 6 Although many felony 

arrests in New York City do not continue in the system past their 

arraignment,7 94 percent of the defendants in the research population 

were required to appear in court again after arraignment. It/hi Ie this 

was partly because al I diverted defendants had to reappear (their cases 

were adjourned at arraignment for four months during which they received 

CEP's services), 86 percent of the control group also had to appear 

again. This suggests that, as indicated above, whi Ie the cases were 

not the most serious, they did require attention by the court if they 

were not diverted. Yet, since most of these defendants did not have 

6 It might be noted that there was also ambivalence in the system (and 
even in CEP) about the appropriateness of such attempt to "shelter" 
young defendants from the harsh realities of the criminal justice 
system. There were those (quoted in Chapter I), including defense 
counsel and PTD/I pe~sonnel, who felt it was an important deterrent 
for youths to "taste" the harshness of what would happen to them if 
they continued to get arrested; others denied this had a deterrent 
effect and claimed it only hardened yo~mg people. This debate can
not be resolved by the data in this study_ While we will compare 
recidivism rates for diverted and non-diverted defendants in Chapter 
VI, it is important to recognize that all the defendants in this study 
'( diverted or not) had experienced the harshest parts of the process 
before ever being considered for diversion or assigned as part of 
this research: all defendants were arrested; they were booked by 
police at a station house or' a central facility; they were finger
printed and photographed, and awaited arraigr~ent in detention 
facilities in the precinct or courthouse. At the time of this study, 
the period between arrest and arraignment averaged more than 24 hours. 
The conditions of detention are typically poor -- overcrowded, un
comfortable "pens" w'.th extremely limited sanitary facd.lities; 
prisoners are fed if the wait is long, but such "amenities" are 
minimal. Consequently, except possibly for those subject to a jail 
experience, the pre-arraignment arrest and detention period before 
diversion was likely to be the most difficult and potentiallY 
"traumatizing" part of these defendants' overall experience. CEP 
could not affect their exposure to this process, though it could, perhaps, 
influence defendants' later inte~pretation of the totality of their 
arrest, detention and prosecution experience. 

7Data from Vera's study of. 1971 felony arrests (Vera, 1977) show 16 per
cent of the cases disposed at or before arraignment; of those dis
posed at arraignment, 72 percent of the defendants took guilty pleas. 
Since 1971, however, there has been increased court pressure to dispose 
of cases early and the proportion disposed at arraignment by 1977 was 
probably higher .• 

" 
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lengthy or heavy prior records, few had to go through the difficult 

experiences of obtaining bai I or bond, being detained pretrial, or 

returning to court after the iss~ance of a warrant. Sai I or bond was 

set at arraignment for only seven percent of the defendants (nine per-

cent of the controls and five percent of the experimentals). Whi Ie 

an additional 32 defendants had bai i or bond set at d later date, only 

10 percent of the total research population spent any time in pre-

trial deten-~ion. The amount of time they spent was short, and did 

not differ significantly for the two groups (2.1 days for controls 

and 1.4 for experimentals). There was also no difference in the 

proprotion of experimentals and controls for whom a warrant was 

issued at some point prior to their last court appearance (18 per

cent of the controls and 15 percent of the experimentals).B 

There were,however, two interesting differences between diverted 

and normally processed defendants with respect to their penetration of 

the criminal justice system. Experimentals took Zonger on the average 

to have their cases fully disposed than did controls, approximately 21 

weeks compared to 16 weeks (t(503)=4.442j p<.001).9 What is particularly 

interesting is that the average period of time controZs spent in the 

BIn most cases these defendants missed a court appearance but appeared 
subsequently on their own (that is, they were not returned by the 
Police Warrant Squad or because of a new arrest). 

9For the purpose of these analyses, the cases of defendants who had 
failed to appear as of the final date of our check of court records 
(December 1978, generally more than a year after the issuan,ce of a 
warrant) were considered "disposed" as of the date of the last 
scheduled appearance at which the warrant was issued. With 
defendants sentenced to pay a-rine, the case was not considered 
fully disposed by the research until the last appearance for payment. 
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system was exactly four months -- the official period of diversion to 

CEP -- but the average period of time for experimentals was more than 

five months. This is a result of the time required to prosecute the 

cases of defendants who were unsuccessfully terminated from the 

program during the diversion period. Successful and therefore dis

missed CEP cl ients had an average of 20 weeks to disposition compared 

to 26 for unsuccessfully terminated cl ients. Despite the fact that 

it took longer to process diverted casas than those handled normally 

by the court, control cases were scheduled to appear more frequently 

in court than were diverted cases. Control cases were scheduled for 

an average of 3.91 appearances compared to 3.49 for experimentals 

(!(636)=-2.017j p<.05). 

In summary, therefore, from the standpoint of CEPI S rationale of 

diverting defendants from a prolonged pretrial period, from multiple 

sometimes painful experiences with the courts, and of conserving 

system resources, CEpl s success was limited. Regardless of how the 

case was handled pretrial -- diversion or normal process aZZ 

defendants faced the difficult experiences of arrest and detention prior 

to arraignment. Thereafter, even without diversion, few would have 

p-xperienced the harsher aspects of the prosecution process -- detention, 

the search for bail, fai lure to appear or revocation of their release 

on recognizanc8. If diverted, the average period of time before dis

position wad prolonged, but the number of times they were scheduled to 

appear in cour~.was reduced slightly. 
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Disposition: Dismissals And Convictions 

Diversion from prosecution and particularly from criminal convic

tion is not only a general PTD/I rational~ but has been CEP's central 

justification for providing its services pretrial. As far as many 

administrators and staff were concerned, this goal was second in 

importance only to that of providing needed services to clients. 

In its early years and particularly as it expanded after 1970, the 

program saw itself as an important informal addition to the few 

formal alternatives avai lable to ful I prosecution. It was thought 

of as an additional route to favorable dispositions for clients who 

would otherwise have been unl ikely, or much less likely, to receive 

them. Table IV-2 speaks to these issues; it compares the experi

mental and control groups on the final disposition of their cases. 

As the discussion that fol lows suggests, a ful I assessment of CEP's 

impact on case disposition in 1977 requires careful scrutiny of 

several, complex types of dispositions avai lable under New York 

State law. A neat and simple distinction between "charges dis-

missed" versus "convicted" does not do justice to the concept of 

"diversion" as it operated in New York, nor to an analysis of the 
10 

dispositional outcomes to which CEP had become an alternative. 

100ur thanks go to Steven Mendelsohn, Esq. for his extensive help 
in researching and thinking about these issues, and in drafting 
the pages which follow. Responsibility for any errors contained 
therein, however, belong to the Report authors. 
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Table IV-2 

FINAL DISPOSITION OF INTAKE CASE 
BY RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 

CONV ICTED 
Dis- f'.1i sdl 

~1 i ssed ACDa 
Viol. YOb Fel. 

58% 14 5 9 

18% 28 23 25 

43% 19 12 15 

aAdjourned in Contemplation of Dismissal 

War-
rant TOTAUN) 

12 100%(40 I) 

5 100%(242) 

9 100%(643) 

bYouthful Offender Adjudication (79 percent of these are YO, 21 per
cent misd. convictions) 

X2 =146.44; p<.OOI 
5 

If one looks only at the first column of Table IV-2, it appears 

that, in 1977, CEP had a significant impact on defendants' chances 

for having their cases dismissed in the interests of justice. More 

than three times as many experimental cases were dismissed outright 

as were controls (58 percent compared to 18 percent). However, by 

1977 -- ten years after CEP began -- New York State provided by 

statute several alternatives to ful I prosecution and criminal conviction 

other than a dismissal in the interests of justice. As is also 

evident in Table IV-2 (columns 2, 3 and 4), these alternatives were 

widely used by the criminal justice system in disposing of the felony 
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charges against diversion el igible defendants who were not diverted 

(controls) or who were unsuccessful in CEP (i .e., the experimentals 

not dismissed). These~options included an Adjournment in Contemplation 

of Dismissal (ACD, the second column of Table IV-2); a conviction on 

a non-criminal violation (column three); and a Youthful Offender 

adjudication with a finding of gui It for a misdemeanor offense 

(column four). As with diversion to CEP, the existence and use of 

these other alternatives to ful I criminal conviction represented, 

to differing degrees, statutory recognition by the legislature and 

internalization by the criminal justice system of the general idea 

of "diversion." 

As Table IV-2 indicates, 28 percent of the control and 14 per-

cent of The experimental cases were disposed through an Adjournment 

in Contemplation of Dismissal. CEP 170.55 permits judges, with the 

agreement of the prosecutor, to adjourn action on a case without 

specifying a date for its return to court. If the prosecutor does not 

restore the case to the calendar within six months, it is automatically 

dismissed and becomes at this time a dismissal in the interests of 

justice. It For those members of the research population whose cases 

llCPL 170.55 states, in pertinent part: "Upon or after arraignment in 
a local criminal court •.• the court, upon motion of the people or the 
defendant and with the consent of the other party, or upon the court's 
own motion with the consent of both the people and the defendant, may 
order that the action be 'adjourned in contemplation of dismissal,' 
as prescribed in subdivision 2." 

(2) "An adjournment in contemplation of dismissal is an adjournment 
of the action without date ordered with a view to ultimate dis
missal of the accusatory instrument in furtherance of just,ice. 
Upon issuing such an order, the court ~ust release the defendant on 
his own recognizance. Upon application of the people, made at any 
time not more than six months after the issuance of such order, the 

Conti.nued ... / 
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were so adjourned, none were restored to the calendar; al I were 

dismissed after six months. 12 It would appear, therefore,'that in 

assessing CEP's impact on obtaining a di$missa~ of the charges, the 

"dismissed" and "ACD" categories in Table IV-2 should be combined in 

comparing the experimental and control group~. 

Before concluding this, however, several other dimensions of 

the statutory and practical distinctions between the Dismissal in 

the Interests of Justice and the ACD should be discussed. 

Historically, this statutory provision codified for the first 

time the informal dismissal on own recognizance (DOR) which had been 

used by prosecutors previously but which had fal len into disuse 

during the 1960s (see Comment, Albany L. Rev.,i974). This change in 

the statutes occurred at the same time CEP had demonstrated its 

ab iii ty to obta incases to divert, and had secur-ed I oca I fund i ng 

to expand diversion beyond New York County (Manhattan). At the same 

time, the legislature also provided for the ACD of persons charged 

Continued .•• court must restore the case to the calendar and the action 
must thereupon proceed. If the case is not so restored within such 
six months period, the accusatory instrument is, a.t the expiration 
of such period, deemed to have been dismissed by the court in 
furtherance of justice." 

12From all evidence the research could obtain both from agencies keeping 
court and criminal justice records and from interviews with relevant 
parties, most cases receiving an ACD are not returned to the calen
dar by the prosecution. Consequently, the ACD would appear to be used 
in cases where prosecutors intend a dismissal, regardless of what 
occurs during the six month per'iod. Whereas the judge might place 
some condition upon the defendant during the six month adjournment 
period, it is typically an admonition·to "stay out of troublell or 
away from a complainant. It is interesting to note that, even in 
those situations where a defendant in th~ research population was 
arrested on a new charge before the expiration of the ACD, the 
original charges were not restored to the calendar. 

'-, -~ ---'~ 
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with marijuana possession offenses under a separate statute with 

its own record sealing provisions (CPL 170.56). This effectively 

carried out partial decriminalization of minor drug offenses. Both 

ACD provisions were responsive to the same concerns as CEP and the 

diversion movement generally: to increase the avai labil ity of 

formalized mechanisms to move more defendants, particularly those 

charged with lesser criminal offenses, out of the system without 

a criminal conviction. 

\,Ihi Ie the ACD leads to a dismissal in furtherance of justice, 

the procedure is legally different from the outright dismissal in 

two respects. First, it cannot be initiated without prosecutorial 

consent, whereas the direct dismissal can be accomplished on the 

court's own motion over prosecutorial objection. Second, the ACD 

dismissal does not become final until some time has passed. The 

non-legal consequences of these differences are somewhat harder to 

specify but do relate to how the ACD is used (or perceived to be 

so) as a disposition in contrast to the immediate dismissal. 

The necessity for prosecutorial consent suggests the ACD 

is intended for use in cases where there is legal sufficiency to 

prosecute the case but where, because of the nature of the case, 

the prosecutor believes non-prosecution to further justice -- the 

almost classic situation described in the diversion literature for 

"pretrial diversion.,,13 The delay in the official declination to 

130f course, ACDs like other l'divF'rsionary" mechanisms may be used by 
prosecutors if a case is flawe!" by evidentiary weaknesses; there ;is 
no way to assess this at present. 

o .' 
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prosecute,' however, suggests that the pendancy of criminal charges, 

even in the limbo of adjournment, is supposed to have some deterrent 

effect on the defendant. Certainly it appears from research inter

views with prosecutors in the system that they view the ACD in this 

manner despite their recognition that ACDs rarely, if ever, are 

restored to the calendar. The ACD and the outright dismissal, how

ever, may be more al ike in practice than either the law or the 

"intent" of prosecutors suggest since: (I) ACDs are almost never 

returned to the system for prosecution; (2) there is no contact 

between the court and the defendant either during the six month 

adjournment period or at the time the ACD is offfcial Iy dismissed 

(the defendant does not reappear in court); (3) many in the system 

bel ieve that defendants do not understand the distinction between 

having the charges dismissed outright and receiving an ACD since both 

are discharged by the court and told not to return; and (4) the 

possibi I ity (as assumed by many defense counsels) that without the 

ACD, the charges would eventually be dismissed anyway because of 

insufficiency of evidence or the non-appearance of a witness. 

Certainly, the ACD is akin to a dismissal resulting from formal 

or supervised diversion. 14 Both delay the official declination to 

14 The Standards and Goals for Diversion issued by NAPSA in 1978 include 
st~tute~ such as CPL 170.55 under the official definition of pre
tr~al d~version, and in fact mention the ACD in New York State 
(1978:11). This is a change in their position, since the draft 
standards of 1977 excluded such "diversion without supervision or 
services" as true pretrial diversion. ' 

'.' ----_._----
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prosecute and both result in a ful I dismissal. As to whether an ACD 

should be considered a "harsher" disposition than diversion to CEP for 

four months wil I be considered below when the sentences received by 

members of the research population are examined. For the moment, 

however, from the perspective of obtaining a dismissal of the charges, 

it seems appropriate to consider the ACD and the outright dismissal 
I 

as pragmatically equivalent categories, so long as in its actual 

use the ACD is not often restored to the calendar (even under conditions 

of rearrest on new charges). Their equivalence is further supported by 

the fact that under the criminal history seal ing statute (CPL 160.50 

discussed more fully below), the ACD is fully the same as the out-

right dismissal: the same official records are to be sealed and al I 

photographs and fingerprints are to be returned. As far as actual 

recordseal ing practices are concerned, the two dispositions seem the 

same, except that the dismissal is sealed immediately and the ACD at 

its six-month expirativn date. 

Assuming the correctness of this concfusion, Table IV-2 shows 

that seven out of ten experimentals (72 percent) had their charges 

dismissed or received an ACD as did nearly five out of ten controls 

(46 percent). Whi Ie the differences between the two groups are 

statistically sig,nificant, it is clear that the positive impact of 

CEP on disposition is substantially less than if dismissals alone 

are compared (column one of Table IV-2). An assessment of whether 

this difference is substantiveZy or programmaticaZZy significant 
., 

(i.e., legitmates CEP maintaining pretriaZ services) cannot be 

made from these data alone; the data which forlow in this and sub-

', ..... '~,..~. r ,'- • ., .,. 
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sequent chapters are also relevant. CEP's own assessment of the 

programmatic impl ication of these results is found in the concluding 

chapter of the report. Let it suffice to say here that CEP was not 

at al I satisfied with the degree of its impact on disposition and 

subsequently changed the pretrial focus of its service program. The 

specific programmatic changes made by the agency are also discussed 

in Chapter V I II , 

The issue of CEP's impact on the I ikel ihood of a defendant's 

conviction goes beyond the discussion of how many defendants receive 

dismissals. A further question concerning "what kind of convictions" 

defendants receive must also be addressed. Under New York State 

statutes, not all "convictions" are the same and their legal as well 

as practical consequences deserve attention in any complete assessment 

of CEP's effect on defendants through its impact on the disposition 

of their cases. 

As suggested above, Table IV-2 indicates that five out of ten 

defendants in the control group avoided any conviction compared to 

seven out of ten in the experimental or diverted group. Expressed 

alternatively, the table shows that 15 percent of the experimental~ 

group were "convicted" compared to 49 percent of the controls. 1S 

IS Overall, nine percent of the res,sarch population was neither con
victed nor not convicted of the charges in the intake case; 12 per
cent of the experimentals compared to five percent of the controls 
absconded and thus were never adjudicated. It might be noted 
he~e ~hat, hypothetically, had all defendants in the sample been 
adJud~cated, no matter what the outcomes, the distributions of the 
experimental and control groups on case outcome would remain 
statistically significant; the aopolute differences (and thus their 
substanti ve significance 1 however', would have been narrowed. 

----- . ,,-, 
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However, the third column of Table IV-2 indicates that not al I those 

convicted were convicted of opimes. Almost half the convicted controls 

were foundjguilty of violations (for example, disorderly conduct) 

which are not opiminal offenses (CPL 10.00(3) in the same way that 

other "petty offen.ses," such as traffic infractions, are not 

(CPL 1.20(39». Furthermore, the vast majority of the remainder of 

those convicted <75 percent) were "adjudicated youthful offenders" (YOs) 

after a finding of guilt for a misdemeanor offense. Under CPL 720.10 

(4, 6), youthful offender "adjudications" are "substitutions for 

convictions" rather than convictions; the record is sealed from publ ic 

access and the individual is not considered by law to have been 

"convicted." 

This YO statute, originally enacted in 1943, has been amended 

frequently; in 1971, at the same time as the ACD/diversion laws 

were passed and CEP/diversion was expanding, YO status was made 

mandatory for a I I 16, 17, and 18 year old youths gui Ity of mis-

demeanors. This legislative amendment also reflected a desire, 

simi lar to that underlying various PTD/I efforts, to protect youth

ful and not yet "hardened" offenders. While the statute permits 

others in this age group to be treated as youthful offenders with 

its protections, it does not make such treatment mandatory. New York 

City prosecutors and judges interviewed by Vera researchers, however, 

claim that the YO statute is quite frequently invoked for youths with 

prior convictions who are charged with less serious crimes but that 

its use varies with changes in the "political cl imute" toward the 

punishment of young offenders. However, since 76 percent of the 

\ ' 
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defendants in the research population found qui Ity ~f misdemeanors 

were first offenders, they were automatically "adjudicated YOs" and 

their records sealed, as were 13 percent of those few members of the 

sample with prior convictions. Overal I, therefore, only 3.8 percent 

of the entire research population were convicted of opimes on the 

intake case, and 6.6 percent of the controls. 

Since a major goal of virtually al I diversionary efforts (CEP, 

the ACD or the YO) is to help the defendant obtain a non-opiminal 

disposition, 'lIe may conclude from Table IV-2 and our discussion of 

it, that CEP succeeded in this attempt only somewhat better than did 

normal court processing. The explanation for CEP's minimal impact 

on avoiding criminal dispositions is obvious: New York State provides 

numerous other options for decision-makers that achieve the same 

result, and these other options were considered appropriate for the 

types of cases selected for CEP. 

Recognizing that CEP's overal I impact on disposition is limited, 

it might be added that the effect of diversion is simi lar for those 

with and without prior conviction records (Table IV-3) and for those 

with and without prior arrest records (Table IV-4). Although the 

proportions shown in Table IV-3 appear to suggest members of the 

experimental group who had prior convictions reap greater benefits 

from CEP than do experimentals without prior c:mvictions (by virtue 

of the 45 percent reduction -- 20 percent versus 65 percent -- among 

those not convicted previously as compared to the 30 percent reduction 

-- 15 percent Versus 45 percent -- among those convicted), this is 

probably a result of differences in sample size. For each sub-table 

in Table IV-3, Cramer's 0 was computed as a measure of the strength 

.- .'-,.~.""'-~-
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of the association; 0 for those without prior convictions was .46 

whl Ie for those with prior convictions it was .49. We are led 30 

conclude, therefore, that the relationship between research assignment 

and case disposition is equally strong (or weak) for defendants with 

and without prior conviction records; based upon the Cramer's 0 in 

Table IV-4, the same may be said for those with prior arrest records. 

Table IV-3 

FINAL DISPOSITION OF I~~AKE CASE, 
BY PRIOR CONVICTION RECORD AND BY RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 

Prior 
Convict. 

CONV. 

Res. 
Assign. 

Exp'l. 

Control 

Exp' I • 

Control 

Dism. 

58% 

17% 

60% 

24% 

15 

31 

9 

12 

CONVICTED 

Viol. 

5 

23 

10 

18 

Misd/ 
YOc 

9 

21 

10 

47 

Fe I. 
War

.Tant 

II 

6 

10 

TOTAL (N) 

100%(32) 

100%(207) 

100%( 67) 

100%( 34) 

alnclyc;ies defendants whose official arrest records contain no dis
positions as wei I as those without arrests or with favorable dis
positions. 

bAdjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal. 

clncludes Youthful Offender adjudications 
convictions. 
Cramer's 0 (rows I and 2) = .46 
Cramer's 0 (rows 3 and 4) = .49 

as wei I as misdemeanor 

(1 

~ 
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Table IV-4 

FINAL DISPOSITION OF INTAKE· CASE, 
BY PRIOR ARREST RECORD AND BY RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 

CONVICTED 
Prior Res. t-1i 8d! War-
Arrests Assign. Dism. ACDa Vi 01. YO Fel. rant TOTAL (N) 

Exp' I • 57% 19 4 8 10 100%(239) 
NO 

Control 15% 36 22 20 6 100%(163) 

Exp'l. 59% 7 9 II 13 100%( 164) 
YES 

Control 23% 13 24 34 4 100%( 82) 

aAdjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal. 

blncludes Youthful Offender adjudications as wei I as misdemeanor 
convictions. 
Cramer's 0 (rows I and 2) = .48 
Cramer's 0 (rows 3 and 4) = .44 

Despite the number of issues .discussed, we have not fully 

exhausted the implic~tions of CEP diversion as contrasted to 

alternative non-criminal dispositions. One of CEpl s central goals, 

I ike those of other PTD/I programs, was to protect defendants from 

the stigma associated with prosecution and conviction -- to help them 

maintain a "clean record." In order to assess CEP's relative success 

in this area, two additional elements of criminal ju,tice system processing 

must be taken into consideration. First',whether or not the defendants 

diverted to CEP had already lost their "clean records" because of 
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prior arrests and second, whether the different types of dispositions 

discussed above are different in the protection they offer from the 

stigmatizin9 consequences of arrest'and prosecution. While recognizing 

the difficulty of such comparisons, let us turn to a discussion of the 

stigmatizing consequences of criminal records both in the criminal 

justice system and in such areas as employment, the attempts of the 

system itself to limit these through seal ing statutes and practices, 

and the role of CEP's diversion efforts in this complex area. 

DIVERSION FROM STIGMA: MAINTAINING A "CLEAN RECORD" 

As we have already shown, many defendants eligible for CEP 

diversion had a stake in obtaining a disposition that protected their 

previously "clean" records. IG Sixty percent of the research population 

had no official prior arrest record, and 84 percent no official prior 

conviction record. However, as with ~roviding options for non-

crimina\ dispositions, New York State has also been concerned with 

1 GNot all these defendants verbalized personal concer~ about "getting a 
record ,. or avoiding it. Defense attorneys interviewed noted that 
they often had to convince defendants it was in their interests to 
avoid an official record. Whereas in research interviews, 58 per
Gent of interviewed experimentals wanted CEP diversion to help 
them obtain dismissal, this appears to represent more of a concern 
with avoiding immediate punishment than with avoiding an official 
record. 
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creating statutory protections against the stigmatizing consequences 

of arrests and youthful convictions for some defendants. Whi Ie New 

York has incorporated in statute several mechanisms to reduce such 

stigma, there are many ambiguities in the laws and in their appli-

cations. As with pretrial dLversion, therefore, measuring their 

actual consequences for defendants is extremely difficult. The two 

particular statutes most relevant to interpreti'ng the impact of CEP 

are CPL 160.50, a general criminal record sealing statute effective 

in 1976, and CPL 720.10, the youthful offender statute mentioned 

above with its more limited sealing provisions. Section 295 (15) 

of the New York Executive Law com~ined with Article 23-A of the 

Corrections Law which restrict the discriminatory use of a criminal 

conviction record in hiring for public and private employment are 

also important. But they are of somewhat less immediate concern to 

~he diversion-eligible defendants in our sample because few were 

convicted of crimes on this arrest. Each of these statutes deserves 

some discussion concerning its scope, limitations, and actual 

application before assessing their overal I importance to a comparison 

of diverted and non-d i verted defendants' ab iIi ty to aV0: d an off i cia I 

record and its potential stigma. 

Individuals not convicted in New York State by virtue of diversion 

or any other dispositional process are offered statuT0ry protection 

under CPL 160.50. This section cal Is for the automatic sealing of al I 

official records of the arrest and criminal proceedings and the return 

of al I fingerprints and photographs to the defendant or attornev of 

record when criminal proceedings are terminated in the favor of the 

person, un I ess the i nd i v i dua I has ,<;lnother cr i m ina I act i on pend i ng or 
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the district attorney demonstrates to the satisfaction of the court that 

the interests of justice require otherwise.l~ There are several important 

additional aspects of this seal ing statute relevant to our discussion. 

17CPL Sec. 160.50 states: (1) "Upon the termination of a criminal action 
or proceeding against a person in favor of such person, ... unless the 
district a~torney upon motion ... demonstrates to the satisfaction of 
the court that the interests of justice require otherwise, or the 
co'uxt on its own motion .•• determines that the interests of justice 
require otherwise ... the court wherein such criminal action or pro
ceeding was terminated shall enter an order, which shall immediately 
be served by the clerk of the court upon the commissioner of the 
Division of Cr~inal Justice Services and upon the heads of all police 
departments and other law enforcement agencies having copies there
of, directing that: (a) every photograph of such person ... in regard 
to the action or proceeding terminated, except of dismissal pursuant 
to ..• 170.56 or 210.46 •.• shall forth-In th be returned to such person, 
or to the attorney who represented him at the time of the termination 
of the action or proceeding ... (b) Any police department or law 
enforcement agency, including the Division of Criminal Justice 
Services, which transmitted or otherwise forwarded to any agency ... 
outside the State of New York copies of any such photographs ..• and 
fingerprints, including those related to actions and proceedings 
which were dismissed pursuant to Sec. 170.56 or 210.46 •.. shall forth
with forward a request in writing that all such copies be returned 
to the police department or law enforcement agency which transmitted 
or forwarded them •.• and upon such return such department or agency 
shall return them ••. (c) All official records and papers ... relating 
to the arrest or prosecution .•. shall be sealed and not made available 
to any person or public or private agency, and (d) Such records shall 
be made available to the person accused ... and shall be made available 
to (i) .•. (ii) a law ent0rcement agency upon ex parte motion in any 
superior cOi.lrt, if such agency demonstrates .•. that justice requires 
such records be made available to it or (iii) an~r ... agency with 
responsibility for the issurance of licenses to possess guns .•. " 

Subd.2 or Sec. 160.50 goes on to ennumerate the instances where an 
action shall be considered "terminated in favor II of the defendant (see 
CPL Section 160.50(2) (l-j). Section 160.60 "Effect of Termination 
of ..• Actions in Favor of the Accused" next goes on to say: "Upon the 
tcr~ination of a criminal action or proceeding against a person in 
favor of such person .•. the arrest and prosecution shall be deemed a 
nullity and the accused shall be restricted, in contemplation of law, 
to the status he occupied before the arrest and prosecution. The 
arrc3t or prosecution shall not operate as u disqualification of any 
person so accused to pursue and engage in any lawful activity, 
occuption, profession or calling. Except whcre specificallY required 
or permitted by statute or upon specific authorization of superior 
court, no such person shall be required to divulge information 
pertaining to the arrest or prosecution." (F01~ non-discrimination 
provisions see Exec. L. Sec 296(14-15); Correct. L. Secs. 750-755). 
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First, an ACO is considered a "favorable termination" for purposes 

of seal ing. Therefore, whatever statutory protections result from 

sealing obtain equally to individuals receiving acquittals, ACOs, and 

dismissals (whether or not they resulted from diversion), since al! 

are non-convictions. 18 Second, (60.50 does not specifically include 

non-criminal violation convictions in the I ist of "favorable terminations" 

to be automatica( Iy sealed. Prosecutors typically contend this means 

that such records should not be sealed and that fingerprints should 

be retained in official arrest fi les. Whi Ie tris issue is currently 

before the Appel late Division,19 it appears that since 1976, 

violations have not been routinely sealed under 160.50. 

la If the official records are actuaZZy sealed, the record of the arrest 
and diversion to CEP would be unknown to future prosecutors should 
the individual be rearrested, since it is the fact of the dismissal 
not the method by which it was obtained that triggers the sealing. 

19 Trial court cases decided under the statute thus far go both ways. 
Cases holding violation convictions to be included base their 
conclusion on the statutory purpose to relieve from stigma those 
persons not convicted of "crime," the fact that case law under the 
former but now repealed expungement statute (Civ. Rights L. Sec. 
79-e) construe the favorable termination concept to include violations 
convictions and convictions for presumptively included traffic in
fractions. Cases finding against sealing and the return of photo
graphs and prints in these circt7"~.stances tend to base their decision 
on the various permissible uses of violation conviction information 
as bearing upon legislative intent, and upon the fact that 160.50 
unlike the predecessor statute, sets forth a fairly comprehensive 
list of dispositions constituting "favorable "terminations • (Among 
the cases faYoring sealing and return are People v . Floy'es , 90 ~1isc. 
2d 190 (1977); PeopZe v. HyZZ, 90 Misc. 2d 101 (1977); contra. 
PeopZe v. Blackman, 90 Misc. 2d 977 (1977); PeopZe v. CaseZZa, 
90 Mi sc. 2d 1~42 (1977); compare. Peop Ze v. Mi Uer ~ 90 Misc. 2d 
399 (1977) (return but no sealing). 
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Violations convictions are also not automatically covered by 

CPL 720.10, e~ seq., the special provisions for handl ing cases of some 

youthful offenders adjudicated gui Ity of criminal charges (People v. 

Caruso 92 ~~isc. 2d 559 (1977.) CPL 720.10 contains parallel sealing 

provisions to those of \60.50, but they are not as inclusive. (YO 

adjudications are also not "favorable terminations" within the meaning 

of 160.50, People v. Dugan, 91 Misc. 2nd 239 (1977).) Somewhat 

ironically, therefore, first offenders gui Ity of non-criminal 

violations are not as protected under law by having that official 

conviction record sealed as are first offenders found gui Ity of a criminal 

misdemeanor offense who automatically should have that record sealed 

under 720.10. However, whi Ie the official records of the arrest and 

YO adjudication are sealed from the public and are not legally per-

mitted to bar the individual from publ ic employment or licensure, 

they are open to New York criminal justice agencies under a variety 

of situations, including the individual's subsequent arrest. 

Obviously, therefore, YO seal ing provisions do not fully restore 

even a first offender to the status of having a "clean record." His/ 

her prints and photographs are retained by the authorities for future 

identification and the circulation of the record is not restricted 

within the criminal justice system, at least not during prosecution 

for a new arrest. For the purposes of publ ic or private employment, 

however, the individual is considered under law not to have been 

convicted, and in New York State no one is supposed to be restricted 

in employment for an arrest record alone. Furthermore, the YO record 

is not officially avai lable to any agency, publ ic or private, for the 

purposes of employment review. 
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Even though this is less protection than is offered under 160.50, 

the I atter a I so does not rea II y restore the arrested but "favorab I y 

terminated" individual "to the status he occupied before the arrest 

and prosecution" {(60.60), even if he was a first offender. The 

flaws in 160.50 as a protection from stigma for thosE~ non-convicted 

are severa I, even if one assumes the sea ling procedul~es to be 

rigorously adhered to in practice (which, of course, one cannot!). 

First, by referring to "seal ing" rather than "expunging," the 

statute permits the maintenance of records, and only restricts their 

circulation; however, it does not specify how long they must be main

ta i ned Ot' what type of "sea ling" shou I d be used. Furthermore, the mere 

existence of such records creates the possibi I ity that unauthorized 

access might occur.20 Second~ the lawai lows for exceptions to the 

sealing in particular cases (160.60(1» upon the motion of the district 

attorney but give no guidance as to the conditions under which such 

exceptions are appropriate. 21 Third, as we shal I see below, the FBI 

obtains copies of arrested felons' prints and New York State cannot 

require them to be returned; however, it is apparently the FBI pol icy 

to do so in at least some cases. 22 Fourth, the potential flaw in the 

2oPeople in the system are a~le to offer ,u examples of this; how wide-
spread such violations are is unknown. 

21 And people in the system do not seem to know what these exceptions 
tend to be or how frequently they are exercized. 

22Again, people are not sure how frequently or under what conditions 
prints are returned or what happens to the full FBI record. 
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statute in terms of the protections from the stigma of arrest in non-

penal matters, especially employment t comes from Section 160.60::"The 

arrest and prosecution shal I not operate as a disqualification of any 

person so accused to pursue and engage in any lawful activity, 

occupation, profession, or cal ling. Except where specifically 

required or permitted by statute or upon specific authorization of 

superior court, no such person shal I be required TO divulge infor-

mation pertaining to the arrest or prosecution." The key word is 

"permitted;" the potential exceptions are enormous. 

Finally, whi Ie the statute can authorize people to treat their 

own arrests as nullities, it cannot oblige others to do so, nor 

and this is more poignant can it immunize arrestees against 

accusations of lack of candor arising out of their innocent mis-

interpretation of the state's statute. 23 As indicated above, whi Ie 

it is i I legal for employers in New York State to ask about prior 

a~rests, there are no systematic means for monitoring or assuring 

compl iance. It is wei I known that employers ask prospective employees 

many things they should not, if not on written applications, then in 

interviews, the content of which is much harder to document in a 

complaint of discrimination. 

230ne judge interviewed reported a case of an individual whose New 
York City case had been dismissed and sealed; however, when the 
individual applied for United States citizenship, she claimed she 
had never been arrested and the application was denied on the 
grounds that she had 1I1ied." 

See also Dover v. Poston, 76 Misc. 2d 721 (1973)·lying on 
application as to prior conviction consti.tuted mi~representation 
justifying disqualification. 
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The complexities of these statutes and their interpretations 

suggest they cannot offer ful I protection from the potential stigma of 

arrest with or without diversion. Clearly, it is best simply not 

to be arrested. However, if arrested for the first time, it appears 

that a favorable disposition in the form of a non-conviction covered 

by the sealing provisions of 160.50 is the most advantageous outcome 

possible whether it occUrs via diversion or normal court processing. 

If "convicted," the desirabi lity of various types of convictions is 

more ambiguous, but in general it would seem that a conviction for a 

non-criminal violation, even though the record is not sealed, offers 

more formal protection under statute than does a YO :'adjudication" 

for a misdemeanor offense sealed according to 720.10. First, the YO 

is based upon a finding of gui It for a criminal offense, even if 

that is not a matter of publ ic record and cannoT be used to bar the 

person from most types of opportunities. While the violation is 

conviction, it is for a much more minor offense and, although it 

does not specifically come under the protections of Section 295 (15) 

'of the Execut i ve Law aga i nst d i scr i m i nat i on on the bas i s of criminal 

convictions (discussed below), it is not legally such a conviction. 

Second, once adjudicated as a youthful offender, such treatment is no 

longer mandatory if the indivi'dual is rearrested; that is, he has 

"used up" his right to a YO and may have its protection again only 

with the discretion of the court. The first offender who receives a 

violation conviction sti I I must be adjudicated a YO if subsequently 

convicted of a misdemeanor. 
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Finally, the least desirable outcome is a conviction for a crime, 

and particularly conviction for a felony. Such convictions leave 

individuals most vulnerable to heavier statutory (and non-statutory) 

penalties upon a subsequent arrest and to potential stigma in non

penal areas such as employment. It is interesting to note, however, 

that even here, New York State has created some formal protections to 

mitigate against nonpenal stigma. Section 296 (15) of the New York 

Executive Law (added L. 1976, c.931, sec. 6) provides: "It shall be an 

unlawful discriminatory practice for any person, agencY,bureau, 

corporation or association, •.• to deny any license or employment to 

any individual by reason of his having been convicted of one or more 

criminal offenses, or by reason of the finding of the lack of 'good 

moral character' which is based upon his having been convicted of 

one or more criminal offenses, when such denial is in violation of 

the provisions of Article 23-A of the Corrections Law." Article 23-A 

(Correct. L. Secs. 750-755), says (Sec. 751) "The provisions of this 

article shal I apply to any appl ication by any person who has previously 

been convicted of one or more criminal ff t pu· bl'!c o enses ..• 0 any agency 

or private employer for a license or employment, except where a 

mandatory forfeiture, disabi li+y or bar to employment is imposed by 

law, and has not been removed by an executive pardon •.• " Section 752, 

however, goes on to identify a series of exceptions to which no 
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definitive scope has yet been accorded. 24 Presumably, employers or 

agencies granting I icenses are given under Section 752 some discretion 

in deciding when "unreasonable risks" are posed in hiring those who 

have been conv i cted of cr i mes. Morc:::wer, as with 160.50, the state 

cannot exercise control over what federal employers or federal 

I icensing entities, or private employers outside the state do. 

In I ight of this discussion, let us return to the data on the 

research population to assess CEP's impact on first offenders in terms 

of helping them maintain, if not fully "clean" records, then those 

which are as legally advantageous to them as possible. Table IV-5 

(which is taken from Table IV-3 above) shows that half of those 

first offenders in the research population who are normally processed 

by the court <Contro Is) had the i r cases "favorab I y termi nated" and thus 

were subject to 160.50. This same condition appl ied to three-quarters 

of the diverted group, a statistically significant difference. None

theless, virtually al I the remaining controls (and experimentals as wei I) 

avoided oriminal convictions by having their cases disposed either 

as non-criminal violations or as YO adjudications. Half the controls 

who were convicted (22 percent of the total) were convicted of violations. 

Twenty percent of the controls compared to eight percent of 'the experi

mentals who were first offenders were mandatory YOs, thus seal ing their 

records, but "using up" their mandatory youthful offender treatment, 

24 Sec . 752 "Unfair Discrimination against Persons Previously Convicted ..• 
Pr~hibited" states: "No application for any license or employment, to 
wh1ch the provisions of this article are applicable, shall be denied by 
reason of the applicant's having been previously convicted of one or more 
criminal offenses, cr by reason of a finding of lack of 'good moral 
character' when such finding is based upon the fact that the app:licant 
has previously been convicted •.• unless: (1) there is a direct relation
ship between one or more of the previous criminal offenses and the -

Continued •.. i 
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Table IV-5 

FINAL DISPOSITION OF INTAKE CASE FOR DEFENDANTS 
WITH NO PRIOR ARRESTS, BY RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 

CONVICTED 
Research YO War-
Assignment Dism. ACDa Vio I. (Misd)b Fe I. rant 

Experimental 57% 19 4 8 10 

Control 15% 36 22 20 6 

aAdjournment in Contemplation of Dismissal. 

TOTAL (N) 

100%(239) 

100%( 163) 

bMandatory Youthful Offender status for a Misd. adjudication. 

X2=92.928j p<.OOI 
5 

Before we leave this rather lengthy discussion of the protections 

from potential stigma offered by various outcomes of any arrest, it is 

extremely important to reiterate that our discussion has been based 

upon the assumption that sealing really takes place -- that records 

are, even in this I imited sense, "made clean." This does not appear 

to be an accurate assumption, although it is extremely diffiGult to know 

for certain how inaccurate it is. Criminal history records and finger-

prints are kept by a multipl icity of autonomous and semi-autonomous 

Continued ••• specific license or employment sought; (2) the issuance 
of the license or the granting of the employment would involve an 
unreasonable risk to property or to the safety or welfare of 
specific individuals or the general public ••. " 
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agencies at several levels of government with different types of 

recordkeeping and sharing systemsj in addition, the systems them~ 

selves are in flux. Consequently, the practical outcomes of seal ing 

add additional ambiguity to the discussion above. Not only, as we 

have said, do employers ask about arrests and convictions when they 

should not, and not only do they interpret such things in ways the 

law does not, but some records may wei I remain unsealed within New 

York City's and State's own manual and computerized fi les. 

The central State repository for criminal history information, 

the New York State Identification System of the State's Department 

of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS), is currently attempting to 

assure that the recording of case dispositions (and therefore seal ing) 

occurs as required by law. Pressure was brought to bear on DCJS by 

a Legal Aid Society suit (Tatum v. Rogers3 FI Sugg. - 75 Civ. 2782 

(SONY 1979). DCJS has undertaken to retrospectively update records 

going back ten years within the next two ~o three years. Whi Ie it 

is said that entry of dispositions and seal ing are up-to-date with 

current cases, it is very difficult to know how complete actual 

seal ing is. Prosecutors and Legal Aid attorneys are not fully 

satisfied that procedures meet the legal requirements. However, 

their perception of what is currently on RAP sheets is probably 

affected by the lack of dispositions overal I. However, even when 

the sealing is actuatly carried out by the appropriate record-

system, many types of errors are possible. For example, none of the 

systems seal unless there is an expl icit court order to do so, and 

errors may wei I occur at this level. Errors also occur when, by 
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mistake or by intent, someone in the system provides unauthorized 

access to sealed information. As noted above, without expungement, 

this can be control led but not eliminated. 

In conclusion, even with seal ing provisions administratively 

real ized, there are exceptions, loopholes, and ambiguities involved 

in any attempt to help arrested individuals regain officially "clean 

records." They really never do. However, as suggested in the dis-

cuss ion above, there are differences in law (though probably less in 

practi ce, parti cu I arl yin the emp loyment spher-e) among those whose 

records have been tarnished in different ways, and CEP's diversion 

efforts did assist some first offenders who would not have otherwise 

become eligible for protections that are offered by 160.50, whatever 

they may actually be. Nonetheless, for most first offenders, dIverted 

or nOT, the legal advantages of sealing, youthful offender treaTment, 

and the reduction of charges to a non-criminal offense exis't already 

not only in statute but in practice. 

DIVERSION AS A PROSECUTORIAL ALTERNATIVE 

As discussed ,in Chapter I, diversion must be considered akin to 

a preadjudication sentence and, therefore, partially justified (to 

use Crohn's terms cited earl ier) as a "choice not to punish." As a 

"sentence" imposed preadjudication, the discussions of PTD/I standards 

suggesT several conditions which should obtain for ,the imposition of 

supervised divers.ion by prosecutors TO be appropriate. The 

justification for these have already been presented in Chapter I. 

First, the PTD/I option should nOT be used for cases prosecutors would 
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otherwise dec/,ine to prosecute (even if they could legally sustain a 

conviction); whi Ie there is disagreement concerning this, particularly 

. from prosecutors, most PTD/I programs (and the NAPSA Standards, 1978: 

29-30, 35) have taken this position. Second, the defendant's period 

of participation in the diversion program should not exceed the amount 

of time he or she would be under supervision if traditionally sentenced; 

while admittedly difficult to measure, thE' condition is fair-Iy.w'idely 

agreed upon. 25 Third, participation in diversion should be voluntary. 

Fourth, structural provisions for assuring due process must be made; 

that is, mechanisms must exist to assure decisions abouT admitting 

defendants to the program or Terminating them as unsuccessful are not 

made in an arbitrary fashion. FifTh, a defendant's return to court 

without a favorable recommendation for case dismissal from the PTD/I 

program should not prejudice the final disposition of the case. 

CEP ~s an agency has generally subscribed to these principles as 

operating parameters for providing services preadjudication. Although 

we recognize that many, if not al I,these conditions are difficult 

to measure, the research has col le9ted both quantitative and 

qua Ii tati ve data wh i ch bear upon how we I I CEP has managed to fu I fill' 

them~ 

25The NAPSAStandards and Goals (1978:54-56) suggest balancing the 
need for time to effect change and the need to assure the case 
can still be prosecuted, incorporating the criminal penalties if 
convicted in this assessment. 
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Diversion As An Alternative To Declination 

We have already dealt with this issue at length in a preceding 

section of this chapter. As seen in Table IV-2, almost five out of 

ten defendants in the control group (46 percent) received a dismissal 

or ACD. Clearly, therefore, either the prosecutor could not secure 

a conviction in these cases or chose for reasons of time, resources 

or "justice" to decl ine to prosecute. 26 It may be concluded that CEP 

was not fully successful in assuring that diverted cases were those 

prosecutors would otherwise pursue to conviction. Insofar as CEP 

represented a behavioral requirement by the prosecutor that a defen-

dant spend four months supervised by a program prior to a dismissal, 

diversion represented at least some extension of official contrrl over 

the defendant that would not have been exercised in the absence of 

the program. 27 

In discussing CEP with Assistant District Attorneys (ADAs), those 

who had considerable experience diverting cases to the agency told 

researchers that "without CEP, probably mostCEP-type defendants [would] 

plead gui Ity to misdemeanors or violations; maybe a few [would] get 

ACDd." Certainly the ADAs who made these assessments bel iaved 

defendants they diverted would have been prosecuted to conviction. 

26 The mean number of court appearances (including arraignment) for 
control cases that were dismissed was 4.2, and it was 3.7 for those 
receiving an ACD. 

27Data based upon interviews with defendants in the research population 
suggest that few of the control group were diverted to programs other 
than CEP '\-,hen excluded from that program because of lack of room. 
Only 13 defendants reported being in some court or police-related 
rehabilitation program either prior to or after intake into the 
research. 
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Yet the data suggest their estimates are somewhat exaggerated; 

part of the reason was ADAs own lack of ful I information about· 

many cases they consider for diversion because the decision was 

made at the earl iest stages of prosecution. 2B This lack of 

information to predict the likely outcome of a case is suggested 

(though not proved) by data collected by the research on cases 

el igible and screened for CEP but not approved and thus not 

included in the process of resear'ch selection into the experi

mental (diverted) and control groups.29 Eig,hteen percent of a 

random sample of such eligible but unapproved cases were rejected 

by ADAsbecawse'of the nature of the case or the characteristics 

2BThe.NAPSA standards (1978:8, 27-36) emphasize the necessity for the 
diversion decision to be made only after the formal filing of charges 
because "it is only then that the investigatory stage of the criminal 
case has come to completion and the government has d~cided whether 
or not to prosecute the accused. Only by reserving the diversion 
decision until this poinjj in the processing of a criminal case can 
the criminal justice system and society be confident that diversion 
will not be used as a device to retain in the system unprosecutable 
cases or meritorious cases which, because of their minor nature, 
otherwise would not be prosecuted" (p.8). 

29 

As discussed in subsequent sections, the assumption that this process 
has been satisfactorily completed in New York City at the time of 
arraignment is not necessarily correct in all cases, despite such 
processes as early case assessment by senior prosecutors. 

Three quarters of all the cases CEP screened during the first six 
months of the research selection period (see Table '1, Appendix' B) 
were explicitly rejected by one of six major decision.makers in the 
system, including the defendant him or herself. To examine the 
selection procedure in greater detail by looking at those rejected 
(since the e1:l)erimental design looked only at those accepted and 
approved), T'c:searchers randomly selected 21 days during a six month 
period and examined in detail the 594i cases rejecting or rejected for 
CEP on those days. The source of the data was CEP records kept on all 
defendants screened explicitly for the purpose of identif'ying who 
rejected them and for what reason. Cas~ outcomes on the sample cases 
were obtained from CJA computerized recdrds. The data from this 
collateral data collection effort are pr~~ented in tabular form in 
Appendix B. 

-, 
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of the defendant. 3o Eighty-six percent of these defendants were denied 

CEP diversion because they either had too many or too serious priors, 

or the case was considered too serious. ADAs rejected only six out of 

Whi Ie 107 cases because they were viewed as too minor for diversion. 

recognizing that ADAs' early judgments do not automatically correlate 

with convictabi I it,;" it is interesting that in 38 percent of the cases 

where the priors or charges were considered "too serious," the defendant 

received a dismissal, ACD or discharge. Consequently, in cases where 

the disposition of the case was not related to diversion, prosecutors' 

early assessments were not particularly good predictors of the outcome. 

An alternative explanation for the use of diversion in lieu of a 

decl ination were offered by other ADAs interviewed. Several recognized 

that (or would admit that) more than the occasional defendant was di

verted by an ADA knowing that he/she would receive a dismissal or 

ACD anyway. One ADA offered the reason that "ADAs don't I ike the ACD 

because it does not tel I either them or the defendant where the defendant 

wil I be over the next six months; CEP did."· Another ADA reported that 

some cases which might have received an ACD were diverted because the 

ADA, the Defense Attorney or CEP thought the defendant need~d CEP's 

s~rvices. When asked why the Defense Attorney would agree to this 

DA c:a °1 d that "the Lega I Aid attorney can't know that disposition, the A _ 

this [ACD] is I ikely at this stage [in the processing of the caseJ. 

3°An additional five percent were rejected by ADAs because they 
transferred the cases directly to the jurisdiction of another court 
or body (e. g., Family Court, mediation). 
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Only the DA can offer the ACD and if they don't, Legal Aid can't second 

guess the outcome. As long as there is CEP, the DA won't accept an 

ACD." As i nd i cated in Chapter II, CEP had very I itt I e contro lin th i s 

decision-making situation because it had no official standing in the 

case and because it also had I ittle information about the facts of the 

case. CEP screeners did not routinely discuss the det~i Is of the 

arrest with the defendant but concerned themselves primari Iy with the 

overal I severity of the charges and the defendant's prior record to 

assur'e it was worth their time pursuing diversion. This situation 

always made the agency uneasy, a feel ing expressed in their continual 

concern with "over-reach." Ultimately it was a factor in CEP's 

decision (discussed in Chapter I II) to become less involved in initial 

selection of cases by moving to a referral system in which the defense 

counsel would be heavi Iy responsible for identifying potential diversion 

cases. 31 

Diversion As An Alternative To Punishment 

Despite continual references to PTD/I as "diversion from in-

carceration" (for example, throughout the 1978 NAPSA Standards and 

Goals), CEP had for some time been skeptical that it, or any short-

term and particularly pretric(l diversion program in New York City, 

could be an alternative to a jailor prison sentence. Table IV-6 

31Interestingly, shortly after this change in procedure, data on incoming 
cases indicated that defendants were significantly yqunger and charge.d 
with less serious offenses than previo~sly. CEP then again became 
more actively involved in scrutinzing the nature of the cases referred, 
attempting informally to assure referrals for CEP diversion were 
otherwise likely to be prosecuted and convicted. 

\. 
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confirms this assumption by comparing the final outcome and sentence 

imposed in the intake case for al I members of the research population. 

Whi IS' the difference in the distributions' of sentences for experimental~ 

and controls is statistically significant, the major conclusion to be 

drawn from the data on the control group is that, in I ieu of diversion, 

the majority of defendants were sentenced to other formally available 

alternatives to harsh punishment. Fewer than two out of ten controls 

(15 percent) were sentenced to the harshest alternatives -- probation 

or a period of incarceration. One out of ten (I I percent) was sentenced 

to serve probation time (the average length being 1.5 years); of those 

sentenced to a period of incarceration (four percent), six (2.4 percent) 

were to serve a jail sentence and five (two percent) served only that 

per-iod they had already spent in pretrial detention. The remaining 

defendants in the control group were discharged (23 percent) or paid a 

fine (I I percent), the median amount of which was $50. 

Table IV-6 

FINAL DISPOSITION AND SENTENCE OF 
INTAKE CASE BY RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 

Disposition/Sentence 

Dismissal/ACD 
Di scharge 
Fine 
Probation 
Jail/Time Serveda 
Warrant Outstanding 
Transfer'to Fami Iy Court 

TOTAL (N) 

a 

Assignment Status 
Experimental Control 

72% 
7 
2 
3 
4 

.12 " 
.5 

100%(405) 

46% 
23 
II 
II 
4 
5 

100%(246) 

Includes jail sentences (2.4 percent) and sentences to time already 
served pretrial (two percent). 

X2 =155.468j p<.OOI 
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Part of the explanation for the infrequent use of jai I and probation 

as sentencing alternatives I ies in the fact that, whi Ie chal-ged originally 

as felonies, only one percent of the defendants in the control group 

were eventually convicted of felonies. As already shown in Table IV-2 

above, the majority took pleas to non-criminal charges (violations such 

as disorderly conduct or trespass) or were adjudicated youthful offenders 

for misdemeanor findings of gui It (for example, petit larceny or 

criminal possession of stolen property).32 This reflects the fact that~ 

in reviewing cases for CEP, ADAs screen out cases I ikely to get proba

tion or jai I sentences. In the random sample of cases el igible but 

rejected for diversion, 32 percent of the cases rejected by ADAs were 

sentenced to probation or jai I. 

Clearly such reduction of initial felony charges provides a problem 

for judging whether or not four months of participation in CEP was a 

longer or harsher alternative when considering "the criminal penalties 

that couZd be imposed were the defendant to be found gui Ity at trial" 

(NAPSA, 1978:55, emphasis added). Given the criminal sanctions as 

charged, namely 0 and E felonies, the maximum that could be imposed 

under the sta're Pena I Law wou I d be one year in ja i I. Data from 197 I 

on the actual deterioration of charges from arrest to conviction, how

ever, show that seven out of ten 0 and E felony arrests in New York City 

that eventually led to a conviction took misdemeanor pleas (maximum 

32While the majority of these defendants were treated as Youthful 
Offenders, that status is somewhat less important with respect to 
sentence than it is to the issue of stigma and criminal conviction. 
Gene:ally, YOs may be sentenced to the same sanction as anyone 
conv~cted of the same offense who is not treated as a YO~ however 
the sentence cann~t ~xceedthose for an E felony notwith~tanding , 
the level of conv~ct~on for which a YO finding was substituted. 
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sentence 90 days to one year) and another one or two out of ten plead 

to a violation or infraction (maximum sentence 15 days) (Vera, 1977: 

13). As we have seen from Table IV-6, defendants charged with 0 and 

E felonies who were approved for diversion by the prosecutor (controls) 

were very I ikely to receive minimum rather than maximum sentences in 

I ieu of diversion. Even though it would appear that, compared to 

other PTD/I programs across the country, CEP's four month period of 

participation was short (NAPSA, 1978:55, reports that most programs 

are between six and 12 months, and that 12 months is typical of felony 

programs), it was nonetheless long compared to the period and amount of 

supervision meted out to equivalent New York City defendants who were 

not diverted. 

Assessing the relative harshness of a preadjudication "sentence" 

to CEP in contrast to specific other sentences is even more difficult. 

Whi Ie the requirements of the program were not intensive, the defendant 

did have to appear.at least once a week for four months and had to 

demonstrate some level of cooperation with the counselors and service 

personnel by appearing on time, cal ling when late, and making efforts 

to participate in CEP's service activities. If he/she did not, his/ 

her case was returned to cOIJrt. 33 Discharges (even when conditional) 

and suspended sentences clearly represented less restriction and 

supervision than did CEP. According to judges and prosecutors In New 

33See below for a detailed discussion of the conseQuences of such 
"failure" with respect to the defendant's court cases; since they 
are not particularly serious, diversion to CEP cannot be regarded as 
a harsh alternative. However, it is also the case that "failure" 
to perform under other sentences (including conditional discharges, 
ACDs, fines,or probation) also does not produce serious conseQuences 
in New York City, limiting how "harsh" they can be regarded. 
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York City, conditions are not monitored by the court and violations 

are very rarely reported back and the case returned to the calendar. 

Fines were generally smal I and, although this was a poor population, 

it is rather common that the parent, not the defendant bears the pay

ment burdens of such a sentence. Only probation and a period of 

incarceration intuitively seem more restrictive; indeed, one 

prosecutor commented that "ADAs don't like [probation] much either, 

because if they al low themselves to think about it, they realize that 

probation is giving these defendants no supervision at al I; CEP did." 

Consequently, whi Ie the average length of probation supervision was 

longer than CEP, the extent of that supervision (defined only as what 

the defendant is asked to do and how often) was I imited. Furthermore, 

prosecutors report that if an individual violated probation, this 

typically had no immediate consequence, even if the person was re

arrested on a new charge shortly thereafter. Consequently, while 

probation mayor may not have been a more irritating sentence to 

defendants than CEP,it certainly does not seem to have placed as many 

behavioral conditions on them. 

Finally, although the perk-l of- incarceration, either pretrial or 

post-conviction, was on the average shorter than the four month 

diversion period, the negative quality of that experience must be 

viewed as harsher than CEP. I ncarcerati on, therefore, \!as the on I y 

sentencing alternative indisputably more behaviorally restrictive (and 

in this sense harsher) than CEP diversion, though it may also be argued 

that fines and probation were harsher in the sense of being more 

irritating. 

~m=J= .• =~.=-~--~" ________ ~ ___ ~~_~ __ .... ' --,,--~- '-'~--"'-'-' 
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Diversion As Voluntary 

"This concept is so fLlndamental a consideration that it is 

included as a matter of definition" (NAPSA, 1978:38). It is also an 

extremely difficult concept to define and measure. Often the major 

criterion for judging the "voluntariness" of a defendant's decision 

is the presence of a defense attorney; certainly this is a major 

dimension of NAPSA's consideration of the concept. In diverting a 

defendant to CEP, defense counsel's consent was a formal requirement 

of the program and one adhered to on a routine basis. This was 

partly a function of the timing of the formal diversion -- generally 

at arraignment after filing of the charges. Nevertheless, the issue of 

whether the defendant's consent was voluntary is more complex and 

subtle, a fact recognized in NAPSA's broader interpretation of 

"voluntary" to mean Ifinformed choice" (1978:38). Defining what this 

is and how it is assured, however, is a difficult matter. The essential 

issue is not just the presence of counsel, but the amount and type of 

information in the possession of both counsel and defendant and the 

timing of their decision. 

As described in Chapter I I, defendants were first contacted by 

CEP screeners in the detention pens before arraignment. The program 

was described to them -- its service offering, requirements, and 

the likel ihood of a dismissal of the charges at successful completion. 

Under these conditions, many defendants did not want to participate. 

From the random sample of formally el igible but not diverted 

defendants mentioned earlier, it was determined that a third of the 

defendants contacted by CEP themselves refused diversion (generally 

prior to even talking with their attorney). Either they did not want 

{ , 
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CEP's services or they wanted to pursue their case to disposition 

without diversion. 34 This is virtually de footo evidence that, for 

these defendants, there was no sense of "compulsion" to participate. 

The decision not to select diversion, therefore, appeared to be 

vol untary. 

It is not clear, ~owever, that the decision to participate was 

as voluntary, though our da~a on this issue are suggestive rather than 

definitive. Defendants who rejected CEP themselves were considerably 

older and had more prior arrests and convictions than were those 

diverted to CEP. Thus, those who agreed to diversion had less prior 

experience with the criminal justice system to use as a basis for 

making informed judgments about the potential outcome of their cases. 

This is supported by data obtained in research interviews with defendants 

in the sample. Four out of ten respondents (42 percent) said that, 

whi Ie in detention prior to arraignment, they had bel ieved they would 

receive jai I sentences when their cases were disposed; another one out 

of ten expected probation. In contrast, one out of four reported 

expecting a dismissal or ACD; only one out of ten had no expectations 

as to their potentJa! case outcome. 

At least some defendants interviewed by the research felt these 

misconceptions stemmed from what CEP screeners had told them whi Ie 

they were in the pens: 
They tell you if you don't come in they're going 
to give you two, three years. That's the way they 

34The decision also seems to have been reasonable: 42 percent received 
a dismissal or ACD and 59 percent a dismissal, ACD, or discharge. 

. 
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talk to you over there. ThEY' scare the shit out 
of you .•. Then when you get out you find out that 
they're all full of shit, that they were just 
scaring you. EverJ~hing they said was not true. 

While this may be true (and we have no independent confirmation), 

defendants' own lack of experience with the system noted above was 

probably equally or more important. This is suggested by data on 

charge reductions in the Bronx Criminal Court reported by Bernstein, 

et aZ, (Charge Reduation3 1977). They found that defendants with no 

prior arrests were less I 1kely to have their charges reduced than were 

defendants with prior arrests, who were less I ikely than those with 

prior convictions. The explanation of this surprising pattern offered 

by the authors is the impact of defendant's differing amounts of 

experience with the process on their abi I ity to negotiate a disposition. 

One conclusion which may be drawn from these materials (which sup-

ports the NAPSA standards, 1978:36) is that CEP probably should not have 

discussed diversion with the defendant prior to arraignment and the 

defendant's release from custody. The pressure on young and in-

experienced defendants whi Ie in detention may have been sUbstantial. 

Nevertheless, whi Ie the pressure on defendants may be reduced by 

discussing diversion after their release, it sti I! does not answer the 

problem of their lack of knowledge about the potential outcome of their 

cases. However, our data also suggest that simply providing defendants 

with counsel does not solve this problem of infoTIned consent. 

I. 
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As already discussed (Chapter I I), most of CEP's potential cl ients 

were represented by Legal Aid attorneys who were often overworked and 

pressed to make a rapid decision about diversion Linder far from ideal 

conditions. First, they were under heavy pressure from the court to 

dispose of cases rapidly, at arraignment if possible. Second, the 

defendant mayor may not have any trust in the Legal Aid attorney; 

not only did they have virtually no time to talk with one another 

before arraignment, the defendant may not even see this "public" 

attorney as being "his" lawyer as contrasted with an arm of the court 

which appointed him (Si Iberman, 1978). Third, the defense attorney 

had to make his judgment about diversion without benefit of any prior 

legal procedures which disclosed the facts of the case; not only did 

he have only a brief moment of discussion with his client before 

arraignment, but he was always denied a preliminary hearing by the 

prosecutor if the case was to be diverted. 3s Despite such conditions, 

Legal Aid attorneys did not often tUrn down an opportunity to divert 

to CEP. Only 12 percent of the cases eligible but not diverted in 

our random sample were rejecterl by the defense attorney, most often 

because they thought they could get a better deal for the cl ient. In 

those relatively few cases, the choice appears to have been reasonable 

since 55 percent were dismissed or ACDd without CEP. This suggests, 

however, that many Legal Aid attorneys may have been inclined to divert 

cases to CEP because it was a relatively easy way to maximize the 

3S"It is unfair to ask a defendant to waive his right to a preliminary 
hearing and indictment in a felony case ••. '0 (NAPSA,1978:35). None
theless, despite arguments by Legal Aid lawyers and CEP, this was a 
firm policy of t.he prosecutor's office in recent years. Having both 
diversion and a preliminary hearing was considered to be "having your 
cake and eating :i t too," according to one ADA interviewed. 

.'~' . .---.'~~ ... ----
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possibi I ity the defendant would receive a ful I dismissal of the charges. 

(Note that the disposition data support their overall judgm7nt!) 

the same time it helped "dispose" of cases rapidly and provided 

defendants with services and assistance that they might need. 36 

In summary, therefore, an inspection of the decision-making 

process suggests that whi Ie defendants' decisions to participate in 

At 

CEP wer-e forma II y vo I untary, ,There is cons i derab Ie evi dence that they 
~ :1 

were not fui Iy informed. The agenda of Legal Aid attorneys, while 

reflecting deep concern for defendants' wei I-being, sometimes appeared 

different from that of their clients. Partly because attorneys were 

not in fu I I possess ion of the facts o·f the case and part I y because 

36 This socia.l service concern of some Legal Aid attorneys, particularly 
those who deal heavily with youths (16-19), a~pears prevalent and 
often stems from a very personal concern for these defendants as 
disadvantaged individuals. "I think the program is good. P.sycho
logic~ly, it's also. good for there to be someone to respond to the 
kid and to help him, give him support and to be responsive. It's 
important that it's.someone out of his own neighborhood. Legal 
Aids feel the clients are helped by CEP. II The same attorney, hmf
ever, without being fully aware of it, also identified a problem 
with this perspective which stems from the fact that many defendants 
do not want such services. The def€mse attorney and the "social 
worker" orientation may sometimes be in conflict, particularly if 
the defense attorney wants the defendant to get services (and thinks 
this will help him avoid coming back to the courts), but if he also 
feels a favorable disposition might be possible without. diversion. 
"If there were not some reward like dismissal of the charges," said 
the same Legal Aid quoted above, tithe defendant lwuld be less 
likely to want to go into a diversion program. Most defendants 
are not looking for 'help;' it's a way out of trouble. The Legal 
Aid waives someone back on the street, he really doesn't know 
what has happened. These programs help thenl understand the 
court proces s, 'fhat has happened, and that the consequences 
could be serious." 
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they had the interests, concerns and pressures discussed above, Legal 

Aid lawyers reported (as did ADAs) that the great majority of cases 

they diverted would have been fully prosecuted. They reported that 

without CEP in the courts, "not many [would] be ACDd who would 

previously ha~e been diverted." This widespread assumption enabted 

attorneys to legitimate the diversion decision as a good defense 

strategy, and resulted as-mllc~ from a concern with defendants' needs 
,,'[ 

for help as from a concern with finding the most rapid route to a 
\i'i 

favorab led i spos i t i on. Wh i I e not tQ,ra I I Y incorrect (49 percent of the 

controls · .... ere "convicted" as described earl ier, mcstly;for violations 

or under YO provi~Jons), there 
\\ 

the as'kumpt i on. 37 

Diversion and Due Process 

is a substantial degree of error in 
,:, 

As discussed in Chapter I, PTD/I has drawn considerable c~itical 

comment because, as a pretrial "sentence," it lacks the protections 

characteristic of the adjudication process. Even recognizing that few 

non-diverted defendants have their cha~ges adjudicated by trial does 

not lessen concern with due process in administrative decisions such as 

diversion; indeed it may heighten such concerns (Nejelski, 1976). PTD/I 

37Note that this is not a unique finding. A recent INSLAW study on 
plea bargaining in Washington, D. C. found that most -;01' the guilty 
pleas were to the most serious charge and that this was about the 
same for defendants convicted at tr:i,al. "Despite the findings of 
the study, Mr. Hickey (director of the Public Defender Service of 
Washington) said his experience shows there is a 'general expecta
tion that the defendant who plea bargains is getting a break for 
both expressing his culpability and for saving the court system's 
time and money. " The studY' dil'ector replied, "Maybe the defendant 
and the attorneys don't really understand what is going on. Maybe 
they think they are getting a break where statistics prove they 
are not." ("PJ,ea Bargaining," 1978.) 

--
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was seen originally as a formalization of previous types of informal 

diversion; yet most programs have operated on an extremely informal 

bas:,3, both legally and procedurally~ Over the last few years 

I d· . advocates have expl-essed concern about particular y, Iverslon 

tightening these procedures to assure due process, especially in 

decisions about entry to and exit from diversion prQgrams (see NAPSA, 
" )i 

1978). In contrast, many diversion programs apd priosecutors in the i r 
I"~ ,; 

juri sd i ct ions are concerned about . rna i nta i h i nyJ IIf I e>l\i b iii ty" a+ these 

points. Nonetheless, the issue of arbitrariness rema,i\;~s. 

In the case of CEP, few 

of deciding which defendants 

diversion in New York State; 

formal pro/edures existed 1n the process 
If 

to divert!: There is no "r i ght" to 
. \\ 

\ 
the dec is i t\n to de I ay p rosecut i on for 

\\ 
\' 

four months whi Ie the person attended CE~was entirely an informal 

procedure. 't/hi Ie there have been always formal, stated criteria for 

admission to the program (developed by CEP with the participation of 

prosecutors), these have defined only broad categories for exclusion 

(e.g., at the time of the research, no misdemeanors, no A or B 

felonies, and no one with an outstanding felony case). Within the 

remaining categories of cases, informal criteria of eligibil ity have 

always developed; they have varied from prosecutor to prosecutor and 

even from CEP screener to screener. Attempts to establ ish more uniform 

and detai led criteria of suitability, acceptabi I ity, or eligibi I ity 

were made dffficult by several factors. The first is the size of the 

jurisdictions in which the program has operated and the very large 

number of prosecutors making decisions about diversion-eligiblE!, cases. 

Very I ittle control over these decisions ,has been possible even when o 

n 
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supervising ADAs have attempted it. For example, when "liaison ADA's" 

were appointed in a given borough Cthrough whom al I CEP el igible cases 

were supposed to be screened), the resulting control typical Iy I~sted 

only a few weeks (or months at best) after which the ADA would change 

and a new one would be appointed; or the I iaison would be often un-

available or overworked so the number of ADAs making decisions would 

beg into increase i nforma I I y. Con$equent I y, it was structura I I Y 

difficult to impose uniformityCto say nothing of review or appeal) 

even when it was attempted. 

In addition, however, such uniformity was not always considered 

desirable. CEP itself wanted to maintain a certain amount of "flexi-

b iii ty" in order to a I low it to negot i ate case-by-case for "more 

serious" cases to divert. CEP was cautious about more formal criteria, 

seeing them as possibly restricting diversion to cases the ADAs would 

otherwise ACD or dismiss. Likewise, prosecutors also wanted flexi-

bi I ity so they could use diversion as they saw fit. Furthermore, 

because of CEP's social service orientation, it always wanted the 

abi I ity to divert a case because of the defendant's particular service 

needs. 

Consequently, informal negotiations have been the rule in deciding 

whom to divert. While informal norms developed, these were always subject 

to change. For example, pr:;osecutors per-i6dically resist the informal 

norms concerning which defendants have a hright" to an ACD. As one 

ADA put it,"Legal Aids think they always 'have a right to an ACD for a 

first offender but since 160.50 [the seal ing statute] we don't always 

,'~ 
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want to give the defendant a free ride." Simi larly, the informal 

groundrules for diversion also· changed as structural conditions in 

the court changed (for example, the amount of backlog in arraignment), 

or as personnel changed (especially ADAs), or as organizational 

policies at CEP or the District Attorney's office changed (e.g., CEP 

making a felony-only policy or the DA beginning to emphasize 

prosecuting youths). 
." 

Whi Ie such flexibility enabled "the system" to use CEP diversion 

in ways that reflected complex changes at al I levels, prosecutors were 

always the major decision-makers. Therefore, they not only set the 

tone but held an unchallengeable position in decision-making about 

Individual cases. Whi Ie CEP would occasionally have to maintain good 

court relations by overriding a screener's decision not to divert a 

particular person if a prosecutor or Judge wanted diversion, the 

opposite was not true. Prosecutors. might be persuaded by CEP to 

divert some cases they had initially rejected, but there were no 

practical consequences if they did not do SO.38 

38Judges do not appear to have been very active in the diversion 
process, at least not directly. CEP court staff reported making few 
attempts to get judges to override negative decisions by an .AJJA. Our 
random sample of formally eligible cases not approved for diversion 
showed that only five percent of the sample cases were rejected by a 
judge after diversion had been agreed to by all other parties. 
Interestingly,in half of this very small n~ber of cases the judge 
felt the cases were too insignificant for diversion and should be 
dismissed or ACDd. Theref\?re, while the judges did act to check 
the diversion of cases unI$fely to be prosecuted; they did not do 
so often. It was somewhat:rl\ore typical for a judge to suggest 
diversion in a case not init\ially screened by CEP. While in a few 
of these situations, the pro~ram did not want to divert the defendant 
(e.g., tb.e few misdemeanor ca:\,esin the research. population) or the 
districi1i; attorney was not anxf'b;us for this to happen, much more 

I' . '\. . /,. 

frequenf;'ly, according to CEP, tliE),,~~r9gram had silllPly overlooked the 
defenda~i.:.t, not had time to screen" the case, or misjudged the likeli
hood of ~~ successful negotiation.·· 
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Formal mechanisms to reduce arbitrariness and assure consistency 

In decision-making were also lacking at exit from CEP; however, this 

was somewhat less of an Issue for the agency than were intake decisions. 

White CEP's criteria for a determining who was "successful" (and thus 

recommended for a d i smi ssa I) ,were as genera I and i nforma I as the i r i n

take criter-Ia, the agency ha'd greater control over their appl Icatio(l 

and received fewer prosecutorlal challenges. Prosecutors and the court 

wanted reports from CEP that demonstrat~''d defendants' Increased 

vocational activity (school, employment, training, and related 

activities). However, detailed expectations for particular clients 

were not estab I I shed in any forma I way. 39 , Wh I Ie th i s I eft every exi t 

decision open to question, the agency handled problems th'at al~ose to 

its satisfaction. Every client fo~ whom CEP recommended a dismissal 

received one (or, in a few cases (six percent), an ACD). Prosecutors 

occasionally wanted the program to work with a client beyond the 
Continued •.• The reasons for this lack of judicial activity are several. 

Certainly the desire to quickly dispos~ of cases was important during 
the time of the research and, as we have seen, CEP cases did stay on 
the court calendars longer than regularly processed cases. But there 
are other factors as well. Prosecutor's are the only actors with 
substantial information about the cases at the very early stages of 
adjudication. The judge, therefore, probably relies on the prosecutor 
more at this stage than any other in deciding how to proceed with 
the case. In addition, judges differ considerably in their 
philosophY(and behavior) concerning how active a role to take in 
influencing the disposition of a case prior to sentencing. 

3'JIt may be that the agency avoided the ".contract" system of defining 
a client's responsibilities because it was difficult to assess 
quickly which of the many things these very difficult clients needed 
were feasible in a short-range intervention. Under such circwnstances 
CEP may not have wanted to lock the client or themselves into a 
requirement that the person actuaZZy "have a job," "be in school 
full-time," or "be in a training program" as a. rigid prerequisite 
for dismissal of the charges. 

, , 
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initial four months, but this happened rarely and was always handled 

by infor~al negotiations between the client, defense attorney, CEP 

and the ADA. 

The explanation for this limited controversy over exit status 

lies in an understand i ng of whom the program i-yp i ca I I Y recommended for 

dismissal and whom they terminated. Those given favorable recommendations 

were cl ients who attended the progr~m with regularity.~o Since those 

clients may have needed few or direct vocational services from CEP (e.g., 

atten da nce at CEP was h i g h I Y co rre I ated w:it,h hav i ng a job at p rog ram 

intake and having fewer prior arrests), CEP was generally able to 

document th i s cooperation and descri be the i r vocati ona lacti vi ty to 

the court. Those unfavorably terminated (i.e., CEP made no recom

mendation to the court) were clients who had ceased program attendance 

and could not be successfully contacted by CEP staff. CEP did not like 
" 

to terminate clients and generally made considerable effort to personally 

talk with them about returning. These contacts included multiple 

~OA regression analysis predicting exit status from CEP (successful/ 
dismissal recommended vs unsuccessful/no recommendation) was carried 
out and is reported in Appendix C. The most important single predictor 
of success in the progr& 1 was attendance. Secondarily, the number of 

, months the individual was employed in the six months prior to intake 
and the person's salary during that period were also important pre
dictors. Finally, if the clie~t's counselor had specifically 
identified the client as having "court-related" needs (that is . ' be~ng concerned about having his case dismissed), and if the client 
had few prior arrests, successful participation was more likely, 
(The multiple R was .56 and the'R2 was .32; for further detaii~i 
see Appendix C.) '\ \, 

These predictive factors are not surpr~s~ng. Not only has research 
on other diversion programs linked positive pre-diversion charac
teristics (such a.s employment) with success in such programs (Mullen, 
1974; Pryor, 1978), but in the context of CEP, these factors form a 
consistent pattern. Clients who were already the most stable and had 
the most to protect (jobs and income and little/in the way of a prior 

!I,Continued ..• / 
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telephone cal Is, telegrams, and often home visits. Typically, how

ever, once clients became "ghosts" (to use program parlance), they 

could not be contacted~~l 

Eighty-four p~rcent of CEP's unsuccessful participants were 

terminated because they fai led to keep appointments, according to the 

Agency's cl ient records. Either they had not attended CEP at al I, 

or they had dropped out after limited attendance. Consequently, the 

issue of formal termination hear-ings was academic. Whi Ie the defense 

attorney was notified by mai I of the impending termination (using a 

standard form letter), CEP's records show they rarely replied on their 

client's behalf; this is understandable given the limited relationship 

typical of Legal Aid attorneys and their clients in relatively less 

serious cases. When they did reply and if they were helpful in 

renewing cl ients' program attendance, CEP was almost always wil ling 

to continue working with the cl ient. But this was rare. 

Con~inUE~d ••. record), were those most likely to want to max~m~ze the 
l~kel~~ood of receiving a dismissal and to articulate that concern 
to the~r counselors. Knowing that the program looked heavily to 
attendance as a measure of cooperation, they attended, and,there-
fore, they successfully completed the four months. ' 

~ IFor a discussion of "the research staff's parallel problems locating 
person~lly contacting, and encouraging defendants to "cooperate" in' 
someth:ng (a research interview) when, for whatever reason, they 
were l~ttle inclined to do so, see Appendix A. 
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Program Fai lure As Prejudicial 

Centra) to the concern with PTD/I as a preadjudication sentence 

is whether diverted defendants were put in additional jeopardy if they 

decided not to continue their program participation or if the program 

terminated them as "unsuccessful." Since CEP rarely made negative 

decisions about clients who continued to attend, "failure" in the 

program was typically a result of a defendant's own decision to stop 

com i ng. Wh i I e "due process" issues seem less compe II i ng 'under ~such 

circumstance, the potentially negative consequence of this decision 

to withdraw on the outcome of the pending case remains of concern. 

This concern may be viewed from two perspectives. First, does 

termination without favorable recommendation prejudice the defendant's 

case? According to general PTD/I standards, it should not for diversion 

to be an appropriate preadjudication alternative. Second, however, is 

whether diversion makes it additionally difficult for prosecutors 

to continue prosecution if defendants return to court. 

As we have already noted, successful CEP participants in the 

experimental group always received a dismissal from the court (94 per~ 

cent dismissed outright and six percent ACD). Unsuccessful participants, 

however, received a wider range of dispositions. To address the issues 

raised above, however, we have compared ~he dispositions of unsuccessful 

(terminated) participants in the experimental group with those of the 

central group (Table IV-7). While successful participants had a 100 per-

cent chance of a favorable disposition, unsuccessful ones had less than 

a 50-50 chance (the proportion dismissed or ACDd is 41' percent). Three 
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out of ten (31 percent) unsuccessful participants were convicted or 

adjudicated a YO, and almost three out of ten (29 percent) absconded, 

that is, failed to appear for a court hear',ng and a warrant for their 

arrest remained outstanding. 

Table IV-7 

INTAKE CASE DISPOSITION FOR CONTROLS 
AND CEP TERMINATIONS 

INTAKE CASE 
CEP D I SPOS IT I ON C(Dntrol s Terminations 

Dismi?sed 15% 31% ACO 30 fO Convicted-Vfolatlon 23 9 Convicted-Misd/YO 26 19 Convicted-Felony I 3 Warrant 5 29 

TOTAL 100% 100% 

X2 

5 
= 78.090; p<.OOI 

Assessing these outcomes from the perspective of the defendant , 
Table IV-7 suggests that terminated defendants were not more harshly 

treaTed by the court than if they had not been diverted, Comparing 

unsuccessful experimenTals w,'th controls 41 , percent of the CEP 

terminations had their cases dism',ssed or ACDd compared TO 45 percent 

of the controls and fewer of them were convicted/YO (three out of ten 

compared to five out of ten). However, significantly more of the un-
I; 
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successful defendants absconded and therefore could not be prosecuted: 

29 percent compared to five percent of the controls. Nevertheless, 

if hypothetically only the same proportion of unsuccessful participants 

had absconded as did controls (five percent) and if the remaining 24 per-

cent had been convicted, the proportions of the two groups convicted 

would not have been signiffcantly different.42 

The data are harder to interpret from the perspective of the 

prosecutor. As already nofed, since three out of ten unsuccessful 

participants failed to appear, prosecutions could not be completed in 

mor'e of the experimental than control cases. Whi Ie four out of ten 

terminated cases were either dismissed or ACDd by the prosecutor 

(three out of four dismissed outright), we do not know whether these 

dismissals resulted from: (I) the prosecutor's inability to convict 

because the cases had been weakened over time (e.g., lost complainants 

or witnesses); (2) the prosecutor's lack of success obtaining a 

conviction because of technical weaknesses in the original cases; or 

(3) the prosecutor's unwi II ingness to prosecute because o·f the relative 

insignificance of the offenses. Whi Ie some prosecutors contend the 

420f course, continuing our hypothetical situation, unsuccessful 
participants who absconded could be convicted of a more. serious 
charge than were controls, for example,if they were arrested on a 
new charge and prosecuted on the earlier (intake) case. Hmiever, as 
of December 1978, (in most cases more than a year after their last 
scheduled court appearance), their warrants were still outstanding, 
even for some who had been rearrested. Prosecutors indicated this 
was not uncommon since record-checking systems do not always identify 
the outstanding warrant. Even if the warrant was identified, the 
defendant would probably have both cases disposed. together, or the 
first case wOlud be dismissed. Although an outstanding criminal 
court warrant may be "stigmatizing" if, the individual comes through 
the system again, that is apparently not necessarily the case. 

!j o 
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first was most- I ikely, the fact that almost five out of ten control 

cases were also dismissed or ACDd lends weight to the interpretations 

suggested in either (2) or (3) above. That is, the prosecutors' 

handl ing of these unsuccessful diversion cases was probably less 

affected by defendants' program fai lure than by the characteristics 

of the original cases(which, 6f course, prosecutors themselves had 

helped select fo~ qiversion). The control group shows that individuals 

typically eligible and approved for CEP diversion had sl ightly less 

than a 50-50 chance of an ACD or dismissal when normally processed by 

the court. Whi Ie that probabi lity doubled to 100 per~ent for those 

who successfully completed the program, it decl ined on~y very 

sl ightly (to 40 ~ .. 60) for those who were not successful. 

Diversion As Resource Conservation 

One reason given for the desirabi lity of PTD/I programs as a 

prosecutorial option is that they "conserve energies" within the 

criminal justice system for more serious cases (NAPSA, 1978). 

According to our estimates (see Table I, Appendix B), CEP diverted 

less than two percent of al I the defendants in the Manhattan and 

Brooklyn Criminal Courts who were potentially el igible according to 

formal criteria. This is considerably less than two percent of al I 

those cases arraigned in these courts. 43 This suggests that the 

43 In the Zimring evaluation of CEP, it was estimated that CEP diverted 
between 1.2 and 2.0 percent Of all arraigned defendants in Manhattan 
during 1971, a time when CEP had more funds and a larger caseload 
than during the period covered by our figures, Spring 1977. 
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program's client volume in relationship to the size of the court 

caseload was too smal I for it to be expected to have much, if any, 

system impact on conserving the time of prosecutors, Legal Aid 

attorneys, or judges for other cases on the calendar. Interviews 

with various people in the system confirm this conclusion. Mos+ 

agreed that screening some cases for diversion took longer to handle 

because of disagreements over whether to divert but that in other 

diversion cases dispositions were speeded up because no hearings 

and only one additional adjournment was necessary. 

On the average, therefore, some bel ieved diversion delayed the 

overall process·1)ery slightly and others believed it speeded it up 

also very slightly. Both perspectives may in fact have been correct. 

As shown earlier, control cases remained on court calendars for a 

shorter J(~ri od of ti me than did diverted cases, but they requ ired 

slightly more court appearances. However, diversion to CEP only 

reduced by approximately 172 the number of appearances scheduled 

in the Manhattan and Brooklyn Criminal Courts. Since these courts 

schedu I ed more th.an 200,000 ap'pearances a year, CEP does not appear 

to conserve many resoul-ces by reduc i ng th i s type of penetrat i on i rito 

the system. 44 As far as conserving other system reso,urces, such as 

Probation Officers' time, jai I or detention space for use with other, 

more serious ca5e~, the data on sentences suggest that 32 more people 

\\ 

It :~nfortunatelY, we do not have data that permit an estimate of what, 
J.f any costs are saved by CEP diversion through reducing the length 
of court appearances or the number and type of personnel who must 
appear. 
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would have served probation or jai I time if the pattern of sentences 

found for the control group had been applied to the 397 defendants 

in the experimental group. Most of these 32 wou~d have been on 

probation, hardly a large addition to the caseload of a system with 

over 25,000 cases under supervision. 

Finally, as one prosecutor put it, recognizing that relatively 

few cases are diverted, "CEP is a qual itative phenomenon, not 

quantitative," meaning that it was important in providing a more 

appropriate (and perhaps, to use Judge Brownstein's terms quoted in 

Chapter I), a more "Joust" outco f t 0 (b t t me or cer aln u no necessari Iy 

many) cases. This is of course an almost impossible potential system 

impact to measure empirically because it impl ies value judgments and 

assumes some consensus about those values. However, the data on case 

outcomes presented in this chapter, both with mspect to conviction 

and sentence, raise questions about the misuse of CEP/diversion at 

least as this may be assessed from the perspective of those who do 

not want preadjudication options to create any extension of state 

control or supervision no matter how I imited or how benevolent. 

. 
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CHAPTER V 

PRETRIAL DIVERSION AS INTERVENTION: 
CEP',S IMPACT:\ON LI FE STABI LITY 

INTRODUCTION 

As suggested in Chapter I, PTD/lprograms are not designed simply 
{( 

" 
as diversion from normal court process(jng -- prosecution and 

sentencing -- but also as diversion,to some type of social service or 

counsel ing program. The rationale behind diversion to a program is 

intervention -- intervention in the individual's current life actIvities 

for the purpose of helping to stabilize vocational, fami ly, health or 

other difficult circumstances. Such intervention is also seen as having 

consequences for the individual's future criminal activity. ·While 

Chapter VI wi I I focus on CEP's impact on recidivism, this chapter 

examines the consequences of participation in CEP for defendants' 

I ifestyles~ particularly their vocational activity. 

As a social service agenry, CEP ha~o continued over the years to 

provi de prima\:-(I y emp I oyment ~~d vocationa II y-re I evant ass i stance to 

" , ' 

c I i ents. I t has rna i nta i ned th i s focus rather than sh i ft to a counse I i ng-

orientation which seems more prevalent among recent PTD/I programs. 

It has based this position on a bel ief that providing direct and 

concrete services, combined with approprfate but I imited counseling, 

is the most effective method of intervening"'in the lives of a popu-

lation of extreme)='f, youthful inner-city minorities. The data that-

fol lows suggest CEP has no+ been very successful at encouraging 
i/ 

J 
measurable changes in th~ I ives of these defendants. There are both 

() 
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organi~~tlonal and social structural reasons for this lack of impact 

that are not I ikely to be overcome simply by an increased emphasis on 

personal "counseling." 

In this chapter two sets of variables are di\',scussed. First, 
I' 
" 

variables directly related to CEP's servic~Dr!~ntatlon were analyzed 

to test hypotheses about program effects on life stabi I ity in the 

areas of employment, education, and other forms of vocational activity_ 

Second, lifestyle variables (e.g., use of services, I iving arr~ngements, 

type of residence) were examined because they might be affected by 

CEP's referral activities. To test hypotheses about both types of 

variables, the research used a longitudinal fol low-up of respondents 

for one year after intake. Continuous activity data were collected 

through a serLes of three interviews. To maximize the accuracy of 

the data, verification of self-reported activities were conducted 

whenever possible. 

In each of the three interviews, data were collected on respon-

dents' activities. The intake interview covered the period beginning 

with the defendant's intakelnto the research and going back 12 months 

prior to intake; ~he first fol low-up interview cbVered the period 

beginning with the intake data and ending with the date of admin-

i strat i on of the first fa I low-up i nterv i ew; fi na I I y, the second -fa I low-

up went from the date of the first to the date of the second follow-
IJ 

up i nterv i e\'{. The data were co I I ected in such a way that cant i nuous 

activity information was recorded from one year prior to intake 

through the date of the secdnd interview. This was done Ljsing a 

~Itirnel ine" '-- the respondent was told, "We want to draw a I ine through 

/ 
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every month you worked or went to school, or did the other things listed 

on the left side of the page. Let's start with (school/work).'" The 

interviewer began with the month and week of the interview and worked 

back in two-week intervals to the previous interview date. This method 

was used to record school, employment, job training, job search, 

mi I itary service, time spent engaged in making money i I legally, keep

ing house or chi Idcare, and time spent in jail. i I I, or disabled. 

For each of these activities, the start and end dates, as wei I as 

hours worked and salary earned, were recorded. This method was 

especially useful because it enabled the research to create equal 

length time periods for al I respondents, regardless of the number of 

months between interviews. For example, whi Ie some people received 

their first follow-up interview eight, nine, ten months or mor-e after 

intake, the timeline format enabled the research to create variables 

that included only the first six months after intake. 

For an analysis of respondents' activities, three six-month 

periods were calculated: (I) the "intake period" extended from six 

months before intake into the research to the date of intake; (2) 

the "first fol low.,.-up period" covered the time from intake into the 

research to six months later; and (3) the period from six months to 

twelve months after intake was covered by the "second fol low-up 

period." The length of partICipation in CEP was four months; our 
, " 

use of six month intervals reflected factors intrinsic to the popu

lation. First, the maximum length of time on which we could collect 

data on a II responder"ts was twenty-four months, twe I VEl months pri or 

to intake and twelve months subsequent to intake. Second, as wi I I 

- 2W -

be seen in the results below, the pattern of activlty for thi~ 

population is quite erratic; therefore, comparisons of activity over 

six month periods (e.g., six months prior and six months subsequent 

to ihtake) are more rel,iable than those col lected at 

single points in time (e.g., at intake to and exit from the 

program). Finally, to do the most appropriate type of analysis, 

we wante9 three peri ods of equa I length. Therefore, the first fo I low-

up period may be considered as representing "in program" effects 

for experimentals, although it actually covers the time spent in the 

program and shortly thereafter. 

Two types of variab1es were constructed from the timeline data. 

The first type measured some characteristic of an activity during a 

given six month period; one such variable was the average monthly 

salary during the six months prior to intake. The second type of 

measurement was made at a point in time, e.g., whether the respondent 

was employed on the date that was s1x months after intake. In the 

discussion of results, the type of variable being used is indicated, 

as are the strengths and weaknesses of that type of variable. 
j 

I)nowing which members of the research population., are inclu((ed in 

the analysis is as important as knowing what behavior is being anal

yzed. This requires consideration of two features: (I) the compo

sition of the experimental and control groups, and (2) the determi

nation of which cases should be included, that is, coverage of what 

length of time constitutes "complete" data. First, as discussed in 

Chapter I II, the exper i menta I gr'oup inc I udes a II cases assigned at 

intake to' the experimental group and the control group contains al I 

._-' ...... _- .. ------
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cases assigned at intake to the control group, regardless of wh~ther 

they actually were diverted. The second process is somewhat more 

complex; as was discussed above, first fol low-up (or six-month) 

interviews were often not conducted exactly six months after intake 

and second fol low-up (or twelve-month) interviews often were not 

conducted exactly one year after intake. In most cases the first 

fol low-up interview contained information covering eight, ten, or 

over twelve months; therefore, in many cases it was necessary to 

extract "12-month data" from the first fol low-up interview. The 

structure of the timel ine enabled us to collect the information from 

whichever timeline contained it. To avoid confounding missing data 

with lack of activity, however, data that spanned the period from 

six months after intake to twelve months after intake were included 

for a case only if the information on the case covered at least 

11.5 months after intake. Thus, those cases included in the analyses 

have data for three complete periods of six months each: the si~ 

months prior to intake, the first six months subsequent to intake, 

and the second six months after intake. 

When studying a population for whom the possibil ity of incarcera-

tion is rea!, it is necessary to consider the potential impact of 

time spent in jai I ~~1/avai labi I ity for participation in other activ

ities. That is, if large numbers of respondents in either the experi-

mental or the control group spent sUbstantial time in jai L, thecir 

avai lability for other activiti~s would be seriously limited and might 

therefore produce artificial differences between groups. lJslng official 

record data (Pol ice,Department criminal records and CJA data), the II 
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number of months spent in Jai I on any case during each\six-month 
:1 

period was computed for each defendant. A total of 18 defendants 

(12 members of the experimental group and 6 members of the control 

group) spent time (ranging from 0.2 to four months) in jai I during 

the six months prior to intake into the research. Simi larly, twelve 

experimentals and four controls spent time (ranging from 0.1 to 

6.0 months) in jai I during the first six months after intake, and 

seven defendants (four experimentals and three controls were in 

jai I (for one to six months) during the second six months after in

take. Because the number of members of the research population who 

spent any time in jai I is so small, it is' highly unl ikely that 

incarceration could have an effect on the analyses of other activi

ties. 

EFFECTS ON EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION AND LEVEL OF VOCATIONAL ACTIVITY 

The concept of "life-style" is a broad one, referring here to 

employment behavior, school enrollment and attendance, and being 

generally vocationally active as contrasted with lIhanging out." In 

the next section, we wil I discuss other dimensions including ~se of 

services, living conditions, and social activities. The amount of 

information and metho~of analysis varies among these facets of "I ife

style," and results obtained for each are discussed in separate 

sections below. 
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Employment 

Employment is a crucial variable in the evaluation of CEP because 

it is consonant with CEP's own goal to place c'l ients "in a job or ap

propriate educational/vocati0nal setting ••. '!(Project Brochure, December, 

1977).' Furthermore, the underlying rationale of diversion with services 

is to intervene in clients' lives to increase their stability, with 

employment one definition of life stabi lity. In the current study, 

employment was measured using seven criterion~v~riables,l each of which 

was measured for the three time periods described above. Because of 

the erratic nature of employment for this population, more variables 

were needed to provide a complete picture of their employment than 

would be necessary for a more stable population. Data were collected 

on the number of jobs each respondent held, as wei I as their starting 

and termination dates, number of hours worked, and salary. While 

increase in salary might be a sufficient measure of progress in 

e~ployment for a middle-class, fully-employed population, it is likely 

not to be 5uff i ci ent for th i s type of popu I ati on. By us i ng the seven 

measures described below, the most complete 18-month occupational 

pattern could be obtained and analyzed. 

IThe seven variables used to measure employment are not independent; that 
is, monthly salary is correlated with hours worked per month, as is each 
of the other criterion variables with the others. One possible treatment 
of this problem would be to use multivariate statistics such as canonical 
correlation; however, in the present research;techniques were chosen 
for their simplicity and familiarity. The design of the research is 
complex in its own right, and multivariate statistics would add to the 
complexity. A problem with the chosen alternative is that it is 
possible to make incorrect SUbstantive conclusions from results of 
mJiltiple regression analyses (or multiple analyses of covariance); 
this possibility arises when one of the criterion (dependent variables 
(Yi ) is merely an effect (or epiphenomenon) of ano~her (Yi ). In such a 
case the r.elationships of the predictors to the dependent variable (Yi ) 
are spurious in that they would not hold if the effect of the other 
criterion variable (Yi) were partialled first. Nevertheless, interest 

Continued •.• / 
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four of the variables measured employment characteristics during 

the six month periods (hereafter referred to as intake, 6-month, and 

12-month); these are number of jobs, average hours worked per month, 

average monthly salary, and number of months employed. The other three 

variables were measured at a point in time (i .e., on the date of in-

take, six months after the intake date, and twelve months after the 

intake date). 2 

Results were computed for each of the seven employment variables 

using repeated measures analysis of covariance (Winer, 1962). This 

technique al lows one to measure change on a variable such as employment 

over time (i .e., from six months after intake to 12 months after in-

take) while controlling for differences in that variable during the 

six ;i.;:;rlth period prior to intake. At the same time one can assess 

the degree of difference between the experimental and control groups 

and differences between the groups on rate of change over time. Each 

analysis has the same format: one between-subjects factor (research 

assignment, i.e., experimental or control), one within-subjects repeated 

measures factor (values of the dependent variable such as number of 

months employed for the six month period fol lowing intake and for the 

Continued ... / " 
in each of the seven variables prompted the decision to conduct seven 
separate analyses; the intercorrelations are considered in interpreting 
the results of the analyses. (For a more complete discussion, see 
Cohen, J. and Cohen, P., 1975.) 

2The number of individuals included in the analyses varies as a result 
of differing amounts of missing data. If a question was either not 
applicable;,to a given individual or the person did not know the answer 
it was coded as blank; in such cases the individual was excluded from ' 
the analysis on that variable. For example, a person might be able 
to answer a question about whether he/she was working during any given 
month, but not remember the salary. 

:':~":',:'?=;:;:~~\~~;:'~~11--''''''''--' --_.", - ... +-.. ,-... --...... -".-~ .. ' -,~. 
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period six-to-twelve months after intake), and one covariate (the 

same dependent variable -- e.g., number of months employed -- for 

the intake period). 

Because we wanted to know whether CEP had any impact on employ-

ment as measured by both number of jobs and length of employment, the 

starting and termination dates of each job held by a respondent were 

recorded on thetimel ine. This information enabled the research to 

count the number of jobs held during each six month period and to 

calculate how long each was held. Both measures represent crucial 

dimensions of service to CEP and are evidence for the courts of life 

stab i I ity. It can be seen from Tab Ie V-I that the mean number of 

jobs was less than one (with the exception of the experimental group 

) during the 12-month period); this reflects the fact that many people 

held no job at al I during one or more time periods, thus deflating 

the mean. 3 

Research 
Assignment** 

Exper i menta I Mean 
(N=252) S.D. 

Control Mean 
(N= 146) S.D. 

*~(I ,396)=36.183; 

Table V-I 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
FOR NUMBER OF JOBS 

Six Month Period* 
'""Pr i or to Infake fo 6 fo IT 

Intake 6 months months 

0.417 \\,0.556 0.853 
0.601 0.667 0.909 

0.390 0.555 0.767 
0.612 0.641 0.860 

p<.OOI **F(I,396)=O.387j p<.500 

3Although analysis of covariance was used to test "for differences, because 
there was no initial difference between the experimental and control 
groups, the adjusted means do not differ from the unadjusted means. 
That is, controlling for number of months worked during the intake 
period does not affect the means for number of months worked during 
the six-month or twelve-month period. 
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A repeated mea$ures analysis of covariance was computed (as 

described above) on the number of jobs held by experimental and

control gr'oup members during the intake, six month, and twelve 

month periods. 4 The results of this analysis indicated that whi Ie 

the number of jobs held increase9 significantly from the six month 

period after intake to the twelve month period 5 there was no 

significant difference between the mean for experimentals and that 

for controls during the intake, six, or twelve month period. The 

means for each period are presented in Table V-I above. Whi Ie 

respondents increased slightly the number of jobs they held during 

each successive period, there is no difference between the experi

mental,groups and control group in either the average number of jobs 

held or their rate of increase. One possible reason for the increase 

4 As noted above, the repeated measures analyses of covariance were 
computed on those cases for whom data were available for all three 
periods; L e., those cases for whom the full twelve months of follow
up data were not available were excluded from the analysis. For this 
reason the Ns were reduced for these analyses; therefore, a series 
of analyses of partial variance was conducted on those cases for 
whom at least six months of follow-up data was available. The 
results of these analyses did not differ from those obtained from 
the ~na~y:es usi~g ,the full twelve months of data; Le., there were 
no s~gm.f~cant d~fferences between experimentals 'and controls in the 
.magnitude of (regressed) change from the six months prior to intake 
to the following six months on any of the employment variables. 

5F~r :a,::h of the analyses presented in this section, statistically 
s~gn~f~cant differences will be indicated and the results of the F
test provided. The format of the presentation is as follows: the
degrees of freedom are provided in the inner set of parentheses, 
followed by the value of the ~-test and its significance level. 
Those tests that do not yield significant Fs will be discussed as 
n?ns~g~ificant.differences. Those tests f~r which the F approaches 
~~gn~f~cance, l.e., .05;>p<.IO will be discussed as trends. It is 
~mpor~an~ that w: m~: the distinction between findings that are 
~ta~~~tlca~IY s~gn~~lcant" and those that are "substantively 

slgn~flcant or meanlngful.It is possible with large samples to 
attaln statistical significance with very small absolute differences. 
Because statistical significance tests tell us whether the differences 

Continued ..• ! 
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At. over time in the number of jobs is that the population matured. 

intake, the median age of the research population .was 18. With half 

the population under 18, many of the participants in the research had 

not yet entered the labor market, so that over the next twelve months 

many participants probably entered the labor market for the first time. 

A second measure of employment, which might be more sensitive to 

change,is the total number of months employed during a six month 

period, regardless of how many different jobs were held. For each 

respondent the total number of months of employment for a given 

period was calculated from the timeline, and these data were entered 

into a repeated measures analysis of covariance. It can be seen from 

Table V-2 that the average member of the sample worked less than two 

months during any six-month period; it is, therefore, clear that the 

absolute amount of 0ffiployment for this population was smal I. There 

Continued •.• 7 
of the observed magnitude is likely to be a result of chance rather 
than a real difference between the two groups, the larger the sample 
the easier it is to find statistically significant differences. 
Therefore, when interpreting the results of tests on large samples, 
it is important to consider not only the level of statistical 
significance, but also the magnitude of the difference or strength 
of a relationshp. For example, with a sample of 400 cases, a 
correlation of .10 is statistically significant (at the .05 level), 
-but this correlation explains only one percent of the difference 
(or variation) in the dependent variable. Thus while it is statis
tically significantly different from zero, it would be of little 
value in, for example, using the independent variable to predict 
values of the dependent variable. 
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was no significant difference from six to twelve months in the 

number of months employed CfCI,367)=2.403; p=.122), nor was there a 

significant difference between experimentals and controls 

(f ( I ,367) =0 .27; P.> . 500) . 

Table V-2 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
MONTHS EMPLOYED 

Research 
Ass i gnment ** 

Experimental 
(N=235) 

Control 
(N=134) 

Mean 
S.D. 

Mean 
S.D. 

* f( 1,367)=2.403; p=.122 

S I X MONTH PER 100 * 
Prior to Intake to 

Intake 6 months 

1.062 
1.935 

0.739 
1.661 

1.294 
1.861 

1.407 
2.067 

** f(I,367)=0.27; p>.500 

-j 

6 to 12 
months 

1.653 
2.054 

1.414 
1.974 

For the members of this population, number of months employed during 

a specific period is correlated with the number of jobs held during 

the same period, especially since for ihose persons for whom the 

number of jobs held during a period is zero, the number of months 

employed is also zero. 

The third measure of employment activity was average number of 

hours worked per month during a six month period. The mean number 

of hours a respondent worked each month during a six-month period was 

calculated by multiplying the number of hours wd~ked per month (on a 

particular job) by the number of months the job was held, summing 
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over al I jobs, and dividing the total number of hoUrs by six. The 

means for each period are presented in Table V-3; the relatively 

low means indicate 11ttle employment activity for the population as 

a whole. 

Research 
Assignment** 

Experimental 
(N=148) 

Control 
(N=82) 

Table V-3 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
HOURS WORKED PER MONTH 

Mean 
S.D. 

Mean 
S.D. 

SIX MONTH PERIOD* 
Prior to I ntake to 

Intake 6 months 

35.860 
57.961 

21.251 
44.473 

41.806 
51 w 160 

39.897 
55.495 

6 to 12 
months 

51.193 
59.676 

52.631 
61.322 

*~(1,226)=6.378; p=.OI **~( I ,226)=.756; P='.386 

It can be seen from the table that both experimentals and controls 

showed an increase over time in the average hours they worked per 

month, but there is no significant difference between experimentals 

and controls. Again, the increase over time is probably a function 

of maturity. 

Month,1 y sa I ary is, of course, close lyre I ated to number of hours 

worked per month, and average monthly s~lary was computed using the 

same algorithm as was used for mearr'hours worked per month. It can 

be seen from Table V-4 that the aver'age monthly salaries for the 
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members of this population are quite low, reflecting that the jobs 

they held were poor, that their employment patterns were irregular, 

etc. Because of the relationship between hours worked and salary, 

it is not surprising that there were no signif,icant differences 

between the means for the experimental and control groups during 

either the six month or the twelve month period. There was, how-

ever, a significant increase in salary over time for both groups 

(see Table V-4>. 

Research 
Assignment** 

Experimental 
(N=IOO) 

Control 
(N=52) 

Table V-4 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 
MONTHLY SALARY 

SIX MONTH PERIOD* 
Prior to Intake to 

Intake 6 months 

Mean $154.99 $186.73 
S.D. 209.438 186.85 

Mean $127.78 $229.50 
S.D. 220.955 320.993 

6 to 12 
months 

$258.38 
316.317 

$318.70 
399.381 

* f(I,147'=7.277;p=.OOR ** ~(I, 147)=1 .• 545; p=.216 

Three single-item measures of employment at a point in time 

were computed: (I) dichotomous employment (yes/no), (2) hours worked 

per ~~ek, and (3) weekly salary. They were computed for each 

respondent on his/her intake date, six months after that date, and 

twelve months after the intake date. Measures that are computed for 

'''",""~.~"",~ ..... ",,,,---
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a single point in time are I ikely to be less rei iab';Ie measures than 

those computed using a number of data pOints. 6 That is, an individual 

who was not emp!oyed on the one date examined for th? point in time 

variable, would be coded as "unemployed" even though he/she might 

have been employed for al I the remaining days in the six month 

period. The variables discussed above, which were computed using a 

number of items of i nformat i on for each per i od, are .1 ess like I y to be 

affected by arbitrary choices of dates. 

The first "point in time" measure was whether the respondent 

was employed at intake, six months,and twelve months later; although 

a repeated measures analysis of covariance was computed on these data, 

they are better understood as percent of each group employed. The 

percentages are presented in Table V-5 below where one can see clearly 

the increase in employment over the eighteen months of research. There 

was no significant difference between experimentals and controls, but 

there was a significant increase over time in the prop~rtion employed 

in each group. As wasJhe case with previously discussed variables, 

this result is probably dUe to the process of maturing which affects 

members of both groups at the same r3te. 

6We included these single-item measures in the analysis because they 
are useful for descriptive purposes ;-'in addition, CEP records its 
service data in terms of Vocational Status at intake and exit ·from 
the program. The use of single-item measures of employment is a 
real problem in many studies of diversion that use unemployment at" 
intake and employment at exit as evidence of program impact; how
ever, in the context of other, ,.continuous measures these variables 
serve to provide a richer description of t,he population's 
employment patterns. 
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Experimenta I 
(N=252) 

Control 
(N=146) 

* ~(1,396)=7.867; p=.006 
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Table V-5 

PERCENT EMPLOYED 

Point* 

Intake 6 months 12 months 

18% 23% 31% 

16% 25% 32% 

** ~(1,396)=.328; p<.500 

The second variable measured at a point in time was hours 

worked per week at intake, six months later and twelve months later. 

There was no significant difference between experimentals and 

controls; however, the mean number of hours worked increased for 

both groups over the twelve months. The means are presented in 

Table V-6. It is likely that the increase in hours worked per week 

is a function of the increase over time in the number of persons 

employed. 

__ ."'f~.:,.. ......... __ -.._ 
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Table V-6 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
FOR HOURS WORKED PER WEEK 

POINT* 
Research 
Assignment** Intake 6 Months 12 Months 

Experimental Mean 5.980 8.238 11.202 
(N=252) S.D. 14.126 16.062 17.836 

Control Mean 5.178 8.192 I I .500 
(N=I46) S.D. 12.867 14.969 17.209 

*~(I ,396)=9.982; p=.002 **~(I,396)=0.008; p<.500 

S i mil a r I y, there was no difference beh/een exper i menta I sand contro Is 
.: 

on week I y sa I ary, but there was a sma I I increase over ti me' in week I y 

salary for both groups (see Table V-7>. Again, the salary increase 
,: 

is probably the result of the increased number of indiv~duals who 

were working (and therefore earning something). 

Table V-7 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR WEEKLY SALARY 

POINT* 
Research 
Assignment** Intake 6 Months 12 Months 

Experimental Mean $I9~75 $29.48 $41 .7(5 
(N=252) S.D. ,.47.540 57.888 64.098 

Control Mean '$16.17 $32.61 $47.12 
(N=146) S.D. 42.117 71.619 85.795 

*~(I,396)=1 1.059; p=.OOI **~(1,396)=0.524; p=.470 

() 
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Whi Ie the results of the analyses on the seven employment 

variables appear :(-8 show consisTently that there are no differences 

between experimentals and controls in the rate of change over time, 

one shou I d be callti'ous in i nterpreti ng the strength of these find i ngs. 

Clearly these variables are not independent -- the number of hours 

worked per month during a six month period should be related to the 

monthly salary during the same period, which in turn is likely to be 

related to the number of jobs held during that time, etc. Therefore, 

one woul·d expect each of these variables to yield the same results, 

and it might be more logical to think of the consistency of results 

as a demonstration of the reliabii ity of the various employment 

measures rather than as seven separate analyses confirming the 

results. 

Recognizing that the seven employment variables are somewhat 

redundent, the results are important. The increase over time in the 

percent of each group employed probably reflects maturation; that 

is, over the twelve months of the research the members of the population 

(both experimentals and controls) increased in age, and as might be 

expected, more.of them entered the labor markeT. Despite this increase, 

the overa I I emp loyment pattern rema i ned errat i c. In a-cfeff t i on to the 

analyses presented above, correlations were computed between employ-

ment vari ab I es at intake and six .,months. There was a weak reI aTi on-

ship between total number of months employed during (the intake period 

and the number of months employed during the six month period 

(.cC340)=~24; p<.,OOI)' 'Whi Ie in much research on employment, knowing 

how many months a person worked during one pel-iod is a good predictor 

Co 
\; " 
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of how much he/she worked during a subsequent perio~, this is not the 

case for this population. Even more striking is the extremely weak 

correlation between whether one is employed at intake and whether 

he/she is employed six months later (~(334)=.15; p<.OI). Some 

caution should be exercised, however, in interpreting these correla

tions: the relationships between variables measured in the intake 

interview and those measured six months later may be smal I because 

of measurement errors in the sample, or the "true" correlation in 

the population may be sma I I. Possible sources of measurement error 

include inaccuracy of reports by respondents and problems due to 

changes in marginal frequencies (if different numbers of respondents 

provide data in the two interviews, a cei I ing of less than 1.0 is 

placed on the correlation coefficient). On the other hand, the 

correlations may be smal I because the employment pattern for this 

population remains erratic despite overal I increases in vocational 

activity. It is I ikely that each of these factors contributes to 

the magnitude of the correlations among employment variables. 

Nonetheless, these correlations cast doubt on the appropriateness 

of using such behavior as indicators of the success or failure of 

long range rehabi litation. Yet, during the period of the CEP 

evaluation, improvement in employment was used by the program to 

demonstrate to the courts that a defendant had shown increased 

stabi lity and should therefore have his/h~r case ~ismissed. The 

correlations between employment variables at intake and six months 

indicate that any program impact is I ikely to be short run; that is, 

CEP did not seem to improve employment to a greater extent .than do o 

(l 
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whatever outside factors affected the control group. The program 

did not reduce the erratic employment pattern, did not "stabilize" 

and finally, if a divertee was employed on the day he/she left the 

program it is difficult to predict whether he/she would sti II be 

employed one, two, or three months later. Thus, the programmatic 

use of such short term changes as indicators of increased life 

stabi Ilty is il l-advised. 7 

As an employment or manpcruJer serv ice program, the Court Emp loy

ment Project confronted a major problem in the relative youth of the 

population it serviced. Approximately half the population was sixteen 

and seventeen years old; for most people, regardless of their life 

circumstances, this stage in I ife is one of transition between chi Id-

hood and adult~S'0d. As might be expected, therefor.?, many CEP p·articipants 

seemed unsure of their goals vis-a-vis entering the labor market. 

Whi Ie 49 percent of them stated that one of their goals at entry to 

CEP was employment, 45 percent had employment as a future goal, and 

35 percent said that their present goal was education.s Therefore, a 

program that attempts to find employment for a population whose members 

are not quite sure that they want to work is handicapped. Such persons 

7It may be somewhat of an overstatement to assert that all prosecutors 
or judges expected increased "life stability" from youthful defendants 
after such a short period of services. One prosecutor, for example, 
said that while they do look for something concrete, such a participation 
in a training program or job, for a CEP client to have the charges dis
missed, "He's got to be doing something besides breathing; most of 
them are just breathing ,{hen they come in here [arraignment]." This 
suggests that evidence of increased vocational activity in any form 
was the central concern, not specifically school or a job. However, 
the analysis of general levels of vocational activity among the research 
population discussed below challenges the program's level of success 
even as defined by this much less optimistic criterion. 

SThe datI'\. referring to the present and future goals of CEP participants 
were collected from the program's client folders, and were part of 
CEP's intake interview. 
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are I ikely to be unstable, to take jobs and then decide that they 

don't want to work. In addition, many of the CEP participants had un-

real istic expectations for employment; they entered the program 

expect i ng to be p I aced ina good job, wh i I e the CEP counse I ors 

evaluated their needs as prevocational (e.g., preparation for the 

world of work). These differences between program and client in 

expectations may help to explain the fai lure of the progam to have 

an impact on en~p I oyment. 

Finally, CEP's failure to have an impact on employment is 

partially a result of the perennial problems the program has had 

with job development. As was discussed in Chapter I I, there are 

several reasons for the failure of the job development component~ 

(I) the overal I job market was poor; (2) they had difficulty finding 

low level and entry slots in which to place clients; (3) the avai lable 

jobs did not meet cl ient's expectations; (4) the Counsel ing Unit was 

slow in referring clients to the Services Unit for referral and 

placement; (5) the Services Unit was understaffed for job development; 

and (6) the Services Unit staff members were not uniformly well-

trained specialists. 

Educational Activity 

In addition to employment, educational activity is an important 

factor in evaluating the ~uccess of CEP. Education is especially 

important because of the youth of the CEP service population •. Since 

most had also not completed high school (the median educational level 

was tenth grade), he I ping some c Ii ents fin i sh oj-he i r education was an 

important goal for CEP. (CEP's stated goals included providing 

o 
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"vocational training and assistance in educational and' bit " JO P acemen ... -:" 

Both CEP and middle-class society assume there to be a direct relation

ship between education and long range employment; that is, the more 

education one has, the more likely he/she wil I be to obtain a job or 

the better the jub he/she can get. Whi Ie it is questionable whether 

this assumption is realistic for the population being studied, it is 

a conception which has influenced CEP's attempt to help clients by 

having an impact on their educational achievement. 

Three measures of educational activity were included in the time

line analyses: (I) enrollment at a point in time, (2) average weekly 

attendance at a point in time, and (3) number of months enrol led ~ 

during a six month period. Repeated measures analyses of covariance 

yielded no significant effects on any of the three variables -- not 

only were there no differences between experimentals ~nd controls, 

but there were also no significant changes over time. At intake 

25 percent of the interviewed members of the research population 

(N=51 I) were enrol led in school; six months later 22 percent of the 

interviewed members of the population (N=445) were enrol led in 

school; and twelve months after intake 21 percent of the interviewed 

persons (N=399) were enrol led in school. Simi larty, the average 

number of months enrol led during a period did not change significantly 

-- from 1.6 months durlng the six months prior to intake to a mean of 

1.3 months d~ring the second six months after intake. 

The lack of signlflc~nt results on education variables is further 

evidence of the inabll ity of CEP's services to effect measurable 

.' changes. in the population serviced. by the program. As discussed 
,.::. 
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above, many of theiG clients expressed an interest in going back to 

school as weZZ as a desire to obtain employment. It is I ikely that 

many are unsure of what they want to do, and may want school one 

day, a job the next, and be dissatisfied with the outcome of both. 

While 35 percent of CEP cl ients stated education -- either getting 

back into school or changing schools -- was a present goal and 20 

percent expected help from CEP in attaining these goals, there was 

no change in the twelve months after intake in the proportion of 

either experimentals or controls enrol led in or attending school. 

In addition, the cl ients' perceptions of the usefulness of education 

in helping them secure the kind of jobs they wanted probably affected 

the amount of i nf I uence a program such as CEP can have. v/hen asked 

(in the fol low-up research interview), "Thinking about the education 

you have had so far.: How useful do you think it has been to you for 

getting the type of job you want?", 14 percent of the respondents 

said that none of it had been useful, 20 percent responded that very 

I ittle of it had been useful, 36 percent some of it had been useful, 

19 percent that most of it had been useful, and nine percent that al I 

of it had been useful. Once a 16-, 17-, or IS-year old person decides 

that school wil I not help him/her get the kind of job he/she wants, 

there is no reason to continue going to school. 9 Yet the pervasive 

9 There is research evidence that suggests that the perceptions of the 
members of the research population about the utility of education 
may be accurate. Although we assume that education and occupational 
opportunity are directly correlated, data suggest that the link 
between education and jobs is not so strong; the returns to human 
capital of educational investment for this population are low. Thus, 
having a high school diploma does not necessarily'provide a.ccess to 
the primary .labor market for lower class minority youths. See Robert 
Flanagan, "Labor Force Experience, Job Turnoyer and Racial Wage 
Differentials, "Review of Economics & Statistics (November 1974) and 
Barnet Harrison, Education, Tr'aining & the Urban Ghetto (Baltimore: 
John Hopkins University Press, 1972).' 
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norms of society stress education as the route to success and thus 

many of these youths are ambivalent about what they say they want 

with regard to education. They may toy with the idea of returning 

to school in the hopes of getting that good job that they hear wi I I 

be waiting for them once they have a high school diploma, but because 

their experience tel Is them that school wi I I not help them get a 

job, they don't really apply themselves to the task of getting back 

into school. Furthermore, in the environment in which most of the 

members of the population live, the most successful role models are 

not enrol led in school or working in the legitimate economy; they 

are pimps, numbers runners, etc. Counselors at CEP or any other 

program would be hard-pressed to show these individuals ( in one 

session per week) that they would benefit by going back to high 

school. 

Level of Vocational Activity 

Since one of CEP's goals was to demonstrate to the courts that 

their cl ient population was motivated to change, to become more active 

and possibly more vocationally stable, a variable was created from the 

timeline data to measure whether (and for how long) an individual was 

engaged in any socially approved activity. That is, it may not matter 

which of schoo!, work, job seeking, or childcare a person is engaged 

in, as long as he/she is not "hanging out," particularly if there is 

an assumption (correct or not) that those who are hanging out are with 

other idle people and I ikely to become involved in some i I legal 

activity. A composite activity variable was created that measured 
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the number of months (in half-month increments) during which an 

individual was engaged in any of the fol lowing generally "vocational ll 

activities: (I) attending school; (2) working; (3) in a job training 

program; (4) actively looking for a job; (5) in military services; or 

(6) taking care of chi Idren. It is important to note the algol-ithm 

used to compute this variable involves summing the number of months 

the person was engaged in each activity; therefore, it is possible 

for an individual to be active for more than six months during a 

six month period. For example, if a person were both working and 

going to school during one month, it would be scored as two months 

of activity. This is not a problem for the analysis, nor is it a 

conceptual problem if the units are considered as a continuous 

measure of involvement rather than as discrete months. 

A repeated measures analysis of covariance on the amount of time 

active during a six month period again revealed no significant 

difference between experimentals and controls. There was, however, 

a significant effect for time; members of both the experimental and 

the control group tended to become more active across the IS months 

beginning with the six months prior to intake through twelve months 

after intake. The means are presented in Table V-So It can be seen 

from the table that the means for experimentals and controls are 

virtually identical, and that each increases over time. The increase 

over time may be partially attributed to the increase in employment 

over time (see Table V-2), since the number of months employed is part 

Df this variable. The lack of difference between experimentals and 

coniTols, however, certainly would not lead one to infer that CEP had 

an avera I I I mpact of I nf I uenc i ng its c I i ents to become more i nvo I ved 

in socially accepted activities. 

---------------_._._ .. _._--' '" 
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Table V-8 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
LEVEL OF VOCATIONAL ACTIVITY 

SIX MONTH PERIOD* 
Prior to I ntake to 

Intake 6 months 

Mean 3.8S0 4.435 
S.D. 3.226 2.584 

Mean 3.690 4.518 
S.D. 3.387 2.530 

6 to 12 
months 

5.070 
3. 107 

5.074 
3.2S5 

*I(I,377)=9.317; p=.003 **I(I,366)=.034; p·>.500 

A final variable (which was also included as part of the 

activity measure) was computed from the timeline: total months 

spent actively looking for a job during a six month period. This 

variable was Included in the analyses because it is possible that 

whi Ie CEP might not directly affect the amount of employment 

(through increased number of jobs, hours worked, or salary) It might 

indirectly affect employment by increasing the motivation of the 

participant to look for work. This motivational increase might be 

detected by measuring the amount of time respondents' reported 

actively looking for jobs. The repeated measures analysis of 

covariance revealed no significant differences between experimentals 

and controls on this variable, (I(I,393)=0); nor was there an 

increase in the amount of this activity over time (ICI,302».005; 

p <.500). (One would have to ex~rcise caution in interpreting 

-
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results from this variablej it was calculated from respondehts' 

self-reports and relies on their interpretation of what it means 

to be activeZy looking for work.) 

DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS'OF CEP BY AGE GROUPS . ........ -- ~ .. 

The lack of any differences between experimentals and controls on 

the variables computed from the timeline led us to consider the 

possibi lity that CEP might affect various groups differently. The 

majority of CEP's service population are youngj however, some of the 

defendants are older (15 per-cent ar"e between the ages of .20 and 25j 

14 percent are over: 25). Looking only at avera I I effects (i.e., 

effects on the population as a whole) might mask specific effects 

on particular groups.Ageseemed a crucial variable for this type 

of analysis because of its relationship to employment and education, 

as wei I as its assumed relationship to crime. Therefore, a series 

of analyses were conducted on the variables discussed above to 

determine whether CEP affected young defendants differently than 

it did older defendants. The analyses were of necessity quite 

complexj therefore, a summary of the findings on age effects is 

presented below and a more complete technical presentation may be 

found in Appendix D. 

Of the seven employment variables discussed above, three showed 

no evidence of differential impact of CEP on young and old defendants; 

these were employment (yes or no) at a point six months after intake, 

hours worked per week on the date six months after intake, and number 
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of jobs held during the period six months subsequent to intake. The 

remaining employment variables did show some age effects; these are 

summarized below. 

The most general measure of employment was the change from six 

months prior to intake to the fol lowing six months in the number of 

months employed. Age was weakly related to employment during both 

periods: the older defendants were I ikely to be employed for longer 

durations than were. younger defendants. Furthermore, the longer one 

worked during the six months prior to intake, the longer he/she was 

likely to work during the fol lowing six month period. Both of these 

relationships were quite smal I, however, and were likely to have 

little impact on real ity; that is, although there were statistically 

significant effects, one would be unl ikely to see any re~1 differences. 

Furthermore, CEP did not appear to affect young defendants differently 

than older defendantsj young experimentais showed no greater (or 

lesser) improvement than older defendants in number of months worked. 

Thus, for this variable, the results of the analysis for the population 

as a whole did not differ from that with age included. 

The effect of age on average monthly salary during a six month 

period was stronger but simi lar to that on number of months employed. 

As was discussed previously, the higher a defendant's average monthly 

salary was during the six months prior to intake, the higher it was 

I ikely to be during the fol lowing six months. In addition, whi Ie age 

was not related to monthly salary prior to intake, the older 

respondents tended to have higher monthly salaries than young respondents 

during the six months after intake. So, average monthly salary in-

------------------.- ----" .. _-
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creased from intake to follow-up (as shown in Table V·-4), and older 

members of the population earned more than did younger respondents. 

However, even with age included, there was no difference in the size 

of the increase for experimentals and controls. Thus, if CEP has any 

impact on monthly salary, that effect is not hidden by age. (A ( 1 

second salary variable was included in this series of analyses, total 

weekly salary at a point in time. The results of this analysis and 

the conclusions drawn from it were virtually identical to those for o 

monthly salarly.) 

The most complicated effect involving age was found for average 

number of hours worked per month during the first fol low-up period; 

the effect of age on hours worked per month was different for experi-

mentals than it was for controls. Whi Ie for control group members 
II 

the increase from intake to fol low-up in hours worked per month was ;) c 

constant across age groups, older experimentals tended to increase 

their hours more from intake to fol low-up than dId younger experi-

mentals. For the population as a whole, the more hours one was o 

employed during the intake period, the more hours he/she was likely 

to be employed during the fol low-up period, and for both experi-

mentals and controls there was a slight increase from intake to 

fol low-up in the number of hours worked (see Table V-3). In 

addition, the older the individual was at intake the more hours he/ 

she was like I y to have worked duri ng the prev i ousrl six months" and the 

more hours he/she was likely to work during the subsequent six months. 

These results provided some evidence for different impact of CEP 

on defendants of different ages; it appea,rs that older members of c\ 

(l 
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the population made greater improvements in employment, as measured 

by hours worked per month, than did Y0unger defendants. However, 

the absolute magnitude of these effects is quite smal I, and one 

should not be overly zealous in interpreting these results as 

evidence for CEP'g impact. 

Two education variables were included in the analyses -- average 

number of days of school attendance per week at a point six months 

after intake and number of months enrol led in school during the 

fol low-up period. Younger members of the research population were 

,more like I y than a I der respondents to attend schoo I, both ;i~S measured 

in number ad days per week and as months enrol led. This was true for 

experimentals and controls at both intake and fol low-up. The greater 

an individual's att~ndance was during the intake period, the more of tan 

(and the more months) he/she was likely to be in school at fol low-up. 

However, experimentals did not show any greater improvement in school 

attendance than did controls; nor did younger members of the sample 

show any greater improvement than did older members. Thus, one can 

conclude that the consideration of a defendant's age does not reveal 

any hidden effects of CEP; in other words, with respect·to education, 

CEP does ,not affect younger defendants differently than older 

defendants. 

Similar analyses on general level of vocational activity did not 

yield any significant age effects. Thus the analysis of age effects 

on employment, education, and vocational activity failed too produce 

any strong effects. Only for hours worked per month was there any 

interaction b~tween age and research assignment; that is, there was 

on I y one Instance in wh I ch CEP appeared to have d i ffer-ent impacts ·'on 

participants of different ages. 

. "",-... ~-----
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EFFECTS ON GENERAL LIFESTYLE 

Employment and education are the most tangible elements of ' life-

style change that might be expected from participation in a program 

like CEP. There are, however, oth'9r- pos i t i ve changes in I i festy I e 

that could accrue as benefits of a social service program. Using 

responses to the, research interviews, comparisons were made over 

time between experimentals and controls on a number of measures of 

"qual ity of I ife." These include use of services (e.g., doctors), 

living conditions (e.g., rooms per persen, problems with residence), 

drug use, alcohol use, and participation in group social activities. 

The results of these analyses are presented and discussed belm:!. 

Use of Services 

One of CEP's goals was to provide a wide variety of other services 

to its client population. Most of these were provided through referrals 

to other agencies (because CEP's contract with HRA was for information 

and referral as opposed to direct provision of such services). CEP 

tried to provide a vdde range of services and referrals both to fu"l-

f i I I its contract. with HRA and because it be I i eved that th,e popu I at! on 

with whom it was dealing was needy and underserviced. 

The data: collected in the resei=lrch interviews-indicate that HRA's, 

CEP's and the criminal justice system's perc~ptions of this population 

as underserv.J ced was accuYflte. The i nterv i ewed popu I ati on as a who Ie 

did not report many contacts with other formal programs, nor did they 

rec~ive help frequently from 'social service personnel. ' Wren asked 

whether they had been in any rehabi litation programs other than CEP, 

---~-. -.- .. --.-~-
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only 13 respondents reported being in some court- or police-reiated 

program, either prior to or after entry into the research population, 

and only 30 persons reported being involved in any. alcohol or drug 

program. Furthermore, respondents were asked in the reseatch inter-

view who had helped them with problems they might be having; very 

few mentioned social service workers (outside of CEP). For example, 

of those who reported having housing difficulties, only nine 

individUals had received help solving those difficulties from any 

social service worker. Four had received such help in obtaining 

their current jobs, and seven in obtaining their most recent (non-

current) jobs. In addition, nine individuals reported getting help 

from a social service worker or counselor in enrol ling in school, 

and five had been helped in obtaining welfare assistance. Although 

these numbers represent only those interviewed members of the population 

who reported needing help in a particular area, they are clearly quite 

smal I. Whl Ie at the time of the research intake interview, 46 per

cent of the interviewed population reported that they were reqeiving 

welfare (including those on an AFDC budget) and were thus eligible 

for counsel ing and/or services through the Department of Social Services, 

the research findings suggest few received them. 

Therefore, the research attempted to measure CEP's success in 

affecting the number of services received by its clients and con-

commitant changes in lifestyle. The variables used to measure change 

in receipt of services were constructed from respondents' answers to 

questions about how many times they had seen.,doctors, counselors, social 

workers, etc., during the period covered by the interview (either prior 

... -~.--~ ,,~.- --~--.j('~.--.----;" 
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to intake, from intake to six months later, or from six to twelve 

months after intake into the research). Respondents were also asked 

whether they had wanted more of these services and whether they had 

been healthy or i I I during the period. Lifestyle was described using 

self-reported alcohol and drug use, participation in group social 

activities, and participation in i I legal activities. 

The results of comparisons between experimentals and controls 

on use of services showed no significant differences. Out of ten 

different types of services (visits to dentists, eye doctors, physical 

therapists, social workers, etc.), the average number of types they 

reported using during a twelve-month period was only one. The mean 

for experimentals did not differ significantly from that for controls, 

either In the year preceding or the year subsequent to intake into 

the research. Whl Ie the average number of service types received did 

increase very sl ightly (from .89 to 1.28) over time (f.( I ,463)=22.407; 

p<. 00 I ), the difference I s so 5 Ii ght as to be tr iv i a I • Another 

variable constructed from the same set of responses was how many 

services the respondent had actually received during a twelve month 

period (e.g., if an Individual went to the dentist three times, to 

an eye doctor once, and saw a lawyer once during the twelve months 

subsequent ~o intake, his score on this variable would be 5 ). The 

mean number of services received did not differ for experimentals 

and controls, but again there was a significant Increase over time 

(~(I ,435)=5.764; p=.017). However, though the increase was statistically 

significant, it was quite sma I I; on the average, members of the research 

population received 5.4 services during the twelve months prior to in-

o 
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take and 8.2 during the twelve months subsequent to intake into the 

research. The reasons for these increases are not clear, but likely 

to be attributable to maturation and 'recognition by the participants 

in the research of their need for such services. One can infer such 

recognition from the respondents' indication that they wanted more 

services twelve months after intake than they had wanted at intake 

(f.( I ,461 )=41.112; p<.OOI). For each of the ten types of services 

the respondents were asked, "Did you want to see a ( ) more ----
often than you actually did?" At intake the mean number of "yes" 

responses was .76, and 12 months I ater the mean was 1.44, a sma I I 

but statistically significant increase. (In addition, experimentals 

reported wanting slightly but significantly more services than 

controls (f.(1,461)=4.013; p<.05), both at intake (means of .88 

and .64 respectively) and 12 months later (means of 1.57 and 1.30». 

Other Legal and I I legal Activities 

Beyond the changes mentioned above, very I ittle of the respondents' ' 

lives seemed to change during the research period. In each of the In

terviews, they were asked whether they had been "~~neral Iy healthy or 

often i I I"; there were no differences between the responses of experl

mentals and controls and no changes over time -- 94 percent of the 

research popu I ati on reported be I ng genera II y hea I thy at each i nter-

view. There was some decrease in self-reported use of alcohol 

-., ,-~,-----
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(X 2=52.835j p<.OOI)j at intake one out of four respondents 
8 

sai.d they drank dai Iy, whi Ie six and twelve months later only 

13 percent (or one out of eight) of the respondents said they 

drank dai Iy. Their drug use remained fairly constant over this 

period; very few of the members of the population reported using 

drugs other than marijuana. However, 90 percent of the respondents 

{at each interview), reported using marijuana, 45 percent of them 

da i I y. 

As a measure of involvement in legitimate activities, each 

interview contained the question, " ••• have you participated in 

any social, recreational, or group activities at a community 

center, settlement house, or church center?" Fe\'Ier than 25 per-

cent of both experimentals and control group members indicated 

that they participated in any of these activities; of those who 

did participate, however, approximately 80 percent did so at 

least once per week. They were also asked whether their friends 

were involved in illegal activities or were "straight." Whi Ie 

there were no diff.erences between experimentals and controls, there 

was a slight increase for both groups in the proportion whose 

fri ends were "stra i ght, 1.1 from 59 percent at intake to 65 percent 

at six months and 70 percent at twelve months 

Along with the increase in the proportion of respondents with straight 

fri ends was a smaLl .decrease in the proporti on re·porti ng any i II ega I 

f, 
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activity. The proportion of the research population reporting any 

participation in each of ten il legal activities is presented in 

Table V-9. The apparent (smal I). decllne in i \\egal activities 

must be viewed with considerable caution, however; the low level of 

self-reported i II,egal activity is in contradiction with the per-

centage of the population arrested subsequent to intake (37 per-

cent). Certainly not everyone participating in i\ legal activities 

would be caught, so these self-reports of low levels of i I legal 

activity, if true, lead one to expect very few rearrests. 

Table V-9 

SELF-REPORTED ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES 

INTERVIEW 
Activity Intake 6 ~~onth Follow-up 12 Month Fol low-up 

Gamb ling 28% 10% 9% 

Burg I ary 12 7 4 

Boosting 13 5 5 

Sell i ng Drugs 21 12 II 

Car Theft 5 3 2 

Robbery 6 3 3 

Fencing 14 7 6 

Mugging 5 2 

Con/Fraud 9 3 4 

Pimping/ 
Prostitution 4 

... _,----
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The lack of differences between experimentals and controls in 

the data discussed above indicates that CEP did not seem to playa 

measurable role in affecting the avera I I lifestyles of its clients. 

Whatever services CEP was able to provide its participants, members 

of the control group were able to obtain through other sources. 

Whi Ie CEP's evaluation of thfs population as needy and underserviced 

seems accurate, the program was not successful in changing their 

basic life situations. 

COMPARISON OF SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL CEP PARTICIPANTS 

Random assignment of persons to experimental and control conditions 

enables one to draw conclusions about effects on the participant that 

may be attributed to the program intervention (because the two groups 

are simi lar at intake). Comparing those people within one of these 

two groups, however, leads to less secure conclusions because there 

may be some self-selection processes occurring that mask effects of 

the intervention. Hence, earl ier criticism of research that only 

compared successful and unsuccessful program participants are 

appropriate since such analyses heavi Iy weight the evaluation in the 

direction of favorable program impact. It must be recognized, how-

ever, that among Court Employment Project participants are many (45 

percent) who did not successfully complete the program (and received 

\ 
"terminations" or "administrative discharges"). Many of these 

clients received no services or counseling from the program be-

cause they never (or rarely) attended the program to receive these 

services. When the terminations are included with the successful 
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participants (or "dismissals") -as members of the experimental group, 

effects CEP had on the lives of its successful cl ients may be hidden 

by the lack of effect on unsuccessful cl ients. 

Whi Ie the primary hypothesis testing analyses must compare an 

experimental group consisting of both successful and unsuccessful 

CEP participants with a control group, for exploratory purposes, we 

compared successful (dismissals) and unsuccessful (terminations and 

administrative discharges) CEP participants in the experimental 

group. Although such an analysis violates the experimental design, 

comparisons of lifestyle changes for the two groups may provide some 

i nformat i on about the effects i-hat CEP had on a subgroup of its 

c Ii ents. 

A series of multiple regression analyses, similar to those in-

volving age at intake, were conducted on the employment, education 

and vocational activity variables constructed from the timel ine. 

These analyses were designed to determine whether change from in-

take to fol low-up could be predicted from respondents' exit status 

from CEP -- that is, whether CEP had more impact on participants who 

stayed in the program for a ful I four months and had their changes 

successfully dismissed than on those who did not participate fully 

and were returned to court without a recommendation. The results of 

these analyses are presented below and their implications for the 

program are discussed. In general, they suggest that the program 

did not have impacts on employment or education, even for those 

people who successfully completed the program. Although there were 

some statistically significant effects, their size was so smal I that 

it is unlikely that they represent any real differences in the 

population. 
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Fifty-five percent of the members of the experimental group suc

cessful Iy completed the four month CEP program; the other 45 percent 

were terminated (40 percent) or administratively discharged (five per

cent). Because those persons who dropped out of the program before 

completing it were also more likely to drop out of the research than 

were successful CEP part'icipants, 65 percent of those who were inter

viewed both at intake and six months later were successful CEP 

participants, and 35 percent were unsuccessful. The analyses of 

partial variance include only those members of the research experi-

mental group for whom two interviews were conducted. Because the 

successful group is overrepresented in the analysis, the analyses 

are somewhat biased (Though not seriously) in favor of the successful 

b th analyses are exploratory and because the participants; ecause ese 

groups are clearly self-selected, this does not pose any serious 

prob I em. The "unsuccessful" CEP participants were, however, likely 

to be among those who were not interviewed. Their lack of success in 

the program and failure to receive the research fol low-up interview 

were likely due to the same reason -- many had absconded and could 

not be located by either the program or the research. Therefore, the 

results of these analyses are related to the causes of success that 

remain after attrition. 

The seven employment variables discussed prevlbusly were analyzed 

us~ng CEP exit status as the independent variable; only one of them 

showed significant effects for exit status (number of jobs held during 

the six months after intake), supporting the results of the overal I 

comparison betw.een experimentals and controls. That is, CEP fai led to 

\ I 
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affect employment even for those people who successfully completed the 

program. The number of jobs a person held during the fol low-up 

period was weakly related to number of jobs held during the intake 

period (~(189)=.16;p<.05) and it was also related to CEP exit status 

(~(189)=-.18; p<.05). Therefore, those who had held more jobs prior 

to the peri od were a I so like I y to have more jobs duri ng the fo II ow-up 

period. This pattern was most prevalent among defendants who were 

successful CEP participants although the mean number of jobs held 

during the six months prior to intake was not different for the two 

groups. (Uore in th i s case genera II y means hav i ng one job as compared 

to no jobs; the mean number of jobs held during the six months sub

sequent to intake was .60 and during the six months prior to intake'it 

was .44.) The results of the analysis of partial variance indicated 

that CEP exit status (successful or unsuccessful) accounted for a 

significant amount of the difference from intake to six months in 

number of jobs (the R2 increased from .03 to .06). Therefore, whi Ie 

this increment is satistical Iy significant, the total variance accounted 

for by the two variables together (six percent) is extremely smal I; 

such a smal I effect cannot have much meaning for real change. 

There was also a significant correlation between number of months 

spent searching for a job during the intake period (mean=1 .16) and 

number of months spent searching for a job during the fol low-up period 

(mean=I.45); there was a significant (but again very weak correlation) 

between CEP exit status and looking for a job during the six months 

after intake (~(195)=.17; p<.05). Unsuccessful CEP participants spent 

sl ightly more time searching for a job than did CEP dismissals. From 

_ .... ---c"-'----- -''',.,'---._,,-----
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these results one might conclude that those persons who attended the 

program received help finding,a job (therefore, successful participants 

spent less time looking but held more jobs after intake) and those who 

did not participate successfully simply spent more time looking for 

work. However, both these results are extremeZy weak and thus may be 

unreliablej furthermore, other data from the research interviews do 

not support this conclusion. Employed respondents were asked in the 

research follow-up interview, '~Did any of the following people help 

you find this job?" Included in the I ist were spouse, parents or 

other relatives, friends, counselor or other worker at CEP, other 

counselor, probation or parole officer, pol ice officer, or lawyer. 

Of the respondents who were employed at the time of the interview 

(N=79), on I y six percent stated that someone a-I" CEP had he I ped them 

find their current jobs. In contrast, 65 percent of them indicated 

that their spouse or girl friend/boy friend had helped. Simi larly, 

20 percent indicated that CEP had helped them find their most recent 

Jobs (N=IIO), compared', to 80 percent who received help from 

their spouses. There were also a number of employment variables for 

which CEP exit status did not predict change from intake to six months. 

These include number of months salary, number of hours worked per week 

and weekly salary at a point in time, and whether the person was 

employed at a point in time. If one considers the weakness of the 

significant results and the number of non-significant differences 

between successful and unsuccessful CEPparticipants, one is led to 

conclude that there ar~ no real differences on employment variables 

between those members of the research poputation who completed the 

program and those who did not . 

. . ,,-.--------
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Two education variables were included in a similar analysis of 

the effect of CEP exit status: number of months enrol led in school 

during the six months after intake and average number of days per 

week of school attendance at a point six months after intake. As 

might be expected, the number of months in school during the six 

months prior to intake was moderately correlated <.c(195)=.53; p<.OOI) 

with the number of months in school during the six months after in

take. School attendance six months after intake was also related to 

CEP exit status (r(189)=-.21; p<.OI)j CEP dismissals were I ikely to 

attend school more days per week than were terminations. Over the 

six month~ from intake to fol low-up, successful CEP participants 

tended to increase their weekly attendance, whi Ie CEP terminations 

tended to decrease school attendance (see Table V-IO). The addition 

of CEP exit status as a predictor of regressed change in school 

attendance increased R2 from .31 to .34 (the regression coefficient 

was significant t=2.51; p=.03). Thus, as is shown in Table V-IO , 
when average weekly attendance at intake is control led for (partial led), 

CEP dismissals are more I ikely to increase school attendance in the 

six months after intake, whi Ie terminations are more I ikely to 

decrease attendance. 
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Table V-IO 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR AVERAGE 
NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK ATTENDANCE AT SCHOOL 

SIX MONTH PERIOD 
Prior to Intake to 

CEP Exit Status Intake 6 months 

Dismissal Mean 1.55 1.70 
S.D. 2.28 2.28 

Termination Mean 1.08 0.78 
S.D. 1.97 1.72 

It is clear from these results that while there are statistically 

significant differences between CEP dismissals and terminations on the 

magnitude and direction of change from intake to six months later in 

school participation, the size of the effect is so smal I that one 

can not expect to see real differences between the groups. The size 

of the effects on education variables is quite similar to those found 

for the employment variables; additionally, analyses on activity 

variables (combined employment, education, job sBarch, military 

service, and chi Idcare) yielded no significant effects. Taken as a 

whole, this series of analyses leads one to conclude that there are 

no sizeable differences between those participants who attended and 

successfully completed the program and those who did not attend anp/or 

were terminated. This can be considered stronger support for the 

earl ier evidence of lack of program effects based vpon comparisons 

between the entire experimental and control groups. That is, if 

one assumes that those cl ients who completed the program are the 

"boy scouts and virgins" (to quote an earl ier phrase), the person 
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most likely to be rehabi litated with or without CEP, then the lack 

of sizeable differences between them and the CEP failures has serious 

implications. The most important of these is that one cannot claim 

that the lack of sizeable differences between exper-imentals and 

controls is the result of combining "treated" experimentals with 

those who never participated in the program and thus were not 

treated. Rather, it appears that the program does not have measur

able impacts on the people it services, or at least, it does not 

affect the particular lifestyle variables used in the evaluation. 

It is, however, also possible that the failure to find an 

impact of the program on the lifestyles of its clients may be a 

result of measurement problems. For the variables used to measure 

employment, educati.on, and vocational activity, the variation UJithin 

the experimental or the control group was quite large. Large within 

. t" k "It necessary that there be very large differences group varia Ion ma es 

between experimentals ~"d co~tro~s tf.the~e measures are to detect 

significant differences between the groups, and one would expect the 

impact of a program such as CEP on the population it services to be 

smal I. Furthermore, since many members of the research population 

were unemployed during pa.t or al I of the research period, the sample 

size was considerably reduced in these analyses. This loss in sample 

size reduces the power of the statistical tests. Consequently, the 

k it measut'ement prob I ems and sma II expected effect size rna every 

difficult to detect sma I I effects that the program could be having 

on participants. 

--
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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER VI 

PRETRIAL DIVERSION AS REHABILITATION 
CEP'S IMPACT ON RECIDIVISM 

As discussed in Chapter I, a primary legitimating assump-

tion for diversion has been that it is an intervention in criminal 

career development. Diversion with supervision and/or services is 

assumed to be a logical choice for prosecutors and judges because 

it reduces the recidivism of defendants. The rationale for this 

assumption is partially rooted in the theory that crime and 

employment are related, and that an increase in employment (or 

other related vocational attributes) for a population is likely 

to reduce its rate of crime. The rehabi litation rationale for pre-

trial services loses its legitimacy, however, if even without services, 

the population of diverted clients is a nonrecidivist population. 

Many of the criticisms of divet~sion growing out of previous research 

have been directed at this issue: diversion programs have not 

typically diverted "risky" (that is, recidivist) populations, and 

therefore,the process of divers i on as a r;ehab iii tati ve mechan i sm 

cannot be tested. The Court Employment Project evaluation, however, 

can address this issue. Whi Ie CEP certainly diverts many defendants 

who do not get rearrested (63 percent within the 23 month research 

period), there are sufficient numbers who do recidivate (37 percent 

of the research population) to al low the research to investigate 

CEpl s impact on subsequent criminal behavior. 

, , 
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The impact of CEP on recidivism is measured in a number of 

different ways in this chapter. First, proportions of experimentals 

and controls who were arrested subsequent to intake into the program 

are compared both with each other, and in relation to reports of 

other diversion programs. They are also compared on number of sub-

sequent arrest~j type and severity of the charges on which they were 

arrested, proport:on convicted on subsequent arrests; and conviction 

charges. These comparisons are made for the period experimentals were 

in the program, that is~ the first four months after,intake into 

the research, for twelve months after intake and as of December I, 

1978 (the last time officiai records were checked by the research). 

In addition, simi lar comparisons are made that go outside the 

experimental design; some of the same variables are used to compare 

successful (Le., dismissed) and unsuccessful (i.e., terminated) 

CEP participants. Within the control group, the effects of the 

disposition of the intake case and effects of prior arrest record 

on reci d i vi sm are i nvesti gai'ed. Fi na Ily, an exp I orati on of the 

factors, regardless of research assignment, that predict recidivism 

is reported. 

cor,1P.t\R I SON OF REC I D I V I SI\I RATES FOR CEP AND OTHER PROGRAMS 

Recidivism data for the CEP evaluation were collected from 

the CJA f i I es (and when necessary updated from Supreme Court recor'ds) J 

and contain data on 659 defendants (or 99 percent of the research 

populdtion). As of December I, 1978, nearly two years after the start 

of the research, 37 percent of the research population (experimentals 

and controls combined) had been arrested on subsequent charges. 
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Although it is difficult to make comparisons of recidivism rates' 

among diversion programs'ibecause the length of the follow-up periods 

and the research methods differ, the CEP population's rate of recidi

vism does seem higher than that reported by most other diversion 

programs. Of the four programs for which post-program recidivism 

data \'Iere reported by Rovner-Pi eczen i k (f 974), the percent of 

recidivism one to two years. after the program ranged from a low of 

14.6 percent (participants in Dade County Pretrial Intervention) 

to a high of 34.0 percent (participants in the earlier evaluation 

of the Court Employment Project). Obviously the recidivism rates 

for these groups reflect post-diversion behavior; however even for non-

participant comparison groups in these programs, the recidivism rates 

were lower, ranging from 21.5 percent (Project Crossroads) to 32.3 per

cent (Dade County). 80th participant and non-participant gro!lps in a[ I 

these programs had lower recidivism rates than that found for the CEP 

~~search population as a whole. Simi larly, Mul len (1974) reported 

cumulative rearrest rates over a 12 month period for the nine original 

DOL sites; for participanTS who favorably completed the program, 18.3 

percent were rearrested within 12 months. When unsuccessful partic

ipants were added, the rearrest rate for this period was estimated at 

32.5 percent (p. 106). In the Monroe County evaluation, Prior (1977) 

reported that within 12 months, 24.1 percent of the diverted group 

and 37.2 percent of the comparison group were rearrested. 

Whi Ie each of the diversion programs discussed above reports 

favorable comparisons between diverted samples and non-diverted 
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1 
comparison groups, there was no significant difference between 

experimentals and controls in the CEP evaluation. As of December I, 

1978, 35 percent of the experimental and 39 percent of the control 
2. 

group had been rearrested (Xl =1.021;n.s.). The number of subsequent 

arrests r-anged from zero to eight in the experimental group and zero 

to seven in the control group; there was no significant difference 

between the mean number of rearrests among experimentals (.728) 

and that for control group members (.772). 

For each of the rearrested persons (N=240) the most serious 

arrest charge (across al I subsequent arrests) was calculated; these 

charges ranged from A Felonies to Violations. Only four percent were 

arrested on charges of an A Felony (most serious), as compared to 

15 percent on B Felony charges, 15 percent C Felony, 41 percent D 

Felony, 9 percent E Felony (least serious), 15 percent on Misdemeanor 

charges, and less than one percent on Violations. Experimentals 

and controls did not differ on the severity of rearrest charges. 

IN-PROGRAM AND OUT OF PROGRAM RECIDIVISM RATES 

It has been traditional to compare recidivism rates for experi-

mentals and controls during the period that experimentals spend in 

the diversion program. The logic behind such comparisons is th~t 

during the program period, experimentals are receiving supervision 

and services, whi Ie members of the control group are "at risk." If 

Although the research on th'-'se programs reported favorable impact 
of diversion, as was discUcJed in Chapter I, they all have method
ological problems, primarily, none used a true experimental design. 

( I 
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the program is rehabi litative in the short run, the in-program 

recidivism rate for experimentals should be lower than that for 

controls. 

Whi Ie some criticisms may be level led at the evaluation 

methods used in other stud i es, it is usefu I to eompal~e the i n

program recidivism rates they report with the rates obtained in 

the CEP evaluation. Rqvner-Pieczenik (1974) reported, 

Crossroads iI+dicates that 8.5 percent of its participant 
sample and 21.5 percent of a non-participant sample is 
rearrested within three months of program int~~e· a 
~if~erential of 13 percent exists. Dade County ~lSO 
~nd~cates relatively 1m. recidi.vism for its participants 
(8.8 percent) as compared to non-participants (20.6 
percent). In both programs, the apparent success in 
reducing recidivism is attributable largely to favor
ably terminated participants. (p.76) 

As Rovner-Pieczenik points out. in the above-mentioned studi'es, 

comparisons were between successfuZ program participants and non

participants. In the CEP evaluation recidivism rates for al I 

experimentals were compared to al I control group members; during 

the four months of program participation, 19.8 percent of the 

experimental group was rearrested as compared with 16.5 percent of 

the control group (this difference is not s:atistical Iy significant; 
2 

Xl =0.904). Similarly, the mean number of rearrests during the first 

four months after intake for experimentals (.261) and controls 

(.213) did not differ (t=I.038 ns). . -' 
In the evaluation of the nine ortginal DOL programs, rate of 

arrest per day was used to estimate rearrest during a standard 90-

day period; this was done to faci I itate ~9mpar~lsons among programs 

of different lengths (Mullen, 1974:94-95>. It is also possible to 

estimate recidivism rates for a four-month (or 120 day) period using 
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the data provided by ~~ul len. Table VI-I contains the estimated re-

arrest rates for a standard four month period for the nine DOL sites 

and the actual rates for the CEP experimentals and controls. Although 

Table VI-I shows substantial variation among recidivism rates, as 

Mul len (1974) states, 

Since sites differ both in the intake characteristics of 
their participants and in the overall frequency of re
arrest in the general population, as well as in the 
treatments provided during the pretrial period,we can
not with any confidence conclude from these rates that 
any low rearrest rate program is more successful than 
any high rearrest rate program. (p.96) 

Whi Ie Mul len's conclusion about using these figures to evaluate the 

success or fai lure of the various programs is correct, the table shows 

both the bias introduced by using only successful program participants 

in comparison with control groups, and the problem with comparing 

successful to unsuccessful program participants. A comparison of 

the estimated total in-program rearrest rates for the various 

programs and the recidivism rates found for the CEP experimentals 

and controls impl ies that CEP's client population is risker (i .e., 

more I ikely to recidivate) than those diverted by the DOL programs. 

(An additional assumption necessary to draw this conclusion is that 

there is I ittle or no program effect on clients in these programs. 

Whi Ie the data do not demonstrate the validity of this assumption, 

it is certainly plausible.) This supports the contention that the 

CEP population provides a better test of the rehabi I itation rationale 

than did those previously studied. However, the lack of difference 

between recidivism rates for the experimental and control groups 

suggests that CEP failed to affect recidivism of its cl ients, even 

whi Ie they were in the program. 
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Table VI-I 

ESTIMATED REARREST RATES FOR STANDARD 4-MONTH PERIOD 

Site Unfavorab I es 

Atlanta 13.1% 

Baltimore 16.1 

Boston 20.3 

Ca Ii f: San Jose 23.6 

Ca I if: Santa Rosa 10.9 

Ca Ii f: Hayward 39.6 

Cleveland 13.2 

Minneapolis 29.5 

San Antonio 2.6 

CEP (actual rate) 31.7 
Control Group 

Favorab I es 

1.3% 

5.3 

8.8 

0.6 

1.8 

I .5 

1.8 

4.3 

1.5 

10.2 

Total 

4. 1%: 

8.7 

12.7 

3.2 

6.4 

8.2 

3.8 

15.3 

2.0 

19.8 
16.5 

Two other in-program recidivism measures were computed: most 

serious rearrest charge and severity of rearrest charge relative to 

the charge on the intake case. There was no significant difference 

between experimentals and controls on the severity of the rearrest 

charge; for descriptive purposes the most serious rearrest charges 

are presented in Table VI-2. Furthermore, for each member of the 
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Research 
Assignment 

Experimental 
(N=81 ) 

Control 
(N=41) 

2 
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Table VI-2 

SEVERITY OF REARREST CHARGE 
WITH I N 4 MONTHS AFTER I NTi\KE 

Charge Class 

AlB Fel C Fel 0 Fel E Fel 

12% 16% 4- cI bJO 12% 

24% 10% 44% 17% 

Misd/Viol 

14% 

5% 

X =9.382; n.s.; chi square was conducted on an expanded contingency 
t~ble (with each charge category separate); the cel Is were col lapsed 
for illustrative purposes. 

research population who was rearrested, the severity of the re-

arrest charge (or the most severe if there were-many) was compared" 

to the severity of the int~ke arrest charge. There was no difference 

between experimentals and controls on this variable: 25 percent of 

each group were arrested on less serious charges than on the intake 

case; 31 percant on charges that were equally serious as those in 
2 

the intake case; and 44 percent were rearrested on more ,serious charges. 

The results of these anlyses of recidivism data indicate that 

CEP had no significant impact on participants during the four months 

they spent in the program. None of the variables showed any 

2 

A more powerful statistical test (Kolmogorov-S~irnov) on these 
data also produced nonsignificant results (X;=1.57). 
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significant differences between experimentals and controls. The" 

data are of interest, however, because they demonstrate that in 

comparison to other diverted populations, CEP services a population 

of defendants who may be somewhat more likely to recidivate. In 

addition, the lack of differences found in comparisons between 

experimentals and controls, in contrast to the substantial differences 

between successful and unsuccessful CEP participants, illustrates 

the importance of control led research in evaluation of diversion 

programs. 

~/h I I e there were no short-term (that is, I n-program) effects 

of CEP on recidivism, it Is possible that differences could appear 

over the longer run. If, for Instance, it took the full four months 

of services and counseling for CEP to have an impact on participants' 

behavior or attitudes, then differences between experimentals and 

controls might not appear during the early months of the research.' 

To test this possibi I ity, the same set of analyses were computed on 

recidivism twelve months after intake into the research. 

As was found in the analysis of short term data, there was no 

significant difference In the proportion of exper:mentals (30 per

cent) and controls (33 percent) who were arrested during the twelve 

months subsequent to intake. The percent of each group arrested, 

however, did Increase substantially during this period; for experi

mentals, the percentage increased from 20 percerlt to 30 percent, and 

for controls, from 16 percent to 33 percent. Furthermore, there was 

no significant difference between the tw~ groups in the mean number 

of arrests for the period; the mean number of arrests for experi-
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mentals during the twelve months subsequent to intake was 0.517 and 

O 506 (t<l) 3 Experimental and control for control group members was. _. 

arrested on charges of simi lar severity, and there group members were 

was no significant difference between the two groups in the severity 

of the rearrest charges relative to the intake charges. Since there 

were no differences on any of the recidivism measures, one would not 

expect there to be differences between experimentals and controls on 

subsequent convictions. Nonetheless, an analysis was computed on 

subsequent conviction record, and as expected, it revea I ed no 

di fference between experimentals and r::ontrols. Seventy-three per-

cent of the population received no subsequent convictions, three per

cent received convictions on violations, I I percent misdemeanor con

victions, seven percent felony convictions, and six percent had 

open cases. Simi larly, there was no difference between experimentals 

and controls on the number of subsequent convictions (of any type); 

the mean for experimentals was 0.332 and for controls 0.365. 

The accumulated evidence consistently fai Is to show any CEP 
4 

impact on recidivism. The data eresented in Chapter V suggested that 

3rt should be noted, however, that the relatively low recidivism rate 
for the control group (mean number of rearrests equals .506) makes 
it unlikely that one would find a significant impact of the progr~. 
The power of a t-test for a reduction in mean number of arrests f~om 
.5 to .4 ( with aipha equal to .10 and standard deviation of 1.0) ~s . 
.50. That is, under the conditions described above, one would have. 
only a 50 percent chance of finding significant a difference between 
a control group with mean number of arrests equal to .5 and an . 
experimental g~oup with a mean of .4 arrests, where such a reduct~on 
represents a drop of 20 percent. 

4 In drm-ling conclusions about the impact of CEP on recidivism, ~t is 
necessary to consider the power of the statistical tests used ~n 
the research. The power of a statistical test tells how much 
confidence should be placed in the results, that is, how likely 
the test is to yield statistically significant results; power 
depends on the sample size and the magnitude of the expected effect. 

Continued ... / 
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CEP a1so fai led to affect employment, education, or general vocational 

activity during the period of the research. If one assumes a rela-

tionship between employment (or, more generally, vocationally 

relevant activity) and crime, then it is not surprising that CEP's 

lack of impact on employment is accompanied by a lack of impact on 

recidivism. If the rationale for pretrial diversion is to intervene 

in cl ients' lives to increase their stabi lity, then CEP has fai led 

to affect life stabi I ity. It follows then, if reduced recidivism 

is a desirable by-product of life stabi I ization, that CEP would not 

have an effect on recidivism in either the short or the long run. 

BEYOND THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: THE RELATIONSHIP OF OTHER VARIABLES 
TO REC I 0 I V I S~~ 

The data presented so far lead one to conclude that CEP had no 

impact on the diverted defendants. This, in turn, leads to two 

questions: (I) wh~t factors do affect recidivism; and (2) is anyone 

within the experimental group affected by CEP in such a way as to 
Continued 
For example, suppose that the recidivism rate in the untreated 
group (control) was 30 percent; one might predict that CEP would 
lower that rate to 25 percent,20 percent, or less. In the present 
study, to detect a reduction from 30 percent to 24 percent 
recidivism (using chi square and alpha of .10), for power of .80 
(or 80 percent chance of detecting such an effect), one would need 
a sample size of 1300. The CEP research sample of 666 vould give 
one an 80 percent chance of detecting a reduction in recidivism 
from 30 percent to 21 percent, and a 90 percent chance of detecting 
a reduction from 30 percent to 20 percent. While a reduction in 
recidivism from 30 l?ercent to 20 percent (Le., recidivism in t.he 
control group of 30 percent as compared to 20 percent in the 
experimental group) appears to be a substantial effect for a 
program such as CEP, it is not larger than those reported by the 
DOL-funded programs (Mullen, 1970). It is also approximately the 
size effect designated as "small" by Cohen (1977). Consequently, 
whether one considers statistical power a problem for the CEP 
research design depends upon what effect size is anticipated. 

~-~"'""""'---.... 
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make him/her less I ikely to recidivate? Because the answers to 

the~~ questions require analyses that go beyond the experimental' 

design, it is not possible to draw inferences about the impact of 

CEP from them; they are useful, however, in understanding the 

population that CEP serviced. 

Knowing that there were no significant differences between 

experimentals and controls on the I ikelihood of rearrest, a multiple 

regression analysis was conducted to determine which factors pre-
5 

~icted subsequent arrest. That is, usir.g demographic 

prior criminal history, and educational and vocational 

charact{~r i st i cs, 
1,1 
I 

acti vitlM 
:\ 

during the twelve months prior to the start of the research, we tried 

to pred i ct who, among all the research subjects, was most like Iy to 

recidivate within the research period. The result of exploratory 

analyses was a regression equation with five predictor variables: 

the sex of the defendant; how much time his/her fami Iy had spent on 

welfare w~~ Ie the defendant was an adolescent (10-16 years old); 

conviction record prior to intake into the research; attendance at 

CEP (if the defendant was a memLer of the experimental group); and 

his/her educational Isvel twelve months after intake into the 

research. Using these five variables, we obtained a multiple 

correlation of R=.40; in other words, by knowing tne defendant's 

5 
See Appendix E for detailed discussion of the method used. 
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characteristics on these variables, we were able to explain 16 per-

cent of the variabi I ity in whether a defendant was rearrested. Whi Ie 

this is not an especially impressive amount of variation to explain, 
6 

the results are interesting. Defendants most likely to be arrested 

subsequent to intake into the research were males whose fami Iy had 

spent some time on welfare during the time when the defendant was 

between the ages of ten and sixteen. The defendant was I ikely to 

have a conviction record before intake into the sample. If he was 

in the experimental group, it was I ikely that he did not attend CEP 

very often; and his educattbnal level twelve months after intake into 

the research was likely to be low (relative to the other members of 
7 

the research population). 

Also included as predictors in the initial regression analyses 

on recidivism were ethnicity variables (dummy coded) and age. 

Ethn I city vias unre I ated to reci d i vi sm: the two vari ab I es used were 

black/not black (correlated with recidivism ~.065, n.s.) and 

6 

7 

vlliile 16 percent of the variance is not ~ large amount to be explained, 
in research on complex social phenomena such as this, it is not un
usual. Furthermore, this analysis was tne last in a series that began 
with many more predictor variables, and even with additional variables 
there was no increase in the amount of variance explained. 

The variables t.rere en+:..:red into the regression analysis in the order 
presented becaus~ it waS thought that this was the most likely order 
of their occurrence in life. The particular variables used in the 
final regression equations were determined empirically for each 
dependent variable. The analysis was begun with the same set of 
predictors for each of the recidivism measures; only those that 
accounted for a meaningful percentage of the variance were retained 
in the final analysis. 

-..---..-------------,---"-' -".-
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hispanic/not hispanic (correlated with recidivism, ~=-.055, n.s.); 

as a result, the ethnicity variables wer7 dropped 'from subsequent 

analyses. Age is correlated slightly but significantly with 

recidivism; (r=.164; p<.OOll;however, because of the method used to 

analyze these data (see Appendix E), other variables that explained 

common variance with age (e.g., sex, welfare status during teen 

years) entered the equation first, and age was eliminated from future 

analyses. The correlation between age and recidivism suggests that 

younger members of the research popuiation were more likely to be 

arrested subsequent to intake into the research. 

As would be expected from the results of the previous analyses, 

research status (i.e., experimental or control) did not predict 

recidivism. Interestingly, however, of the five variables in the 

analysis, the one with the strongest relationship to likelihood of 

recidivism was lack of attendance at CEP (r=.29).Whi Ie we cannot conclude 

that attending CESI prevented the defendant from further cr.iminal 

activity, one can infer from these data thai- those people who attended 

CEP more often possessed characteristics (perhaps unmeasured) that 

were related to being less likely to recidivate. A related analysis 

was conducted in which successfulCEP participants were compared to 

unsuccessful (terminations and administrative discharges) participants 

on the I ikihood of rearrest. Successful CEP participants (those who 

attended most often) wet-e sign if i cant I y I ess like I y to be rearrest~d 
2 

than were unsuccessful CEP participants (Xl=21.98; p<.OOI). Twenty-

four percent of CEP dismissals were arrest6'd subsequent to intake, as 

comp<Jred to 48 percent of the teminations and administrative dis-

charges. 

----~------~----~~~~-----------~ 
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In addition to knowing who is most likely to be rearrested, 

we wanted to be able to predict the number of rearrests; the variables 

predicting number of rearr-ests were quite similar to those predicting 

whether one would be rearrested at al I. Number of subsequent arrests 

was predicted by age of defendant; whether the defendant was born in 

New York City; the family's welfare status whi Ie the defendant was 

between the ages of ten andsJxteen; number of arrests prior to in-

take into the research; attendance at CEP; and educational level 

twelve months after intake into the research. Using these six 

variables, we obtained a multiple correlation of R=.42; thus we 

were able to explain 17 percent of the variance in number of sub

sequent arrests. In particular, the defendants with the greatest 

number of subsequent arrests were older defendants born outside of 

Ne\'/ York; their farni I ies spent some time on welfare; they had 

arrests prior to intake into the research; they did not attend CEP 

very often (if in the experimental group); and they had a low level 

of education relative to the other members of the research popUlation. 

As in the previous analysis, attendance at CEP had the strongest 

relationship to number of rearrests. It is, therefore, not 

surprising that successful CEP participants were rearrested signif

icantly less often than were CEP terminations; this was true within 
2 

four months after intake (X,+ =28.637; p<. 00 I), as we II as Cor twe I ve 
2 

months after intake (X =36.294; p<.OOI), and for the total period of 
6 

the research. The number of arrests ~for dismissals and termiriations 

during the period of the research is\Rresenied in Tablo VI-3. 

-"------"'""'-'-
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Table VI-3 

NUMBER OF REARRESTS DURING THE RESEARCH PERIOD 

CEP E)dt Status None One Two Three 

Dismissal 76% 15% 5% 3% 
(N=190) 

Termination 51% 22% 13% 7% 
(N= 161 ) 

2 

= 31.551; p<.OOI; t (349) = 5.391; p<.OOI Xa 

Four or More 

1% 

6% 

(Mean) 

(Q.379) 

(1.099) 

So also among mem ers 0 b f the control 'group, defendants who 

received favorable dispositions on the intake case (dismissal or 

t than t hose who received unACD) had significantly fewer rearres s 

favorable intake case dispositions (i.e.~ convictions or warrants); 

the mean number of rearrests was .56 for the former and .95 for 

the latter (t(240)=2.436; p<.02). Although these results are 

interesting, they are quite weak -- the magnitude of the difference 

between these two subgroups of the control group is quite smal I. 

Data on number.of sObsequent arrests imply that the "boy 
"; 

scouts" in both the experimental and control groups are most likely 

to remain boy scouts, and the "bad guys" stay bad. The control 

who r eceived favorable dispositions on the intake group mem~E)rs 

case, and those members of the experimental group who attended CEP 

most often were the per~ons least likely to recidivate, even with

out services. Since the people most I ikely to be successful in CEP 

were those who attended most otten and had the, fewest number of prlor 

arrests, we can conclude that those defendants' who were most !ikely 
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to be rearrested (and to be arrested more often), and therefor-e most 

in need of rehabi I itation were the ones least likely to attend CEP 

or receive its services. 

With some idea of which members of the population were most 

likely to be. arrested (and how many times) subsequent to intake into 

the research, we wanted to determine which factors were related to 

the severity of the rearrest charges. With nine predictors a multiple 

correlation of R=.58 was obtained; in other words, we were able to 

explain approximately one-third of the variation in severity of re-

arrest. While we were able to explain a more sizeable proportion of 

variance in severity of rearrest than for the other r-ecidivism vari-

abIes reported above, the nature of the relationships between the 

predictors and the dependent variable remains unclear • 

The predictor variables in this analysis included demographic 

characteristics (sex of defendant and family I ife during adolescence); 

age at first arrest; school and job behavior during the first six 

months after intake into the research; and life-style one year after 

intake ·(i.e., mar-ita I staTus, enrollment in school, educaTional level 

obtained). Members of the population arrested on the mOST serious 

charges Were likely to be male, from famiries That were intact during 

the i r ·teens, and they were like I y to haye been re I at i ve I y young at 

the time 'of their first adult arrest. Those wit~ the most serious 

rearrest charges were like I y to have been enro II ed in schoo I duri ng 

the first six months after- intake, and to have held few jobs during 

those six months. In addition, during the~next six months, they were 

likely to be unmarried, enrol led in school, and have a relatively low 

level of education. (Whi Ie these last three variables imply that 
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these are relatively young defendants, age (the first variable 

entered into the equation) was unrelated to severity of rearrest 

charges. It is difficult to determine the reasons for some of 

these relationships; consequently, this series of analyses must 

be regarded as exploratory. It would be unwise to place much 

confidence in the replicabi lity of these results since a large 

number of sign if i cance tests';were conducted and it is like I y that 

some spurious results were obtained. 

A finai regression analysis was conducted on the number.of 

convictions subsequent to intake into the research. The results 

were simi lar to those for the other recidivism variables: a multi-

pie correlation of R=.40 was obtained, explaining 16 percent of 

the variation. The pr~dictor variables were also simi lar: sex of 

defendant, welfare status during adolescence, prior conviction 

record, attendance at CEP, enrollment in school twelve months after 

intake, and educational level. Male defendants were likely to have 

more subsequent convictions than were females; those with more 

convictions were likely to have come from fami I ies who spent some 

time on welfare, and to have a conviction record prior to intake 

into the sample. If in the experimental group they were 1 ikely 

to have attended CEP infrequently (if at al I), and twelve months 

after intake, they were likely to have a relatively low level of 

education and were unl ikely to be enrol led in school. It is 

important to remember that we cannot infer causation from these 

results; that is, one cannot validly assume that because these 

defendants were not in school and did not attend CEP they received 

more convictions. More likely, tbere are other external factors 
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that cause some defendants to drop out of CEP, to drop out of school, 

and to continue to be convicted for crimes subsequent to intake into 

the research. As would be expected, successful participants in CEP 

received fewer convictions and if convicted, were convicted on less 

serious charges than were unsuccessful CEP participants. (See 

Tables VI-4 and VI-5.) Simi larly, among control grou~ members, 

those defendants whose intake cases were favorably disposed were 
2 

less I ikely to receive a subsequent conviction (X =1 1.382;p<.023), 
4 

and if convicted were convicted on less serious charges than were 

those who rec~ived unfavorable intake case dispositions. 

CEP Exit Status 

Dismissal 
(B=196) 

Termination 
(N= 161 ) 

2 

X =42.260; p<.OOI 
4 

Table VI-4 

SUBSEQUENT CONVICTION RECORD 
DURING THE RESEARCH PERIOD 

Type of Charge 
None Viol. Misd. Felony 

86% 4% 4% 3% 

60% 2% 16% 11% 

Open Case 

3% 

11% 



• 

CEP Exit Status 

DIsmissal 
(N=196) 

Termination 
(N= 161 ) 

2 

-

X =19.860; p<.OOI 
4 
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Table VI-5 

NUMBER OF SUBSEQUENT CONVICTIONS 
DURING THE RESEARCH PERIOD 

None* One Two 

89% 7% 3% 

71% 17% 
!~ g,,<) 

* Includes those with open cases. 

Three or More 

1% 

3% 

The results of these two sets of analyses support the notion 

that the "good guys" remain good guys: successful CEP participants 

and control group members whose intake cases were dismissed, were 

less likely to receive subsequent convictions than were unsuccessful 

CEP participants and those members of the control group who received 

unfavorable intake case dispositions. 

The relatively high multiple correlations obtained in the 

exploratory analyses on recidivism reported above suggested that 

if the good predictors of recidivism were statistiQal Iy contr01 led, 

it might be possible to detect an effect for CEP. That is, after 

explaining the effects on recidivism of age, sex, fami Iy life during 

teens, etc., a difference between experimentals and controls m,ight 

emerge. To test this hypothesis analyses of covariance were computed 

on each on the recidivism variubles using age, sex, ethnicity, 

family welfare status, and number tif prior arrests as covariates. 
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None of these analyses, however, produced significant differences 

between experimentals and controls. Additional analyses were 

computed to determine whethp.r CEP had a differential effect for 

older compared to younger individuals, for members of different 

ethnic groups, or for those with different numbers of prior arrests. 

None of these interaction variables was significantly related to the 

recidivism variables. 

The results of the recidivism analyses taken as a whole 

suggest t~at, despite the pretrial diversion rationales, those 

members of the ,esearch population who were diverted to CEP were 

not subsequently arrested fqr any fewer or less serious crimes than 

were control group members. The best predictors of recidivism seem 

to be aspects of individuals that predate their entrance into the 

program: age, sex, fami Iy I ife during adolescence, welfare histor'y, 

prior criminal experience, etc; diversion to the Court Employment 

Project seems to have no additional impact. 

There are several possible explanations for this lack of 

effect, ranging from methodological (i .e., lack of statistical 

power) to characteristics of the program or the population. If the 

research did not find significant effects because of a lack of 

stati stica I power, then futu re resea rch wi I I have to use larger 

samples or perhaps fo I low-up diversion participants for longer 

periods; both these tactics, however, are difficult to implement. 

It is also possible that CEP really did not have an effect on th i s 

population1s rate of recidivism, empl~yment, or lifestyle. This lack 

of effect could be due to the nature of the program or its setting: 
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four n\onths may be too short a time to affect someone's I ife; the 

approach used by the counselors may be ineffective or inappropriate; 

its location in a nonpunitive criminal justice system may make it 

impossible to provide the clients with real alternatives. In 

addition, the lack of program effects may be a function of 

characteristics of the client population in relation to the nature 

of the program. The impact of program efforts confined to a few 

hours a week for four months may be miniscule in relation to the 

impact of sixteen or more years in a ghettoenvi·ronment, adult role 

madels who are far from "straight," and the lack of opportunity 

in the labor market. Which of these reasons (or interaction~.among 

them) are responsible for the lack of effects found in this research 

cannot be determined from these data. 
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CHAPTER V II 

THE COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT: 
CONTINUITIES AND CHANGE 

INTRODUCTION 

On January 31, 1979, the Court Employment Project initiated 

a major change in the method by which it selects clients for social 

services. Whi Ie maintaining its general structure as a social 

service agency and continuing its commitment to individuals in the 

criminal justice system, CEP announced it would no longer accept 

defendants referred under the traditional pretrial diversion model. 

This decision (the only exception to which was the Borough of Queens, 

discussed below) resulted from a long and sti I lon-going dialogue 

among the ag8ncy's Board of Trustees, its management and staff. The 

findings of the Vera Institute evaluation were the 'initial focus of 

their discussion. 

We must respond in an intelligent and non-defensive 
manner to the Vera study. We've operated under certain 
premises; the study calls into question some of these 
premises and suggests a radical change. We understand 
the mandate of the Board is to move out of diversion 
and develop viable alternatives. (From a memor&~dum 
from the CEP Director to the CEP Board of Trustees 
December 14, 197B.) , 

CEP continues to operate, as it has since 1971, under a basic 

contract with the Human Resou rces l\dm in i strat i on (HRA) of the City 

of New York to provide information, referral and social services to 

clients from the city's criminal justice system. CEP is an ongoing 

agency that has uti I ized the difficult process of evaluation to en-

j , 
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courage an internal reassessment of its decade-old operating prin

ciples and to stimulate experimentation. The current direction of 

that effort seems less the search for new goals than the develop-

ment of new ways to achieve traditional ones: namely, to provide 

social services to a population that has little access to such 

resources and, in so doing, to use service del ivery as a mechanism 

to intervene in the way cl ients are treated by the criminal justice 

system. The Vera !nstitute evaluation helped the agency recognize 

that, within the context of the current New York City criminal 

justice sysi"em, it was not achieving these goals through pretrial 

diversion. 

The purpose of i~e last chapter of this report is to describe 

the process of CEP's change .. ~ the why and how of its decision to 

abandon pretr'ial diversion -- and to explore the direction these 

changes have taken. Whi Ie recognizing that CEP wi I I continue to 

change for some time, we attempt to examine where they are heading 

and TO inTerpret the agency's changes within the contexT of the 

preTrial services movemenT of The lasT decade. 

THE PROCESS OF CHANGE 

The Evaluation 

It is difficult to begin a discussion of CEP's decision to 

abandon pretrial diversion without describing The relationship between 

The Vera InsTiTute r"esearch and the agency. In earlier chapters we 

indicated That the evaluation was conceived and implemented 'with the 

ful I cooperation of CEP's management. Whi Ie no evaluation as lengthy 

o 

o 
i 
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and large in scale as this could be without tensions, two factors fa-

ci litated the resolution of day-to-day problems. First, CEP's manage-

ment was committed to pursuing the research design (uncompromised) to 

its completion. Second, the research staff was commiTted to adjusting 

daTa collection activiTies wherever possible (without damage to the 

basic design) to the agency's operaTional needs, and to provide in-

formation from the research on an on-going basis. 

In one way, however, both the length and scale of the study fa-

ci I ltated CEP's desire to use its results. The preliminary findings 

unfolded slowly but cumulaTively, giving agency staff the opportuniTY 

to see how one piece of data fit into the nexT, and how one daTa 

source verified another. The long time frame of the research 

also gave them time to think about and digest the results. 

The fssues 

By September 1978, the research data had been processed 

sufficienTly to secure the basic findings of the study. The re-

search staff presented these to CEP' s Board of Trustees, and in 

I ight of the data, the agency's Board and management iniTiated a 

formal process of examining CEP's structure, objectives and ra-

tionles. For the most part, the discussion focused on the study 1 s 

disposition data: despite statistically significant differences in 

the disposiTions of the experimental (diverted) and control groups, 

the agency was not "diverting from prosecution" in a large propor-

tion of the cases, it was nOT diverting from criminal convictions, 

and it was rarely "diverting from incarceration" or ser,ious punish-
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ment (see Chapter IV). Yet the agency had a long-standing commit-

socl'al services and Informati.on and referral to dement to provide 

f'endants I n the , , al courts and to have those services affect crlmln , ' 

case disposition. Whatever CEP's dispositional Impact In earlier 

the 'Vera research data suggested that, by the mid-1970's, years, 

I twas min I rna I • These results undermined a fundamental pretrial 

on. wh 'lch the agency had rested comfortably diversion rationale 

for a decade. 

CEP's interpretation of the data was inescapable. Though 

the program was structurally independent of the prosecutor, real 

So long as selection of cases depended independence was illusory. 

CEP's diversion efforts were, in effect, upon deferred prosecution, 

t ' The structural and ethical an extension of the prosecu lon, 

, t CEP Because prosecutors wanted Impl ications were distrublng 0 • 

P I ace soon after arrest, without the I engthyprocess selection to take 

facts of the Case. defendants and their counselor could disclosing the , 

never be truly informed as to the dispositional alternatives to 

In addition, despite the avai lability of other, less divers i on. 

intrusive divers ionary mechan Isms, prosecutors were d i vertl ng 

defendants to CEP they would have treated l!3niently anyway, including 

those they would have diverted without supervision. Even CEP's 

attempts to control the dis~ositional use of the program by changing 

f I (such as its shift "t, 0 a felonyits intake criteria were unsuccess u 

not structurally able to control only policy in 1977), because CEP was 

individual selection decisions. Consequently, whi Ie other impor-rant 

issues emerged from the research findings, CEP's central concern was 

t " I d' 'I vers', on as 'I ts method of c I lent se I ect I on. focused on p rer , a 

( I 

" 
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As reported In Chapter V, the Vera research also indicated 

that CEP's efforts to affect the vocational behavior of its cl ients 

were without measurable Impact. Although the lives of both 

diverted and nondlverted research subjects Improved over the one 

year fol low-up period, the two groups Improved equally. CEP's 

staff felt these findings were the result of several related prob-

lems faced by the agency. Paramount were the management and 

service del Ivery problems stemming from the agency's rapid ex-

pansion In the early 1970's, and Its sudden contraction In 1976 

because of the city's fiscal crisis (see Chapter I I). However, 

most staff also felt that, by mid-1978, these problems had been 

successfully confronted by the agency's new management. l Con-

sequently, many at CEP did not believe the research findings on 

service del Ivery reflected the service operations of the agency 

as of; 1979 •. 

The research findings did, however~ generate discussion with-

In the agency about the constraints on Its service delivery system 

resulting from CEP's reliance on pretrial diversion for selecting 

clients. First, many believed the agency's deeply disadvantaged and 

youthful client population needed more extensive and intensive ser-

lIn early 1977, CEP's Board appointed a new agency director to over
see the reopening of CEP. A lawyer, familiar with New York City's 
cri~ninal justice system, he hired a new Social Services Director 
later that year to work with the service staff. She had considerable 
experience in employment and training programs and in the delivery 
of educational and other services to traditionally disadvantaged 
urban populations. She in turn became CEP's Director in August 
1978. In both capacities she helped expand in-house services, 
streamline administration, and improve communication and 
supervision within·' the agency. 

\,' 
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vices than the agency could generally provide under pretrial diver-

sion. Since, as the research demonstrated, most diversion cl ients 

would not have received' intrusive levels of criminal justice 

supervision in CEP's absence, CEP couJd not justify imposing longer 

and more intrusive .. service intervention for clients selected under 

pretrial diversion. Second, youths accepting diversion services 

because they wanted a dismissal of the charges against them may 

not have been motivated to uti I ize those services fully, particularly 

if they became aware that the court was not typically punitive in 

such cases. This does not necessari Iy suggest that the New York 

City criminal justice system is insufficiently punishing. Most of 

these youths were 16 and 17 years old, arrested as adults,but not alw~ys 

for activities warranting a felony at"rest or prosecution (see Chapter 

IV). Whi Ie most were not "Boy Scouts and Virgins," it is also not 

clear their arrests represented deepening criminal involvement: 60 

percent had never been arrested before, and 70 percent were not 

arrested again within a year after diversion to CEP. For these youths 

at least, the requirement that they accept social services as a 

condition of charge dismissal may have been distasteful (despite 

their need for help with jobs, school and home), and may have ex-

acerbated their already wei I developed alienation from formal 

i nsti tut ions such as schoo Is, emp I oyers, we 1 fare,. and·· "he I p i ngll 

organizations. 

As a result of CEP's interpretation of the Vera research find-

ings on its service impact, the agency's managem1nt and staff took 

the position that, despite the fj(;dings, the general types of ser-
,,/ 
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vices CEP traditionally provided were appropriate for the criminal 

justice system clients it served. Therefore, the agency did not 

change the nature of its services in response to the Vera evaluation, 

although it did attempt to strengthen the quaUty of its overal I 

service effort by improving supervision and by increasing the number 

and type of services offered. Consequently, the agency's management 

and board defined the central issue emerging from the research as 

client seiection -- that is, alternatives to pretrial diversion. 2 

Basically, going on the belief that the agency does pro
vide service, it was felt that the Project's operation 
must be closely examined to determine where the agency 
has impact; to rethink the agency's goals and objectives; 
to update the rationales for the agency's program; to 
explore shifts in focus that might highlight where the 
agency is mest effective. Specifically, it was mentioned 
that the agency might do well to draw away from a view 
of itself as a diversion program ••• (minutes', CEP Board of 
Trustees, 14 September 1978.) 

The Decision To Change The_Mechanics Of Client Selecti~ 

CEP's process of re-thinking pretrial diversion intake initiated 

a period of extens~,ve informal discussion with various key actors in 

the criminal justice system, including defense counsel, prosecutors, 

and judges. I n the cou rse of the i r d i a I ogue, it became apparent to 

CEP that most of the system actors with whom it typically dealt 

wanted the agency to continue "doing diversion," although their 

reasons varied considerably. 

2Interestingiy, the research data that suggested no impact on re
cidivism (Chapter VI) did not generate as much discussion in the 
agency as the other maj or, findings. There were several reasons. 
First, there was general skepticism in the agEmcy that short-term 
social services could have much, if' any, impac't onindi vi d.uals ' 
criminality, particularly for those in a ''high risk" age category 

Continued ••. / 
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Despite the relatively sma I I number of cases CEP had typically 

diverted from the criminal courts (see Appendix B, Table I), prose

cutors with whom CEP worked wanted a formal pretrial diversion option. 

Since these prosecutors control led the selection of cases, it was not 

surprising that they did not want to lose the flexibi Ilty pretrial 

diversion offered. Obviously, therefore, the research data showing 

a large proportion of dismissals and non-criminal convictions in the 

disposition of control group cases did not undermine prosecutors' 

beliefs that CEP diversion was an appropriate disposition for the 

cases they selected. The logic of this position was noted in 

Chapter I. Since resources are always limited, some defendants pro

secutors "wou I d like" to prosecute wi I I be passed over in favor of 

other (possibly more serious, but for whatever reason, more pressing) 

cases. If resources expand (e.g., pretrial diversion), prosecutors 

are able to increase the number of cases oVer which they exercise 

some control. This does not, however, automatically mean greater 

leniency for defendants. 

Under these conditions, one might assume defense attorneys 

would oppose pretrial diversion. Whi Ie some did, many did not, and 

their rationales were complex. Some defense attorneys (largely 

Legal Aid lawyers) told CEP that they did not think prosecutors' 

Continued ••. who live in environments where criminality is common. 
According to one person, "criminality is a little like the measles; 
it will pass." Second, despite the arrest rates for youths in New 
York City, the population of defendants prosecutors' referred to 
CEP had about a seven out of ten chance of not being rearres~ed 
within a year, according to the research. Consequently, many in 
the agency did not consider impact on recidivism to be a 
particularly important issue for clients selected by pretrial 
diversion •. 

(I 
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"diversionaryll approach to handl ing young criminals in New York City 

would last. They feared that, with increased public pressure, 

prosecutors would become more punitive and I imit their use of non-

supervised diversion and non-criminal sanctions. These defense 

lawyers wanted CEP's social service resources to remain avai lable, 

specifically in the form of a formal ized diversion program. Other 

defense attorneys took the position that since CEP had some impact on 

the dispositions of some cases (no matter how few), it was a useful 

added resource .tD help maximize the likelihood of dismissals. Finally, 

some felt the mere presence of CEP in the courts encouraged an 

"atmosphere ll of leniency and that, without CEP, that atmosphere might 

be eroded. 

There was considerable support for these defense positions with-

in CEP especially because the staff had a specific commitment to 

using services to affect case dispositions. In addition, time and the 

-city's fiscal deterioration meant CEP was virtually the only remain-

ing agency giving direct services specifically to the court popula-

tion. Consequentlyy few in the agency wanted to abandon CEP's tradi-

tionally linked goals: service delivery was considered a means to 

affect case disposition (through pretrial diversion), and affecting 

case dispositions was considered a maans to attract individuals who 

needed social services. Yet the evaluation findings could not be 

ignored: CEP's pretrial diversion was controlled by prosecutors, 

and within New York City's expanded diversionary system, informed 

consent and reat impact on case outcomes were d i ff i cu I t to assur~e. 

Under such conditions, the likelihood of diversion services having 
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a significant impact on dispositions was extremely limited. However, 

since the staff bel ieved there were many potential cl ients within the 

criminal justice system who had both legal and social service needs, 

the agency began to seek new ways to combine its traditional interests. 

Options were avai lable. Because CEP was not funded through the 

criminal justice system and thus not financially dependent on its 

status as a "pretrial diversion" agency, it was free to experiment 

with alternatives. Furthermore, it enjoyed a generally good reputation 

within the criminal justice system for giving services and being 

"responsible," and it had more than ten years of exposure to the 

interests, goals, and needs of various parties in the court. Finally, 

it had recently expanded its service capacity and was prepared to 

provide services both more intensively and for longer periods of time. 

This flexible structure and "insider-outsider" position was conducive 

to experimentation. Whi Ie discussions about continuing pretrial 

diversion went on within the agency, staff began testing alternative 

approaches for identifying criminal justice system clients. 

During late 1978, CEP initiated several smal I scale, experi

menta I programs. Some i nvo I ved an attempt t(:'-,use soc i a I serv ices to 

affect case disposition without relying on pretrial diversion. Others 

focused on criminal justice system clients who had pressing social 

serv i ce needs but whose re I ati onsh i p to CEP wou I d be fu II y "vo I untary," 

that is, they would derive no legal (case-related) gain from 

participation. 

-;/ 
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To identify such "voluntary" clients, CEP began to develop 

relationships with the 41st Police Precinct, the Department of 

Probation, the State Division for Youth (which is responsible 

for Incarcerated juveni les) and other agencies involved with 

youth for whom social services might be particularly timely 

(e.g., those being released from a state training school or the 

city's juveni Ie detention faci lity, or those nearing the end of a 

juveni Ie probationary period for whom the next arrest would be as 

an adult). While the CEP's experience with the criminal justice 

system indicated there were many such youths, its exploratory 

efforts to provide services led the staff to,conclude that CEP 

could not base its operations e~~~us~ve~y 'd' w~~ v ~ on provi Ing services to 

these c I i ents . 

Several things contributed to this perspective. Some involved 

the agency's funding sourses and the service mandates connected with 

them, and others involved the agency's traditional commitment to 

intervention in disposition. As important j however, was the staff's 

growing bel ief that a completely "voluntary" cl ient popUlation was 

not organizationally feasible. The l experiences with these young

sters suggested that they were genera I I Y angry, wary of "he I ping" 

agencies (particularly if connected to "the courts"), and afraid of 

organizations located outside their narrowly defined but "safe" 

neighborhoods. Since CEP was not a local community-based service 

organization, the staff felt it would require extremely vigorous 

outreach to encourage these youths' initiat Jnd continued partic-

~,:'i~=~::~~=~~~"~""""a";-"--=~~~~_. _____ ,,. __ 'I~ __ ~P»'-"-"'- .... _~" '-~---.w--'_' __ "''''''_'''~_'''<b-''''''''''''~~~':! .... "='::'~.~_" ... "t";.,.~,,,,''i~'' _ 
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ipation in CEP. While the agency had always done considerable 

"outreach" with its court-related cl ients, its experiences during 

late 1978 and early 1979 suggested that the amount and cost of 

outreach needed to sustain even a smal I client caseload would be 

greater than could be justified. CEP concluded, therefore, that 

whi Ie such efforts should be a component of the agency's operations, 

they should be secondary to other activities. 

In their exploration of alternative modes of operating, another 

pi lot effort seemed far more promising as a main direction for the 

agency's future activities. CEP initiated a post-plea "alternatives 

to incarceration" program. With the cooperation of a Bronx Criminal 

Court judge, the agency began to offer a six-month period of social 

services as an alternative sentence to defendants selected by the 

judge (with the agreement of the defense attorney and defendant) 

who had taken misdemeanor pleas and were facing jai I sentences of no 

I ess than 90 days. Th i s program will be discussed in deta i I be I ow 

because it has become an important part of CEP's recent activities. 

After careful consideration of the Vera evaluation and the 

early results of its exploratory efforts at alternative intake 

methods, CEP's Board of Trustees met and voted on the issue. 

The Board determined to make its intention clear 
on the question of diversion. A motion was made 
and seconded and it is hereby 

RESOLVED that Court Employment Project, Inc. 
shall herewith not accept clients from the criminal 
justice system on a formal pretrial diversion basis 
as it has, historically, done. (Minutes, CEP Board 
of Trustees, 12 December 1978.) 
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In a January 1979 letter to prosecutors, judges and the Legal Aid 

Society, the agency formally announced that, 

CEP will accept referrals from any source in Criminal 
and Supreme Court (e.g., judges, defense attorneys, 
district attorneys, and other court personnel) at any 
point during the court process. Only with the agree
ment of the client will we issue reports to the 
referring source, and wa will no longer work as a 
negotiator between specific parties as I.e historically 
have done in order to insure a formalized diversion 
process in court. 

In effect, this policy initiated two major shifts in CEP's 

formal relationships with the criminal justice system. First, CEP 

shifted away from its previous relationship with the prosecution 

by encouraging closer direct ties with the defense. CEP felt that 

once defense attorneys identified clients likely to be convicted of 

crimes and possibly sentenced to jai I, social services could be use-

ful in encouraging leniency either by the prosecutor or judge. CEP's 

involvement is generally pretrial in these cases but occurs most 

often without the involvement of, or any prior agreement from, judges 

or prosecutors (CEP reports on defendants' program participation go 

directly to the defense attorney). The decision how to use CEP's 

services in the legal interests of the defendant is entirely at the 

discretion of the defense attorney, and CEP offers no recommendation 

as to case outcome. Second, to secure clients for whom services 

could be useful both directly and through their impact on sentence., 

CEP began to develop direct relationships with judges who agree to 

al Iowa defendant's participation in CEP services to affect 

sentencing. 

" f; 
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Before discussing these shifts in greater detai I, it is im-

portant to note CEP's temporary exemption of Queens from its deci~ 

sian to abandon pretrial diversion. The agency's experiences in 

Queens highlight the factors involved in CEp!s recognition of the 

inherent difficulties with pretrial diversion in New York City. 

Although CEP had diverted Queens' defendants since 1974, the 

number of cases had always been smal I, sufficiently so that the 

borough was excluded from the Vera experimental design. The number 

of cases from Queens began to expand in 1978 and CEP!s records on 

them suggest that the historical process resulting in prosecutorial 

acceptance of non-supervi sed divers ion (s'uch as ·the ACO) might not 

be as widespread in Queens as in Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx. 3 

Because of an excel lent refationship with a key assistant district 

attorney, CEP staff felt they were beginning to get "good" diversion 

cases from Queens (i.e., those that would not otherwise be dismissed 

or ACOd). However, in mid-1979, this assistant district attorney was 

3The evidence is not strong but it is suggestive. The types of cases 
diverted and the outcome of cas~s rejected because the ADA felt they 
were "+.00 serious" for diversion do not seem to differ in Queens as 
compared to the other boroughs in which CEP operated. However, there 
seems to be a difference in what happens to the cases of diverted 
defendants who were unsuccessfuZ in the program. Somewhat more of 
the diverted defendants from Queens who were unsuccessful (i.e., 
"program failures li

) are subsequently convicted than were unsuccessful 
participants from the other boroughs (those in the Vera "experi
mentai'group). While there are several possible explanations, the 
data cannot rule out that Queens prosecutors may view the same 
chare;es as more serious than do prosecutors in other boroughs, 
and thus deal with these defendants more harshly (Le., prosecute 
them). This possibility temporarily dissuaded CEP from stopping 
diversion in Queens at the time it did so in the other boroughs; 
it has not yet made a final decision. 
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transferred, and CEP staff began to feel less sure about the qual ity 

of the cases being diverted. At the same time (as described below), 

CEP felt it was having considerable success in other boroughs in-

f I uenci ng cases J n wh i ch serious outcomes vlere more like I y. As a 

consequence, CEP is now considering whether to conduct a smal I 

research effort in Queens (using the experimental approach of the 

Vera Institute evaluation) to determine the case outcomes for a 

control/overflow group, or whether to abandon pretrial diversion 

altogether. 

THE MECHANICS OF CHANGE 

Whi Ie CEP is currently in flux, changes are occuring within the 

context of a relatively stable organization. In Fiscal Year 1978-

79, CEP was budgeted by HRf\ for $1.1 mi II ion; in Fiscal 1979-80, it 

was again budgeted by HRA at the same annaul level. In addition, it 

has secured $900,000 from CETA and from several private sources to 

provide services not covered by the HRA contract (e.g., an in-house 

tutoring program). In Fiscal 1978-79, CEP serviced 3,000 cl ients 

overall; it is already servicing clients at the same rate in Fiscal 
" 

1979-80. In the first five months of Fiscal 1978-79 (July through 

November. 1978), CEP accepted about 75 "court related" cl ients per 

month for servLces, virtually all of whom were pretrial diversion 

cases. In the last five months of Fiscal 1978-79 (February - June 

1979), after ceasing diversion intake except in Queens, CEP was 

accepting about 78 "court related" cl ients per month for services; 

however, only 42 percent were diverted (al I from Queens) • 
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Selection and Intake 

Whi Ie multiple sources of criminal justice system cl ients ' 

are not new for CEP, unti I 1979, the majority of its clients were 

diverted pretrial. Since early 1979, however, CEP has expanded the 

ways in which it selects cl ients and substantially reduced the 

proportion of diverted cases. As shown in Table VI I-I, CEP cur-

rently has t\'JO major categories of clients. Court-reZated aUents 

are referred to CEP whi Ie their cases or sentences are pending in 

either Criminal (misdemeanor) or' Supreme (felony) Court. CEP's 

goal is to provide social services to affect both their personal 

and their legal needs. Some of these clients are sti I I diverted to 

CEP pretrial (42 percent) and CEP reports directly to the Queens 

prosecutor (I ine AI in Table VII-I). Others are referred pretrial 

primari Iy by defer.se attorneys (37 percenJ) j whi Ie some of these are 

referred by judges or other court officers, CEP reports only to the 

defense attorney (I ines A2 and BI), Finally, 18 percent of its 

court related cl ients are referred post-plea, six percent by judges 

as pc..-t of a formal Alternatives to Incarceration Program (I ine A4) 

and 12 percent by defense attorneys when they believe a custodial 

~er1tence is like I y (I i nes A3 and B2). I n the former cases, the 

program reports directly to judges who have agreed to non-custodial 
I,: 

sentences on condition that defendants participate successfully in 

CEPj in the I atter cases. the program repor:-i~s to e i -t:her the defense 

counselor the judge (depending upon the particular circumstances), 

but the judge has not a I ways made a forma I sentenc i ng comm i tment ", 

CEP also provides services to a few defendants who were diverted out 

of state but who I ive in New York City (two percent, line C). 

, 
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TABLE VII-I 

COURT EMPLOYMENT PROJECT CLIENTS BY TYPE OF 

INTAKE AND PRIMARY PERSON TO WHOM AGENCY REPORTS 

Febrl:lary I, 1979 - December 13, 1979 

Number 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CLIE~TS 2,869 

COURT RELATED CLIENTS (Person Reported To) 744 

A. Cases In Cr i m ina I Cou ..r::,t-M i sderneanors 663 

I. Pre-plea/Queens Diversion (Prosecutor) 313 

2. Pre-plea (Defense Attorney) 261 

3. Pre/Post Plea (Defense Attorney) 48 

4. Post-plea/"Alternatives To Incarceration 
Program" (Judge) 41 

B. Cases In Supreme Court- Faloni~s 65 

C. 

I. Pre-plea (Defense Attorney) 

2. Post-plea (Judge) 

18 

47 

Out-Of-State Diversion Cases (Referring Agency) 16 

(%) (%) 

(\00%) 

( 100%) ( 26 

( 89) 23 

: '42) (II 

35) ( 9 

6) '( 2 

( 6) ( ") 

(9) 2 

2) ( 

( 6) ( 2 

( 2) ( 

OTHER CR I M I NAL JUST I CE SYSTEM QlJ.,;;;;;E.:...:.NT.;..;;S:.-.. _____ -.::.2:..z. • .!.12::.:5~.._!..( I~O~O'!:.%!-) ....:('-.!..:.7 4~~ 

D. Information and Referral Only 1,475 (69 ) ( 51 

E. Direct Services 650 ( 3!) (23 

.1. Summer Youth Emp loyment Program (CETA) 420 (20 (15 

2. Youth Employment Training Program (CETA) 50 2 2 

3. Friends & Fami I ies of Other Clients 105 (5 (4) 

4. Spofford Referrals 39 ( 2 ) 

5. 41st Police Precinct Referrals 22 () ( 
\\ ' 

\ :.\ 

6. Division For Youth!riRefArrals 
.. )~. 

\~.";;'~-

( (* 14 

*Iess than .5% 

s, 
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:\ 

\i,The second category of c I i ents a I so i nvo I ves criminal justice 
"I 

\\ 
reZtzV:,'?d individuals but they do not ant i c i pate obta i n i ng a legal 

I'i' advar)flage from their participation. CEP's efforts, therefore, are 
" 

primarl\1 y soc i a I servi ce i nterventi on in these c Ii ents' immed i ate 

life circumstances. A majority (69 percent) are people to whom CEP 

staff give information and referral, but no direct services; that 

is, they do not typically see the agency's counselors or make 

multiple visits to CEP. These clients;often friends and relatives 

of defendants, are generally identified by CEP court staff in the 

Criminal Courts and most contacts with them are short-term. 

The remaining 31 percent of the criminal justice related cl ients 

receive direct services from CEP's counseling staff. They are either 

referred by other CEP clients or by criminal justice agencies, such 

as the Division for Youth (which oversees juveniles and youth in-

carcerated in the state), Spofford (the City's secure juvenile 

detention faci I ity), Probation, or the Pol ice Department. T\rlenty 

percent are CETA e'ligible youths CEP places and supervises in . 

temporary jobs-4s part of its annua I Summer Youth Emp loyment Project 

contract with the New York City Department of Employment; whi Ie not 

all are "criminal just'ice-related," most are, and all would be 

considered "high risk" youths. Finally CEP has 50 individuals (2 

percent) in their in-house CETA sponsored Youth Employment Training 

Program. 

Though a II the i r c Ii ents are important, CEP court-related clients 

are of most interest. They receive the bulk of CEP's service effort, 
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and they are the heart of the agency's current attempts to be of use 

to and of influence on or-he criminal justice system. Referrals from 

other justice system agencies are interesting potential sources of 

clients.but, for the reasons noted above, they are sma I I-scale 

efforts. 

Social Services For The Defense: CEP's Relationship With 
Defense Counsel 

Thirty-five percent of CEP's court-related clients come to the 

agency pretrial from the Criminal (misOemeanor) Court (Line A2 in 

Table VI I-I). Generally, according to CEP, defense attorneys are 

seeking more lenient dispositions for their clients (e.g., a con-

ditional discharge rath,er than an expected probation sentence, or 

an ACD rather than a conviction), but generally do not anticipate a 

custodial sentence even without CEP's intervention. In these cases, 

CEP reports on the defendant's progress in the program only to the 

defense counsel. Occasionally, CEP wi I I report directly to a judge 
;/~/ 

(v.~J th the ag reement Qf defense counse I ) iii f the judge has forma! I y 
\ \\, ' \\ ~ 

endorsed the court papers that a CEP rep6:rt is expected and, if 

favorable, a particular disposition is appropriate. 

Another six percent of CEP's court-related cases also come from 

the Criminal Court (and generally are referred 'by defense attorneys), 

but CEP is typ i ca II y not i nvo I ved unt i I after a plea has been entered 

and the defendant awaits sentencing (I ine A3, Tabie VI I-I>. In these 

cases, defense ,attorneys te II CEP they are uncerta i n whether the 

judge wi I I sentence the individual to jai I, so they want to encourage 

a non-custodial sentence (e.g., probation) through CEP participation. 

Aga in, inmost cases, CEP progress reports go" direct I y to defense 

counsel, although on occasion a judge may be involved directly. 

,i 
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Finally. CEP obtains a few court-related cases (2 percent, 

line 81) pretrial in the Supreme Court. Whereas many are referred 

by defense counsel. they also may be referred by parole or probation 

officers. judges, or other court offi·cers. Generally. as with post-

plea cases from Criminal Court. defense attorneys tel I CEP they are 

trying to encourage non-custodial s~ntences. 

CEP's genera" po' icy is to accept any defendant referred for 

services if the defendant is wi Iling to participate. The only 
. ~.' 

exceptions are people the agency has traditionally excluded because 

its services are not appropriate (i .e .• those who are emotionally 

disturbed or deeply involved with drugs or alcoh61). After CEP' s 

court nai sons have been contacted by defense attorneys, they te II 

defendants about the program's services. what is expected of clients. 

and elicit defendants' interest. While the liaisons generally find 

out about defendants~pending cases and the dispositional advantages 

attot~neys hope to achieve through CEP, participation, the information 

is obtained from the attorney; CEP's lia'isons do not discuss either 

the case or its potential outcome dil~ectly with defendants. 

These procedures represent a considerable departure from pre-

Trial diversion. Often the court and the prosecutor do not know of 

CEP's involvement with the defendant at the intake stage, which may 

be at any point in the adjudication process. Furthermore. CEP's 

procedures for reporting defendants' progress in the program to 

those i nvo I \ted wi t:!1 the court case is quite d i Herent from the pre-
i' 

I,' 
trial diversion process. After intake but before defendants' next 
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appearahces, CEP provides defense counsel with written (or oral if 

time is short) reports if they want them (which is almost always). 

Defense counsel may. at their discretion, introduce the reports into 

the court record. CEP's court I iaisons are also avai lable to discuss 

the reports and the clients in court if requested to do so by the 

defense attorney. Such requests are frequent, and CEP liaisons take 

an active advocacy role on behalf of the cl ient. Defense attorneys 

may use CEP's reports as a basis for requesting further adjournments 

for services, or in their negotiation over pleas and sentences. 

However, since CEP no longer makes formal recommendations to the 

court concerning dispositions it has no direct i.nvolvement in 

structu ring the outcome of cases. Wh i Ie CEP is not formally i nvo I ved 

in the plea or sentence negotiations. management and court staff 

report actively working with defense counsel to encourage referral of 

cases in which defendants face serious outcomes -~. criminal mis-

demeanor or felony convictions and punitive sentences -- and in which 

social services are likely to be an effective tool of intervention. 

It is particularly difficult to assess CEP's actual impact on 

the disposition of cases in which CEP is providing social services on 

behalf of the defense. According to the agency, these clients are 

as youthful as earl ier diversion cl ients (half are 16. 17 and 18) 

and have simi lar social and personal characteristics. This suggests 

(though it does not prove) that they may not face particularly 

punitive treatment. since in recent years, The New York City criminal 

justice system has tended to "divert" youthful adult defendants from 

ful I prosecution and, if prosecuted. not to impose jai I sentences, 
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unless the charges are particularly serious or their prior records 

long. Wh i Ie CEP' s staff be I i eves these recent non-d i vers i on c I i ents 

,1ave longer prior records than did diversion clients, no systematic 

data are ava i I ab Ie. However, some of them (those referred either 

post-plea in Criminal Court or pre-plea in Supreme Court) are 

sl ightly older than those referred pre-plea in Criminal Court 

which may mean they have a longer prior record. Since those drawn 

from Supreme Court have also been indicated, the charges against 

them are likely to be more serious. With these two groups of cases, 

therefore, (eight percent of al I the court-related cases and 21 

percent of those where CEP's relationship is primari Iy with the 

defense attorney), CEP's clie~ts may be facing more punitive out-

comes. Neverth,eless, there is nov,ay to demonstrate satisfactori Iy 

that CEP has an impact on the final disposition. 

Whi Ie CEP actively encourages defense attorneys to use CEP's 

services primari Iy for "more serious""cases where lenient dis-

positions a~e in doubt, it is difficult for the agency to insure 

this occurs. So long as it maintains the stance that its major 

concern is to provide serviceS' and that services should b8 available 

to anyone referred from the courts, CEP cannot make fo~aZ screening 

decisions based upon its own legal assessment of cases. 4 Whi Ie this 

4It does, however, attempt to find alternative services in situations 
where CEP believes a case referred to it will be AcDd or dismissed 
without intervention. ,., 

(I 
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meuns that the agency faces the same problem Ii" did under pretrial 

diversion (it does not directly control intake), CEP's response to 

the problem is quite different under current operating procedures. 

Unlike pretrial diversion, CEP's formal relationship is with the 

defense, and it is the defense attorney (not the agency) who 

negotiates the case outcome. As" t t "t I" Impor an ",I S C lents no longer 

waive any legal rights by participating in CEP, and the normal 

adversarial process proceeds despite CEP's intervention. Thus 

the agency does not feel as responsible as it did operating under 

diversion if the case outcome is not as favorable as the client or 

the attorney des ired, 01- if the nature of the outcome suggests 

CEP's intervention was not necessary. 

Alternatives To Incacseration: CEP's Relationship To Judges 

A major early rationale for pretrial diversion was to help 

selected defendants avoid harsh sentences, particularly incarcera-
, 

tion. Initially, some diversion agencies (including CEP) had a 

formal relationship with the judge rather than the prosecutor, 

though structura I .ties to the prosecutor are now more common for 

diversion programs. However, as suggested above, few youthful 

adult defendants in New York City receive such sentences unless 

their prior records are lengthy o~ the charges very serious, and 

few of those actually facing jai I sentences were being diverted to 

CEP. The litera!ure on other pretrial diversion pr-?grams suggests 

this is not uncommon. To use J M I I ' h oan u en s p rase, the early 

"di lemma of diversion" has been resolved most often by diverting 

'~~~,"'''------
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defendants not facing jai I or serious sanction. Nevertheless, many 

pretrial diversion programs, and certainly CEP, continue to cherish 

the idea that social services should be a resource for defendants 

facing incarceration. 

Faced with the challenge of designing alternatives to diversion, 

CEP wanted to develop an experimental ,program that would divert from 

an expl icit jai I sentence. Since the role of the judge would be 

crucial, CEP sought to esi'abl ish a di rect reporting relationship 

with Criminal Court judges who were wil ling to sentence selected 

individuals to six months of CEP participation in lieu of a mis-. 

demeanor jai I sentence. Since the agreement of defendants and 

their counsel are obtained after plea negotiations (in which CEP 

plays no ro Ie) but before pleas are recorded, the ro I e of the 

prosecutor is minimal. s 

This experimental "Alternatives to Incarceration Program" 

began in late 1978 with a sma I I number of defendants selected by a 

single judge in the Bronx. It expanded during 1979 to include 

Criminal Court judges in Manhattan and Brooklyn; Queens judges 

began participating in late 1979. In the first ten and a half 

months following CEP's decision to move away from diversion intake, 

41 defendants were selected for the ,1\I'ternatives program (six per

cent of CEP's court-related clients, Line A4 in Table VI I-I). 

SUnless the charge against the defendant is still a felony (in .. 
which case the prosecutor must agree to reduce the charge to a 
misdemeanor for a jail sentence that is less than a year), the 
sentence to CEP is entirely at the discretion of the judge. 
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According to CEP, defendants potentially eligible for the Alter

natives Program are initially identified by the judge (two-thirds) 

or the defense attorneys (one-third), generally at the point in plea 

negotiations when the prosecutor, defense counsel and judge are 

discussing a plea including a custodial sentence. There are only 

two formal eligib1 lity criteria: defendants may not be drug or 

alcohol abusers or emotionally distrubed, and they must face a 

sentence of no less than 90 days. CEP's court staff discuss the 

program's services and requirements with the defendant and, if 

acceptable, the defendant signs a general "contract" to participate. 

The conditions of participation are: attendance at scheduled service 

and counseling sessions; cooperation in the design of a mutually 

agreed upon vocational and educational program plan; fulfi I Iment of 

that program plan; avoidance of SUbstance abuse; no arrest and con-

"viction; and permission for a counselor to make a home visit • .The 

agreement also specifies the consequences of non-participation: 

termination from CEP and re-sentencing for a specified amount of jai I 

time. Only after this agreement is signed does the defendant take a 

plea. The plea is accepted by the judge who en:-ers an endorsement on 

the court papers indicating the amount of jai I time to which the 

offender wi I I be sentenced if he or she is disassociated from CEP. 

The case is then adjourned for four weeks. 

After this initial period, CEP's court staff sends the judge 

and defense counsel a report based upon a CEP counselor's summary 

of ,the defendant's progress. If CEP considers participation satis-

•. - •. c·~_· ___ • .. _ •• __ , ____ """""' __ ~_O~ __ 
, 
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factory, it requests the judge grant a five month additional adjourn-

ment for the defendant to continue CEP participation. At the end of 

this longer period, CEP again sends a report to the judge indicating 

that the defendant has successfully completed participation; the 

defendant is then unconditinal Iy discharged. If the individual fai Is 

to cooperate at any time during the five months, CEP requests that 

the case be advanced on the calendar and the judge sentences the 

defendant to the agreed upon jai I term. 6 

It is difficult to assess the dispositional impact of CEP's 

services to participants in the Alternatives to Incarceration Program, 

although it appears that those who succeed avoid jail terms. Whi Ie 

the charges vary from robbery and assault to criminal possession of 

a control led substance and even petit larceny, qEP reports that these 

defendants al I have substantial prior arrest and conviction records 

which make custodial sentences likely;7 they also tend to be older 

than CEP's other court-related clients (th~ir medlan age is 20). 

Half had a three month jai I alternative to CEP entered on the court 

papers by the judge at the time they took their plea. 

6 CEP has recently established this procedure. Previously, the judge 
gave the defendant a conditional discharge after the first CEP re
port, the condition being five more months of CEP participation. 
CEP did not like the earlier arrangement for several reasons., First, 
CEP sometimes h~d a difficult time getting court clerks to return a 
conditional discharge to the calendar when the condition had been 
violated. Second, the defendant had a right to reQuest a court 
hearing on the violation; while this never happened, CEP wanted to 
avoid such hearings because they might discourage judges' use of the 
Alternatives Program. Third, judges indicated they wanted the oppor
tunity to talk with defendants in court after they had successfully 
completed the program. 

7Although CEP's records are not complete, all eight defendants who suc
cessfu.lly completed the CEP Alternatives Program on August 29, 1979 
had prior records: two had four prior convictions; two had three 
prior convictions; three had two prior convictions and one had two 
outstanding warrants. 

Of 
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CEP reports that 47 percent of the first 32 defendants in the 

Alternatives Program completed th' th e SIX mon period successfully; 

53 percent were not-successful (generally because they fai led to 

attend), and were returned to court. Of t hese 17 defendants, eight 

were sentenced to the promised J'a'il t'lrne,· one rec~ived a conditional 

discharge (which the judge later acknowledged t o be an error on his 

part); two were transferred to residential drug treatment centers by 

CEP (because CEP could not provide appropriate services) but the 

judge maintained the same t ' sen enclng conditions; two are sti i I pending; 

and four fa i I ed to appe.ar in court for re-sentenci ng and warrants for 

their arrest were issued. 8 

In addition to this formal Aiternat'lves t I o ncarceration Program 

in the Criminal Courts, CEP receives defense tt a orney (and some judge) 

referrals from the Supreme Court often after defendants have taken a 

plea (six percent' of its court-related c I i ents, I ina 82 in Tab I e V I I_ 

I). If the judge and the defense attorney bel ieve a custodial sentence 

is likely (for example, if the defendant has violated probation and the 

judge is faced with no alternative to a jai I term), the judge may agree 

to a special adjournment for the defendant t o participate in CEP. 

Whi Ie in these qases the judge does not typically guarantee a non-

custodial sentence if the CEP reports are favorable, he or she does 

agree to consider it. As with the more formal Aiternatives Program in 

Criminal Court CEP's relationship is w'lth the' d ' JU ge to whom they re-
port directly. 

8 CEP t t 
are ~~for,s hat the judges cooperating with the Alternatives Program 
S' . Id~sturbed by th~ flight of these four individuals (24 percent) 
p~~~: ih::si~a:u:~en e~tered and jaii sentences set, the judges will • 
th ody ~f they are returned on the warrants or if 

ey are arrested on new charges. 
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Since the alternative sentence is not sure, CEP's impact on sen-

" dOff" It t s In e"lght cases in which tences in these cases IS I ICU 0 asses. 

the defendant received a satisfactory report from CEP, agency records 

indicate three received jai I terms that were less than had been ori

ginal Iy anticipated by defense counsel, four were placed on probation 

(with youthful offender status), and one case is sti I I pending. In 

ten cases in which the defendant received an unsatisfactory progress 

report from CEP, agency recor.ds show three received custodial sen

tences but dispositions for the rest are unknown" In three other 

cases, defendants were discharged from the program (neither satisfac

tori Iy nor unsatisfactori Iy) because they were arrested on new charges. 

AI I three were sentenced to jai I terms (possibly after the two sets 

of charges were combined). 

CEP is expanding both these "alternative to incarceration" 

efforts by developing formal relationsips with more Criminal Court 

judges who wil I commit themselves to a non-custodial sentence in ad

vance, and by exploring the willingness of judges in the Supreme Court 

to consider CEP participation when deciding upo~ a sentence. The 

agency has been moving slowly, however,(only 12 percent of its court

related clients have been selected in these ways), in order to insure 

the defendants selected are facing jai I terms, and to see if their 

expanded services can hold a sufficient proportion of these clients 

to make the program viable. 9 

9 CEP records indicate about half the Criminal Cour:~~Alternatives 
clients who leave the program unsuccessfully do so bef~re C~P " 
returns to court with its first progress report (that ~s, w~th~n 
about three weeks). 

,. -
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Services 

Generally, CEP's services to al I cl ients are simi lar to those it 

has traditionally offered. However, the agency has stream I ined service 

delivery, and expanded the number of services avai lable in order to 

develop a capacity to provide more intensive services. CEP now provides 

counsel ing, group and individual activities, tutoring, job referral, 

and other services that enable (and encourage) clients to come more 

than once a week. Whi Ie some other clients come more frequently, the 

more intensive services are given primari Iy to Criminal Court 

Alternatives clients. The counsel ing and social service staff con-

sider these clients to be more difficult than other clients the agency 

provides services because they are older, more experienced in criminal 

behavior, and it is claimed, more deeply involved in criminal life 

styles. In addition, the agency bel ieves many of them have been in

volved previously with."counseling" and social service efforts (either 

in jai I, through probation, or in other ways connected with earl ier 

delinquent or criminal behavior) and thus they are skeptical of such 

efforts. IO Alternatives cl ients are required to attend CEP at least 

three times a week (unless they are working ful I time, in which case 

other arrangements are made for counsel ing and services). A more 

experienced group of counselors work with them, and both the counselors 

and the cl ients are given more supervision than is typical. 

IOOf the eight successfully completing the AlteTnatives Program on 
August 20, 1979, two had served a jail sentence and two had been 
on probation (one twice and he had violated his probation both 
times) • 
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Since early 1978, CEP' s management has developed new financial 

resources to supplement CEP' s basic HRA contract which, for example, 

cannot t:e used for cl ient educational services. Primary among its 

new service efforts is an in-house tutoring program employing seven 

tutors (al I ex-offenders under CETA Title VI) introduced in 1978, 

and a Youth Employment Training Program (also under CETA) added in 

1979). The latter involves on-site trainCng in office and clerical 

ski I Is, classroom, and on-the-job training for which participants 

receive stipends. CEP has also added an in-house health assessment 

with the assistance of a local Nurse Practitioner program, and has 

begun to expand cultural and recreational activities. Finally, 

sroup wor-k has been re i ntroudced into the .agency. Some groups are 

designed to have a direct theraputic effect; others are designed to 

provide clients with information~ life skit Is, and peer support (e.g., 

how to job hunt, write a resume, respond to a job interview; how to 

.read a subv,ay map, a teiephone book, or newspaper want ads). 

One important change in CEP's operations is the addition of a 

group orientation session which al! clients must attend. It is 

conducted by counselors on a rotating basis, and is held on client$' 

first visit to CEP after referral and intake in the courthouse. At 

this session, clients are introduced to the services available at 

CEP arid what is expected of them. The session leader emphasizes that 

immediate employment is not the on!y, nor even the primary focus. 

According to CEP management, the orientation was introduced because 
'--",-

the Vera Institute eval.uation drew attention to the fact that clients 

were eften attracted by the agency's name and by court liaisons' 

(J 
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references to "jobs" during diversion screening and intake. Many 

clients, it seems, became disi I lusioned when CEP's counseling efforts 

were then directed toward a wider range of issues. The new orientation 

session was designed to make clients aware from the oui-set of the 

agency's multi-service approach. 

To faci litate service delivery, the agency has also tried to 

increase the flow of communications among staff. Whi Ie some barriers 

sti I I exist, CEP's Deputy Director for Social Services believes 

they have been reduced by shifting away from a reliance on counsel ing 

"teams" (described in Chapter I I). CEP's current case management 

approach makes one counselor responsible for providing direct services 

arid for coordinating the special ize:d services del ivered by other CEP 

staff (e.g., tutors, the community resource specialist, job developers, 

etc.). Counselors have also been reorganized into specialized units 

and supervision has been tightened. One unit now provides counsel ing 

and services to 16 and 17 year old clients, and the others service 

older cl ients. 

It might be noted that, wh i Ie CEP has hired new counse ling 

staff in the last year, it has not abandoned its reliance on ex-

offenders. Although CEP has a larger number and proportion of col lege 

graduates and individuals without criminal backgrounds than in the 

past, it continues to hire and promote non-col lege graduates and ex

offenders. This commitment stems from the belief that a mix of 

counselor-s having dlfferent ski lis, experiences and styles of inter-

acting .is good for the clients and for the staff. Counselors' 

assignments to units and their supervision i~ specifically directed 

toward encouraging their interaction • 

., ., 
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Length of Service And Definitions Of "Success" 

Under traditional pretrial diversion both the length of program 

participation and the definition of client success were standardized. 

This is no longer the case as CEP has shifted to other methods of 

intake. 

Court-related Clients 

The length of service for recent Queens diversion clients 

is unchanged -- four months, agreed to by the prosecutor, with 

attendance (required by CEP) usually once a week. "Success" is also 

'def i ned as CEP has a I ways done: regu I ar attendance9tcounse ling 

sessions, though the agency's report to the court contains a de-

scription of personal progress the individual has made during the 

period of service.CEP reports that 75 percent of recent Queens 

pretrial diversion cases have been "successful" and the agency has 

recommended a dismissal of the charges. 

The period 'of services for Alternative to Incarceration 

cl ients referred by Criminal Coud judges is longer as well as more 

intensive. Clients are expected by judges to participate in CEP for 

six months and to attend at least three times a week. II Clients' 

activities are reviewed weekly by counse,.lors and their supervisors 

in order to identify and deal with problems. Their "success" in 

llThe average number of months attended by all Alternatives clients 
(successful and unsuccessful) ~ho entered CEP before June 1979 was 
about five months as of November 1979; however, some of these are 
still attending. 

(..I" 
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the program depends heavi Iy upon active participation as wei I as 

attendance, and Alter~atives clients are also req~ired to avoid 

rearrest and conviction. Unlike diversion clients, a rearrest and 

conviction automatically leads to termination; a rearrest alone 

results in termination only if the client is incarcerated. As noted 

above, CEP reports a preliminary success rate of about 47 percent. 

Court-related clients for whom CEP is a defense service remain 

in the program for varying lengths of time, generally, according to 

CEP, unti I the adjournment a1" which their cases are disposed. Since 

the period of participation is not mandated by the judge or prosecutor, 

CEP is unsure how long it is on the average. "Success" is also 

harder to define for these clients because there is no official (court 

or prosecutorial) definition. If the individual attends, CEP's report 

to the defense attorney says SOj if services have been given and 

responded to with life improvements, that too is included. While CEP 

may consider these "succes$ful" social service efforts (as may the 

defendant and/or counsel), such "success" mayor may not have an im-

pact on a defendant's case. If participation has been long enough 

for the cl ient to have completed his or her initial program plan, then 

this is reported to the'attorney, along with the information that the 

individual is ejther leaving the program or continuing to work, toward 

additional objectives. (Such a report may "nudge" the defense counsel 

to move the case toward disposition if this is not already happening.) 

Regardless of legal circumstances, CEP encourages all clients to 

remain in the program as long as its services are needed. Presumably 

4:,;.,,;,~.":;;M,~,.~J::;e~:J::o""""""".-""""r---~"""--"·""-"'---___ ~ __ ~_. _______ .....t..r _Q~---<=<~~~~:'-~='Z.:,::~ 
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CEP would consider clients who extend their participation to be 

particularly "successful" as social service clients. 

Th is amb i gu i ty ubderli nes; the gg~ncy IS :.ruoa i st i nct 'yet re fated, 

definitions of "success," for court-related cl ients. The first type 

of "success" involves the~activities which satisfy a cl ient's legal 

needs. Th ismay be simp I y p'i'"ogram attendance (as with many divers ion 

cl ients), or it may involve minimal -::& sUbstantial program par-

ticipation (depending upon what the sentencing judge or referring 

defense attorney thinks is needed). The second type of "success" 

involves activities which satisfy the CEP staff that the clients' 

'social sewice needs are being met. Counselors look for change in 

individuals' life situatrons that indicate their own, the agency's 

and their clients' "success." These two types of succr-ss may 

(and often do) vary independently. /' 

other Criminal Justice System Clien~ 

The largest number of CEP's cl ients,,:,'fJhose relationship to 
" :" 

the agency does not have direct legal implications are those CEP 

provides only information and referral services. Most of their 

contacts with CEP are limited in duration and CEP does not do any 

follow-up to assess the success of its efforts •. ' CETA el igible 

Summer Youth Employment Program CI ients (15 percent of CEP's total 

cl ient population) are screened, placed and supervised by CEP in 

public sector emplGyment for seven weeks in the summer. Programmatic 

(I 
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"success" for CEP is to fi II all the slots under their contract; 

cl ients, are "successful" if they stay through the full program. 

The other sub-categories of clients are very smal I. They 

are individuals with a wide variety of social service needs and 

relationsh.ips to the criminal justice system. Therefore, their 

length of participation and measures of their success are deter-

mined on a case-by-case basis, using counselor's subjective jUdgments. 

THE NATURE OF THE CHANGE 

CEP is in transition. It has substantially reduced the number 

of cli0nts it diverts pretrial and is consider-ing abandoning this 

procedure altogether. It is sti I I, however, bifurcated: it is a 

court related agency that attempts to affect clients' personal lives. 

The Vera eval't.lation indicated that, partly because the criminal 

justice system in New York City had become so "diversionary" and 

partly because the agency was so dependent upon prosecutors, CEP 

was not meeting its dispositional goals as a pretrial diversion 

program. The research also suggested that reliance on diversion 

for client selection may have had negative implications for CEP's 

social service goals. Rather than abandon its dispositional goals 

entirely, CEP has developed alternative mechanisms to obtain criminal 

justice cl ients for who,' both types of intervention are suitable. 

Therefore, whi Ie CEP remains within the traditional framework of the 

pretrial services movement, it weaves these goals together without 

pretrial diversion. 

.~----------------- ~- --"---~-" 
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Conceptually, from the standpoint of the defense, most pretrial 

and post-plea services are based upon the rather old assumption that 

defendants benefit from demonstrating they are of good character, 

already undargoing rehabi litation, or otherwise worthy of Zenienay 

from the prosecutor or court. The pretrial services movement of the 

last decade is also based upon the recognition that the abi lity to 

demonstrate such "worthiness" is unequally distributed. Poverty, a 

I i fet i me of disadvantage, and cu I tura I I Y d i fferant; Ii festy I eS -make:; 

such a demonstration particularly difficult for many criminal de

fendants. The pretrial movement assumes (though rarely demonstrates) 

that, if such opportunities are avai lable, particularly early in the 

adjudication process, the system wi I I take into account defendants' 

wi I I ingness to seek "help," as demonstrated by their submission 

•• 12 to counseling, services, or supervIsion. 

Forma II Y organ i zed and pub I i c I y-supported efforts to prov ide 

such resources to disadvantaged (and other non-elite) defendants 

12Initial pretrial reforms in the area of bail focused upon those 
Poor and disadvantaaed defendants who already had sufficiently 

eo . "thO " al stable lifestyles to be able to demonstrate wor ~ness, -
though they did not have money to make bail. It was clearly an 
important achievement to encourage judges to take such factors 
into consideration. It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
next effort at pretrial reform (pretrial diversion programs) 
grew out of the further recognition that there were defendants 

b "th" who might be able to demonstrate that they could eaome wor y, 
despite unstable lifestyles, if they were given the resources to 
do so. Furthermore, diversion took this idea another step; such a 
demonstration might be used not only to get the defendant out of 
jail pretrial, but also to encourage' a decision not to prosecute. 
CEP first offered job referral to these defendants. It expanded._ 
its services as it became evident that mere lack of. knowledge or 
help in finding a job was not the only assistance typical defendants 
in the New York City courts nee~ed to become stable enough to 
demons'brate "worthiness" and, thus, to warrant leniency. 

o 
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during the last decade have been made largely through the mechanism 

of pretrial diversion. That is, they have been located within 

prosecutor-based decision-making systems. Despite some exceptions, 

few defendant services have been avai lable to this popUlation with-

out pretrial diversion funding. Some private defense attorneys 

have a social service capabi lity within their law offices or know 

where to find it in the private or publ ic (but non-criminal justice) 

sectors, but often only at the expense of the defendant. Some 

publ ic defender systems have also generated funds for the del ivery 

of social services (for example, the Offender Rehabi litation Project 

in Washington, D.C. and the Special Defender Services Division of 

the Legal Aid Society of New York). Although it is difficult to 

know how: "'fIY avai lable such services are, they may be.expanding~. 

Senna (1975) found that half the public defender offices he surveyed 

nationally either had or said they were planning to have social 

workers on staff. Such a figure does not, however, clarify the 

number of defendants for whom such services are avai lable or what 

those services may be. 

These non-diversion services have not been easy to fund with 

pubZia dol lars. Jacobson and Marshal I (1975) report that the 1971 

Subcommittee on Legal Representation of the Indigent of the Association 

of the Bar of the City of New York (the Carter Commission) recommended 

that the Appel late Divisions require Legal Aid Societies to include 

social as wei I as legal services for defendants. However, according 

.-~ .. -----~{.~~~::'~~';'~¥""t:.:;.....%.~~~~~~~~'_-=~a:'ffl'_. -----------~"'-'''.-' .. -;-.,',...,1''''-------__ ~=__~~~~~~~~~::-t~,-
~~ 
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to these authors, the New York City Legal Aid Society (the largest 

in the state) could not get funding for a ful I scale program from 

the city-based agency responsible for awarding LEAA moneys because, 

conceptually, the funders ha~ accepted the idea that deferred 

prosecution was the appropriate model for offering such services. 

Given this perspective, the only propet~ loci were either prosecutors' 

offices or third party agencies (such as CEP) which operate through 

deferred prosecution. 13 

The logic behind locating services'designed to help the 

defendant in the office" of-the prosecutor or its surrogate was to 

encourage the use of services early in the pretrial process. It was 

assumed this would (I) avoid the maximum amount of damage to the 

defendant from criminal prosecution; (2) save public/prosecutorial 

resources; and (3) reduce stigma by securing a dismissal of the 

charges. The problem is, of course, that the system is adversariali 

despite the attempt of such services to retain their "independence," 

they de facto bec~me associated with the prosecution if not in.decisions 

about the specific services to be given, then in decisions about who 

should have them. Therefore, the decision concerning which defendants 

wi II be given public resources to demonstrate their "worthiness" is, 

in effect, I eft to the prosecutor. The Vera I nst rq;ate research and 

13It might be noted that the New York City LAS program was probably 
not duplicative of pretrial diversion efforts. That is, its 
selection of cases was (and still is) based upon defense attorneys' 
judgements that the case in question was likely to receive jail 
time; many of these defendants were in pretrial detention. Hence, 
the LAS effort was more a last resort than was diversion, since 
those included had been (or were likely to be) excluded from other 
programs (such as CEP). 

------- .. -
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the earlier PTO/I literature suggest that prosecutors make these 

decisions in favor of defendants they are already inclined to treat 

leniently. It is possible, however, that in New York City and per

haps elsewhere, the diversion process has encouraged prosecutors to 

expand the numbers and types of cases they treat leniently even if 

they do not receive diversion services. But without longitudinal 

research, it is difficult to know how much of a contribution pre-
, 

trial diversion programs have made over the last decade in New York 

City, or what impact they may be having elsewhere. 

Whi Ie CEP's shift is away from pretrial diversion and a formal 

relationship with the prosecutor, it remains at least partially 

within the traditional pretrial services framework of providing 

social services (with public funds) to intervene in both people's 

lives and their court cases. Insofar as its efforts occur pretrial 

and its formal relationship is with the defense, CEP's present 

direction might be more accurately characterized as an alternative 

form of defense than as an "alternative form of prosecution" (to 

use Nimmer's phrase for diversion (1974».14 

There are advantages in CEP's shift toward "the defense in its 

pretrial intervention activities: informed consent is more likely 

because the case continues to progress toward disposition whi Ie 

service participation occurs; the defendant does not have to waive 

t
4CEP's post-plea activities and its formal relationship with the 
judge is not as clearly within the recent pretrial reform frame
work. While its goal of reducing the number incarcerated is 
similar, it does not share the other pretrial service rationales. 
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any legal rights; and the defendant can withdraw from services without 

affecting the normal course of the adjudi.cation process. There is 

also maximum flexibi lity with respect to both services and case out

comes. Services can be provided to any defendant who needs them or 

whose case can potentially benefit, regardless of how serious the 

charges or the prior record. IS The attorney may consider such services 

an aid in affecting disposition, or simply as a way to help the 

defendant prepare for a difficult outcome, such as incarceration. 16 

There are those who argue that such pretrial services belong 

under the ful I control of the defense (that is, within the defender's 

office) because they are an intrinsic part of the defense strategy 

(Jacobson and Marshal I, 1975; Frazzini, 1976). However, structural 

independence from the defense (such as that enjoyed by CEP) also 

suggests certain advantages. 

First, services can continue even after the case has been dis-

posed, or when they are no longer considered relevant to case dis-

position. This is probably more difficult in a defense office"be-

cause scarce resources are likely to be al located on the basis of 

legal needs rather than individuals' persona£) needs. Although 

ISWhile this may be viewed as an antidote to pretrial diversion's 
emphasis ?n less,. serious cases, the system is also flexible enough 
to help flrst offenders. For example, if the New York City system 
becomes more punitive toward youths, CEP can take the same type of 
defendants it previously diverted without changing its operating 
structure. 

16F . or ex&~ple, CEP reports recently helplng a client for whom a jail 
term was mandatory. While CEP believes its services helped shorten 
the jail term (by justifying a reduction in the charge), the agency 
was also able to help the defendant (an elderly first offender) 
prepare for the considerable ordeal of a jail term. 

l.! 
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the defense may exercise control over which defendants come to the 

attention of the independent service agency, it does not completely 

control the al location of its service resources. 

Second, multiple sources of money (public and private) may be 

more readi Iy attracted to the independent service agency, including 

but not limited to court-related dol lars. Not only are a larger 

number of financial sources likely (e.g.~ CEP's CETA money, Title XX, 

foundation grants, etc.), but the retention of such funds is not 

typically dependent upon demonstrating difficult to achieve results 

such as a reduction in recidivism, reduced court costs, or even 

impact on case disposition. If the agency can demonstrate that good 

quality social services are being given a population that needs them , 

the moneys wi I I probably be thought wei I-spent regardless of their 

impact on the criminal justice system. 

Third, according to Frazzini (1976) and others, confl ict between 

professional social service workers and defense lawyers is endemic. 

Social service workers see their activities as intrinsically w?rthy, 

not just for defense or legal purposes. Sometimes this can lead to 

serious case-related confl icts and to service workers' feelings of 

being "subsidiary" to legal needs (Frazzini, 1976: 68-70). With the 

independence of the social service agency, this conflict may be 

reduced, alth6ugh the social service worker may experience personal 

tensions concerning cl ients' service versus their legal needs. To 

some extent even this can be dealt with if, as in CEP's situation, 

direct relations between the agency and the defense are conducted 

through specially trained I iaisons (supervised, perhaps, by a lawyer) 

~.: 
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who are in close contact with counselors but who do not do counsel ing. 

If defense counsel do not think the services being provided wi I I help 

their clients' cases, they can so inform defendants, or they can seek 

other resources. In addition, the defense can choose not to use the 

d b th However, if (as in CEP's case) information provide . y e agency. 

individuals within the service agency are highly experienced with 

":~'I ients who face court cases, it may also develop a joint expertise 

I k· f / h t l'lents personally need). This (what courts are 00 Ing or wac 

. I' soc' I a I ser,,'1 ce agency wi th Ii tt Ie or no court is less I Ike y In 5 • 

or criminal justice experience. 

Fourth, defense attorneys apparently often fear their clients 

wi I I resent the intrusion of social services and wil I think their 

attorneys assume they are gui Ity or wi I I take a plea. Consequently, 

formal separation of the services from the defense may al low 

attorneys some distance f rom the soc i a I ser'! ice "i ntrus ion." 

Fifth, defense attorneys do not have tv personally assume the 

, I It· I s report'ed that th i s "soc i a I worker!' "social worker' ro e. 

self image is an extremely difficult one for many lawyers, personally 

as wei I as in relation to their clients. The avai labi lity of sep

arate services might increase defense uti lization.17 

17It is reported that defense attorneys often do~'t use social services 
that are available (Frazzini, 1976; personal commun~cations f::om. 
individuals in several agencies providing such serv1ces). Th1S 1S 
s~id to stem from their dislike of "becoming social worke::s; " how
ever, it must be noted that it may al~o result from (po~slbJ~ 
appropriate) skepticism about the eff~aaay of such serV1ces 1n 
case disposition. 
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Finally, prosecutors and judges might be less I ikely to develop 

the image that defense-oriented social services are excessively 

biased and thus -unr"eliable if they are provided by an independent 

agency, with a good reputation, strong professional standards, and 

an Organizational need to maintain such a reputation. 

Why should such social services not be totally independent 

of the criminal justice system, that is, located in agencies that 

have little or no involvement with the system and that take clients 

from a variety of sources? Obviously such agencies exist and do 

help defendants when approached by the defense or when an existing 

cl ient becomes a defendant. However, as we have already suggested, 

many people in the system report that defense attorneys do not know 

how to seek out such services, do not take the time to do so, or feel 

uncomfortable in that role. This is probably true in a busy urban 

court in which defense attorneys are hard pressed even to meet 

scheduled court appearances. But it may also be true in any 

jurisdiction where criminal defendants cannot readi Iy afford $uch 

services. As important, general social service agencies may not 

understand the particular problems of a client facing legal process, 

the trauma of a criminal conviction or a jai I sentence. They may 

lack the expertise -to assist th8 client deal with the court experi

ence and the threat of punishment,'to help the client fully uti lize 

the social services for his defense, and to prepare pertinent materials 

(written or of1'l) that wi II be effective in court. This takes experi

ence many agencies with different co~stituencies and cl ients may not 

have. Finally, an agency involved in the criminal justice system is 

(t/f 
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likely to become a respository of experience in the use of social 

services in case disposition. Such an agency, therefore, may become 

a vaC
\ uab I e guide to defense attorneys in creati ve uses of the i r 

servi I';es. 
(, ~-;..: 

This discussion has tacitly assumed there are cases within the 

courts deserving leniency that is not yet forthcoming; that social 

services are a potentially useful resource for encouraging such 

leniency; and that such actlvity deserves some priority in the 

distribution of social services dol lars. None of these assumptions 

may be appropriate for a particular jurisdiction. Wh i I e the first 

and third are value issues, the second is an empirical question and 

is the keystone of the entire conception. The Vera Institute eval-

uation of CEP suggests that social services may not affect dis-

position in a meaningful way, at least in New York City when those 

serv ices are del i vered in the context of pretri a I d i v;ers i on. How-

ever, so long as most pretrial agencies devote their resources to 

cases that would othe~ise be treated leniently, it is difficult to 

test the underlying assumption. And, so long. as they do not provide 

careful. probably control led, experimental assessments of their 

impact, tests which are carried out wil I be inconclusive. 

W~i Ie CEP appears to have passed fairly smoothly-through the 

initia1 phase of its transition from pretrial diversion (though 

certainly not without stress or uncertainty), it is by no means 

fully settled on its future course of action. During this phase, it 

has maintained its traditional dual goals by shifting toward providing 

p retr i a I soc i a I serv ices for the defense and post-p 11[~a divers i 011 from 

;;' 
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a custodial sentence. In addition, it carries out much needed 

information and referral in the courts, and provides a flexible 

soc! a I serv i ce resource to he I p c I i en,~rs referred from other cri m ina I 

justice agencies. The major question is which focus the agency wi I I 

emphasize in the long run. It may decide that its current experi-

ments with case interven~ion are successful and should be expanded. 

However, it may also decide that, because the system in New York City 

is so "diversionary" overall, there are more pressing criminal 

justice arenas within which it should be operating without affecting 

dispostion. If so, the direction of such efforts is not yet clear. 

Finally, CEP has not really confronted the issue of under what 

conditions their current (or alternative) s6rviaes are likely to 

influence their youthful clients' Zives (outside their legal 

circumstances). It may be that changing procedures for selecting 

clients -- eliloinating pretrial diversion -- by itself addresses 

that problem; but it probably does not. CEP's client population, 

however selected from the criminal justice system, is multiply dis

advantaged and difficult to provide services that have demonstrable 

effect. It is in this. area that creative program planning' and 

closer research attention are clearly needed in New York City as 

elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX A 

COLLECTING INTERVIEW DATA 

David M. Gerould, Field Supervisor 

Over the course of 23 months during 1977 and 1978, Vera's 

interviewing staN conducted more than 1,500 interviews with 533 

individu,als in a research population drawn from ,the criminal courts 

of Brook I yn ,Manhattan, and the Bronx in New York City. The numbel

of interviews l was Influenced by a variety of factors making the 

data collection a difficult process. We wi I I discuss those factors 

in relation to two aspects <;>f the data collection: the task of 

initially contracting respondents and securing an intake interview, 

and the efforts required to locate and recontact respondents for 

fol low-up interviews. We wi I I also describe the methods employed -

both successful and unsuccessful - to deal with these tasks. Our 

purpose I n I nc I ud I ng th 1;$ append I x I s to make deta I led materl a r on 
',0-, f.! :', (' 

our f l'~ I d c;:ontacts and i rl"terv I ew i ng efforts ava I I ab I e to other re
ii 

'searchers undertaking simi lar work. All too often these experiences 

are lost, known on! y to the scattered members of a parti cu I al- research 

lA total of 666 defendants were selected into the research population 
over a ten month p~riod (410 randO~Y selected, experimentals and 256 
controls). The research interviewing staff was able initially to 
locate and secure intake interviews with 80 percent of this 
popUlation. Of these 533 respondents, the staff was able to find 
and re-interview87 percent after approximately six ,months (that is, 
70 percent of the total research population). Annual interviews 
(after 12 months) were obtained with 376 members of the original 
population (66 percent). 
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team. The valuable accumulation of knowledge about field and inter-

viewing strategies generally does not occur, particularly when the 

research population is difficult to study or the data collection 

circumstances are unusual. 

OBTAINING THE INTAKE INTERVIEW -
Initial Intake and Contact in the Court 

Our research population consisted of people arraigned in criminal 

court who were el igible and selected for participation in the Court 

Employment Project. Intake took place over a ten-month period, 

January through October, 1977. During this period we had a Vera 

research interviewer stationed in the court bui Idings in Manhattan 

and Brooklyn where CEP was screening for diversion and, for short 

peri ods, in the Bronx and in the Brook Iyn night court. The Vera 

interviewers were informed of each new research intake by the CEP 

screening staff; they then attempted to contact and interview thes~ 

respondents in the court. Two additional Vera interviewers worked 

out of the central research office at Vera. The CEP screening staff 

supplied them with the addresses and phone numbers of al I members of 

the research population missed in court by the Vera staff, so that they 

could be contacted at home. As addftional means of contact we had 

access to respondents' future court appearance dates and in~arceration 

information. 

l\ 
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These procedures were originally designed to al low the research 

to contact and interview most subjects selected for the research on or 

shortly after the day they were selected. In actuality, less than a 

third of the r'sspondents were i'nitia/ly interviewed so promptly because 

research interviewers experienced considerable difficulty making con-

tact. with ,many respondents whi Ie they were in court. The most signifi

cant reasons involved the complex and hectic structure of activities 

in a busy urban court and the nature of CEP's own screening process. 2 

2This research effort differed from Vera's earlier longitudinal 
research an a supported work experiment with a drug addicted 
papulation (Friedman, 1978), insofar as it did nat have a 
"captive" research papulation at the paint of intake. Because 
defend~nts ~ere being selected for program and research. 
participation during the very early stages of the court process 
(that is, prior even to ~~raignment), agreement to participate 
in the research could not be made a condition of program partic
ipation. The Vera supported work research (and also such studies 
as Kenneth Lenihan's work with men released from prison (1976») 
were able to secure such agreement and thus not only obtain in-
take interviews on all members of the research population, but also 
secure detailed fallow-up infor~ation for each respondent. In 
addition, the CEP program/research population had important social 
and de:mographic differences from, for example, the supported work 
papulation which made them somewhat more difficult to track. They 
were considerably younger and, therefore, did not tend to have' stable 
relations with spouses, parents or relatives. While many "lived" at 
home with relations or parents, they were rarely in resid,ence with 
them and had few alternative or regular contact places known to their 
parents. In addition, because of their youth and lack of involvement 
in formal organizations (e.g., schools, social progrrums, probation, 
drug or other treatment programs), there were few, if any, official 
agencies through which they could be located. Fiqally, all these 
characteristics are associated with their considerable geographic 
mobili ty ,both wi thin the New Yor,k, Metropolitan area and beyond 
(particularly the southern U.S. and Puerto Rica). Consequently, 
the extensive field efforts neces~,ary to +ocate a single respondent 
often raneed over many city neighborhoods and, less frequently, 
several states. 

--------'.-",....----------_._--
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Our first contact with a respondent assigned as an experimental 

(i.e., a program participant) was supposed to occur immediately after 

the CEP screener (who cal led the case in to Vera's Central research 

office to obtain its assignment to the experimental or control group) 

had brought the individual to CEP's court screening office to complete 

the program's own intake pr~cedui-es. Our interviewer, having an adjacent 

office in each court, was to introduce himself and explain our research 

study to the respondent .. The first contact with a defendant assigned 

to the control group (a non-program participant) was supposed to take 

place in the court immediately fol lowing arraignment. When our inter

viewer was informed of a control group intake by the CEP screener, he 

would also be given the courtroom location so he could locate and contact 

the respondent. It was very difficult, however, to actually implement 

these procedures. 

A major p rob I em was that the f low of cases ca I I ed' in by the CEP 

screeners was extremely erratic and unpredictable. During the 

heaviest months there were days with no intake at al I, occasio~al Iy 

fol lowed by a day in which a half dozen cases were cal led in within 

an hour of each other. It should be noted that CEP normally took al I 

co-defendants in a case, so that a screener frequently cal led in several 

cases simultaneously. There were no particular days of the week or 

times of the day when intake was consistently heavy or light. It was, 

in practice, impossible for an interviewer to assure that he would be 

in his office (i .e., not elsewhere in the court bui Iding tryingfo con

tact respondents) when a participant intake was cal led in and brought 

to the screening office. Simi larly, an interviewer often wQuld be 

--------------- ,~-,-,-" .. 
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conducting an interview or out of his office when a control group in

take was cal led in, and could not get to the court parts before the 

respondent's arraignment was finished. 

Another problem was that an experimental subject could be rejected 

for CEP by the judge at arraignment, or change his mind about 

participating in CEP. Such non-participant experimentals consti-

tuted about 10 percent of our sample. The interviewer, expecting a 

participant to be brought up to the CEP screening office after 

arraignment, would not know unti I too late that he had to contact the 

respondent in the arraignment part. 

A third difficulty in making initial contact involved the mechanism 

of informing the court interviewers of new intakes. A CEP screener was 

supposed to notify the interviewer as soon as he cal led a new intake 

into the Vera office, for research assignments, but this was not a 

reI iable procedure. CEP screeners were under tremendous time pressure 

because they had to complete work on an intake before the defendant's 

arraignment. Since this involved gathering al I the relevant papers and 

the prosecutor's case fi les, interviewing th~ defendant, and getting 

approval from both the defense attorney and DA's office before 

arraignment, the screeners spent most of their time literally running 

around the court bui Iding against a deadline. 3 Once having cal led in 

3All the Criminal Court Buildings within which the interviewers and 
screeners operated are large, rambling buildings containing dozens 
of court parts, several different detention locations and 
decentrali zed case information systems. ' 
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a case to Vera, they sometimes simply forgot to ocal I the court inter-

viewer, or had a chance to do so only after hunting down an un-

occupied pay phone or racing back up to the CEP screening office. 

There were also many times when the Vera interviewer was unreachable 

because he was rushing between arraignment parts looking for 

respondents. These delays in notification contributed to the number 

of respondents (especially controls) missed in court. Eventually the 

problem of notifying court interviewers of new intake was dealt with 

somewhat more·successful Iy by having the research assignment monitor 

at Vera also telephone the court interviewer after the CEP screener .. 

had cal led in a case. 

Wh i I e severa I aspects of the CEP screen i ng pr"ocess created prob-

lems for the research interviewers, the working relationship between 

them and the CEP screeners on a personal level was very collaborative. 

They came to regard each other' as members of the same staff. One 

benefit was that, as time went on, CEP screeners made efforts to help 

the Vera interviewers contact respondents above and beyond their basic 

responsibi lity to tell a respondent that "somebody here would I ike to 

interview you." When an interviewer could not be reached, it was not 

uncommon for a CEP screener to try to persuade a participant to wait 

in the CEP screening office unti I the interviewer returned, or to 

persuade a control to come to the CEP office after his arraignment. 

Another benefit was that our interviewers gained valuable fami I iarity 

with court procedures and personnel because they spent time side-by

side with the highly experienced CEP court screeners. Two interviewers, 

for example, were thus able to establ ish rapport with various personnel 

<.' 
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in the court clerk~s officej this reduced the amount of time they 

spent locating respondents in the court. The Manhattan Court inter-

viewer, through the CEP screening st.aff, met and developed an informal 

relationship with various CEP counselors (whose offices were a few 

blocks from the court), which helped faci I itate contacts with 

participant respondents when they went to counseling appointments. 

Though many intakes were missed in court, the're wou I d certa in I y have 

been many more without this collaboration. 

Another difficulty with working in the courts was the high rate 

of refusals: more than I I percent of the sample initially refused 

the research interview when contacted in court. The most important 

reason for such referrals was the negative influence of the criminal 

court setting on respondents and their fami lies, and the extent to 

which they identified the research staff and the research effort with 

the criminal justice system. 

The negative physical and psychological impact of arrest, 

detention, and arraignment was substantial even for respondents who 

had experienced criminal court arraignment previously (40 percent of 

the sample). By the time of arraignment, a respondent had been held in 

detention from a few hours to a few days; he had been questioned by 

po.lice officers, Pre-Trial Services Agency (ROR interviewers), attorneys, 

and a judge; and he had been' crowded together impersonally with people 

accused of crimes ranging from shoplifting to murder. Research inter-

viewers, therefore, in expiaining tre study to a respondent, tried to 

make it clear that the interviews were voluntary and that Vera had no 
I 

connection with the court or the pol ice. Very often, however, only the 
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voluntary part of this was comprehended or accepted. Respondents 

often refused to be interviewed because they did not want anything 

more to do with the court and they perceived the interviewers and 

the research as part of the degrading, upsetting process they had just 

experienced. The distinction between that process and a "research 

interview" which might eventually benefit others in a similar sit-

uation was often too abstract, particularly in the face of their" 

desire to "put it al I behind me," or "get away from the whole scene 

here," or "go home and get a bath and a meal." In addition, since 

42 percent of the sample was on!y 16 and 17 years old, a respondent~s 

fami Iy was often present in court and frequently felt this way even 

more strongly than did the respondent. 

An a(:ditional problem was that some controls and non-participant 

experimentals felt a particular hosti I ity towards our interviewers 

because they had been turned down for a program that they thought might 

have helped them get their cases dismissed. When first tqlking to 

defendants, CEP screeners were extremely careful to explain that there 

might not be room in the program even if al I the necessary approvals 

were obtained. When defendants were subsequently assigned as "overflows" 

(that is controls), the screener would tel I them that there was, in 

fact, no room. Often, however, the CEP screener would not have time to 

locate and speak to "overflows" at al I after cal ling the cases in to 

Vera, so these individuals would find out only at arraignment that they 

were not in the program. Since at first the research interviewers were 

considered to be CEP by respondents I they sometjmes got an embittered 

reaction: "They (You) wouldn't help me - why should I go along with 

you?" 
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Another adverse effect of the court environment was that respon

dents who were wil ling to be interviewed often would not do so right 

away; they wanted to go home first. As a general rule, interviewers 

pushed for an immediate interview only if they could not arrange a 

later appointment or get the contact information necessary to con-

tact a respondent later. As it turned out, however, many respondents 

did not show up for later appointments or were difficult to contact 

later, so their frequent desire to postpone the intake interview 

became a serious problem for the research. 

Since the court interviewers had to operate within a setting that 

was negative for respondents, various countermeasures were used. The 

most obvious was paying each respondent for his time, coupled with a 

promise to also pay him for several addi-'rional interviews over the 

course of the fol lowing year. The $10 cash payment did induce some 

respondents to agree to be interviewed, who would otherwise have 

refused or postponed. It is impossible to determine the exact number 

for whom money was central, but there were enough instances of" 

respondents being "on the verge of walking out" unti I the money was 

mentioned to suggest it was an important factor. In addition, more 

than a few respondents told court interviewers that they were completely 

broke, and that the research money was their only way of getting home. 

Aside from the cash payment, the general style and approach used 

by the interviewers was an important part of the research staff's 

effort to deal with the negative reactions of respondents. They 

introduced themselves on a casual, first-name basis and attempted to 

\\ 
\i 
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establish an informal rapport which would be a positive contrast to 

most of the other contacts the respondents had had in the courts. 

AI I the interviewers, moreover, had themselves spent a good deal of 

time "on the streets" in New York City, and several had had personal 

experiences with the courts. When they attempted to persuade respondents 

to be interviewed, they used "street language" and geared the way they 

This presented the research to the perspective of the respondent. 

personal ized approach wi II be discussed in more detai I below because 

it was also important when interviewers worked in the field ~~d in 

conducting the formal interview itself. Although we cannot system

atically compare this apprlJach to others, we had one interviewer who 

tried using a more formal, "professional" approach when he first began 

working in the courts; after encountering a variety of refusals and put

offs, he changed his style to what has been described above and 

immediately got better results. 

The most successfu I mElthod for overcomi ng the court refusa I s was 

the "last resort" of recontacting respondents later. In most cases, 

th i s was not done unti I severa I moni-hs after a refusa I. As a matter" of 

policy, we did not recontact anybody who had refused vehemently or who 

had asked us not to get in touch with him again; but when refusals in 

f " I t It good h'ell over half the "re-court were less Irm, a er resu 5 were . ~ 

fusals" we were able to recontact agreed to be interviewed, and overal I 

the number of refusals was reduced by almost 25 percent. 

Three different strategies were employed in this effort. If the 

in iti a I refusa I had been I ukewarm (II I don 't rea II y th i nk I I d be i nter

ested"), the field interviewers attempted to telephone and speak person-

(j 
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ally with the respondent after a few weeks. This approach proved to be 

ineffective and was abandoned. During the last month of research in

take,a letter was sent to al I refusals, explaining that we sti I I wanted 

to interview them and would pay $20 in cash. Whi Ie we received only a 

few direct "second refusals," there was only about a 10 percent 

response to the mai I ing. Our third approach was to mount a ful Iscale 

field effort from May to October 1978 to recontact refusals in per

son. Roughly three-quarters of the refusals we were able to contact in 

person agreed to the interview. 

Detai Is of how this was done (including the offer of larger pay

ments) wi I I be discussed below, but one aspect of the process should 

be noted. The more time that passed between a refusa.l in court and 
\ 

successfu I I Y recontacti ng the respondent, the more su(;cessfu I we w.ere 

in obtaining his cooperation. This was largely because a respondent 

no longer assumed a direct link between the research and the courts. 

Field Operations 

When a respondent was not interviewed in court, the court inter

viewer continued his contact efforts by sending a letter, telephoning, 

or attempting another personal contact if the defendant had another 

court appearance or a CEP counsel ing appointment scheduled. If these 

efforts fai led, the Vera field staff took over. Although there was 

some overlap between the responsibi lities of field and court inter

viewers, at least 300 of the intake interviews (over 60 percent of 

those completed) required at least some "field contact." More than 

15 months of various kinds of field activity were necessary to secure 

interviews with 80 percent of the original research population. 
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A number of factors made the field activity particularly diffi-

cult. Primarily, the only contact information research Interviewers 
\ i 

were able to obtain in court was of poor quality. It was often incom-

plete, inaccurate, or unrel iable. This was especially true of the 

information contained on the PTSA/ROR interview reports -- the main 

source of home addresses and phone numbers when we had had no personal 

contact with a respondent in court. Names were frequently recorded 

incorrectly; addresses were unclear or inaccurate; and information was ( 

sometimes ind\3cipherable because of poor handwriting or i'ndistinct 

photocopies. As we learned in talking with respondents ourselves, 

these problems were not entirely the fault of the PTSA personnel; 

both del iberate and unintentional misinformation was provided by 

respondents. Some respondents did not use their real names when 

arrested and al iases were only apparent if a respondent had been 

arrested previously and used his or her real name. Some respondents 

did not tel I PTSA interviewers the name they normally used, although 

the name they gave was real. For example, someone's ful I name might {l 

be "Juan Julio Torres Rodriquez," When asked for his first and last 

name, he would give "Juan Rodriquez." His farni Iy, friends, landlord, 

school, and/or employer, however, might know him as "Julio Torres." 

Finally, having two last names (that of both parents) is not uncommon 

among Hispanic fami lies In New York City because of the Spanish 

tradition of placing the father's name last but using the mother's name o 
generally. To further confuse the issue, we had more than one respon-

dent who genuinely could not tel I us how to spel I his name correctly. 

____ ~~'L ________ _ 
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Instances of respondents being uncertain of their precise street 

addresses or home telephone numbers were also common. Finally, some 

addresses provided by respondents were clearly imaginary or false. 

Some of the information recorded by the PTSA interviewers was 

not avai lable to research staff unti I considerably after the person 

came into the research sample. This problem arose because we received 

these reports through the central CEP office. CEP screeners were 

supplied by PTSA staff with photocopies of the interview report for al I 

defendants CEP screened; the screeners would turn this copy over to our 

court interviewer if we assigned the case to the control group. But 

the main CEP office had to forward al I the reports for participants 

to our off i ce at Vera. Qu i te a few PTSA repol-ts got "lost" in the 

shuffle" either during the screenIng process or at CEP. Some were only 

received after sever'al weeks or more; some we never received and had 

to obtain directly from PTSA. 

The lack of -good contact information was critical because other 

means of contacting respondents were unreliable. Many respondents who 

.made appointments withia court interviewer for a later date did not 

show up, necessitating further contact efforts. Although we would know 

the date and courtroom location of a future court appearance, that 

I ., I I h I f I Even with access to the court knowledge was on y mInIma yep u . 

calendar, no one could determine at what time of day the case would be 

cal led and it was rarely possible for an interviewer to spend the 

entire day waiting in co.urt. Frequently, respondents would not 

appear in court at al I. Contacting participants through their CEP 

counselors was Qot always successful eitherhs~nce"broken appoint-

, .. ---"~~-' ----
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ments and "no-shows" were common at CEP. (About 45 percent of the 

experimentals failed to complete the program because of poor 

attendance.) 

When we asked respondents, either systematically or informally, 

why they did not go to appointments, the answers varied. For CEP 

counsel ing appointments and research interviews, the most common 

t t ( "I d·ldn't feel like bothering"). response was lack of in eres e.g., 

d t also ·Ind·lcated that unwi I lingness, inabi lity, or Sometimes respon en s 

fear of travel ling to an office located outside their neighborhood was 

important. They lacked subway fare, got lost, or simply were afraid 

to make the attempt. Court appearances were sometimes,skipped because 

the individual forgot the date or location, never received a mai led 

reminder, and/or thought his case was finished. Despite cash payments 

for interviews, the problem of "no-shows" plagued the interviewing 

staff throughout the efforts to conduct fol low-up interviews. 

One method used to counteract the unreliabi lity of contact in

formation was to obtain updated addresses, further court appearance 

dates, and incarceration information from CJA's computerized fi les. 

This was an important source of information, since over one-third of 

the sample (36 percent) was arrested at least once during the follow

up period. Although the problems of inaccurate addresses and phone 

number and fai lure to appear continued, this mat~rial gave us one 

n . 
additional opportunity to contact respondents who were otherwise 

"lost" or difficult to locate. The same was true if a respondent was 

detained or incarcerated: desp i te enormous "d iff i cu I ties find i ng and 

---------;:---------~--.--------------.---
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interviewing a detainee, at least we knew where he might be for some 

length of time. (In New York City, the Dep~rtment of Corrections has 

had grave problems with updating information on inmates and the dlifi-

cultyof iocating dei'ainees is a systemic problem.) 

In sum, to establish a first contact with research subjects, our 

interviewing staff had to do more field contact work than was initially 

expected, and they had to carry it outunde, serious handicaps. Most 

of the respondents not talked with in court required weeks or months 

of repeated efforts before even a contact was made and often longer 

before an interview was secured. Interviewers often did not know the 

contact information they had obtained from the court was in error 

until, for example, the respondent skipped an appointment and a letter 

sent to his home address was returned by the Post Office. By then, 

severa I weeks wou I d have passed and the number of ne~1 intakes from 

the court requiring field work continued to increase. Consequently, 

field interviewers had an ongoing backlog of uninterviewed cases 
~2:::;,-=::~~-:~~ 

needing field contact, which was continuously increased by new"lntakes 

missed in court. We coWld not spare court interviewers to work in the 

field because the flow of new intakes in the court was so erratic. 

'Almost .80 percent of the sample had one or more telephone numbers 

I isted on the PTSA interview report, either a home phone or that of a 

relative, friend, etc. However, interviews often found one or more 

of the numbers disconnected within a few weeks of intake; any time lag 

before ful I field contact efforts began for a respondent increased the 
1\ 
'.' I ikel ihood that his household's phone would be turned off. 
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Whi Ie we often learned later that this was due to the non-payment of 

the bi I!, we could not be sure at first whether the family had moved. 

Whether permanent or temporary, such disconnections reduced the 

efficacy of our phone efforts. Furthermore, even if a number was 

correct and in service. our interviewers typically had to make many 

ca I I s over· an extended per i od of time in order to reach a respondent 

himself. The phone sometimes belonged to a friend, neighbor, relative, 

etc., who did not see the respondent regularly, and messages would get 

garbled, forgotten, or ignored. Respondents were difficult to catch 

at home, and often other fami Iy members were "in and out" also. This 

would mean multiple cal Is would be made before reaching anyone, much 

less the respondent. Respondents also frequently ignored our messages 

asking them to cal I us back, a problem atso encountered when letters 

were sent out. 

There were two other problems in contacting respondents by mai I. 

Letters sometimes did not reach a respondent because the mailboxes in 

his bui Iding were vandalized or non-existent. In such cases tne Postal 

Carrier either left the letter by the door (where it was often lost) 

or returned it to us as undeliverable. The former situation would result 

in our staff sending out several letters, waiting for a response, and 

then, after considerabl~ delay, making a field visit. At first when 

the Post Office returned a letter (generally stamped "no such party 

at address"), we would assume the address was incorrect and cease 

trying to contact the respondent there. It was only when we did 

finally contact a respondent by other means and verified his home 

address that we found this had been a wrong assumption. Some 

,) 
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respondents, in fact, told us (or we saw for ourselves when making a 

field visit) that there was a properly labelled and operable mai Ibox 

although the Post Office had returned letters as undeliverable. In 

short, interviewers were not only uncertain of the accuracy of the 

addresses and phone numbers but were unable to rely on the normal 

means of home contact, the phone and the mai I. 

Because of our lack of experience with this population and the 

heavy field workload, the interviewing staff initially attempted to 

use one means of contact, waiting to see if that was successful, whi Ie 

going on to other cases, and then trying another means. Intensive 

simultaneous techniques such as sending a letter, ma~ing numerous 

phone cal Is at al I hours of the day and evening for several days, and 

then automatically beginning field visits were only applied later on. 

Such efforts, moreover, are extremely time consuming and demand 

intensive concentration on a fairly smal I group of cases. Our staff 

did not have the time to develop and employ such routines consistently 

so long as they were heavily involved in keeping up with the influx of 

new cases. 

Our initial expectation that we had enough "contact points" (ad

dresses and phone numbers, court appearances and CEP appointments) to 

contact most respondents outside the courts was, therefore, wrong. 

Given the difficulty of securing interviews in the courts, and the mai I 

and phone contact problems, interviewers had to spend increasing amounts 

of time in the field in order to locate and interview respondents. 

Unfortunately, si.nce each court had to be covered by a research inter

viewer al I day, every day, they were not avai lable for fie~d work. The 

- .~~ ....... ~~-----
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necessity to prolong intake four additional months (from the six 

initially expected to ten) to secure a sufficiently large research 

population also reduced the number of interviewers avai lable for field 

work. 

Time, in fact, was a constant negative factor in the field work. 

As mentioned above, efforts to obtain the intake interviews spanned 

15 months. At a very rough estimate, more than 3,000 person-hours were 

d . th ths Aside from the extra-involved outside the courts urlng ose mon . 

ordinary delays described above in our mai I and telephone efforts, 

Inter-each field visit that was made required a great deal of time. 

viewers frequently had to travel one or two hours each way on publ ic 

transportation to visit a respondent's home. Travelling between 

addresses in the same general area was also very time consuming, and 

making as many as eight;'isits constituted an unusually ful I day of 

field work from the standpoint of travel ling time alone. (It was not 

possible for our staff to have access to cars, except sporadically, 

unt i I 'vJe were into the fo I low-up phase.) Th i s was espec i a I I Y true in 

the larger and geographically more spread-out boroughs of Brooklyn, 

Queens and the Bronx. 

Aside from travel I ing time, interviewers typically had different 

objectives for each "stop," and a single stop could require a substan

tial amount of time. There might be an appointment for a home inter

view, which involved waiting for the respondent to arrive and conduct

ing the long interview. "No-shows" (though less common when an appoint

ment had been made at home than they were at our office or in the courts) 
I' 

were regular; ,an interviewer might waste up to half a day between 

travel ling and waiting. A visit might also be made because we were 

( I 
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told that a respondent "probably" would be home around a certain hour, 

in which case the interviewer would try to stay in the area and come 

back severa I times if the respondent was not home at first. .To 

reiterate, many responde.nts in our sample did not consistently stay 

at home even after return i ng from schoo lor" a job; they were "i n 

and out." When our interviewers made "blind" visits Ci.e., with no 

advance indicaticn a respondent might be at home), they usually spent 

only the time necessary to leave a message if the respondent wasn't 

there. Since a day's field work typically combined "blind" visits 

with "possible contacts" and appointments for interviews, relatively 

few addresses could be reached, even if the entire day was spent in 

the field. 

Efforts to reduce the amount of time spent on field visits, and 

to increase the i r ef·fi ciency had mixed resu Its. Geograph i ca II y group i ng 

addresses to be visited only had an impact in the smaller, more densely 

popu I ated borough of Manhattan, wher'e it was sometimes poss i b I e to 

find several addresses within walking distance of one another or with

in a quick bus or subway connection. In the other boroughs, the public 

transit system simply did not al low for easy connections, and the 

physical distances were greater. Gal ling ahead to confirm appointments 

helped cut dowrr on lost time and no-shows, but many respondents did not 

have telephones or were not going to be home until the scheduled time, 

so confirmation was not always possible. Enlisting the cooperation of 

respondents' relatives and Triends, making blind visits at night or On 

weekends, and sp@nding time "hanging around" local neighborhoods to find 
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respondents were al I strategies that could not be fully uti I ized during 

the intake phase. The major factors, discussed below, included (I) our 

concern for preserving the respondent's privacy; (2) suspicion and lack 

of cooperation on the part of respondents and their fami lies; (3) the 

dangerous neighborhoods in which many of the respondents lived; and (4) 

the difficulty and complexity of staff coordination and case management 

so long as new intakes into the sample continued. 

From the outset, research staff felt a par-ticular need to be 

cautious about explaining the nature of the interview to people other 

than the respondent. We could not tel I a respondent's fami Iy that we 

had tried to contact him in criminal court and wanted to interview him 

about his experiences. On the one hand, therfami Iy might not be 

aware he had been arrested; on the other, they might assume he had gotten 

into further trouble. We had not only the normal research responsibi I ity 

of maintaining the confidentiality of th~ information provided us by 

the respondents, but also one of not dis~upting the normal lives of 

the (mostly teenage) respondents in the course of our contacts-with 

their families or friends. Research interviewers, thus, used a low-

key and non-professional approach when leaving messages (e.g., "Would 

you tel I Wi I lie that Pete came by, and ask him to give a cal I tomorrow? 

Here's my number"). ·This problem underlines the importance of our hav

ing fai led to initially contact respondents in 80urt. It meant a field 

interviewer had no obvious guidelines as to "how far he could go" in 

identifying himself. At the very least, if an initial court contact 

had been established, the interviewer could say that he had spoken with 

the respondent before and was "supposed to get back in touch with him." () 

.-.------
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At best, the fami Iy might have been in court and know about the inter

view; in such a case we could ask for their help in contacting and/or 

arranging an appointment with the respondent. 

We were never certain, however, of having any cooperation from 

respondents or the i r fam i_ lies. Respondents themse I ves were often i n-

different towards the interview, so our messages were often ignored. 

Our own deliberate effort to be low-keyed when leaving messages often 

exacerbated this problem. Sometimes the $10 payment was considered 

"not worth the trouble," and sometimes respondents were just not very 

conscientious about returning cal Is or responding to messages. Fami Iy 

members and friends also frequently viewed the research interviewers 

with suspicion. In the experience of many of these fami I ies, unknown 

people were often pol ice, welfare "inspectors" or bi II collectors. 

Here again, our concern for confidentiality had an adverse -- and gen-

eral ty unavoidable -- effect. Nevertheless, even when our interviewers 

were able to be more specific about the reason we were trying to reach 

the respondent, there remained the difficulty of making clear ~hat "this 

research interview business" was al I about before we could get the 

cooperation of relatives or friends. In sum, the most significant 

effect on our field etforts was that interviewers frequently were not 

able to obtain reliable information about how and when they could 

contact a respondent. They had to play it by ear with each contact, 

and use their own judgment both on how to act and how much to believe 

what they were told. 
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The possibi I ity of physical danger to interviewers in the field 

was a concern throughout our field efforts. Each interviewer 

automatically followed his or her own "street instincts" to avoid 

danger -- e.g., spending as little time as possible on the street if 

the neighborhood seemed particularly dangerous or hostile. More 

importantly» the interviewers were justifiably reluctant to make 

evening visits or canvass a neighborhood in SUCh situations. Whi Ie 

the research staff had been aware al I along that safety factors had to 

be taken into account when working in the field (since this involved 

going into some of the wors-r slums and high-crime areas of the city), 

there was little that could be done to avoid having this affect.the 

efficiency of the field efforts. Working in pairs and assigning visits 

in certain areas to interviewers who knew that particular section 

better (or were more comfortable there) helped somewhat. 

Ethnicity was a major determinant in these field efforts. Two of 

our interviewers were black, two Hispanic, and one (the only woman) 

black-Hispanic. In primari Iy black neighborhoods, the Hispani~ inter

viewers received less cooperation from everybody, got "hassled" more 

frequently on the street, and generally felt less at ease. The same 

was true for the black interviewers in Hispanic neighborhoods. Another 

important determinant was fami I iarity with "the turf." When an inter

viewer went into an area he or she knew very wei I, it was both easier 

and more natura I to i nforma II y "ask around" for a respondent -- whether 

this meant talking to the neighbors or stopping into a local hangout. 

Since we had respondents living in dozens of different neighborhoods, 

however, al I the interviewers combined were fami liar with only a cer-
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tain number of the areas in which we conducted field work. It was 

only during our fol low-up efforts (and after an interviewer nearly got 

mugged in the field) that avai lable methods could be used to approach 

the problem more systematically. One reason for this delay was a lack 

of manpower; with two or three of the five interviewers needed ful I 

time in court bui Idings, pairing and/or special assignments were 

difficult to coordinate. 

There were also conflicting demands on the time and attentions of 

the field interviewers which prevented ful I and consistent coordina-

tions of their early field efforts. The need -- on an unpredictable 

basis .. - to rush to one of the court bui Idings to help contact and in-

terview new intakes, together with the need to conduct unscheduled in

terv i ew .. ~ ":I i th respondents who "wa I ked in," meant that fie I d work had to 
' .. 

be arranged on a day-to-day basis. Planning field work in advance, 

concentrating intensive field efforts on cases that were hard to reach, 

or assigning field work cases to specific interviewers for maximum 

efficiency was not consistently possible because our plans might have 

to be dropped suddenly to cope with one of the situations described 

above. Another time consuming job was the clerical task of recording 

in datai I the work which had been done on cases and of what needed to 

be done (i. e., "case management ll ). Each of the (norma I I y two) fie I d 

interviewers had a load of thirty or more cases which required field 

work. As respondents were interviewed (or refused) and new intakes 

missed in court came in, the individuals who needed to be contacted 

constantly changed. Since the interviewers' time was fragmented and 

their workload was largp,it was sometimes difficult and time consuming 
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for them, or anyone on the staff, to record the deta i I ed hi story and In an effort to secure as many intake interviews as possible from 

contact efforts for each case. The result was that the early field the sti I I contactable group and the refusals, a decision was made to 

work on some cases was not done as soon as it might have been. de I ay the start of the first (s i·x-month) fo II ow-up i nterv i ews unt i I 

Time had other effects; the longer it took to get in contact November and concentrate staff efforts on locating intake cases. In 

with a respondent, the greater the chances that he would become Im- addition,the research staff decided to offer $20 instead of $10 for 

possible to contact. He might go to live with a relative outside New the interview. These efforts met with only minimal success. As 

York, get a job in another state, go away to school, or be incarcerated described above, there was very I ittle response to the letters sent 

outside the city. It was impractical for the interviewing staff to to refusals, and the research staff decided not to expend field effort 

make more than an occasional home visit outside metropolitan New York on refusal cases in order to concentrate on the others. This was done 

City, due to budgetary and time constraints and the lack of access to so that there would be more, manpower avai lable with fewer schedul ing 

car transport. problems (court intake had, by September, slowed to a trickle and 

In addition, some respondents completely dropped out of sight -- would end in late October) and a concentrated field effort on a 

either moving with no forwarding address or leaving their homes with- relatively sma I I number of cases could be mounted with maximum effi-

out ·te II i ng anyone where they were go i ng or when/ it they might return. ciency. An improved system of case management, schedul ing, and assign-

This was a more common occurrence than any of the previously mentioned ment was set up. This stil I did not overcome al I the problems. When 

"moves" and particularly difficult to deal with because of the un- a court interviewer was sick or on vacation (both situations occured 

cooperative attitude of relatives or friends. By the time research several times during this period), one of the three field interviewers 

intake was nearing completion (the beginning of September 1978), more had to'work ful I time in the court, even if there were only a few in-

than 40 respondents were uncontactable. There also were approximately takes. This was dlso the first time that an intensive field effort had 

35 who were "possible to contact," ranging from very recent intakes been initiated, so the normal problems of beginning a new set of proce-

missed in court to cases that the field interviewers had been working dures took place. 

on for up to four months. These two uninterviewed groups represented A final attempt to obtain intake interviews with difficult and 

about I I percent of the total sample, and there was an additional I I "lost" respondents was made between May and October 1978. There were 

percent that had refused to be interviewed in court. 159 uninterviewed intake cases, sl ightly more of whom were un-

contactable ("lost") than had refused. The method employed in this 
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push was an al I-out, intensive field effort. Whi Ie a specific: 

description of these techniques is included in Section I I below which 

deals with our other fol low-up efforts, several features unique to 

the intake Interview efforts during this period are worth discussing 

here. 

First, there was the problem of identification: making sure 

that the person we finally contacted and interviewed was, in fact, 

the same individual who was assigned to our sample. This was, of 

course, a concern in al lour efforts, but in fol low-up cases we were 

able to verify a respondent!s signature against the signature we 

had obtained on the first interview, and often a respondent would be 

recognized by the interviewer who had conducted the previous interview. 

With intake cases, however, we had no signatures to compare, and often 

none of the interviewers would have seen the person before. Since we 

were offering larger amounts of money for these interviews (up to 

$50), and since we had already identified a few imposters during our 

early fol low-up work, we had to take particular care. Whenever an 

intake was being interviewed, the interviewer asked for a picture I.D. 

card with a signature on it, or a Social Security number and date of 

birth. In addition, items would be checked from the initial PTSA inter-

view report and/or CEP screening sheet (e.g., previous addresses, arrest 

charges, AKAs, names of relatives, etc.). These checks were performed 

whether or not the interviewer recognized the respondent, to pro·tect 

against mistaken identifications v:.qcurring because of the passage of 

up to 20 months since prior contact. 

" 
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OBTAINING FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS 

Th~~ol low-up stages of the data collection involved personal 

interviews conducted in two waves (six months and 12 months after 

intake) with aZZ respondents for whom we had intake interviews. In 

this section we wi II primari Iy discuss those features of the data 

collection process (and the constra.ints encountered) that were specific 

to these interviews. It must be kept in mind, however, that the 

conditions and difficulties described in the preceding section concerning 

our mai I, telephone, and field contact efforts continued into the fol low

up stages. One major difference in obtaining the fol low-up interviews 

was that interviewers were no longer required in the courts, and the 

staff's workload was no longer dependent upon an erratic and up

predictable intake. The staff knew how many cases needed to be dealt 

with and when new cases were coming due, and we had the flexibi lity 

to uti I ize al I the interviewers in the field. On the other hand, 

the staff was constantly faced with a backlog of fol low-up cases at 

the same time additional cases were coming due for another fol low-

up interview. This meant that the staff sti I I had to cope with the 

same contact and interview problems encountered during the intake 

stage, and there was a larger overal I workload. 

Personal Fol low-Up Interviews 

The follow-up, I'nterviewing began in November 1977 i<;:;nd continued 

through the fo I low i ng Nov~mber, the end of the rese,arch data co I I ecti on 

period. ,Over roughly twelve months, 907 interviews (466 six-month and 
",; 

441 twelve-month) were obtained from a total of 533 d respon ents inter-

viewed at intake. 
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Obviously, however, the scope 'and complexity of this data 

collection was not only/or primari Iy a function of the number of 

cases; there were many other factors. Because of difficulties 

contacting respondents, fol low-up interviews could not necessari Iy 

be conducted on or soon after the date they were due. (As an 

illustration of the extreme cases, almost fifteen percent (65) of 

the six-month interviews were obtained wore than six months after 

they came due.)4 A further complication of the fol low-up stages was 

that, as discussed previously,a portion of the interviewing staff's 

time between May and October 1978 was devoted to a final effort to 

obtain intake interviews. For most of this 12-month period, there-

fore, the staff was conducting two or three different interviews in-

volving the same group of respondents (intake, and/or six-month, and/ 

or 12-month) simultaneously. As a consequence, the fol low-up inter-

viewing was more time-consuming and more difficult than the intake 

phase. It was extremely labor-intensive. Not only was the entire 

interviewing staff (five interviewers and a supervisor) involved, 

including substantial overtime, but additional staff were hired at 

different points to do both field contact work and office interviewing, 

and two other members of the permanent research staff fill ed in at 

times. 

4To handle this from the standpoint of data analysis, all the rffipondent's 
activities were constructed as continuous variables, so that, for 
example, a respondent's work history was coded in two week intervals 
over the entire time period from one-year prior to research assignment 
to one-year after, regardless of when interviews were obtained. 

( ) 
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Initial Fol low-Up Efforts 

The research staff had delayed starting the fol low-ups in order 

to extend sample selection through the end of October 1977, and to 

concentrate Interviewing efforts on intake cases. During August and 

September a lim i ted amou nt of work was done with fo I IO\</-up cases, 

partly to permit a pretest of the six-month questionnaire instrument 

and partly to assess how difficult it would be to recontact respondents. 

With very minimal effort (sending a letter and, in a few cases, making 

a couple of phone cal Is) about half the respondents due for interviews 

in those months were contacted and successfully scheduled for inter-

views in the office. This (unfortunately illusory) good response 

rate led to the decision not to assign any of the interviewing staff 

to work on six-month cases unti I the intake interviewing was ended, 

and furthermore to primari Iy uti I ize phone and mai I efforts, rather 

than field work, for contacting the six-month cases. 

This strategy resulted in about 300 cases being due for a six-

month interview by ear'ly November, with 100 cases added by January. 

The initial caseload assigned to each member of the interviewing 

staff r there'fore, when fo I low-up began in earnest, was over 60 

cases -- approximately double the case load for field interviewers 

during the intake phase. In order to contact and interview such a 

large number of respondents as expeditiously as possible, the staff 

tried to schedule interview appointments in the office (rather than at 

respondents' homes), and rei ied almost exclusively on letters and 

phone ca I I s to contact respondents. The target for comp I eti ng these C 

~ ... ~._., •. ~ 'II 
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/1 
400 interviews ViaS just over two months, since cifter mid-January the 

first 12-month cases would come due for interviews. At the outset this 

goal seemed possible because phone numbers and addresses had been 

obtained directly from respondents, rather than from official (PTSA) 

sources, and because of the apparent effectiveness of office-based 

work during the exploratory fol low-up period. 

However, the difficulty obtaining fol low-up interviews was under-

estimated for numerous reasons., First, the scheduling of interviews 

was more complex than anticipated. When respondents phoned in to the 

office in response to a message left by an interviewer, they typically 

asked for the interviewer by name. The receptionist was provided with 

a list of al I respondents and trained to pass them to another interviewer 

if the interviewer asked for was not avai lable. Having the receptionist 

simply take a message was inadequate because many respondents would not 

cal I again, and because they often cal led from a phone booth, we could 

not return their cal I. 

Further problems were created by no-shows, respondents coming in 

hours late for an appointment, and those simply who walked in without 

an appointment. Here again, we had to fol Iowa policy of conducting 

an i nterv i ewe whene\ier a respondent showed up, no matter how i nconven i ent, 

because of our past problems with rescheduling interviews. The net 

effect was analogous to OUI- problem with our court operations during 

the intake phase: it was essenti a I that severa I i ntervi ewers always 

be avai lable in the office whether or not anything was scheduled. Some 

appointments necessari Iy had to be set-up at respondents I homes, a 

.. ~ ..... _. ~:111' 
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court office, a place of employment, or a detention faci Ilty, so 

al I five interviewers seldom could be in the office al I day. A 

rotating schedule was designed to ensure that two or three people 

at a minilrlum, were avai lable to conduct interviews at all times. 

Even so the supervisor and other members of the research staff 

frequently had to conduct interviews. 

The da i I Y vo I ume of i ni'erv i ews fluctuated enormous I y dur i ng 

these two months, ranging from two or three to 15 or 16, which added 

difficulty in schedul ing and tracking the caseloads of each inter-

viewer. Often an interviewer had to schedule an office interview at 

a time when he or she did not exp~ct to be free, so that the 

schedu I es of the i ntervi ewers had to ,be constant I y changed. A centra I 

posting of al I scheduled interviews was used, but there was inevitable 

changes and scheduling mismatches. For example, an interviewer might 

set up an appointment with a respondent, whi Ie another interviewer was 

setting up another interview for the same time. Given the unreliabi I ity 

of many of the respondents and the resulting "catch them when you can 

get them" approach we had to use, there had to be an almost constant 

monitoring of the interviewing schedule in order to cover al I the inter-

views. 

Li kew i se, a I I the i nterv i ewers -- whether phys i call yin the off i ce 

or not -- had to be kept informed of who had been interviewBd or 

schedu led, to avo i 9 dup I i cat i on of effort. I t was not uncommon fOI' one 

interviewer to send the initial letter to a respondent, then have the 

-------------------.-'-.. _- ,"---._---, . 
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tl de by another interviewer appointment (or appointments) subsequen y ma 

have the actual interview canducted by who. taak the phane cal I, and to. 

sti I I a third at an unscheduled time. 

In this hectic setting, several other factars further camplicated 

the staff's warl<. There were same respandents with the same ar simi lar 

names in aur sample, and many (as des,cribed in the previaus sectian) 

who. used more than ane name. Aside fram the abviaus necessity af 

knmJi ng 7.Jhich respandent \oJe were ta I king' to., we had to. be sure the 

proper questiannaire was administered. Experimentals and cantrals, 

for example, were asked very different questians in the six manth 

instrument. Furthermare, many questions in the six-manth instrumenl" 

wet'e keyed to. events that had taken p I ace between each respandent's 

specific date of intake and the present. During the first few weeks 

of this periad, several interviews had to. be redane because ane 

respandent' 5 name was mistaken far anather. For examp Ie "J u I i a 

Torres," a hypathetical experimental selected into. the sample in 

June, might have be~n admihistered a controZ questiannaire based an a 

February intake date because he gave his name as "Jae Torres," 

anather research subject." Whi Ie there were anly a few such mis-

takes, the necessary attentian to. such detai Is was time cansuming. 

The size af the workload was also harder to deal with because 

one interviewer was haspital ized just as the full fallaw-up effart 

began. A temparary replacement had to. be hired, and the narmal diffi

culties af training and arientati ~ were magnified by the pressured 

en vi ,-anmen t . 
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By mid-January, aver 125 six-manth cases remained uninterviewed, 

a majarity af which were several manths averdue far the interview. 

There were three main reasans far this backlag. Fir'st, we faund that 

the cantact infarmatian obtained ~n the intake interviews was nat 

as useful ar reliable as we had expected. A majar shartcaming was an 

insufficiency af alternative addresses and phane numbers, since we 

cantinued to. have letters returned and faund, phanes discannected. 

Whi Ie avera I I, the hame addresses and phane numbers given us by 

respandents were mare rei iable than the initial PTSA cantact infarmatian, 

they wera nat as efficient a means af cantact as anticipated. Simply 

ask i ng, as we did in many of the intake i nterv i ews, if there was same

where else to. cantact the respandent had nat yielded sufficient 

infarmatian. We faund that it was necessary to. insist an having at 

least ane hame ar ather phane number given us by the respandent and at 

least ane alternate persan to. cantact in arder to. have the maximum 

I ikel ihaad af contacting the respandent later. Unfartunately, even 

these cantacts were aften not rei iable because af the unstable"1 ives 

nat anly of the members Of the research papulatian, but af their 

friends and fami lies. 

A secand reasan far the backlag was that we had nat s albeit deli

berately, gane in to. the fieZd to. cantact respandents unless it was ne

cessary to. secure an appaintment. Given the heavy warklaad in the af

fice, the time-cansuming nature af field wark, and the size af aur 

staff, we tried to. I init the field wark. In retraspect, hawever, it 

seems clear that this exacerbated the backlag prablem. Whi Ie there 

daes nat seem to. be any cansistent way to. predict the best means af 

. 
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contacting respondents such as those in our sample, the increasing 

difficulty of making contact as time passed is a key issue. Since 

many respondents proved difficult to reach by phone or mai I, the best 

way to minimize lag time in contacting respondents ultimately moved to 

be the inclusion of some field work from the outset. In our experience, 

avoiding early field work was false efficiency based on an illusory 

amount of success in the pretest efforts. Respondents were eventually 

extremely difficult to contact using only the mails and telephone. 

The third major factor in the creation of this backlog was, in 

our opinion,the most crucial, particularly in terms of the practical 

lessons that can be of use to futur~ research ,dQta collection efforts. 

During "the frrst months there was not enough monitoring done to review 

the progress 07 specific cases. The interviewers were, in the 

classic situation, faced by social workers with large case loads. 

They were always busy with situations requiring immediate attentiC)h: 

making appointments on the phone, conducting ~nterviews, and making 

initial contact efforts with respondents who were new additions to 

their caseload. They did not have the leisure to do more than a 

cursory review of every "open" case, so it was easy to let time slip 

by with few contact efforts on cases that did not initially appear to 

be problems (e.g., cases rn which a respondent had cal led for appoint

ments a couple of times and not shown up, but seemed easy to contact). 

They also tended not to expend the extraordinary efforts for cases that 

required a great deal of frustrating and fruitless work before any results 

were achieved (respondents, for example, whose fami lies kept taktng 

messages, saying that cal Is and/or visits would only be of value if the 

respondent was actually at home). 
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In addition, the supervisor did not have enough time to regu

larly discuss the action that should be taken on as many as 30 or 

more cases with each of five interviewers. Setting out in detail a 

comprehensive strategy for contacting or inducing each hard-to-pin

down respondent to be interviewed was not consistently done, both 

because not enough time was al located to doing so, and because it 

seemed more important to aim supervision at the majority of an 

individual's cases rather than at discussing each one. In retrospect, 

the importance of such detailed monitoring by both interviewers and 

supervisor is underscored by the fact that closer monitoring would 

have revealed much earlier our error in avoiding regular fieldwork. 

There also were cases in the backlog which could have been inter

viewed during those first couple of months if greater attention had 

been paid to systematically following through on telephone,:and letter 

contacts. Not enough emphasis, for example, was placed on spending 

large amounts of time repeatedly cal ling respondents with working phone 

numbers, or on setting up a regular system for making such cal Is out-

side the dai Iy off· Ice env·lronment. S t ome cases were 00 readi Iy 

considered lost or uncontactable except in the field. Later experi

ence revealed that repeated mail and phone efforts, continued over a 

long period of time, could result in a successful contact and interview 

even if the initial results were discouraging. This was particularly 

true of respondents whom we were to I d h\~:d moved or whose whereabouts 

were unknown. It might take months, but it was not uncommon to 

suddenly find a heretofore lost respondent coming to the phone or 

responding to a letter, having just stopped by or moved back. 
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In addition, cases would for a time simply slip through the 

cracks. As described earlier, most of the interviewing staff was 

not initially experienced and thus not accustomed to the extremely 

detai led tracking, logging and follow-up techniques necessary to 

ensure that al I possible bases had been touched with each one of a 

large number of cases. Some cases, therefore, remained untouched 

for too long after an initial contact effort, whi Ie the interviewer 

was concentrating on other cases, and by the time work on those 

cases was resumed, some respondents were uncontactab;,1 e! Without a 

rigorous monitoring on a regular basis of al I cases, some respondents 

dropped out of sight. 

Ful I-Scale Field Efforts 

Both the substance and the character of the fol low-up field work 

changed significantly after the initial months. In January the inte.-

viewing staff began regularly working in the field, in addition to 

the office scheduling and interviewing. Twelve-month interviews also 

began at that time, and for the remainder of the data collection 

peri od, we were dea ling with both six-month and 12-month i nter(y' 1 e/lls. 

In addition, the final effort to secure intake interviews <described 

in the previous section), began in May and continued through October. 

Finally, the whole tenor of the interviewing staff's work changed; 

intensive work on smaller numbers of cases replaced the previous 

pressured eff.orts to deal with a massive case load. 
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In a number of ways, the final phase was the most difficult and 

demanding period of the entire data collection effort. The inter-

viewing staff frequently spent 60 to 70 percent or more of each week 

in the field, and overtime work in the field during evenings and 

weekends became necessary. (This assumes a greater significance when 

one considers that the first few months of this field work period 

was at the height of a very rough winter which included two of the 

heaviest bl izzards of the past few decades.) 

Aside from weather conditions, moreover, this continual field 

work was as training on the staff. Simple frustration comm081y affected 

the amount and quality of the interviewing staff's work; they had 

to spend a great deal of time over an extended period (up to ten 

months) working on cases that did not readi Iy yei Id results. Aside 

from cases that had come due for a particular interview each month, 

each member of the interviewing staff regularly had as many as 20 cases 

which had been worked on unsuccessfql Iy for several months or more. 

Such cases, as wi II be descr'ibed below, usually required repea~ed con

tact efforts which consumed enormous amounts of time and produced few 

results. Normal contact methods fai led in so many cases that it 

became necessary to try strategies we knew were unlikely to succeed, 

just on the off chance of getting results. Under such circumstances 

high staff motivation was essential but often very difficult to maintain. 

The basic problems encountered in conducting the field work effort 

have been described in the previous section, so here we limit discussion 

to the particular methods employed during the final fol low-up period. 

During the first few months - January through March - field efforts 

.Ii 
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were simi lar to those of the last part of the intake phasej -by Apri I, 

however, it became apparent that increased field efforts would be 

necessary. We had started regular field work in January with a 

backlog of over 125 six-month cases, and at ~he end of Apri I we had 

a combined backlog (six-month and 12-month) of almost 160 cases. 

These difficult cases had to be given special attention, since they 

only became more difficult as time went by. The research staff, 

therefore, instituted an all out "bl itz" effort on the backlog cases 

whi Ie continuing work on the current cases. 

This effort primari Iy involved an intensification of techniques 

used before. For example, a very tightly control led, centralized 

system of assignments, schedules, and case reviews was instituted. 

Backlog cases were assigned on a more individualized basis, taking 

into consideration the appropriateness of a given interviewer (in 

terms of language, ethnicity and overal I fami liarity with the 

geographical area). Prior fami iiarity with the particular respondent, 

as wei I as any favorable or hosti Ie reactions towards that interviewer 

in prior contacts with the respondent and his friends or fami Iy, were 

also considered. Geographic grouping of cases was done more rigorously 

than before, taking into account which of the inferviewers had a car 

(three of the five staff members did). The subjective judgments of 

interviewers who had worked on a case in the past were examined to 

identify approaches that might be more successful, such as concentrating 

on contacting a respondent's f~lend rather than fami Iy. Each month, as 

new cases were assigned, some backlog cases were rotated to avoid an 

interviewer getting stale on particularly hard or tedious cases. 
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As part of this effort, every possible source of contact 

information avai lable to us was reviewed for every case. A sweep of 

d was done, for examp I e,- to look for oZd PTSA arraignment recor s 

addresses or aliases which might be tried. Copies of the ful I PTSA 

interview reports, giving past contacts were reviewed, as was 

information (~uch as past employment or leisure activities) from our 

own intake interviews that might provide a lead. For CEP partic

ipants, the agency's case folders were re-read to see if a counselor 

had found a way to contact a respondent or had information on a 

subsequent job or training program through which we could reach the 

respondent. As it turned out, the alternate contacts listed on the 

PTSA reports yielded the greatest amount of useful information, even 

h b were a year O ld," this was the first if the addresses or pone num ers 

tr "led' to make use of past addresses, and it time we had consistently 

was unexpectedly useful. For example, we sometimes could contact a 

relative with whom a respondent had once lived and find out where 

that (otherwise lost) respondent might now be located. 

The schedules of the interviewing staff were arranged to al low 

t f t " "In the field whi Ie providing for them the greatest amoun 0 Ime 

f th ff " One day a week, in rotation, was regular coverage 0 e 0 Ice. 

"d I' ff' d Y Unless there were special designated as an indivi ua s 0 Ice a. 

interviewing needs (e.g., a Spanish-speaking staff member, or 

several interviews schedu;led around the same time), other inter-

viewers spent the balance of the time in the field. Once or twice a 

day, al I staff members in the field cal led the supervisor who would 

inf6rm them of any office needs, bring them up to date on any office 

-... _" ._' - ------
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contacts made with respondents assigned to them~ and pass on any 

cases for whom new addresses had been found (e.g., from an arrest 

check) in the neighborhood in which they were working. 

---~----

This activity -- contact between fiel~ and office and passing' 

on immediately work that could be done in the field -- was ex

tremely difficult to coordinate but worth the effer't. Given the er

ratic contacts with respondents and the amount of time being spent in 

the field, it was very useful to quickly !'field" a ca,se over the 

phone rather than wait a day_ 

At least once a week 

load with the supervisor. 

s each interviewer reviewed his or her case

Each case, whether recent or backlog, was 

discussed individually to determ',ne what h d b a een achieved, what 

actions had beer taken, and what further actions were needed. Typical 

issues in these conferences were hit" f T e re a Ive e ficacy of telephoning 

vs. field visits on an ,"ntens,"ve b asis; whether a different inter-

viewer (a woman instead of a man, an interviewer not known to the 

respondent instead of the "same old face," black" t d f Ins ea 0 Hispanic) 

might get better results; and whether a case was at a dead end. In 

addition to these regular case reviews, interviewers would give cases 

to the supervisor whenever they felt they had exhausted aI' means of 

contact. These cases would either be put aside as lost or, if further 

constructive actio~ could be identified by the supervisor, returned to 

the interviewer or another one with specific recommendations. 

One of the most important features of both the monitoring and as

signment procedures was that not al I the backlog caSGs were assigned 

a I I the time. Each Jnterviewer would have as few as six (generally no 
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more than eight or nine) hard cases, and would work intensively on 

those. This enabled the supervisor to keep track more easily of what 

had been or might be done, particularly if an interviewer was running 

out of inspiration or patience on a case. It also concentrated the 

interviewers' ful I attention and effort en the ful I range of field 

work that could be tried on each case. 

This system of case management was not put in operation al I at 

one time. It was originally set up somewhat more loosely, and 

ref i ned over the course of severa! months as vari ous aspects assumed 

greater Importance. It has been described as a totality because this 

more rigorous and comprehensive system ultimately achieved the best 

results in terms of both the number of completed interviews and 

smoothness of office operations. The same staff was handling two 

waves of interviews (three, when the final push for intake interviews 

was conducted between May and October, 1978) with cases that varied 

greatly in their level of difficulty, and had (with one exceptlon) 

only minimal experience prior to this project. Under these circum-

stances, basic coordination and monitoring of efforts had a 

particular importance. 

In order to impleme~t such extensive coordination 0f field and 

office activities, however, two conditions had to exist. First a 

large amount of supervisory time and attentfon had to be avai lable to 

concentrate solely on these aspects of the data collection effort. 

They were not emphasized as much during the first six months of in

take because a staff member whose sol~~oncern was the dai Iy 

administration of the interviews was nQ',t avai lable. Even during the 
.r 

initial follow-up phase, when there1,l)as sy~h a supervisory staff 

member, this person's efforts were often diverted by -- among other 
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things -- the need to conduct many interviews personally. The second 

necessary condition was having enough personnel to permit staff 

flexlbl I ity. The preemptive need to have the court offices always 

staffed for Interviews during the Intake period, and later to have 

staff avai labie for conducting Interviews in the office, pr~cluded 

the optimum coordination of the Interviewing staff which was possible 

later. 

With respect to the character of the actual field activities of 

the interviewing staff, the difficulties and extended time demands 

were simi lar to those described in the previous section. What was 

different was the deliberately intensive approach taken during this 

period. Instead of trying to minimize time spent in the field by 

the interviewing staff, emphasis was placed on increasing the time 

spent on individual cases in the field regardless of efficiency. 

The research staff rea I ized that extraord I nary efforts were needed to 

locate and contac~ respondents in backlog cases, and that labor-

efficient methods did not work. 

Typ i ca I of the d I ff I cu I t cases ""ere respondents with no te I e-

phones, for whom letters sent to home addresses had either been 

returned by the post office or not responded to, and in which 

multiple field visits had been made only to find no one home or to 

be to!d that "we haven't seen him In a whi Ie." Based on the street 

kno\'/ledge of our Interviewing staff and the experiences of other 

research efforts with a simi lar population, we could surmise that 

many such respondents actuaZLy were somewhere in the area. The 
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difficulty was in getting face-to-face with the respondent, who might 

be spending most of his time hanging out somewhere in the neighborhood 

rather than at his home, or might have moved a couple of times but 

stl II\be in the area without having left any formal forwarding 

addresses. 

To overcome these obstacles, we assigned cases to interviewers 

who knew, or were comfortable with the neighborhoods of particular 

respondents. These interviewers spent up to several days in a 

- I - I t- talk-Ing to local people in the neighborhood slmplV crrcu a Ing: 

playgrounds, on bui Iding stoops, in local hangouts, and in 

neighboring buildings and apartments. They would ask about a 

respondent informally, and try to find out where he could be 

found. For example, whenever possible, interviewers asked for a 

respondent by his nickname (which had been asked for in our intake 

intervie\'/s) rather than the full name (e.g., "Hey man, do you know 

where Chico hangs out?"). When we did not have a current address, 

the interviewers sometimes went through apartment buildings and 

neighboring houses, asking if people knew where the fami Iy had moved_ 

In this way, sometimes they would meet someone who was a friend of 

the respondent or his fami Iy, and could IRave a message for the 

respondent to cal I us. 

Another strategy was to visit addresses that seemed to be 

"good" (i.e., we had reason to be I i eve that the respondent and/or 
{) 

It' 
his fami Iy did I ive there) at odd hours: early in the morning, late 

In the evening, or on the weekends_ In such cases we either had 
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previously gotten no answer during working hours (either on field 

visits or telephone cal Is) or had been told that the respondent was 

simply difficult to catch at home. One difference between these 

efforts and earlier ones is that we often knew enough about 

individual respondents by this time to schedule visits at more 

likely times. Another difference, particularly when we did not have 

the advantage of previous contacts with a fami Iy member or a close 

friend, was that we made many more "blind" visits (without knowing 

anything about a respondent's schedule) at a variety of times. If 

daytime or weekend visits had previously yielded no results, we would 

try to make visits late at night. If weekends and evening visits 

had been unsuccessful, early morning visits were tried. 

Making field visits at these unusual hours, given that many 

neighborhoods were dangerous and that travel ling to more than one 

area might involve crossing unwritten community or ethnic boundaries, 

also meant that interviewers frequently had to work in pairs. (For 

example, if one interviewer who was black knew that he would be making 

some stops in a nearby. primari Iy Hispanic neighborhood, he ~ould 

arrange to work together that day with a Hispanic staff member.) \~h i Ie 

this fUrther reduced the efficiency of our field work, it was essential 

for getting the best rS3ults. 

It is hard to assess the efficacy of each specific field effort. 

Many respondents successfully contacted and interviewed via these in

tensive efforts might not have required such measures had it been pos

sible to gather more comprehensive and accurate contact data at ~n 

earlier stage, but we cannot be sure. We do know that the results of 

( 
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the intensive efforts were visible only after a long period of 

seemingly fruitless work. It was common for interviewers to con

centrate their major field time (3-4 days per week plus evening and 

weekend time) on only three or four difficult cases whi Ie sti I I 

devoting some smaller portion of their time to cal ling or otherwise 

'I h d es Desp"te very I imited success contacting more eas, y-reac e cas . 

with the difficult cases using less intensive field efforts, the 

extra work was ultimately productive. The total completion rate 

for six-month interviews only rose from 70 percent to about 76 per

cent during the first months of normal field activities. After 

uti lizing the various intensive efforts described above, that rate 

rose to 86 percent. 

The third major characteristic of the final period of the data 

collection was offering of larger amounts of money to respondents 

for the interviews. Whi Ie hard-to-get intake cases were also 

offered moreth;~' $10.00, the procedures were different durin'g the 

tinal stages. Primari Iy, the research staff began to use a system 

of flexible payments rather than setting a fixed amount for each 

interview. Up to a total 0 0 ars wo f 50 d II uld be pa ',d, w"th the spe-

clfic amount varying according to how difficult a respondent had been 

to contact and interview. A backlog case, for instance, which had 

been unsuccessfully worked on in the field for some time would warrant 

an offer of 15 to 20 dol lars in subsequent contacts with the respondent. 

That amount could be raised to 25 or 30 dol lars fot a case in which 

there had been no response from the individual for several weeks, but 

where the staff had reason to believe he was receiving the messages. 

.. -----.. 
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As an inducement for them to appear promptly,a "conditional bonus ll 

was used with respondents who had made and broken appoin-rments. In 

such situations, a respondent was told that he would be paid an 

additional five dol lars (on top of whatever amount had been specified) 

if he made another appointment for example, within 10 days"and 

kept it. 

This method had been used from the start of the fol low-up phase, 

but unti I the "blitz" effort began, the total amount paid for any 

interview -- including a bonus for keeping an appointment was 

lim i ted to 30 do I lars. As part of the strategy to i nterv i ew the 

most difficult cases, the research staff decided to automatically 

offer 50 dol lars to respondents with whom we had had no contact at 
'i 

all or no success obtaining an interview over a lo/(~g period of time. 
,I 

in addition, for those respondents the staff had been unable to even 

locate, a "finder's fee" system was instituted. When an interviewer 

was scouting around a neighborhood and found somebody who knew a 

particular respondent, that person was told he would be paid 5.dol lars 

either to bring the respondent into our office or to put LIS in direct 

touch with the respondent (provided that the contact resulted in an 

I nterv i ew) . 

With the exception of the automatic 50 dollar payment for ex-

tremely difficult cases and uninterviewed intake cases, the actual 

amount of money offerad was discretionary. There were no set guide-

I ines for the point at which a higher payment was used; the in'terviewing 

staff and supervisor used their own judgment on a case-by-case basis. 

By the time the al I-out field effort began, however p several rules of 

';. 
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thumb were fairly consistently applied. When working on a new case 

which had just come due, the interviewer used only the basic $10 pwy-

ment unless that respondent had previously been a no-show (or other-

wise difficult to pin down for an appointment). If that was the case, 

the $5 conditional bonus was offered right away. Increases in thA 

amount were in increments of 5 or 10 dollars; mor'e drastic raises 

were reserved for especially difficult cases and were discussed 

ahead of time with the supervisor. Finally, the highest ($40-$50) 

payments were used as a last resort when SUbstantial work had been 

done on a case without success. 

It was, however, very difficult to decide whether to offer more 

money to an individual respondent and, if so, how much. Even after 

using these higher, flexible amounts for several months, it was un-
I( 

C I ear tei what extent "ra i sing the ante" was an inducement to respondents. 

There wer-e certainly some respondents who told interviewers they had 

come for the interview only because of a larger payment, but there was 

no consistency in this response. Because of the difficulties i·nvolved 

simply in Zocating many respondents, it was not uncommon for the staff 

to find that a respondent had never received any previous messages 

unti I the payment had been substantially raised. In most such cases, 

it was difficult to ascertain whether the respondent wo~1j have 

responded the same way if the offer had been, say $15 rather than $50. 

It was also necessary to monitor and carefully record who had been 

offered what amount. The rules of thumb described above were developed 

primari Iy to ensure that there was some control on costs. Since the 

budget for these payments was I imited, it was necessary to keep close 
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track of the amounts offered to each respondent and to justify 

sUbstantial increases. Furthermore, it was also necessary to always 

know the latest amount offered to any respondent in case he walked in 

or cal led in when the assigned interviewer was not avai lable. If a 

respondent told us that he was expecting a larger payment than the 

staff presently knew about, it was important to be able to verify that. s 

This was an added complication to the difficulties described above in 

monitoring and scheduling interviews. 

Several other aspects of these variable payments should be noted. 

Hosti lity was encountered from the parents of some respondents when 

their son or daughter was offered a relatively large amount of money 

.(over $20) just for being i:ilterviewed. The reaction was particularly 

'strong if a respondent had been in and out of trouble, either at 

school or with the police, because parents felt that such payments 

reinforced an already-demonstrated tendency to "hustle" or "think 

that it's easier not to work or go to school." Perhaps the reason 

this reaction was not encountered more often was that, in general, 

those respondents who were offered the highest payments had been 

difficult to contact because they were not close to or in regular 

contact with their fami lies. This is an issue, nevertheless, which 

should be of concern in any simi lar effort. 

5As discussed below, some responde~ts apparently knew that 
acquaintances had been pa~d larger amounts. On a couple of 
occasions, respondents told us fallaciously that the amOlUlt 
offered to them had been larger than it actually was. 
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The interviewing staff also felt that some respondents did not 

respond or come for appointments because they were deliberately waiting 

for "the ante to rise." This may have occurred when a respondent 

had been paid an amount greater than $10 for a previous interview, 

and therefore thought we would probably raise the amount again. 

(Consequently. we generally reserved payments over $10 for very 

difficult cases only.) Less commonly, a few respondents knew other 

respondents who received a fairly substantial payment after the 

passage of much time, and so waited to respond unti I a simi lar amount 

was offered to them. 

Overal I. however, the use of higher payments at flexible levels 

seems to have had a positive effect on our fol low-up efforts. It 

was one part of the multi-faceted effort which -- as illustrated by 

the completion rates -- eventually had the desired effect. Clearly, 

no sing I e aspect of the "b I i tz" effort was suff i c i ent for a I I those 

interviews that W8re successfully obtained; it was the combination 

of special efforts which succeeded, along with the continuation of 

those efforts over an extended period. 

TELEPHONE FOLLOW-UP ~TERVIEWS 

These interviews, as originally designed, were to have several 

purposes. One was to gather "interim" data from respondents at a 

mid-point in time between the various personal interviews. Another 

purpose was to maintain contact with respondents, some of whom the 

research staff had anticipated from the start would be difficult to 

(\ 
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relocate as time 'passed. In the latter consideration, we were bui Iding 

on previous research data co! lection experience with simi lar populations 

of respondents. 1+ was expl3cted that respondents in our sample would 

be easier to recontact for a subsequent interview if there was some 

direct communication in the interim. Furthermore, these interim 

contacts were intended to enable us to obtain necessary data and forms 

which were either unintentionally skipped over or unobtainable during 

an interview. Specific factual information (Social Security or 

Welfare numbers, for instance) and signatures on one of the various 

release forms were typical examples of missing items. 

A separate staff member was brought in to work ful I-time on 

this effort, and a very brief questionnaire instrument (5-10 Minutes 

to administer) was developed to obtain basic data that fol lowed up 

on the respondent's school, employment, court involvement, and income 

status since the intake interview three months before. Respondents 

who har no telephone, or were difficult to reach by telephone, were 

sent a letter asking them to cal I the Vera research office for-a short 

telephone interview -- for which they would be sent five dol lars. Any 

forms that needed to be fi I led out or signed were appended to this 

letter with a stamped return envelope. A "tickler" card f'l Ie was set 

up to inform the telephone interviewer which respondents were due to be 

contacted each week and to identify missing data to be obtained from 

them. 

'!'' f \ J ' 
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The three purposes of these phone interviews were only marginally 

served by this system. Earlier in this section the unrel iabi lity of 

the addresses and phone numbers taken from PTSA reports and our in

take interviews was mentioned, and this was as much a problem for the 

telephone interviewJng as it was in our follOl.,,-up efforts. Since it 

was beyond the resources of the staff to spend time in the field 

tracking down "telephone" cases in addition to the intake cases, no 

fUrther work was done if telephone contacts and letters were un-

successful. We also found that respondents from whom we needed 

forms, even if they were interviewed on the phone, commonly did not 

send back the forms. The phone contacts in this effort were fUrther 

hampered by cal ling only during business hours. After several months, 

telephone interviews in this format were abandoned. 

- ., 
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APPENDIX B 

COLLATERAL STUDY: SELECTION FOR CEP DIVERSION 

To examine how defendants in the control led experlm8ntal design 

\'lere se I ected and approved for divers I on to CEP pri or to the research 

assignment and to obtain a sen~'~' for the impact of CEP diversion on 

the courts, the research designed a col lateral study of the screening 

and intake operations in Manhattan and Brooklyn. As is apparent from 

Table B-1 in this Appendix, three-quarters of al I the formally eligible 

cases CEP actively screened during the first six months of the research 

seleci'lon period (January through June 1977) were exp,licltly rejected 

by one of six major decision-makers in the system, including the de

fendant him or herself. These cases, therefore, were not included in 

the research population. In order to examine the selection procedures 

more fully, researchers collected data on the cases which were eligible 

but not diverted to CEP. Twenty-one days Were chesen at random during 

the six month period and 594 cases not selected for CEP on those days 

were studied. The source of the data was CEP records on al I defendants 

screened; these were kept in order for the agency to identify who re-

jected each defendant and for what reason. The research purpose was 

the same 50 the data col lectton instruments used during that period 

were developed jointly. In addition, the research collected case out-

comes on al I those in_the sample from CJA's comput~rtzed records. 

The data from this collateral study ar'e' presented below in tabular 

form; they are discussed throughout Chapter IV. 
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Table B-1 

NUMBER AND ~ERCENT OF CASES ELIGIBLE, SCREENED, 

REJECTED AND APPROVED FOR DIVERSION TO CEP 

(Mid February - End of J~ne 1977) 

* I. Estimated Eligibles 
**2. Total Referred by CJA 

3. Total Screened by CEP 
4. Cases Missed by CEP 
5. Rejected Cases 
6. Approved Cases 
7. Cases Diverted 

Referred as Eligible (2-=- I ) 
Sct"eened as percent of Referred 

(3 :- 2) 
~1i ssed as percent of Screened 

(4 :- 3) 
Rejected as percent of Screened 

(5 :- 3) 
Approved as percent of Screened 

(6 :- 3) 
ApR roved as percent of EI i gi b les 

(6 :- 'I) 
Cases Diverted (CEP intake) as 

percent of"E I i g i b I es (7 ;. I ) 
Cases Diverted {CEP intake) as 

percent of Screened (7 !. 2) 

Manhattan 
Criminal Court 

7,925 
1,502 

952 
126 
614 
212 
141 

19% 

63% 

13% 

64% 

22% 

2.6% 

1.8% 

15% 

Brooklyn 
Criminal Court 

7,326 
3,066 
2,134 

192 
1,724 

218 
133 

42% 

70% 

9% 

81% 

10% 

.2.9% 

1.8% 

6% 

TOTAL 

15,251 
4,568 
3,086 

318 
2,338 

430 
274 

30% 

68% 

10% . 

76% 

14% 

2.8% 

1.8% 

9% 

* #1 is based upon Criminal Justice Agency data: estimated number of 
cases interviewed where arraignment charge was C,D, or E Felony and 
wh~re !here was no outstanding war~ant. CEP's formal eli~lbl Ilty 
criteria also exclude defendants With more than one open mis
demeanor case; these cases a re not exe I uded . i n these' data. 

** 

':\ 

#2-7 are based upon CEP's Weekly Screenihg Reports; cases labeled 
"rejected" include those transferred by ADAs to other courts 
and those where the Defendant him or" herse I f rejected CEP. 
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Table B-2 

REJECT SAMPLE: WHO REJECTED CASE 

PERSON REJECTING Manhattan Brooklyn TOTAL 
CASE FOR CEP (N=170) (N:::424 ) (N=594) 

CEP Screener 34% 26% 29% 

Defendant 29 33 32 

ADA Li ai son 21 17 18 

Defense Attorney 8 13 12 

Other ADA a 3 5· 5 

Judge 5 5 5 

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 

a Cases desi;Jnated by ADA for transfer to other courts (eg., family 
court, mediation, etc.); therefore de facto rejected for diversion 
to CEP. 
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CASE REJECTED 
BY: 

CEP Screener 

Defendant 

ADA Li a i son 

Defense 
Attorney 

Other ADA 

Judge 

a 
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Table B-3 

REJECT SAMPLE; REASON FOR REJECTION 

REASON GIVEN 

Alcohol or drug 
involvement 

Defendant formally 
i ne I i g i b I ea 

Psychopathology 
Other 

Not interested' in 
servi ces 

Wi I I plead or fight 
case 

Other 

Case too serious 
Too many priors 
Priors too serious 
Case too minor 
Other 

Thinks Defendant can 
get better deal 

Other 

Ca:Je transferred 

Case too minor 
Case too serious 
No more breaks for D 

Manhattan 
(N=170) 

15% 

7 

12 

24 

5 
I 

10 
"I J. 

4 
2 
2 

8 

3 

4 

2 

Brooklyn 
(N=424) 

10% 

7 
I 
8 

24 

7 
2 

9 
5 
I 
I 
I 

12 
I 

5 

I 
2 
2 

e.g., non-resident of New York City; outstanding warrant; ett. 

Total 
(N=594).{· 

12% 

7 
I 
9 

24 

7 
2 

10 
4 
2 
I 
I 

If 
I 

4 

2 
I 
2 
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TOTAL 
(N=424) 

100% 
( 1 10) 

100% 
( 142) 

100% . 
<721 

100% 
(57) 

100% 
(22) 

Ta~Je Continued ... / 

100% 
(21 ) 

. , 
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Table B-5 
Continued 

C. TOTAL (Manhattan & Brooklyn) 

REJECTED BY 
ADA Other 

Disposition CEP Defendant Li ai son 
Defense 

Atty ADAa Judge 

Dismissed 
ACD 
Uncon.Discharge 
Con.Discharge 
Fine 
Probation 
Imprisonment 
Time Served 
Trans.To Grand Jury 
Warrant Ordered 
Trans.To Other Court 
Case Stil I Pending 
Disposition Unknown 

a 

TOTAL = 
(N=594) 

21% 
16 

14 
4 
3 

16 
3 
6 
6 
4 
2, 
4 

100% 
( 170) 

19% 
23 

I 
16 
15 
6 
4 
4 
5 
4 

2 
I 

100% 
( 190) 

14% 
7 
2 

18 
5 

15 
15 
2 

15 
5 

2 
I 

100% 
( 107) 

19% 
36 

3 
17 
II 
I 

2 
4 
6 

100% 
(70) 

19% 
4 
4-
7 

7 
II 

30 

II 
4 
4 

100% 
(27) 

General!y cases transferred to other courts (e.g., mediation. 
juveni Ie cour"t, etc.) rendering case de facto rejected for CEP, in 
some cases, however, the transfer may not have occurred and a 
disposition appears in the cri~inal Court record. 

* less than .5% 

17% 
33 

23 
10 
7 
7 

3 

100%·· 
(30) 
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TABLE B-6 \\ 

ADA II A I SON REJ EClI ONS BY BOROUGH. BY REASON 

j 
FOR REJECTIOIJ AND BY DISPOSITION 

I A. Brooklyn B. MahattCln 
t 
j., Reason for Rejection Reason for Rejection ) 

\' Prlcirs-' Case Case 
l Too Too Too Priors or Case Case Too 

DISPOSITION Serious Serious. 1·linor Other Too Seriolls Minor Other 

Dismissed 
~ 

20% 15% 33% 25% 7% 
ACD 5 25 II 67 

\" Uncon.Discharge 3 33 
~: 

t; Con. Di scharge 16 25 50 7 20 ., Fine 16' 3 
/ 

K Probation 12 15 22 20 ,I 

c'l Imprisonment 24 5 33 15 . 60 

~ i 
Time Served 8 

'i Trans.To Grand Jury 4 18 26 33 
it: Warrant Ordered 10 4 ,:, .I , 

Case Still Pending 3 4 ) ; 
Disposition Unknown 4 ~ 

(\ 

;1 
VI ~ 

TOTAL 100% 100% 100~ 100% 100% 100% 100% 
(N=72) (25) (40) (3) C 4) (27) . C 3) ( 5) 

• .....J 

~ CO 

~ 

~ 
C. TOTAL (Brooklyn & Manhattan) ~ 

" 

f\ 
it ;1 

d 
1-1 

Reason for RejectIon 
Priors or Case Case Too 

DISPOSITION TOO SerIous MInor Other 
H 
'T 
" .. , 
~ 

M 
~.:::: 

i 
I ~ 

Dismissed 14% 17% 11% 
ACD 6 33 II 
Uocon.Oischarge I 17 
COl]. Di scharge 17 33 
Fine 6 
Probation 16 II 
Imprisonment 

" 13 17 33 
Ttme Served 2 

I 
~ J n 

Trans. To Gr.and Jury 16 17 
Warrant Ordered 6 
Case Stili Pending 2; 
DIspositIon Unknown I 

". 

iJ 
~ II 

H 
I' 
~ 

I .~ 

I 

TOTAL 100% 100% . 100% 
(N=1071 (92) ( 6) ( 9) 

'\ 
-J 

J 
11 
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Table B-7 

DEFENDANT REJECTION OF DIVERSION BY BOROUGH BY 
REASON FOR REJECTION AND BY DISPOSITION 

BOROUGH/REASON FOR REJECTION 

\ \ 

o 
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TABLE B-8 

DEFENSE ATTORNEY' REJECTIONS BY BOROUGH, BY REASON 

DISPOSITION 

Dismissed 

ACD 

Uncon.Discharge 

Con. Discharge 

Fine 

Probation 

Imprisonment 

Time Served 

Trans. To Grand Jury 

Trans. Other Court 

Warrant Ordered 

Case Sti I I Pending 

Disposition Unknown 

TOTAL 
(N) 

I! 
i\ 

FOR REJ ECrl ON AND BY b I SPOS IT I ON 

BOROUGH/REASON FOR REJECTION 

Manhattan 

Thinks Defendant can get 
i3 better deal 

15% 

54 

8 

15 

8 

100% 
( 13) 

Brook I yn 

Thinks Defen~ent can get 
a better deal 

21% 

31 

19 

13 

4 

2 

2 

8 

100% 
(52) 

a E.G., rejeets 5 condition impose~ by ADA. 

I~ 

C> 
.--.. -~.- .... ~- - ---_· __ ·,~_.. .... h 

40 

20 

20 

20 

100% 
( 5) 
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Table B-IO 

Table B-9 
REJECT SAMPLE: CRIMINAL HISTORY 

JUDGE REJECTIONS BY REASON FOR REJECTION/BY DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTICS 

BOROUGH/REASON FOR REJECTION P Manhattan Brooklyn TOTAL 
CHARACTERISTIC (N=170) (N=424 ) (N=594) 

MANHATIAN BROOKLYN CURRENT CASE-SEVERITY: 
Case Too Case Too No More Case Too Case Too No More A-B Felony 2% 2% 2% 

DISPOSITION Serious Minor Breaks Serious Minor Breaks Other 
I C Felony 10 15 13 

D Felony 44 53 50 
I 

20% 33% ( " i E Felony 22 24 24 
Dismissed 33% Misdemeanor 13 4 7 

Violation * * . ACD 33 57 60 17 N.A. 9 4 
!, 

CURRENT CASE-TYPE OF CRIME: 
Uncon.Discharge Theft (ex. robbery) 48% 48% 48% 

67 33 {1 Assault (w/o robbery) 12 24 21 
Con. Discharge 29 20 Robbery 9 II " \veapons 7 6 6 
Fine 17 Forgery 7 3 4 

33 Conduct 5 3 3 
Probation 17 14 DI-ugS 2 2 2 

17 (\ Mora I s 2 I 
Impri sonment 100 , Obstructing Justice * * 

N.A. 10 4 
Time Served FIRST ARREST (SELF-REPORTED): 

No 57% 55% 55% 
Trans.To Grand Jury Yes 37 43 41 

0 N.A. 6 2 4 
T.rans. Other Court PRIOR FELONY CONVICTIONS: 

None 89% 89% 89% 
Warrant Ordered I 7 7 7 

2 - 2 2 2 
Case Stil I Pending 3 J I I 

() 3+ I * * Disposition Unknown 100 N.A. I 
PR 1 OR MISDEMEANOR CONV'I CT IONS: 
None 72% 74% 73% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% I 9 13 12 
TOTAL 100% 100% 2 5 3 3 
(N=) ( 1 ) ( 6) ( 2) ( 7) ( 5) ( 3) ( 6) 

3 I 4 3 0 
3+ " 5 7 

~f 

N.A. 2 I 2 
CURRENT OPEN CASES: 
None 59\% 57% 57% 
I 21\ 23 22 

0 2 
'/ \\ 8 9 9 

", l 3 \- 8 4 5 
3+ 2 6 5 
N.A. I 2 2 

'" 0 

o 

__ ...... ' 1\0,_. ___ _ 

' ... ',,.,., ...... _-.-........ '. 
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Table B-II 

REJECT SAMPLE: SOCIAL AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CHARACTERISTIC Manhattan 'Brooklyn TOTAL 
______________________ ~(~N~=~17~0~) ________ .~(N~=_4~2~4~) _________ 0~·N~594) 

SEX: Ma Ie 
Female 

AGE: 15 
16-17 
18-20 
21-25 
26+ 
N/A 

ETHNICITY: 
Black 
Hispanic 
White 
N.A. 

LIVING ARRANGEMENTS: 

92% 
7 

12 
22 
37 
25 

4 

48% 
31 
14 
7 

92% 
8 

1% 
19 
23 
20 
36 

I 

52% 
29 
18 
I 

93% 
7 

* 17 
23 
20 
39 , 
51% - \ 

;, 29 
16 
3 

With Parent/Guardian 38% 46% 43% 
With Spouse 15 21 1 19 
A lone 16 12 '\ 13 

l\ 
\,lith Friend 17 8 \, / 10 
With Other Relative I I 10 10 
With Chi Idren 2 2 

~~~N~.A~.0.7~~ _____________ 3_r~~~~ __________ ~I~ ____________ ~2 __ _ 
HAVE ANY CHILDREN: 1\ 

No 78% jt 65% 88% 

Yes I ~ l 71 . 7~ 
=-=:-:;.;.N;,;. A...;;.;,-___ ~ ____ ~--.;'.\!------~-__:"'.~."... _________ _ 

EMPLOYMENT: " \ 
Full-time 24% '\ 30% '~'» 
Pa rt-t i me 10 .'...._""'_ __ 7 /1 
In Tr.a i n i ng Prggram -~, I /;-,/''' 

61 t' Unemp r oyed ~'''''7~5'Jf 
Disab led 1 3 
N.A. 4 2 

IN SCHOOL: II 

No 
Yes 
N •• 

79% 
15 
6 

80% 
18 
2 

28% 
8 
I 

58 
2 
3 

79% 
17 
4 

(, 

() 

APPENDIX C 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: SUCCESS IN CEP 
/,-~ >: 

\( 

Having analyzed the, data within the experimental design, and 

having found no effect for CEP, an analysis was conducted in an 

attempt to determine what type of defendant was most I ikely to 

succeed in CEP. This analysis was a multiple regression that 
(; 

necessari Iy involved only members of the experimental group. In 

addition, since one of the conditions for successfully completing 

the four-month program was attendance, a second regression analysis 

was computed to predict which members of the experimental group were 

likely to attend most often. 
(.(~~-~ 

Both analyses began~(with the same I ist of 51 predictors, 

including demographic characteristics of the participants, criminal 

",history (both juvenile and('~dult), characteristics at intake into 

the prog~m (e.g.', work status, marital status, I iving arrangements), 

and data related to CEP (e.g., expectations for the program, 

( counselor's evaluations of client needs>. After the initial, ex

II ploratory analysis was cbmputed, those variables that explained a 
I; 

significant amount of variance were retained for the final analysis. 

The initial regression was computed using a combination of hier-

archjcal and stepwise techniques; sets of variables were entered 

hierarch i Cl~ I Iy (based 6n the order of the i r occurrence inti me) , 

and variables within sets were entered stepwise. 

o 
. ~. 
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\1 .1 

Success &n CEP was defined by the participant's exit status 
'I 

,cc'\\ -i' 

from the program\'i{-- successful participants were those who completed 
("\\ 

the four month pt~gram and received recommendations for case dis-
" \\ 

missals, and\:unsu~~essful participants were CEP's terminations and 

administrative discharges (returned to the court with no recommendation). 

Six pred i ctor vari ab I es \'Iere inc I uded in the f i naJ regress ion equati on 
I'i 

(and are presented in the order. in which they entered the equation): 

average monthly salary during the six months prior to intake, months 

employed during the six months prior to intake, number of prior 

arrests, attendance at CEP (self-reported; no or yes), evaluation 

by CEP counselor as having court-related needs,. and evaluation by 

CEP counselor as needing preparation for the world of work. The 

r~gression results are presented in Table C-I. 

Variable. 

Salary 

Mo. Employed 

Priors 

Attended CEP 

Court Needs 

Prep. Needs 

Table C-I 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SUCCESS IN CEP 
2 

R R 

-.14 .D2 
c/~-;::-----·~ 

.22 .05 

.29 .08 

.52 .27 

.56 .31 

.57 .32 

Parti a I' r6 

-.14 

. 17 

.19 

-.45 

• 25 

. 10 

Betab 

-.38 . 

.26 

.12 

-.42 

.20 

.09 

11.764d 

15.550d 

98. 245d 

25.411 d 

4.276d 

a Partial correlation with dependent variable at step prior to that at 
\'Jhich variable entered the equation; zero-order correlation is 
presented for first'variabie to enter. 

b Beta is that for f ina I stepl~. 

c Significance test o~) Beta weight at step in which variable en-rered 
the equation. 

d p<. 0 I. 

u 

o 
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The multiple correlation coefficient obtained using these six 

variables as predictors was R=.57 (£:.(6,193):: 26.232; p<,'OI)' It 

is clear from the results presented in Table C-I that the strongest 

predictor of success in CEP was attendahce. But there are other 
(', 

va r i ab I es of interest inc I uded in the eq uat i on .".1 Those pa rt ic i pants 

who successfully completed the program were most likely to have had 

a high salary (relative ,to other CEP participants) during the six 

months prior to entering the progr~m, to have worked more months 

and to have had few prior arrests (perhaps no priors). Then, in 

addition to attending CEP, they were likely to have been evaluated 

by their CEP counselors as having court-related needs and to need 

preparation for the world of work. Thus, we can see that vocational 

activity prior to entering CEP has some predictive power" whi Ie 

demographic characteristics such as age, sex, and ethnicity are 

unrelated to success in CEP. Furthermore, whi Ie number of prior 

arrests eXR1:\ains some of the variance associated with success in 
\~ 

CEP, other criminal history variables do not. Since the experi~ 

mental data provided no evidence for effects of CEP on lifestyle 

or recidivism, and the regression analysis does not provide 

'definitive information as to who is the best candidate for CEP, 

further research is necessary to answer these questions . 

Sinc~ success in CEP'is"clearly determined by attendance, a 

regression analysis was computed fo determine which particlpsnts 

attended CEPrnost often. Th I s ana I ys I s conta i ned five predictors 

and produced a multiple correlation of R=.78 (.E.(5,194)=121.898;p<.01)' 

" 

--~--.--------------""""",------'-~-'" ' 

t"'"!'_lt " ..... ~~oM ........ ""'·-.;' ______ _ 
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The variables used to predict CEP attendance (self-reported; 

never/once or twice/three or four times/more often) were number of 

arrests prior to intake, vocational status at intake (employed/ 

unemployed), belief that a condition for successful completion of 

the program "was attendance (no/yes), statement of other cond i ti ons 

(~g., employment, school, staying out of trouble) for successful 

completion of the program, and belief about the fairness of these 

conditions (no/mixed/yes). The variables were entered in the order 

presented, except that the last three variables (beliefs about CEP) 

were entered simultaneously (on ~he third 'step). The regress i on 

results are presented i"n Table C-2. C,I ear I y the strongest pred i ctor 

of attengance is the belief that attending the program is a condition 

for successful completion. Those participants who believe that they 

have to attend CEP to get their charges dismissed are the defendants 

who attend most often. w 
(', 

Table C-2 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CEP ATTENDANCE 

2 
Partial ra 

Variable R R 

Pri ors ~ 14 .02 -.14 

Voc. Status .29 .08 .25 

Cond:Attend .78 .61 .72 

Cond:Othe/i .78 .61 .29 
,:1 

'Fai r .78 .61 -.02 

a Partial correlation with dependent variable at 
which variable entered. the//equation;zero-order 
presented for' fiTst variaQ/Je to enter. 

"\ 
\c 

b Seta is that in final step.) 

.02 

.22 26.780d 

.70 450.214d 

.20 41.216d 

. 12 12.785d 

step prior to that at 
correlation is 

c Significance test of Be~a weight at step in which variable entered 
the equation. 

d p.<.O I. 

" ..... I 

( 1 
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APPENDIX D 

AGE EFFECTS ON LI FE STABI L1TY VARIABLES 

The lack of any differences between experimentals and controls 

on the variables computed from the timeline (and discussed in 

. Chapter V) led us to consider the possibi I ity that CEP might affect 

various groups within its service population differently. That is, 

if CEP had no impact on some subgroup, "positive impact on ~nother, 

an~ negative impact on a third, an analysis on the aggregate might 

wei I mask its effects.' Age was considered an important variable 

for an investigation of this possibi I ity. Therefore, analyses of 

partial variaDce l were conducted on each of the measures discussed 

in Chapter V to determine whether there were any changes on any of 

them from before intake to the six month fol low-up period as a 

function of age and research assignment. 

~Analysis of partial variance is a special case of hierarchical 
multiple regression analysis. A set of independent variables (A), 
covariates, that is believed to potentially distort the impact in 
the variance of a dependent variable (Y) is partialled from Y. 
Then, another set of independent variables (B), representing the 
research forcus, is entered into the equation. In this manner 
conclusions can be drawn about set B, with set A statisticaily 
controlled or 'held constant (Cohen & .,C:ohen, 1975:p. 364). I~ 
the present research Y, is any ona of the timeline variables, for 
e~ample, number of months employed during the six months after in
take; A is composed of months employed during ~he six months prior 
to intake and age at intake; and B is research assignment, experi
mental or control. " Using analysis of partial variance, we are able 
to test for differences between experimentals and controls in change 
over time in number of months employed, after removing age effects. 
Thus, any possible distortion due to the relationship between age 
at intake and employment would be removed before research assignment 
was entered into the regression equatj:on. 

'" 
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The seven employment variables discussed above were analyzed 

us:ng this method. Three of them, dichotomous employment at a point 

six m(~,~ths after intake, 1J0urs worked per week on the date six months 

atter intake, and number of jobs held during the period six months 

after intake, showed no agE; e-Hects. That is, age at intake was 

uncorrelated with any of these variaoles. The remaining employment 

var i ab! es did show some age effects ,and are discussed be I ow. 

The most general measure of employment was the change in the 

number of months spent working from six months prior to intake to 

the fol lowing six months. Age at intake was significantly but weakly 

related to both number ot months worked during the ihtake period 

(r(328)=.14;p<.05)and)number of months worked during the six 
- "I' . 10 ' 

follow-up period (.c.(3'i8)=.15;p<.OI. Number of 'months worked 

rr..:>nth 

prior to 

intake was an extremely weak predictor of months worked subsequent to 

intake (.c. = .05;t (328)=4.15; p<.OOI), and although the increment in 

2 ) 2 21 03) 'I tis so sma I I R2 tor age was significant (R =.06;,!(327 = .; p=. , 

that it is not substantively meaningful. That is, knowing both 

number of months worked during the intake period and age at intake, 

we can only explain 6.4 percent Of ' the vari~nce in number ot months 

worked du~ing the fol low-up period. Furthermore, there was no 

( ) 

,-
,_ ... II 
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effect for research status; specifically, regressed,change2 from in-

take to fol low-up in months employed cannot be predicted from 

research status, even when age is control led for. 

The age effect on average monthly salary during a six month 

period is stronger. As we discussed in Chapter V, monthly salary 

du ri ng the i "take peri od was re I ated to average month I y sal ary 

during the'first fol low-up period (.c.( 140)=.23;p=.00S). In addition, 

while age was not related to monthly salary prior to intake 

(.c.(140)=.16). it was r~lated to salary durfng the subsequent six 

month period (.c.(140)=.30; p<.OOI). The addition of age at intake 

to the regression equation significantly increased abil itv to predict 

a respondent's salary six months after intake (R2=.13;t(139)=3.37; 

p=.OOIL The more money an individual was earning during' the intake 

period" the more he/she was likely fo be earning during the follow

up period; furthermore, whi Ie average monthly salary increased from 

in'"take to follow-up, the older members of the population earned more 

than younger members. The addition of research assignment to the 

equation did not produce a significant 'increment in~. Thw{:~if one 

wanted to explain the variation in salary between members of the 

2 A.nalysis of partial variance is used to produce regressed change 
scores. There is a distinction between an analysis of change over 
time that used partial' correlations and that which used difference 
scores. To "use di.fference scores, for each' member of the population 
one would subtract the number of months ~orked during the follow~up 
period; then theounit of alialysis would be the result of that sub
traction. On the other ha.n:d~ in analysis of partial variance the, 
number of months worked during the intake period is not subtracted 
from but rather held statistically constant from the number of months 
'·lorked duritlg the tollow-up period. The 'result is a "regressed 
change score";' that is, w.e' are left with the number of months work
ed during the follow-up period after aontroUing fop number of 
months worked during the intake ~eriod. (See Cohen & Cohen, 1975.) 

r, 
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research population l he/she could explain about 13 percent of the 

variance in salary during the six months and age at intake, but 

knowing whether the individual was an experimental or a control 

would not provide additional information about salary. Age was 

included in the analyses in an attempt to "unmask" CEP effects 

that might be hidden by age; the results indicate that if CEP has 

an impact on monthly salary the effect is not obscured by age. 

Analysis of partial variance was computed on a second salary 

variable measured on the timeline. This variable is total weekly 

salary (at a point in time) six months after intake and is likely 

to be less reliable than average salary over a six month period 

(see discussion in Chapter V); however, this variable contained 

more cases with complete information, and therefore a larger N. 

The results, however, are quite simi lar to those generated by the 

analysis on average monthly salary. Salary at intake w~s correlated 

with salary six months later (~(332)=.29; p<.OOI); age was correlated 

both with salary at intake (~(332)=.22; p<.OOI) and with salarY'six 

months later (F(332)=.27; p<.OOI). The Increment in R2 for age at

intake was" significant (R2=.13; t(331 )=4.09; p<.OOI), and there was 

no effect for research assignment. The results of this analysis are 

virtually identical to those for monthly salary, and the conclusions 

one can draw are also the same. 

The most complicated relationship involving age at Intake was 

with average number of hours worked per month during the first fol low-

up period. Average hours worked per month during the six months 

prior ~o intake was significantly correlated with average hours 

worked per.month during the foJ low-up period (~(208)=.30; p<.OOI), 

'. 
·~-·'·~"~J:1Q~~~~~~~':z~a~.tt!;~~;~·~;:=tI:;\="U~~·;:l~;~mf'\':':; ••• ;:;::;:;);~t¥l;:~~~~=FW<4 ::::)'It!2J:e~~'!t';~~I!~ _ .. ~~_,. 
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and for both experimentals and controls there was a slight increase 

from intake to fol low-up in the number of hours worked. (This 

increase is discussed in Chapter V.) Age at intake is, also 

significantly correlated with hours worked prior to intake (~(208)= 

.32; p<.OOI) and with hours worked during the fol low-up period 

(r(208)=.23; p<.OOJ). The older the person was when he/she entered 

the research population, the more hours per month he/she was likely 

to have worked during the previous six months and the more hours 

per month he/she was I ikely to work during the subsequent six months. 

The analysis of partial variance ~ndicated that the change in hours 

worked per month was also significantly related to age (R=.33; £.(2,207)= 

12.83.; p<.OOI); older members of the population tended .to show a 

larger increase from intake to follow-up in hours worked per month. 

The addition of research assignment did not ,significantly increment 

the multfple corre.lation; however, the interaction (as measured by 

the partial correlation = -.25) between age and research assignment 

on hours worked per month was signiffcant (R=.41; £.(4,205)=10.30; 

p<.OOI). The effect of age on hours worked per month was different 

for experimentals than it was for controls; older experimentals 

tended to increase their hours more from intake to fol (ow-up than 

did younger experimenta(s. In contrast, the increase in hours 

worked from intake to fol low-up was constant across age groups for 

controls. For lJ I ustratl ve purposes sample, predictions using the 

regression equation produced by this analysis are presented in 

Table 0-1. 
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Age 

16 

18 

20 

22 
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Table D-I 

PREDICTIONS OF HOURS WORKED 
FOR EXPERIMENTALS AND CONTROLS 

A 

Y = .2232X I + 

ExperimenTal 

22.5 

30.4 

38.4 

46.3 J 

Control 

31.4 

31.0 

30.6 

30.2 

1\ 
~ Where Y = Monthly hours worked during fol low-up 
j and Xl = Monthly hours worked during intake. 

Tab j'e,=O~ lis des i gned to i I I ustrate the interact ion 

between age and research assignment; the column of figures for 

the experimental group shows that the older the individual the 

larger the figure' one should add to the product of .2232 and Xl 

(monthly hours during intake period), In contrast, if the 

individual was a control, the'best prediction of hours worked 

per month during the fol low-up period is obtained by multiplying 

the hours worked during intake by .2232 and Then adding 31. 

The implication of these data is that CEP may have had 

d i ffer'ent effects for pa rt i c i pants of different ages, That 0 I der 

members of the population made larger gains in employment as 

compared to contro I group members, wh I Ie younger CEP c I i ents made 

smaller'employment gains Than control group members. A note of 

caut10n is in order, however; ~hi Ie the effects discussed above 

o 
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3 
are both statistically significant and interesting, they are smal I. 

This is clear from an examination of the magnitude of the multip1e 

correlation at each step; the squared multiple correlation of hours 

worked per month at fol low-up with intake hours worked per month and 

research assionment is R2 =.IO (f.(2,212)=11.28; p<.OOI); when age and the, 

interaction between age at intake and research status are added 
2 

the R =.17 (f.(4,205)=10.30; p<.OOI)' In other words,. 10 percent 

of the variance in hours worked per month at fol low-up is explained 

by research assignment and hours worked per month during the intake 

periodj and 17 percent of The variance is explained by the combination 

of hours worked during the intake period, research assignment, age 

at intake, and the interaction of age and research assignment. Even 

with these four variables, 83 percent of the variance in hours worked 

per month remains unexplained. 

Two education variables were included in the analysis -- average 

number of days of school attendance per week (at a point) six months 

after intake and number of months enrol led in school during the fol low

up period. Age at intake was related to school attendance at intake 

(..c(332)=-.27j p<.OOI) and to school attendance six months later 

(!:..(332)=-.3Ij p<.OOI); the older a respondent was at the time he/she 

entered the research popul.ation, the fewer days per week he/she was 

)\ 

3The other caution was discussed previously; that is, when a large 
number of significance tests are conducted the experiment-wide 
e~ror rate is much larger than the alpha level fqr the particular 
test under discussion,; so that the confidence in the. reliability 
of anyone significan'c result is reduced. 
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likely to attend school. In the present research this cail most 

I ikeJy be translated as, the older the respondent the less likely 

it is that he/she attended school at al I. The first prediction 

variable in the multiple regression equation Was weekly attendance 

at intake; age accounted for a significant increment in explaining 

the variance in attendance six months after intake (!(331)=-4.14; 

p<.OOI). The squared correlation between days of attendance at 
2 

intake and days of attendance six months later was ~ =. 19; with the 

addition of age at intake the multiple correlation squared was 
2 

R =.23. The more days per week an individual was attending school 

at intake, the more days he/she was likely to be attending six 

months later, and younger respondents were likely to be attendi'ng 

more days per week than were older members of the research population. 

There was no significant difference between experimentals and 

controls in the amount of change in attendance. 

The second education variable was number of months enrol led 

in school during the six months after intake (notice that this' 

variable includes data from an entire six month period rather than 

from one point in time). Age at intake was significantly correlated 

with number of months the person was enrol led in school during the 

six months prior to intake (~(332)=-.29; p<.OOI), and was also 

correlated with the number of months enrol led in school during the 

six months after intake (~(332)=-.31; p<.OOI). These correlations 

are virtually identical to those found for weekly attendance, sup-
I\, 

porting the theory that older respondents did not attend sc~o~1 at -, 

all,!~),e., were not enrolled. As with weekly attendance, some of 

the variance in months enlol led in school during the fol low-up 

I I. 

( ) 

() 
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period can be predicted from months in school prior to intake 

(~=.21; f(I,332)=86.73; p<.OOI), and age significantly increased 

the predictive power (r =.24; f(2,331)=53.34; p<.OOI). The more 

months one was enrol led in school during the intake period the more 

months he/she was I ikely to be in school during the fol low-up 

period, and in addition, younger respondents tended to spend more 

months in school during the fol low-up period than did older members 

of the population. However, there was no significant increment for 

research assignment; after control ling for months enrol led during 

the intake period and age at intake, research assignment did not 

provide additional information. These data lead to the conclusion 

that partial ling age from the education variables does not reveal 

any CEP effects. 

As was discussed previously, general level of vocational 

activity was measured by summing the total months active at employ-

ment, school, job search, mi litary service, and chi Idcare. A second 

vocational activity variable indicated whether the individual w'as 

~ctive at a point in time six months after intake. Analyses of 

partial variance w~re conducted on both variables; neither yielded 

any significant age effects. 

Overal I, then, the analysis of age effects on employment, 

,_ educat ion, and act i v i tv fa i I ed to produce any strong ef fects. Wh i Ie 

age"was related to employment variables (older members of the 

population tended to be employed more) and to education variables 

(younger respondents tended to spend more time in school), only for 

one variable was there any additional effect involving research 
,; 
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assignment. That is, older experimentals tended to work more hours 

during the fol low-up period than did younger experimentals, and 

there was no age difference for control group members. As was 
i\ 

discussed earlier, this is very weak evidence for any program 

effect, and one must be extremely cautious about relying on this 

one significant effect. 
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APPENDIX E 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES: RECIDIVISM 

After analyzing recidivism data within the experimental design 

<)i.e., comparing experimentals and controls), a series of exploratory 

multiple regression analyses were computed in an attempt to shed 

some light on recidivism in the research population. These analyses 

were conducted as hypothesis generating rather than hypothesis 

testi ng and were 'ils,ed for descri pti ve purposes in Chapter V I. 

Four cr\)erion variables were used: dichotomous rearrest (yes/ 

no), number of subsequent arrests, severity of rearrest charge (the 

most serious if there were more than one), and number of subsequent 

convictions. For each of these criterion variables the same procedure 

was followed. An initial r,egres~sion was computed using 31 predictor 
(( 

variables~ selected because they made theoretical sense. These 

inCIUdedg~~~~raPhic characteristics (such as, whether the defendant 

was bor'rf i n New Yot'k City ~ amount of time his/her fam i I y spent on 

welfare during the defendant's adolescence,ethnicity, sex, ma~ital 

status at intake into the research); criminal history Cage at first 

juvenile arrest, number of juven'ile arrests, age at first adult 

arrest, number of prior arrests, prior conviction records, etc.), and 

lifestyle during the period of the rese~rch (employment, school 

activ.ity, alcohol use, drug use, attendance at CEP, f]1arital status 

one year after intake, ,- etc. ). The in i ti a I regres$ i on equation 

combined'hierarchi'cal and stepwise procedures for entering predktors; 

~y~~~~~~~~~~_~~~.e.~~0~~~~'*~(,~a'~·t--____ '_na~-__ 
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that is, sets of variables were entered hierarchicallY depending upon 

.. when they occured in time (characteristics of the defendant's chi Id

hood occurred before entry into CEP, and were therefore entered into 

the equation first). Within sets, however, the variables were entered 

stepw'i'se -- those va r i ab I es w.i th the h r ghest pa rt i a I corre I at i on with 

the criterion variable enter first. This method was used because we 

had no hypothetical model on which to rely, and because the analysis 

was exploratory, we were wil ling to accept the disadvantages in-

herent in this approach. This process yielded four regressions, 

each with 31 predictors, some of which accounted for no significant 

variance. Those variables not accounting for a significant amount 

of variance were eliminated, and separate regression analyses were 

computed for each of the recidivism variables. The results of these 

analyses are presented below. 

Five predictors were retained for the final regression on 

dichotomous rearrest; they were (entered in the order presented 

below) sex of defendant, amount of time the defendant's family.spent 

on welfare while he/she. was an adolescent, prior convictJon record 

(none/violation/misdemeanor/felony), attendance a~, CEP (if in the 

experimental group), and educational level attained within twelve 

months after intake into the research. T:hese five variables produced 

a multiple correlation of R=.40 (F(5,394)=14.96; 'p<.OI). A summary 

of the resu I 1"s ot the reg ress ion is presented in Tab leE-I. The 

results imply that de.fendants most I ike I y to be arrested subsequent to 

inTake into j-he research were males whose fami I ies spent some time on 
,t" 

welfare during 1"he defendants' adolescence. The defendanT was likely 

t 1 

o 
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Table E-I 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR DICHOTOMOUS REARREST 

Variable Ii 
I. R R2 Partial ra Beta Fb 

jj 

8.396c Sex .1114 .02 .14 .10 
/ 
1\ 

13.423c We I fare J'23 .05 -.18 -.! 4 
~\ 
II 

-.14 -./1 8.259c . Convict. Rec. .2)\ .07 

CEP Attendance .38 .14 .29 .25 33.30Sc 

Educ. Level .40 .16 .13 : 13 7.193c 

a The partial correlation wiTh the criterion variable on The step 
before entering the equation; for the first variable to enter the 
equation, the zero-order ~ is presented. 

b The F value of the significance test for Beta in the step in 
wh i ch the precFi ctor ... ,as entered. 

c p<.OI 

to have a prior convictIon record, TO attendCEP infrequently Cif 

at al I), and to have a low level of education relative to the rest 

of the research population. Whi Ie the relationship of each of these 

variables with the rearrest v1;lriable was sma I I (as indicated by the 

partial correlations in Table E-I), they were the best predictors 

among those tested. 

The second recidivism variable was number of rearrests within 

the research period (ranging from zero to eight). - 'Tor this variable 
1I 

there were six predictors: age, whether the defendant was borrr in 

New York City (yes/no), fami Iy welfare status during defendant's 

\\ 

, A't ___ "..-,. '" h'\' • \ ..... 
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adolesce~ce, number of prior arrests; attendance at CEP, and educational 

level twelve months after intake. These six variables produced a 

multiple correlation of R='.42. (£..(6,393)=13.651; p .01); a summary of 

the regression results is presented in Table E-2. The results imply 

that the older defendants, born outside of New ¥ork, whose families 

spent some time on welfare were likely to be arrested most often. 

In addition, those defendants with prior arrest records who attended 

CEP i nf requent I y or not at a I I, and had a low I eve I of educat i on 

re I at i ve to the other members o·f the research popu I ati on were like I y 

to be rearrested more often than those without prior arrest records 

or those who attended CEP often. 

Table E-2 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR NUMBER OF REARRESTS 

Variable R R2 Partial ra Beta 

Age .19 .04 .19 -.14 

NY Born .22' .05 -. II -. II 

Welfare .26 .06 .14 .11 

Pri ors .30 ':\.09 .16 • 10 

CEP Attend. II .40 .16 -.28 -.25 

Educ. Level .42 .17 -.12 -.12 

aThe partial correlation with the criterion variable 
before entering the quatio~; for the first variable 
the equation, the zero~order L is presented. 

bThe F .value of the significance test for Beta in the 
which the variable was entered. 

Fb 

14.000c 

4.525d 

8.018c 

10.121 c 

33.748
c 

5.610d 

on the step 
to enter 

step in 

<:, 

o 

\\ 
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The third measure of recidivism was severity of rearrest 

charges, quantified as A Felony, B Felony, etc., down to Violation. 

If the defendant had more than one arrest subsequent to intake into 

the research, the most serious charge was used. There were ten 
o 

predictor variables used in this analysis; although each of the 

included variables had Beta weights that were significantly 

different from zero, the directions of some of the relationships 

are counterintuitive, as wil I be discussed below. The variables, 

in the order in which they entered the quation, were sex of defendant, 

fami Iy I i\fe during adolescence (i .e., intact fami Iy or broken home), 

age at first adult arrest, enrol led in school six months after 

intake into the research (no or yes), average monthly salary during 

the six months fol lowing intake, number of jobs held during the six 

months fol lowing intake, number of months enrol led in school during 

the six months after intake, marital status twelve months after in-

take (married or single), enrol led in school twelve months after in-

take (no or yes), and educational level twelve months after intake 

into the research. The multiple correlation obtained using these ten 

'predictors was R~.58 (£..(10,349)=17.548; p<.OI); the results are 

summar i zed in Tab I, e E-3. Ma I es were like I y to be arrested on more 

ser'ious charges than were females. Defendants from intaot families 

were like I y to be arrested on more seri ous charges than those from 

broken homes (the reason for this is unclearY'. Those arrested on 

the most serious charges wer~ also li~ely to have been arrested for 
.--:-:-,~-" 

the f'lrst ti me when they were fa i r I y young, to ~e enra II ed in schoo I 

- h ,~ .. ; < 

" 
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Table E-3 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SEVERITY OF REARREST 

"R2 a c Fb 
Variable R Partial r Beta 

Sex .14 .02 .14 .17 7.422d 

Fami Iy Life .24 .06 .20 .17 15.765d 

Age 1st Arr. .28 • 08 .16 . .12 10.717d 

Enroll 6 Mo. .32 .10 -.15 -.25 8.509
d 

Sa I ary 6 Mo. .36 .13 -.17 -.60 11.819d 
<, 

# Jobs 6 Mo. .40 .16 .20 .39 15.774d 

Mos. School .42 : 18 .14 .23 8.1.18d 

Marita I Stat .• .51 .26 -.31 -.30 40.796d 

Enroll 12 Mo. .55 .31 -.25 -.25 26.699d 

Ed. Level .58 .33 .20 .18 16.943d 

aThe partial correlation with the criter!on vari~ble on the step 
before entering the equation; for the first varlabl~ to enter_ 
the equatiolJ, the zero-order ~ is presented. 

bThe F value of the significance test for Beta in the step in which 
the variable was entered. 

cBeta at the last step. 

dp<.OI 

six months after intake, to be earning q high salary (relative to 

the rest of the population), and (with the previous variables hl?ld 

constant) to have held few jobs during the six months after intake 

Into the research. (It is not immediately obvious why those with 

o 

o 

'_-~'--"i-
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the most serious rearrest charges would be enrol led ib school, earning 

relatively high salaries, and hold few jobs during the six months 

fol lowing intake into the research. Bef()re spending a great deal of 

time attempting to interpret these data, however, it would be wise 

to rep Ii cate these find i ngs. It i s ~ ike I y that other samp I es drawn 

from the same population would yield different results. Additionally, 

those arrested on the most serious charges were likely to have spent 

few months in school during the six months after intake, to be un

married, to be enrol led in school twelve months after intake, and to 

have achieved a" low level of education relative to the rest of the 

research population. Clearly further research is needed to identify 

the factors that determine severity of rearrest charges. 

The final rec~~"~ism variable was number of convictions on 

charges received subsequent to Intake into the research. The six 

predictors used i~ this regression wer~ sex, fami Iy welfare status 

during the defendant's adolescence, prior conviction record, attendance 

at CEP, enrollment in school twelve months after intak~ into the 

research, and educational I;evel attained. Using these predictors a 

multiple correlation of R=.40 was obtained. A summary of the results 

is presented in Table E-4. They imply that defendants most likely to 

receive subsequent convictions (during the period of the research) 

were male, whose faml lies spent some time on welfare during the 

defendants' .adolescence. These defendants were I ikely to have prior 
J/ J conv i ctton records, toC:;::;ve attended CEP infrequent I y, not to be ( ~,/ 

A 
J/ 

II enrolled in school 12 months after in~pke, and to have attained a low 

level of education relative to the rest of the population. A discuss~on 

of the impl ications of these results is contained in Chapter VI . 

. ( 
, 
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Tab!e E-4 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR NUMBER OF CONVICTIONS 

R2 Partial 
a Betab Variable R r 

Sex .13 .02 .13 -.08 

We I fare .21 ' .05 .17 ~ 13 

Prior Con. .25 .06 .14 • "10 

Attend CEP .37 .14 -.27 -.25 

Enroll 12 Mo. .39 .15 -.12 -. II 

Educ. .Level • 40 .16 -. II -. II 

a The partial correlation with the criterion variable on the step 
before entering the equation; for the first variable to enter 
the equation, the zero-order ~ is presented. 

b Beta at the last step. 

c The F value of the significance test for Beta in the step in 
wh i ch the vari ab I e was, entered. 

d p<.05 

e p<.OI 

, () 

,f 

/ 
~ 

(I 

FC () 

6.369d 

12.203e 

7.932e n 
34.274e 

5.706e 

5.30ge o 

(1 

o 

o 

o 
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